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A-STATEMrENTS BY TtHE PRIME MINISTER AND ~1R. CHURCHILL 
ISSUED ON MONDAY, AUGU5T 6th, 19·15· . 

Statement, by The Prime Mt'.nister. 
I. Ev.ery:body wi11 have seen 1the limportant star~ments which have been 

made by P:resident Truman and hy Mr . Stimson, the United States Secretary 
for :Wa.r, ·a!bout the atomic lbomb. The .problems of the J"dease of enengy 
by atomic .fission Iha ve ibeen solv·ed and an atomic 1bomb has been dropped on 
Ja;pan by the United States ATiny Aiir Force. 

2. P.resiidenh Truman aind M:r. Stimson have descriibed .in their statement:s 
the nature and vast implications of l!his new discovery. Some account is now 
r.equ:ired of tlhe part IW!hic:h this country .has 1played in t'he rema11kable 
scientilic advances which have now come to fouition. Befme ,iJh:e ahange 
of Government Mr. Churc'hiilil had prepared tlhe statement w.hid1 follows and 
I am now issuing it in the form in which he wrote it. 

Statement by Mr. Churchill. 
3. By the year 1939 it had 1become :widely recognised amcmg scientist? of 

many .nations ;that the release of energy by akirrnic fis.c;ion .was a poss~biliity. 
The :problems wihich fl"emained to ·be solved: befor.e ;this :possibility could · be 
turned into practical ac:hievement were, however, manifoki and immense, 
and few sdienrists wou1d at that time have ventured to pred·id ,tJhat an atomic 
bomb could be ·ready for .use by 1945· Neve11bheless, the .potentialities of fue 
project were so great that His Majesty's Gavemment thougiht '.it rigiht that 
.reseaioch should be canried on in spite of the many competing ola:ims on our 
scienti.fic manpower. iAt !this stage the researdh was carried out rrna:inly Jin 
our Univ·ersities, principally, Oxford, Cambridge, London (I:mper.i.al College), 
LiveDpool and Birmingham. At the time of the foranatiion of 1tihe Coalition 
Goyemment, .:responsiibility !foc co-o.rd1inating rhe work and pressing it furriwand 
lay in tlhe Miinistry of iAircra1.fit ·Production, advrised by a committee of leading 
scientists presided over by S.ir George Thomson . . 

4. At the same time, under the .general arraJJJgements then an force fior lbhe 
pooling of scientiific information, there was a .:fiL1!Ll lintercha:nge of -ideas between 
the scientists rarrying out this .work .in the Uni.red Kingdom ::i11d those :in tihe 
U.rui!ted States. 

5. Such progress was maide that by tlhe summer of 1941 Sir Geor.ge 
Thomson's .OOlffimittee :was aible to r.eport that, tin their view, there was a 
reasonable dhance that an art:omic !bomb cou1d be produced ·before the end 
af the war. .At the ehd of August 1941 Lord Cherwell, w:hose duty it was 
to keep me 1info11med on all these and other technical d'eve1opments, reported 
the substantiaJ progress which was being made. The; 1general responsi:biliity 
for the scierutiific -researoh carried on under the various~tec'hrnical committees 
laiy with the th·en Lord PJ"esident of 1Jhe CounCi[, Si.:r John Anderson. In 
these documstan·ces (having iin mind also ,foe effeot of ordmary high-explosive 
wih:ioh we :had recently exipenie1l1Ced), I re£erred the matter on August 30, 1941, 
to the Chiefs 1af Staff Committee in iihe follow:in:g mhmte: 

"General Ismay for Chiefs of Staff Committee. . . 
A<11lhough personally I arm quite content with the existing explosives, I 

feel rwe must not stand in 1ihe path of improvement, and I therefore think 
-that acllion should ibe taken ·in the sense pro.posed iby Vorel Cherwell, and 
that tihc Cabinet Millister respoinsihle sihouJd be Sir John And-orson. 

'I shall be glad to know what the Chiefa of Staff Committee th.ink." 
The Chief~ of Staff recommended· immediate action with the maximum priority. 

I 
I 
I 
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6. It was then deaided to set -up within the Department of Scientific and 

Industrial Researoh a special division to direct ith6 work, and Imperial 
ChemicaJ Industr.ies Limited agreed to release Mr. ,w. A. Akers ro taJke 
charge of this Directorate, whidh we caHed, for :purposes of secrecy, the 
" Directorate of Tube Alloys ". After Sir John Anderson had ceased to .be 
Lord Presidem and became Cl1ancellor of the Exd1eque.r .. I asked him to 
continue to supervise this rwork, for rw'hich the has speciaJ. qualifications. To 
advise !him, tiherc was set up under his ·chairmanship a Consultative Council 
composed of the P;resident of tihe Royal Society, the Cl1ailrman af the 
Scierrtiific Advisory Cmnmittee of the Cabinet, the Secretary of the Depart
ment of Scientrific and Industrial Research and 1Lord Gherwell. The Minister 
of Aircraft Production, at t'hat tiime Lord Brabazon, also served on this 
Committee. Under the Cha.imnanshiip of Mr. Akers there was also a Technical 
Committee on which sat the scientists ;who .were directing the differerut sections 
of the iwork, and some otihers. This Committee wa.c:; origrinalJy rnmposed 
of Sir James Chadwick, Professor J>eierls, and nrs. Halban, Simon and 
Slade. 1Later it was joined by Sir Oharles Darw.in and Professors Cockcraft, 
Oliphant and Feather. Full use was aJso made of Un.iversiity and industrial 
la1boratories. 

7. On October II, 1941, •President Roosevelt sent me a. letter suggesting that 
·.iny extended effonts on th.is :important matter miight usefully ·be co-ordinated 
or -even jointly conducted . Accordingly all British and American efforts 
were joined and a :num:ber af :British scientists concerned proceeded to the 
United States. Apart from these contacts, ·complete sec,recy gmurded all 
these ac.tivjties and no sing.le iperson was informed whose work was not 
indispensable to progress. 

8. By the su:mmer of 1942 this ex.panded rprogrammt: of resea:roh ihad 
confirmed with· surer and ibroader founda.tions the rpromising forecasts w.hioh ( J' 
had ibeen made a year ea:rlier, and the time had come when a decision must 
be made whether or not ro rproceed with the construction of lal'ge-scale pro
duction .plants. Meanwhile it 'had become apparent from the ipr.eliminary 
eXiperiments tihat these plants :would have to :be on something ltike the vast 
scale described in t!he American statements iwhieih :have ·been published rt:o-day . 

9. G:reat Britain at this period was fully extended in war J>roduction and 
we could not afford sum grave interference w.ith. the current munitions 
programmes on whioh our warli'ke operations depended. Moreover, Great 
Britain was within easy range of Gerrrnan 1bombers, and the risk of raooers 
from the sea or ai:r could not ,be ignored. The United States however, where 
parallel or similar progress had been made, was free from these dangers. 
The decision was .therefore taken: to 1bui,ld the full-scale '.f1I'oduction plants in 
Amer.ica. 

IO. In the United States tlhe erection of the immense plants was iplaced 
under the 11esponsibility of Mr. Stimson, Uniteq States Secreta.ry of War, 
and the American Army admirnistration1, wh~se wondedul worik and 
marvellous secrecy cannot ibe sufficiently admired. The main practical 
effort and virtua1ly :tlh.e whole of 1ts prodigious cost now fell upon 
the United States authorities, wiho . ~ere assisted iby a number of British 
soientists. The :relationship of rtthe .Bniti:sh and American contdbutions was 
i;egulated by dfacussion 1between the late President Roo.;evelt and myself, 
and a Combined Policy Committee was set Ulp. - ... 

II. T:he Ca:naidiMl! Government, .whose cootr.i!buti-0<11 :was most valuaJble, 
provJded both :indispensa;bie J"aw material for ,t!he project as a whole and also 
necessary facilities for the •work of one section of ·the ;project which ihas 1been 
<:arried c;>11t io Canada by the ,tJhree Governments in p2.rtnersh6p. 

( 
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12. The smoothness wit!h whidh. tihe a:rrangcmenrt:s for co-~ration whri.c!h 
were made in 1943 iha'Ve been ca:r:cied mb effect is a !happy ~ugury for our 
future relations and reflects great credit on ail co:ucemed---on Jhe members of 
1Jhe Combined J>olicy Connrnittee wlhich we ::.0t up ; on the enthusiasm .viith 
wihich <mr sdientists and t·echnicians gave of ,t!heir best-pa:rtic ulhl1ly S:i:r James 
Oha<l'Mck who gave up ihis work at ,IJiv,er.pool :to serve as technical adrv~ser to 
the United Kingdom members of ,the Policy Committee a:nc spare<l '110 effort; 
and not Jeast, on -!ihe 1generous spfr.it w~t!h whioo the wi.hoJe United States 
organisation welcomed our men and made it possible for tbern to make their 
co11Jtrib u tio.n. 

13. By God's mercy Briitish and Aimeric:an ssience olitpaced aM German 
efforts. Tihese were on a considerable scail{:, b nt far 1behlnd. The ipossession 
of _these :pawe:rs by rtihe Germans at any time rn~ght :have altered the result 
of the wair, and profound anxiety was ife1t hy those who were informe<l. Every 
effort was made by our intelligence service and by the Royal Air Force to 
locate in Germany anything resembling the plants which were being created 
in the United States. In the winter of 1942-1943 most gallant attacks were 
made in Norway on two occasions by small parties of volu:i.teers from the 
British Commandos and Norwegiar1 forces, at very heavy loss of life, upon 
stores of what is calle<l "heavy water ", an element in one of the possible 
processes. The second of these t.wo attacks \' as completely successful. 

14. The whole burden of executioo, including the setting-up of the plants 
and many technical processes connected t:her~wjfu in i!he .practical sphere, 
constitutes one of the greatest triumphs of .Amer.iJoanc_or indeed 'hll!Illa'11-
genius of wihioh there .is ir:ecood. Moreover. tlhe decisiicm ~o make these 
enormous ·exipenditures upon a project which, however J:iopefulJy established 
by America:n a:n:d •British ["esearnh, remaiined nevertheless a neartShaJking risk, 
stands -to the everlasting honour 'Of ,President Roosevelt and h.is a dvtisers. 

15 . . Lt .is now ,for Japan to I'ealise cin the ,gJacr:e of 1lhe first a tomic !bomb 
wihiah has smitten her, rwihat the oonsequences rw1U be of an indefinite 
continuance of tihis terr.ilble means of maintaining a rnle of law in the world. 

16. This ;revclation of the secrets of nature, long mm'ci.£ul1y :with!held from 
man, shauld airouse the most solemn refl·eations in the mind and oonscience 
of every 'huma.'11 being caipaible of comp:rehension. 1We must indeed ;pray that 
fuese aJWtfuJl agencies wliU be made to conduce to peace among the natfons, 
and t!hat instead of wrnakinig measllireless !havoc upon the entj:re g;lobe, they 
may becOIIlle a peI'enn:iaJ fo11111tMn of world prosperity. 

B .-STAT!BMENT 1ISSUED BY THE DIRECTORATE OF TUBE ALLOYS 
(iD:EiP:ARTMENT OF SCIE:NTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH), 
ON SUNDAY, AUGUST l2TH, 1945· 

l. INTRODUCTION. 

I. The Prime Minister has issued a statement describng the events leading 
up to the production, in the United States, of atomic bomb; and the dropping, 
by the United States Army Air Force, of the first of these on Japan. State
ments have also been made by President Trnman and Mr. Howe. Further 
statements have been issued by the U.S. an cl Canadian Ge. ve(!lments giving an 
account of the work carried out in their respective countries which led up to 
or was associated with this remarkable a(:hie";ement. Thes(! supplementary 
statements also give an outline of the scientific backgr:ound without which it is 
impossible to appreciate the great advance which has b~:en made. 

A2 
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2. The following official statement has been prepareci to fulfil a similar 
purpose in this country. It begins with a very hrief account of the out
standing discoveries in that branch of physics, known as " nuclear" physics, 
which by the year 1939 had led scientists to the belier that it should be 
possible to find a way of releasing atomic energy oa a significant scale and 
under controlled conditfons. It will be seen that scien tist; of many countries 
shared in this development and that the contribution cf British laboratories 
wa s outstanding. 

3. There follows an account of the examination of the problem in this 
country from the beginning of r940 to the middle of r94r, when a scientific 
committee reported that ther:e was a good chance that atomic bombs could 
be produced in time for use in the war. The next section of the statement 
deals with the or:ganisation of the work in this count;:y and with the scope 
of the research programmes undertaken. Reference is made to the inter
change of information with the corresponding U .S. organisation and to the 
decision, already referred to ill the Ptime Minister' 3 statement, that full-scale 
plants for the production of atomic bombs should be built not in this country 
but in U.S.A. There is a short reference to tlw decision to transfer to 
Canada one section of the work. This was at first a joint Anglo-Canadian 
project but became later, with the co-oper:ation of the U.S. Government, a 
tri-partite enterprise. 

4. In the Prime 1Minister's statement there is a reference to the setting up in 
Washington, after discussions between President Roosevelt and Mr. Churchill, 
of a Combined Policy Committee. This committee accept'ed certain recom
mendations from its scientific advisers for a closer integration of the scientific 
work, which involved the transfer to U.S.A. and Canada of many of the 
scientists working on this project in the U.K. The present statement ends 
with a note on the effect of this on the British programmes. 

5. This statement · is intended to be read in conjunction with the American 
and Canadian statements. It is, therefore, confined as far as possible to wovk 
in the U.K. and to the share taken by British scientists in the American and 
Canadian projects: Consequently no reference is made to the gigantic scale 
of the American scientific and technical effort the successful outcome of which 
constitutes, as Mr. Churchill has already said, one oi the greatest triumphs of 
human genius of which there is record . 

. JI . HISTORICAL SURVEY. 

6. The discovery of the fission of uranium and its application in the atomic 
bomb is no isolated event but follows a series of discoveries which, since the 
end of last century, have been the basis of the modern science of physics. 
This work has been done in many countries and is the result of full and free 
collaboration between scientists, among whom those working in Britain have 
played a most important part. 

7. Classical ideas on the nature and properti!!s of matter culminated in the 
atomic theory of the nineteenth century. It was accepted that all matte~ was 
made up of discrete, indestructible particles or atoms, which were classified 
into 92 different species or elements. From the atoms of one or more of 
these elements all the different chemical compounds that exist in nature are 
built up. ·But it was regarded as a cardinal point that the atoms of any one 
element could in no way be changed or converted jnto those of another. 

(a) ~adio-Activity. 
8. The fundamental break with this theory occurred when the French 

physicist II. Becquerel, in r8¢, discover:ed that one of .the elementc;_uranium ,. 
-was continuously emitting radiation of an mknown type which could 

J 
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penetrate matter and affected a photographic plate. Further study of this 
new-found property of uranium led to the isolation of another element 
-radium-from the uranium deposits in Joachimstal by Pierre and Marie 
Cm:ie in 1~98. Radium showed, to a much greater degree, this same property 
of emitting radiation and it was dear that the phenomenon of '' radio
activity,." as it was called, was altogether different from those associated with 
normal chemical reactions between atoms. In 1902 Rutherford and SOddy, who 
were then working at MoGill University, Montreal, suggested that it could only 
be explained by the assumption that the atoms of uranium, radium and other 
radio-active elements, which had by then been discovered, were unstable and 
were continuously breaking up at rates which were char:acteristic for each 
element. 

9. This suggestion was conclusively proved by detailed experimental work 
in the course of which the nature and properties of the radiation from radio
active elements were discovered. Part of !his radiation, the so-called· " alpha
rays," consists of helium atoms, carrying a positive charge of electricity, and 
these were found to be of the greatest value as a tool for further exploration 
of the structure of atoms. 

ro. It was, in fact, research on the penetration of matter by " alpha
rays " which led Rutherford, at Manchester University in r9n, to the funda
mental discovery that the whole mass of each atom was concentrated in a 
minute central nucleus which carried a positive electric charge. Round this 
nucleus, but at relatively very great distances, reV10lved elementary negative 
electric charges-the " electrons " -in numbers sufficient to neutralise exactly 
the positive charge of the nucleus. The mass of these electrons was negligible 
compared with that of the nucleus. In terms of classical electro-magnetic 
theory, however, such a system would be unstable and the energy of the 
revolving electrons would, in a very short time, be lost as radiation . Niels 
Bohr, of Copenhagen, put forward a theory in 1913 which combined Ruther
ford's model of the" nuclear atom" with the qua.:ntum theory of energy which 
had been enunciated by Planck, to explain limitations of the classical electro- · 
magnetic theory. 

rr. The resulting Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom proved to be of the 
greatest value in explaining the results of experimental wo11k in every branch 
of physics and, in particular, the r:elationship between the different elements 
as regards their ordinary physical and chemical properties. These are deter
mined entirely by the electrons revolving round the nucleus and are therefore 
practically independent of the mass of the nucleus. It was, therefore; imme
diately understood that any element, with a given charge on the nucleus, 
could exist in more than one modification with different atomic masses but 
almost identical physical and chemical properties. 

12. The existence of such modifications <Yf any element, which were known 
as " isotopes, " had fir~ been suggested by Soddy in 1910 as a result of studies 
of the decay products of the natural radio-active elements. Aston, at Cam
bri<ilge, followed up work, which had been started by J. J. Thomson and 
developed the so-called '' mass-spectrograph '' which subjected a stream of 
electricaUy cha·rged atomS--or ionS--to a crossed electric and magnetic field 
and brought those of different mass to a focus at different points. It was 
proved, with the help of this instrument, that the .great majority of elements 
consisted of a mixture of two or more isotopes and that the relative weight of 
the atom of any given isotope of any element was very nearly a simple multiple 
of the weight of a hydrogen nucleus, or proton. · 

13. Because the isotopes of an element have a:lmost identical chemical pro
perties it is in general extremely difficult to separate them or even to change 
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· appreciably their relative concentration. We must take recourse to pro
cesses which depend on the nuclear mass of the atoms, making use of the 
difference in mass between isotopes. This difference is usually only a small 
fraction of the total mass. Moreover, while some of these methods, such 
as that used in the mass-spectrograph, are not difficult to apply, they can 
ordinarily deal only with very small quantities of material, too srnaH .to be of 
much practical use. In 1932 Urey and Brickwedde of Columbia University, 
New York, showed that hydrogen itself is not a simple element but contains 
a small amount (about l/ 5000) of an isotope known as "heavy hydrogen" 
or deutetium which has almost double the mass of a proton. Because, in 
this case, the. ratio of the masses of the isotopes is as two to one the physical 
and chemical properties of hydrogen and deuterium are sensibly different and 
it was found possible to separate them, in a pure state, in large amounts by 
normal technical methods. 

14. The atoms of nearly all the elements are stable and it is only in the 
case of the radio-active elements that spontaneous disintegration of the 
nucleus takes place. Although it was known that, when this occurred, energy 
was released, atom for atom, on a scale incompara!bly greater than that con
nected with any known chemica1 reaction, it was recognised to be of no 
practical use because the rate of decay can in no way be influenced and it was 
obvious that any hope of understanding the conditions which might make such 
influence possible would depend on an understanding of the structure of the 
atomic nucleus. 

(b) Artificial disintegration of atoms 
15. The first decisive step in the solution of this problem was taken by 

Rutherford who, in 1919, showed experimentally that the charged alpha 
particles from radium -C could, in rare instances, collide with the nucleus of 
an atom of the common element nitrogen in such a way that it broke up 
and, as a result of the collision, the nuclei of two other atomic species or 
elements (oxygen and hydrogen) were formed. · 

16. While the discovery of radio-activity had shown that some of the 
elements could, spontaneously, break up to form other elements Ruthenford 
had now shown that the particles emitted in this process could be used to 
break up, or transmute, the atoms of other elements wh~ch were normally 
stable. 

17. This development was pursued in the following years by Rutherford and 
Chadwick, who found that many other light elements could be transmuted 
in a similar way. In each case a proton was ejected, and generally the 
process of transmutation was accompanied by the release .of a consideralble 
amount of energy. It thus appeared that the proton was a common con
stituent of atomic nuclei and one of the fundamental particles of which 
matter is built up. Moreover, the release of energy in these processes was 
a further indication of the store of energy reside~t in ·atomic nuclei. 

18. Jn parallel with this development, Rutherford; with Chadwick and 
other colleagues and students of the Cavendish Laboratory, attacked many 
other questions concerning the properties of atomic nuclei and their structure, 
laying the experimental foundations of a whole new branch of physics, now 
known as nuclear physics, arising from Rutherford's discoveries, first of the 
nature of the phenomenon of natural radioactivity;· secondly, of the existence 
of the atomic nucleus; and thirdly, that some nuclei could be transmuted by 
bombardment with alpha particles. 

19. A further very · important step was taken here in 1932 when Cockroft 
and Walton carried out an experiment in which hydrogen nuclei, produced 
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9 
artificiaily in an electric discharge and accelerated to a high velocity by 
means of an applied voltage, were used to bombard another stable element, . 
lithium. Tihe atoms of this element were found to disintegrate, and trans
mutation, the dream of the alchemists, had been achieved in a completely 
controlled laboratory experiment. 

20. In this transmutation, and in others which followed this new discovery, 
the release of ·energy was enormous for such a minute event as a .reaction 
involving a single nucleus. Nevertheless, the number of nuclear reactions was 
so small that the amount of energy generated by the reaction was extremely 
small compared with the total input of energy used to produce the bombard
ing particles. The practical value of these nuclear reactions as a source of 
energy was still completely negligible. 

2r. The reason is not far to seek; not only are these nuclear reactions very 
rare events, but the reactions are not self-propagating. This is quite different 
from the chemical reactions with which we are familiar in our daily . life, 
sudh as the combustion of coal ar oil. Once started, these propagate 
themselves and the reactions develop and spread, involving the whole 
bulk of material: thus the lighting of a fire releases enough heat to ignite 
the neighbouring fuel, which in tum releases more heat to ignite mme 
fuel , and so on. This is not the case for the nuclear reactions which have 
so far been mentioned; the particles which are formed in them are insufficient 
to affect neighbouring nuclei so as to maintain the reaction and propagate 
it . It is clear that if we wish to tar. the hidden reserves of energy in atomic 
nuclei and put them to practical use we must find a reaction which can proga~ 
gate itself; for example, a reaction in wihich particles are emitted of the same 
kind that initiated it and in sufficient numbers to affect neighbouring nuclei; 
which in their tum emit new particles to react with other nuclei, thus begin~ 
ning a chain-reaction which spreads through the whole mass. 

22 . It is convenient at this point to consider the form of this reserve of 
energy in atomic nuclei. As long ago as 1905 Einstein showed that, accord
ing to the theory of relativity, there is no essential difference between mass 
and energy, but that energy has mass ·and mass re.presents energy. · For 
many years the proof that energy and mass were equivalent depended on 
indirect, although conclusive, evidence. The reason for this lack of imme
diate evidence is the extreme size of the ra<f:io .between mass and energy. A 
very small mass corresponds to a very large amount of energy. Fm example, 
a mass of one ounce transformed entirely into heat energy would be sufficient 
to convert nearly a million tons of water into steam. The fantastic size of 
the figure for conversion of mass to energy explains why a loss of mass 
has never been observed in ordina·iy chemical pro<;esses; the heat given off 
in combustion has, we believe, mass associated with it, but its amount is so 
small that it cannot be detected by the niost sensitive balance. 

23. Very striking and direct evidence for the equivalence of mass and 
energy was furnished by the experiments on the artificial transmutation of 
atoms. It was shown that in these nuclear reactions a release of energy was 
always accompanied by a decrease of mass and that the equivalence between 
mass. and energy was exactly as predicted by Einstein. It thus appears 
that m these nuclear reactions matter i.s being partially converted into energy 
and that the reserve of energy of the atomic nucleus is hidden in the most 
?bvious place! its. own mass. There is therefore ~ store of energy resident 
m matter w~1ch is enormous~y greater th~n that available to us from any 
known ch.em1cal _process. It is clear that smce no such extrao dinary sources 
are known on this earth there can be no appreciable conversion of matter into 
energy. On the other hand, it is now generally accepted that it is this 
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store of energy in matter itself w1hich maintains thE.: heat of the sun and 
of other stars, through a cycle of nucie<tr charges in which matter is converted 
into energy. 

24. In the newly-discovered reactions, involving atomic nuclei rather than 
the outer screen of electrons, there was an enom10us release of energy of this 
type for each atom that was successfully bombarded. The scientific importance 
of the results was immense but the appa.rent practical value was still negligible 
because only one successful collision could be obtained in many thousands 
and the total input of energy in producing the bombarding particles was 
rfar greater than the energy release from the very few successful collisions. 

25. This low efficiency is, in part, due to the very small size of the nucleus 
compared with tha-t of the atom as a whole. The massive central nucleus of an 
atom, with its surrounding cloud of electrons, has often been compared with 
1:he sun in the planetary system and a direct c-0llision between the bombarding 

. particle and the nucleus, which would be needed io break up the latter, is 
an inherently improbable event. But when both the nucleus and the bom
barding particle are positively charged there will be a force of repulsion 
between them which will greatly lessen the chance of a direct collision. Only 
particles of very high energy can overcome this force and nearly all the 
bombarding particles will lose their energy in collisions with the electrons 
surrounding the atomic nuclei before they have a chance of reaching the 
nucleus itself. 

( c) Discovery of the Neutron 
26 . In 1932 Ohadwick, working in the Cavendish laboratory, made a dis

covery of fundamental importance. The observation was first made by Bothe 
and Becker in Germany that, when the element beryllium was bombarded with 
the alpha-particles emitted by polonium-:--a natural radio-active element-a 
very penetra:ting radiation was emitted. Joliot and his ·wife, Irene Curie
J oliot, in Paris, carried these observations further and finally, as a result of 
detailed measurements of the masses and energies of recoil particles, Chadwick 
was able to prove that this apparent radiation consisted of fundamental 
particles which had a mass almost the same as that of a proton, but had no 
electric charge. These new~found particles were called " neutrons " and it 
was at once realised 1:ha1: they, together with protons, were likely to be the 
ultimate constituents of the nuclei of atoms of all elements. The nucleus of 
any atom could be built up from the number of protons required to give the 
observed positive electric charge together with the additional number of 
neutrons to bring the nuclear mass up to the observed value. 

27. The discovery of the neutron was, however, of even greater practical 
importance in that its lack of electric charge made it an ideal projectile for 
carrying out nuclear transformations. The use of neutrons as a means of 
exploring the structure and reactions of atomic niiclei was taken up vigorously 
in physics laboratories throughout the world. Nelltron sources could be made 
either by mixing radium or polonium with beryllium so as to take advantage of 
the nuclear reaction already mentioned or by the use of an instrument, known 
as the "cyclotron," which had been developed by E. 0. Lawrence of the 
University of California, Berkeley. This instrument has been of very great 
value in the production of high-energy beams of charged atoms or nuclei and 
many nuclear reactions, which could be carried out with such beams, were 
found to produr.e neutrons. 

28. In the meantime an important contribution to the rapid advance in 
the new science of nuclear physics was made by Joliot and Mme. Irene Curie
Joliot who, in 1933, showed that certain elements, which are normally stable, 
undergo nuclear reactions when bombarded by alpha-rays and yield new 
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atomic nuclei which are isotopes of known elements but which z.re not stable 
and decay in the way characteristic of the natural radio-active elements . . This 
decay was associated with the emission of '' beta-rays " which, since the 
early work on radio-activity, had been recognised as being negatively charged 
electrons whose mass is negligible compared with those of e~ther the proton 

· or the neutron. In any radio-active series the emission of an electron, while 
leaving the atomic. mass number unchanged, results in the increase, by one 
unit, in the net positive charge of the nucleus. 

29. In I934 E. Fermi, and the school of physicists then working with him 
at Rome, began an intensive study of the reactions produced when the nuclei 
of all atomic species were subjected to neutron bombardment. In the course 
of this work the heaviest known elements were examined and, in particular, 
uraniU'm-with the atomic number 92-was subjected to neutron bombard
ment. The results of this work showed that new isotopes were formed which . 
were unstable and were subject to radio-active decay . It therefore seemed 
that, by bombardment of the heaviest known atom with neutrons, it was 
possible to produce in the laboratory atoms of higher atomic number, 93 and 
upwards, than were found in nature. 

30. Fmther experimental work, however, led to certain difficulties in this 
explanation and it was found to be impossilble to account for the existence, 
in the normal arrangement of atomic species, af the very large number of so
called " trans-uranium " elements thait were discovered. At this time it was 
generally accepted that these new elements were all, in fact, of higher atomic 
number than uranium and elaborate chemical tests had proved that they 
certainly could not be ideptified with any of the elements inui1ediately below 
uranium .in atomic number or weighrt. 

( d) Discovery of Fission 
· 3I. Professor 0. Hahn and Dr. Strassmann in Berlin became i:nterested in 

this problem at the end of I938 and, from the particular point of view of their 
ch!'fillical nature, carefully re-examined the new elements. In January, I939· 
they published a most important paper in which they reported positive 
chemical evide.p.ce to show that one, at least, of the new isotopes which were 
believed to be of higher atomic number and mass than uranium was, ini fact, 
an isotope of the element barium which has an aitomic number and mass 
not very different from hald: that of uranium. 

32. Immediately afterwards Dr. 0. Frisch and Professor Lise Meitner pointed 
out that this discovery could only mean that, when uranium was bombarded 
by neutrons, a nuclear reaction took place of a kind utterly different from any 
s0 far studied and that the uranium nucleus split into two parts of roughly 
equal mass. This phenomenon, for which they proposed the name " nuclear 
fission," could be explained in terms of the theory of nuclear reactions which 
had been developed by Professor Bohr in the preceding ,years. They also 
pointed out that the fragments of the uranium nucleus wO'Uld fly apart with 
great energy and this prediction was given a direct proo! by experiments 
carried out by Dr. Frisch in Copenhagen. Confirmation of the reality of the 
fission process with uranium, and of the great energy released which accom
panied it, was obtained by Professor Joliot in Paris independently (and at 
nearly the same time) and by other physicists throughout the world as soon 
as the original work was known to them. 

33. Very shortly afterwards, in the spring of I939· Professor Joliot and his 
collaborators Drs. Halban and Kowarski gave, an experimental proof of the 
additional fact, which was expected on theoretical grounds, that when the 
fission of uranium takes place a number of free neutrons is also produced. 
Their first experiments showed this number to be about 3. Experiments 
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of the same types were carried out by Drs Andei;-son, F ermi, Hanstein, .Szilard 
and Zinn in the U.S.A., and independent confirmation was obtained of the 
fact that more than one free neutron is produced for each fission of a uranium 
nucleus. 

34. It was immediately recognised that this diswvery was of the very 
greatest significance and that, for the first time, there was an experimental 
basis for the hope that the useful realisation of the enormous store of atomic 
energy in matter could be achieved. Not only did the fission reaction provide 
the large amount of energy that was calculated from the difference in mass of 
the reactants and products, but the liberation of more than one new neutron 
~ach time that a uranium nucleus underwent fission made possible the ·con
linuation of the reaction by the development of a chain process once the 
initial step had been taken. Such a chain process would enable the reaction, 
-in a suitable mass of uranium, to take place at an evei::-increasing rate and 
would involve so many atoms that there would be a sensible, and indeed 
possibly an overwhelming, liberation of energy. The whole process could, 
furthermore, be started by the application of only a minute fraction of the 
energy that would be liberated and the difficulty, hitherto encountered in 
nuclear reactions, of obtaining an overall gain in en.ergy would be eliminated. 

35 . It was therefore only natural that there should be an outburst of activity 
in most of the physics laboratories of the world with a spate of publications 
in the scientiific press. This continued until the outbreak of war, when an 
increasing sense of the great potential value of this work imposed restrictions. 

36. Certain important facts emerged from the work that was published 
during this period and theoretical conclusions and expectations were 
announced but it is hardly possible to give any strictly chronological account 
of them. The work was done in so many laboratories and the results, some
times in a very preliminary form, were communicated to so many journals 
and published at such varying intervals after communication that details of 
priority cannot be clearly settled. 1But reference should be made to the visit 
which Professor Bohr paid to the U .S.A. from January till May, 1939· He 
was able to report directly to American physicists the experiments carried out 
by Hahn, Frisch and Meitner and their suggested interpretation of the resµlts. 
In addition, whi,le in the U.S.A., Bohr developed and published, in collabora
tion with Professor J. A. Wheeler of Princeton University, New Jersey, a 
theory of the fission process. 

37. One important prediction which was made from this theory related to 
the different behaviour of the various isotopes of uranjum. This element 
consists, for much the greater part (99.3 per cent.), of atoms of mass number 
238 but there is also an isotope (0.7 per cent.) of mass 235 and a very small 
proportion (0 .008 per cent.) of an isotope of mass ~34 · The first two, which 
are conveniently designated by the symbols U.238 and U.235 respectively, 
are the most important in connection with the uranium fission project. Bohr 
predicted, in February, 1939, that the common isotope, U.238, would be 
expected to undergo fission only when the bombarding neutrons had a high 
energy but that the rarer U .235 isotope would behave differently in that it 
would not only show this reaction with high energy neutrons but in addition 
would be particularly lia:ble to undergo fission when th~ energy, and t11erefore 
the velocity, of the bombarding neutron,s was very low. This prediction 
was, in fact, confirmed in March, 1940, by experiments carried out by 
Nier of Minnesota and Booth, Dunning and Grosse of Columbia University, 
New York. They used a sample of uranium in which the content of U.235 
had been incr:eased above the normal value by means of Nier's mass
spectrograph . 
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38. It is relevant, at this point, to refer to a different phenomenon shown 
by the U.238 isotope when bombarded by neutrons of one rather narrowly 
defined energy value which is intermediate behl\leen the very high energy 
required to cause fission of this isotope and the very low energy which is most 
effective in causing fission of U.235 . Neutroris which have this so-called 
" resonance " energy are very strongly absorbed by the U.238 nucleus but 
fission does not follow. Instead the new nucleus, ·Which now has a mass 
number 239, emits two electrons in successive steps and is thereby converted 
first to an isotope of an element with atomic number 93 (for which the name 
" neptunium " has been suggested) and ~hen to one of an element with atomic 
number 94. This latter has, provisionally, been named '' plutonium '' and 
the isotope formed from U.238 after resonance capture of a neutron may be 
represented by the symbol Pu.239. Neptunium and plutonium are true 
' ' tra,.ns-uranium '' elements, of the type suggested by Fermi, and are not 
found in nature. Of the two, Pu.239 is of particular interest in connection 
with the general problem of fission and the release of atomic energy beca'us~ 
it could be expected, from the Bohr-'Wheeler theory, to show the same sort 
of properties as U.235 and to be capable of undergoing fission with the 
greatest ease when bombarded by neutrons of very low energy. 

39. Reference must also be made to the fact that the three nuclear species 
U.235, U.23& and Pu.239 are not the only ones that can undergo fission. 
The two elements next below uranium in the atomic series were also shown 
to have this same property. Thorium, with atomic number go and consisting 
of one isotope only of atomic mass 232, behaves in the same way as U.238 
and ifission can only be brought about when the bombarding neutrons have 
very high energy. The very rare radio-active element protactinium, with 
atomic number 91 and atomic mass 231, behaves, as regards fission, in a 

- manner intermediate between U.235 and U .238. These facts, again, are all 
(- ~ explicable in terms of the Bohr~Wheeler theory which enumerates certain 

general rules covering the behaviour to be expected with regard to fission of 
any heavy nucleus, known or unknown. 

(e) Chain reaction and the Atomic Bomb 
40. The fore~omg survey of the development of atomic and nuclear physics, 

through necessarily brief and incomplete, has traced the growth of the idea 
that there are enormous reserves of energy in all matter; that these are of a 
na·ture quite different from those in·volved in chemical processes, such as the 
·burning of coal or oil or the detonation of T.N.T. or other explosives, and 
that the nuclear reactions by which they are released are more comparable to 
those occurring in the sun or stars or in the natural radio-active elements 
found on the earth . 

41 . . While this idea has been formed and S'!:eadily strengthened since the 
dliscovery of the phenoanenon. of rndio-adtivity at the end of fast century it is 
only since the discovery, reported at the beginning of 19)9, of the special 
phenomenon of fission that a way has been dearly seen by which this atomic 
or nuclear energy in matter could be released, controlled and put to use by 
man. 

42. In recent years the enormous effort expended on the solution of this 
problem, practically all of which has been borne by the U:? .A., has been 
concentrated on the development of an atomic bomb. Considerations of 
security make it impossible to disclose many of the details of this work but , 
m iwhat follows, some m<licaltioo is given of the &ha.re in it which has ibeen 
carried out in Britain. Before doing this, however, it may be worth sum
marisirug the nature o!f the problems irelating to ~he .µse of fission, either to 
produce a violent explosion or fo liberate atomic energy under cont!ulled con-

c 
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ditions, as they appeared when the work was organised, with a new sense of 
its urgency and importance, at the beginni.ng 0£ the war. 

43. It was generally accepted that a chain reaction might be obtained in 
uranium which would yield enormous amou!1ts of energy. This, on a basis of 
equal weights, would be millions of times greater than that produced by the . 
combustion- of coal or oil. But it was realised that, if this chain reaction was 
to be divergent and seM-sustaining, certain critical. condiUons must be satisfied. 
In the first place the system as a whole must be of such a size that there was 
not too great a prdbability that neutrons, produced in the fission process, 
would escape from the system and so be unable to take any further part in the 
chain- process. Secondly the system must not contain more than a limited 
amount of material that would aJbsorb neutrons and, in this way again, remwe 
their chance of contributing to the divergent fission chain reaction. Thirdly, 
the fact was appreciated that, if the reaction was not to "run away," it was 
essential to make use of neutrons of very low energy in the individual steps of 
the chain process. Only then would it be possible to introduce methods which 
would allow the rate of development of the process to be controlled. The 
neutrons produced when fi~on ocouxs have very high energies 1but this is 
dissipated as a result of elastic collisions with the nuclei of other atoms that 
may be present. Professor Joliot and his co-workers in Paris, Professor 
Fermi and other physicists in the U.S.A. and Professor Sir George Thomson 
and his colleagues in London were giving thought to the possibility of using 
a mixture of uranium and some suitaJble " slowing-down" medium arranged 
in such a way that the fast neutrons produced by fission would lose their 
energy by elastic collisions before initiating further fission· in the uranium .. 
A suitable " slowing-down " medium must, above all, not have any large 
probability of capturing a neutron and its atoms should be of as small mass 
as possible in order to get the maximum rate of loss of energy in the neutrons 
through elastic collisions. The most suita!ble materials to fulfil both these 
cohdiitions were" heavy ihydmgen" or its icompound" heavy water," helium, 
beryllium and carbon. 

44. At the beginning of r940 Dr. Frisch and Professor Peierls, of Birming
ham University, and Professor Sir James Chadwick, of Liverpool University, 
independently called attention to the possibility of producing a military 
weapon- of unprecendented power. They pointed out that the slow neutron 
chain reacti-Olll would not iproduoe explosive effects much greater than t'hooe 
obtained with ordinary explosives but that if a chain reaction with fast 
neutrons could be realised the explosive effects might be enormous. It was 
reaHsed that ordinary uranium would not be .suitruble, for even if a fast chain 
rreaction could ·be reaiised with it a very large quantity of metal would be 
required. On the other hand, the isotope U235, if it could be separated, 
offered great possibilities. It seemed that the amount req·uired to make a 
!bomb would not be very large, certainly between one and one hundred 
kilograms, and rough calculations of the energy released showed that the 
explosion of such a bomb might be equivalent to many thousands of tons of 
T.N.T. 

45. The explosion of an atomic bomb is very different in its mechanism from 
the ordinary chemical e~plosion for it can occur only if the quantity ()If U235 
is greater than a certain critica'1 amount. · This is because the reaction depends 
on tbe conservation of the iil/e:Utmns prodruoed 1in the ,fissions. In a block of 
pure, or nearly pure, U235 the neutrons will either be absorbed in the mass of 
metal, .producing new fissions, or they will escape into the outer air, thus 
being wasted and useless for propagating the reaction·. The proportion o.f 
neutrons which escape can be reduced by increasing the size of the block of ' 
metal, since the production of neutrons is a volume effect and will therefore 
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increase more rapidly with size than the loss by" escape, which is a surface 
effect. It follows that if the explosion is possible it will require a certain mini
mum amount of material, which is called the critical size. The chain reaction 
will develop so fully that an explosion occurs only if the quantity of U235 
is greater than this critical amount . Quantities less than this are quite stable 
and perfectly safe. On the other hand, i·f the amount of material exceeds the 
critioal size it is unstable and a reaction will develop and multiply itself with 
enormous rapidity, resulting in an explosion of unprecedented violence. Thus 
all that is necessary to detonate a bomb of U235 is to bring together two pieces 
each less than the critical size but which when in oontact form an amount 
exceeding it. 

46. If an apprecia!hle fraction af the atoms in a mass of U235 undergo fission 
within a very short time the amount of energy liberated will be SC' great that 
the mass will attain a temperature af many million degrees and a pressure 
of many millions of atmospheres. It will consequently expand with very 
great rapidity. As the density of the mass decreases the neutrons can escape 
more easily from it, and the chain reaction will come to an end. In order 
to release an appreciable fraction of the availa!ble energy, it is therefore 
necessary that the reaction should develop so raipidly that a substantial . part 
of bhe materiial can .r:ea,ct !before the system has time .to fly aipart . The 
neutrons produced in the fission process a,re fast enough to fulfil this con
dition (but not if they a·re slowed dawn by artificial means as mentioned in 
the paragraphs above). 

47. The interval of time between the beginning and the end of the nuclear 
reaction is exceedingly brief. In this interv0Jl the mass will have expanded 
so much that the nuclear reaction breaks off, owing to the escape of neutrons. 
During this interval a substantial pa·rt of the mass of U235 should undergo 
fission, releasing a · 1arge amount of enel'gy. If only one pound of U235 
is affected this release of energy will be as much as from· 8000 tons of T. N. T. 

Ill. THE REALISATION OF THE ATOMIC BoMB. BRITISH ACTIVITIES AND 
ORGANISATION 

(a) Professor Sir George Thomson's Committee. 
48. A committee of scientists, with Professor Sir George Thomson as chair

man, was set up in April, 1940, originally under the Afr Ministry and later 
under the Ministry of Aircraft Production. This committee was instructed to 
examine the whole problem, to co-ordinate work in progress and to report, as 
soon as possiib1e, whether the possi:bilities of producing atomic bombs during 
this war, and their miiitary effect, were sufficient to justify the necessary 
diversion of effort for this purpose. 

49. The first step Ito be :truken was to estaJblish :f.lhe nu.dear data on whli:Ch 
depended the poss~bility of ani atomic bomb and which deterumned its size. 
This iwork had al.ready begun at Liverpool .early in r940 · IU1lder Professor Sir 
James Gh~dwick and it was now 'Pushed on more .rapidly witih Drs. Friscih 
and Rotblrut as h:is senior icoliaJborators. As .the worik developed and !further 
rprioblems apipeaiPed, it was extended to the Cavendish 1La:boratory, Camlbridige, 
under Drs. Feather anld Bretscher. Tthis aJso ood the advantage of providing 
ah insurnnoe against rpossible interruption from the effects of enemy bombing, 
.to which the Liverpool la:boraitory iwas somewhat . exposed. The many 
theareticaJ aspects of ;JJhe problem were in'Vestigated by Professor Peierls, 
assisted by Dr. Fuchs anJd others. They :used the exiper.imenil:ail data priovided 
by LiveJjpOol and Ca.mbr.idge to oolouil.ate iJhe critical si~e O!f ithe bomb, they 
examined .the meahanics of iJhe :rea.cttiOili, and calculated the amount of •energy 
~ikely tG> be released. ·in an atomic explosion, studymg the oonditiohs fur 
increasing the amount. 
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50. This rwas olea:rly only one side of tihe .problem for it would not have 
been ()If immediiate pradioal use to show that an atomk ibomb was feasible 
prnvided that a certaimi quant:.iJtiy of U .235 were av.aihb~e uniless it could also 
be shown that there was a reasonable possi1bility of se.parating suah a quanitity 
of U.235 from or<lina.ry uranium and iin a ireasonable time. Thtis aspect of 
.fue pmblem was also considered 1by ilie Committee. In the early stages of 
the work not much actual experiment cou,1d be done owh1g rt:o the scarcity of 
men and of faciJ.ities, 1but one method of sepaxatian was examined at Livenpool 
and shown to be unpromising. There ai1e of C()lllrse several methods available 
for separating isotopes on a laiboratory scale . These were examined very 
carefully by the Committee, having !ID mind rt:hat it was esse:ntial to select and 
concentrate ·an what was il:ikely to be the most econornica:l method, owting 
to the fact that the maniporwe:r and liridustrial resources of Britai,n were already 
wholly engaged on pmduction for immooiate war needs. The Committee 
came to the conclusion that the gaseous diffusi!on method rwas iby for bhe most 
prnmising for large scale rp.roduction. .1t is based on :physioal prinaiples which 
have long been fully understood and which are easily amenable to calculation, 
and it seemed likely to make :f!erwer demands .for !highly-skilled i)J'Iecision woirk. 

51. Reseanah on ~his method of separation was ta.ken up by a team of workers 
under the <lirootion of .Dr. F. E. Simon in the C1arendon laboratory, Oxford. 
They were aided on the theoretical aspects by Professsor Peierls and his group, 
and on the chemical side iby ,Professor 1W. N. Haworth and a group of men 
under his direction in the Chemistry Depairtment, &iPIIlingham University. 
The .Metropo1it>an-Vicke:rs •ElectricaJ Company and Imperial Chem.cal 
Industries L1Jd. were .cOl!lsulted on tlhe many technical questions wihfoh iwere 
involved. 5'0IIIle exiperlimenW work on .the .diffusion method ~as also started 
art: I:mpe:riaJ College, London Un:iversity. 

52. 1By tihe early summer of 1941, the Committee decided 1ihat .the feasibility 
of a military weapon :based on atomic ene.r.gy rwas definitely established and 
that this weapon had unpreoedented ,powers of destrudtion, that a method of 
producing the amounts of material ['equ:ired was ·in. viiew, and :that a fa!il
estimate of 1lh.e industrial effort needed to aiccomp1ish the projeot could be 
given. A1ccordJin.g:ly, the COIIIllIIlititee drew ;up a 11eport dated Juily 15, 1941, 
which summarized its oodings and iWihiah made .r.ecornmendations for the 
prosecution of t'he pimject on a laxge scale. By agreerrien't 1between .tihe J.VLiniste:r 
of Aircraft Production and the Lord President of it'he Council, this report was 
:referred to the Scientific Advisory Committee of the .War Cabinet of iwhich 
Lord !Han.key was .the Chairman. · 

53. It :is ;pro.per art: 11hiis rpoi'Ilt .to conside:r in general terms what ih.ad been 
done and wthat remained to be done . . · Tihe exiperiments on fue nucleaT 
rpmperties of uTahium ihard confirmed that oroinary uranium itself would ibe 
useless .for the punpose o.f an atomic iboipib and that it would lbe necessary to 
use the usorope u. 235 which is prese:nit in ordinary uramum only to the extent 
of 0.7 iper cent. T:hey had further shOIWll that :itipure or nearJy rpu.re U.235 
were available in sufficient bu:lk a chain reaction could develop wihidh would 
result in an explosion of extreme violehoe. The data which had ibeen obtained 
were sufficient to give an .estJi.mate ()If the amount of U .235 required, rbut :th:is 
estimate was very ;rougih and the cr.itical size was known only to a factor 
of three. The theorertical work had coofrrnneO. the early result thart: . :the 
amount of .ene11gy ireleased in ran atomic explosion would be very Jar.ge com
pared rwith the .effect of oirdinia:ry ibombs. Calculations had ibeen made oh tJhe 
effiect of " tampers " and on the best size .of bomb. T!he method oif asserrubfty 
of the materia.I for use ras a w~pon and rthe met.i.iod of fmiing ihad ibeen con
sidered, ibu.t no eXJperiments harl •been mrade. On tile problem af prnduction 
of this material, U .. 235, it had been decided to concentrate on the gaseous 
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dliffiusion method, and research and developmenrt: on some aspects had c;hown 
considerable promise. A scheme had been put forward by Dr. Simon and 
Professor Peierls which had iproceeded to tlhe first stage of design. Leading 
exiperts orf !industrial fi.rirns had been oonsmted who had agreed .1Jha,t i l lliwuld 
1be po?Sible to build a satisfactory iplaht, albhough diffimlties were to 1be 
anticipated. Estimates were .given for the cost of a platlit to provide wdf~quate 
quanrt:•ities of U.235 and for the time required to -build iit. 

54. In short, the Committee was completely convinced that an atomi.c ibomib 
depending on the fission of U.235 was feasilble and that its effiect :wQU1d be 
compara;ble wit!h that of some 1Jh011Sands of toos of T.N.T. and that a method 
of separation of U.235 from ordlinary 'l1ra.I1lium could .be realised on a. lMJge 
scaJ.e, so .that :sufficient quantities of the materia:l could ibe obt'<liined. 
Mrnitteclly, a great deal of worik .remained :to fbe done on aU aspects of the 
;prnj.ect . More precise nuclear data were .required so that, for example, the 
critical size cou!ld be estimated IWli.fu better predision; some pointo needed 
confi.rmatioo; metlhods of assembly and of fuzing of th1e mater~al haid to lbe 
thocoughly examined. The main problem, however, was the design and 
construction of a pJ3!11!t for the production of the materi-a!l, and this most essen
tial part of the iproject was only in its early stages. 

55. lA different 'but importa:nt aspect of the application of .J1he :fission of 
u.ra.h:ium was also reviewed lby the Commitree. T:his was tihe rp~'b.ili.ty, 
mentioned .in a previous section of this statement, of frnding conditiOillS uroer 
which a mixture of uranium and some switaible '' slowing-dQlwn '' medium 
might give a n.eutTon cihain :reaction i.nJ wh:iC:h the release of ener:gy was obtained 
in a contro!Hed way. Th.is wo11k was 1being carried out at Cambridge lby 
Drs. Ha1ban aµd Kowa.rslci. 

These t•wo French physicists had .been sent by Professor Joliot to thJis 
oountry at the time of fue fat! of France in June 1940. T1hey 1brougiht 
with them the 165 litres of " heavy-water" -practically the whole world 
stock .of this material-which the French Government had bought from the 
Norsk Hydro Company just before the invasion of Norway. Drs . 

. Hal ban and K01Warski were instructed by Professor J oliot to make every 
effort to get in England the necessary facilities to enatble them to carry out, 
with the co-operation of the British Government, and in the joint interest 
of the Allies, a crucial experiment which had been planned in Paris and for 
which the " heavy-water" had been acquired. Facilities were provided at 
the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, anc:l, by December, r940, ·they pro
duced strong evidence that, in a system composed of uranium oxide (as 
actually used) or uranium metal with " heavy-water " as the sl01Wing-down 
medium, a divergent slow neutron fission chain reaction would be realised 
if the system were of sufficient size . It seemed likely that, if uranium metal 
were used, this critical size would involve not more than a few tons of 
"heavy-water "' . · 

56. The Committee concluded that tlris work had great potential interest 
for power production but tbat 1:1his particular application was not likely to be 
developed in time for use in the war. It was, however, recognised that the 
slo~ neutron work had a ~aring on the military project, for the plutonium 
w~ch would be produce<;I m such a. system ~oul~ be extracted chemically and 
might be capa'ble of use m an atonuc bomb mstead of U.235. · The difficulties 
in the_ way of building a slow neutron system seemed to be prohibitive at 
that time. In .order to produce the quantities of plutonium which it was 
guessed, from analogy with U.235, might be required for a bomb, many 
.tons of uraniur~1 and. many tons of h~vy water wo1:1ld ?ave .been necessary. 
The latter particularly would have demanded a maJor mdustrial effort. 
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57. During this period, April, 1940--July 1941, similar problems were 
occupying the minds. of American scientists. Contact was maintained partly 
by the transmission of reports through the normal scientific liaison machine 
and partly by visits in both directions 'by scientists on general scientific 
missions. Professor Bainbridge, of the National Defence H.esearch Committee 
of America (N .D.R.C), was in England in April 1941, and Professor Lauritsen 
(N.D .R.C.), was in England in July of the same year on general scientific 
matters. Both were invited to attend meetings of Sir George Thomson's 
Committee. 

(b) Directorate of the Tube Alloys, D.S.l.R . 
5'8· The Scientific Advisory Committee of the War Cabinet,_ of which Lord 

Hankey was the Chairman, endorsed the view of Sir George Thomson's 
Committee on the importance of the atomic bomb, with the result that 
Mr. Churchill, who had been kept informed on the developments by Lord 
Cherwell, asked Sir John Anderson, in September, 1941, to undertake per- J 
sonal responsibility for the supervision of this project as one of great urgency · · 
and secrecy. To advise him he set up, under his chairmanship, a Consultative 
Council of which the members were the Chairman of the Scientific Advisory 
Committee of the War Cabinet (Lord Hankey and later Mr, R. A. Butler), 
the President of the Royal Society (Sir Henry Dale), the Secretary of the 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (Sir Edward Appleton) and 
Lord Cherwell. To ensure continuity the Minister of Aircraft Production, 
Lord Brabazon of Tara, served on.this Council at the beginning. 

59. The direction of the work was entrusted to a new Division of the Depart
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research and thus fell under the general 
administrative charge of Sir Edward Appleton as Secretary of the Department. 
It was known, for reasons of security, as the Directorate of Tube Alloys. 
Mr. W. A. Akers was, at Sir John Anderson's r:equest, released by the Board ()1 
of Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., to act as Director, with direct access !I 
to the Minister on all questions of policy. Mr. Akers had, as his deputy and 
principal assistant, Mr. M. W. Perrin, who was also lent by LC.I. Mr. Akers 
was advised by a Technical Committee, under his chairmanship, composed 
of the scientists who were directing , the different sections of the work and 
some others. The original members were Professor Sir James Chad.wick, 
Professor Peierls and Drs. Halban, Simon and Slade, with Mr. Perrin as 
secretary. ·Later it was joined by Sir Charles Darwin and Professors 
Cockcroft, Oliphant and Feather. 

(c) Visit of U.S. Miss~on to Britain, November, l94I. 
60. In November, 1941, at the time when the new T.A. (T1]be Alloys) 

or:ganisation was set up, an American mission, composed of Professors 
Pegram and Urey, of Columbia University, came to this country to study 
the experimental and theoretical work which ;had been done on the T.A. 
project, rf:o learn our ideas for future work and to agree on arrangements 
for complete and rapid interchange of information. They visited all the 
esta'blishments where T.A. work was in progress and took part in a meeting 
of the new T.A. Technical Committee at which progress· wa:s reviewed and 
new programmes discussed. 
(d) Visit of British T.A. Mission to U.S.A ., February-April, 1942. 

6r. Und~r the new organisation a great extension of the scale of work, both 
in university and industrial laboratories, was started. In the U.S.A. also 
a greatly intensified T.A. effort had followed the return of Professors Pegram 
and Urey from England. A missian composed of Mr. Akers, Dr. Halban, 
Professor Peierls and Dr. Simon visited America at the beginning of 1942 

fi)J 
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to ensure that the programmes planned for the U .K. were co-ordinated as 
·efficiently as possible with the American work. 

62. Every section of the American programme was examined in detail and 
it was already clear that the new American T.A. organisation intended to 
make the fullest use of the enormous resources available in the universities 
and in industry. 

(e) British T.A. Programme. 
63 . It was clear in 1942 that, even though granted very high priority, the 

scale upon which T.A. research and development could be undertaken in the 
U.K. must be far smaller than in America. A la·rge proportion of the qualified 
physicists was occupied in other urgent war work and the industrial resources 
of Britain were engaged, at that time, .in war production to a much greater 
extent than was the case in the U.S.A. 

64. Consequently it was necessary to limit the field of T.A. investigation. 
Broadly the programmes chosen were: 

Determination of essential nuclear physical data . 
Theoretical investigations into the chain reaction in an atomic bomb, the 

dimensions and design of a bomb and its blast effect. 
The gaseous diffusion U.235 separation process. This included theoretical 

and experimental research on the process, the design and construction of 
prototype machines, the manufacture of materials needed, studies on 
materials of construction, etc. · 

Investigation of slow neutron divergent systems, especiaHy with "heavy 
water " as the slowing-down medium. 

The manufacture of uranium metal for the slow neutron systems or 
" piles ". 

The manufacture of " heavy water ". 

(i) Location of Work 
65. Experimental, determination of nuclear physical data. 
The research teams at Liverpool and Cambridge Universities were con

siderably strengthened and small prograJIIlffies were started at Bristol and 
Manchester Universities. 

Professor Sir James Chadwick exercised general supervision over all this 
work. 

Slow Newtron systems. 
This work continued at Oambridge under Drs. Halban and Kawarski with 

the collaboration of Dr. Bretscher. 

Theoretical investigations into chain reaction, etc. 
Professor Peierls and his team continued their studies at Birmingham, with 

collaboration, on special problems, with Professor Dirac of C<i.mbridge. 
Later, when Professor Peierls moved .to U.S.A., Dr. A. H. Wilson led this 

group. 

66. The Gaseous Diffusion Process 
University Research 

The experimental work was under the geneml direction of Dr. Simon. His 
extended team at the Clarendon Laboratory had, as leaders, Mr. Arms and 
Drs. Kurti and Kuhn. The theoretical study of the process remained in the 
hands of Professor Peierls and his group at Birmingham. Also at Birmingham 
University Professor Ha worth, who had been very active in T .A. from · the 
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days of the Thomson Committee, had a group working on a number of 
chemicaI problems connected with the diffusion project. 

Research and Development in Industrial Establishments. 
67. The Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd . acceptP.d a contract for 

the design and construction of certain prototype machines embodying the 
principles worked out by Dr. Simon and Professor Peif:l'l :. The successful 
construction of these machines was a considerable technicz!l achievement in 
view of the novel features contained in them. They were later abandoned in 
favour of a simpler design which offered certain advantages in operation. 

68. Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. (LC.I.) were entrusted with the 
contract for the development of the diffusion plant as a wh-0Je, and the work 
was carried out by the BiHingham Division of that company. This programme 
was a very extensive one as it cavered everything involved in the design 
of a complete plant, including the working out of flow-sheets, research on 
materials of c-0nstruction and the development of new types of valves, instru-
ments, etc., to meet novel conditions. , 

69 . In this work they were assisted by the Metals Division of LC.I., which 
studied various manufactu:r:ing processes. LC.I. Metals Ltd. had, as sub
contractors, Percy Lund Humphries and Co. Ltd. and the Sun Engraving 
Co. Ltd., co-ordinated by Dr. Banks whose services were ma.de available by 
the Printing and Allied Trades Research Association. Metallisation Ltd. also 
made a vaiuable contribution to this section of the work. Processes for the 
manufacture of the many special chemicals required were worked out by the 
General Chemicals Division of LC.I. assisted by the Dyestuffs Division. 
The Mond Nickel Co. Ltd., under a separate contract, made a very successful 
investigation of certain metallurgical problems. 

70. Although some of these research programmes will be carried on a little 
longer, largely in 'order to establish optimum conditions, LC.I. Billingham (1 h 
Division has been able to close down the main programme after producing 
flow-sheets and designs for diffusion plants operating over a fairly wide range 
of conditions. In broad outline the plant is, of course, similar to the American 
diffusion plant naw in operation, but it embodies certaiin novel features. 

ThJ~ mamufacture of Uranium Metal . 
7r. LC.I. (General Chemicals) Ltd. undertook the manufacture of uranium 

metaJ and succeeded in developing a satisfactory anetthod. The oonv,ersion of 
the metal into rods, as required for a " pile ", was tackled by LC.I. Metals 
rnvi:sian. 'It soon became apparent that . many ;problems rnquiiried study in 
connection wciJth the IJ?lhysical, metal:1ungical and chemioaJ properties of the 
metail. Research an :these points was undertaken by the National P!hysical 
LaJboratory, Dr. Simon :at Oxford with a sub-groU!p at iBirmingham, th:e British 
Non-gerrous .Metals Reseairch Aissociation, Dr. Orowan at Cambridge and 'the 
Alkali Diviffian of 11.C.I. 

Heavy Water . 
72. I.C:I. rBillingihaim Division, wihiah had S{)lffie ,e:x.per,ience in rt.he separation 

of " heavy water " on a la!boratory scale, was asked to ip['epare a scheme 
for the ;production of this material ·on :a 1large sca:le. After examirnng vairious 
methods 1they reported that the most sruifab1e process to adopt in this country, 
if speed of construction and oertainty of operation wer~ paramount, was the 
electrolytic iprooess inconporat.ing the vaipaur :phase catailytic exdhange 1principle 
illl1Toduoed by Professor Taylor of IPrillcetoh University, U:S.A. Flow-sheets 
and designs were prepared fur a rplant in Which the exdliange system was of a 
novel design believed to 1be Simrpler and more efficient tha:n any of those 
h!itherto used or sug;gested. 

c 
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Electro-Magnetic method. 
73. Tihrough the interchange of informa:tion we were aware of the 

remarkable development work which w:as being carried on at the University 
of California under Professor E. 0. •Law11ence, iwith the object of converting 
the mass spectrograph, used for i!he separation of .isotopes in minute quantriities, 
·into a large-scale production apparatus. But it was decided not to start any 
cor.respondmg research in this coun.try as tlhe iphysicist most suitable £or this 
wo11k, Professor OHphant of Bi·rmingiham, was engaiged in other urgent war 
work . 

74. In July 1943 it was possible to release him from that work so that 
it was decided to start a research programme at Birnningham on this metihod. 
Before work had a:.eally started iPmfessor Oliphant visited America in con
nection witih discussions on a closer :integrntion of British and American T.A. 
efforts, in vyhich it was agreed,.as described below, that the most efficient course 
to follow, in the joint inrt:erest, was for Professor OlLphant and m<lst of ih.is 
team to move to U.S.A. The ·British electro-magnetic programme was there-

. fore abandoned. 
75. After Professor Oliphant's ·ret•urn to thiis country in March 1945 it 

was decided to arra.'!11ge for research to be started on some of the electrical 
engineering problems involved in this type of planit. With this objeot :research 
contracts ihave been placed wiitih tihe .British T:homsOlll-.Houston Company, tihe 
General Elootric Company and Metropolitan-Vickers ElectricaJl Company. 
In add~tion t:he first and last of these companies had already g.i:ven consideraible 
assistance rby lending to the British T.A. onganisation rt!he services of 
Dr. K. J. R. .Wi1krinson, Dr. T . E. Alli·bone and other physicists and engineers. 

(ii) · Co-ordinait~on of Programmes. 
76. It will be seen, from the account of the diffusion plant ·research project, 

that many un.iversiity and industrial teams were concerned, so that ;proper 
co-ordination of the work became an important matter. The same applied 
to the 1work on the production of ·urianiwm metal and its metallur;gy. J;t was 
a:lso evident that some of fue cihemlica:l research carried out .for one project 
·Would rbe of interest :in connection 'Wiith another. To ensure Sa.tisfa.clory 
co-ordination .of tJhe work certain committees and panels were set up. 

77. The diiff.usion w01ik was dealt with hy the Diffusion Project Coimmittee 
rnportiing to the T.A. Technical Committee. 

'f'he members of th.is J)jffusion Committee were : -
Mr. ·W. iA. Akers, Director T.A. (D .S.I.R.)-Ohairman. 
Major K. Gordon (later Dr. G. I. Higson), I.C.I. Billingham Division

Deputy Ohafaman. 
Dr. F. E. Simon, Oxford University. 
Mr. H. S . Amns, Oxford Un~versity. 

· Professor R. Peierls (laiter Dr. A. H. ·W:ilson), BiPmingham~University. 
Mr. ]. D. Brown, LC.I. Billingham iDivisi<ln. 
Dr. J. B. Harding, LC.I. ·Bhllingham Di<vision. 
Mr. C . F. Kea:rton, LC.I. Bi.l!lingiham Div.ision. 
Mr. S. Labrow, LC.I. Billingham Division. 
Mr. ]. R. Pa11k, LC.I. 1BiUingham Division. 
Mor. N. Eke, Metropolitan-Vickers Electrica.l Co. 
Mr. H . Smethurst, Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co. 
Mr. M. ]. S. Clapham, LC.I. Metals Division. 

· Mr. S. S . Smith, I.C.I. Meta1s Division 
Mr. M .. W. Berrin, T.A . Directorate (D.S.I.R.)-Secretary . 
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78. The chemical research was co-ordinated by a panel reporting to the 
T.A. Technical Committee. The constitution of this Panel was:

Professor W. N. Haworth, Birmingham University-...Chairman. 
Dr. R. E. Slade, I.C.I.-Vice-Chairman. 
Dr. F. E . Simon, Oxford University. 
Dr. ] . P. Baxter, LC.I. General Chemical Division. 
Dr. J. Ferguson, LC.I. Alkali Division. 

. Mr. J. R. Park, LC.I. Billingham Division. 
. . . Mr. M. W. Perrin, T.A. Directorate (D.S.I.R.)-Secretary. . 

-~ 79. Uranium metal production and metallurgical matters were handled by 
a Metal Panel, whose members were: -

Mr. E. Colbeck, LC.I. Alkali Division-Chairman. 
Dr. W". 0. Alexander, LC.I. Metals Division. 
Dr. N. P. Allen, National Physical Laboratory. 
Mr. G. L. Bailey, British Non-'Ferrous Metals Research Association. 
Dr. A. M. Robei:ts, LC.I. General Chemicals Division. 
Dr. F. E. Simon, Oxford University. 
Mr. D. C. G. Gattiker, T.A. Directorate (D.S.I.R.)-Secretary. 

(iii) Research. Cowtracts. Patents. 
80. The contracts under which research is carried on in university 

laboratories contain clauses reserving exclusively to the Government all dis
coveries, inventions and other results arising from the work. ,In the case of 
researches carried on by industrial firms all results, inventions and develop
ments in detail applicable within the T .A. field become exclusively the 
property of the Government. Where an invention is also usable outside the 
T.A. field p:r:ovision has been made whereby its use outside the field can be 
made available to industry. It is within the discretion of the Government to 
decide whether or not a particular use is within or without the field. ( ~ 
Questions relating to inventions and patents are dealt with by a small Patents 'I 
Committee composed of: -

Mr. A. Blok, D.S.I.R.-Chairman. 
Mr. W. A. Akers, Director T.A. (U.S.I.R.). 
Mr. M. W. Perrin, T.A. Directorate (D.S.I.R.). 

(f) Joint British-Canadian-Anierican Slow-Neutron Project in Canada. 
8r. Towards the end of r942 it was decided that the slow-neutron research 

. , 

in progress at Cambridge would proceed more quickly and efficiently if it { 
were transferred to a place geographically nearer. to Chicago where the co-rre-
sponding American work was being carried out. 

8z. A proposal was made to the Canadian Government that a joint British
Canadian research establishment should be set up in Canada, to work in 
close touch with the American group. The Canadiqn Government welcomed 
the suggestion, with the result that, at the beginning -0f r943, a large research 
establishment was set up in Montreal under the general direction of the 
National Research Council of Canada. 

83. Practically the whole of the Cambridge group, under: Dr. Halban, was 
moved to Montreal, where the research staff was rapidly augmented by · many 
Canadian scientists, several new recruits from the United Kingdom and a 
certain number from the United States. The faboratory was at first directed 
by Dr. Halban. He resigned this position early in r944 and Professor J. D. 
Cockcroft was appointed to succeed him. 

84. During the Spring of · I944 the Americans joined actively in that 
project which now became. a joint British-Canadian~Arnerican enterprise. Its 
scope was enlarged and in r944 a site was selected on the .Ottawa river, near 
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Petawawa, Ontario, for the construction of a pilot scale " pile " using 
" heavy water," supplied by the U.S. Government, as the slowing-down 
medium. 

85. This joint enterprise in Canada has been described more fully in state
ments issued by the Canadian Government. It represents a great contribution, 
both in meri and money, by that Government to the development of this new 
branch of science and its application. 

(g) Transfer of Briitish T.A. Research Groups to U.S.A. 

86. In August, 1943, Sir John Anderson visited America and dis~ussed 
·with the U.S. authorities the means by which the co-operation between the 
two countries might best be placed upon a more formal basis. Further dis
cussions took place subsequently between President Roosevelt and Mr. 
Churchill which led to the setting up of a Combined Policy Committee in 
Washington. 

87. Professor Sir James Chadwick who was appointed Scientific Adviser 
to the British members of this committee examined, with those responsible for 
the scientific and technical direction of the American project, the question 
whether there were any further steps which could be taken, in the pooling of 
scientific and technical effort, which would accelerate the production of atomic 
bombs in the U.S.A. 

88. As a result of these discussions it was decided to move to America a 
large number of the scientists working in England on T .A. in order that they 
might work in the appropriate American groups. 

89. At this time Professor Bohr escaped from Denmark and the British 
Government appointed him as an adviser on scientific matters. His scientific 
advice on the T.A. project has been available both in this country and in the 
United States .to the two Governments. · 

90. Professor Oliphant and .his team from Binningham University were 
moved to Berkeley to work with Professor Lawrence's group engaged in 
research on the electro-magnetic isotope separation project. They were 
joined by other physicists from Britain including Professor Massey of 
University College, London, Dr. T. E. Allibone and Dr. K. J. R. Wilkinson 
who worked partly at Berkeley and partly at the electro-magnetic separation 
plant itself. Dr. Emeleus of Imperial College, London, Dr. J . P. Baxter and 
others were transferred to the electro-.magnetic plant. Dr. Frisch from the 
Liverpool nuclear physics group and Dr. Bretscher from the corresponding 
Cambridge section, together with some members of their teams, were moved 
into the great American T.A. research establishment at Los Alamos, which is 
described in American statements on the project. They were joined, at that 
time or later, by a number of other British scientists including Professor 
Peierls and Dr. Penney, of Imperial College, London University. Professor 
Sir Geoffrey Taylor also paid several visits to this establishment. ; 

91. The effect of these transfers, and others which were thade to the 
Montreal project, was to close down entirely all work in the U.K. on the 
electro-magnetic process and to reduce a1most to nothing the nuclear physical 
research. Nevertheless there is no doubt that this was the proper course to 
follow in the light of the decision which had been taken to give the highest 
priority to the production, in the shortest possible time, of an atomic bomb 
for use in this war. · 

DIRECTORATE OF TUBE ALLOYS 

(Department of Scientific and Industrial Research). 
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l'IARTIME INFORMATION ECV\RD (CANADA) 
J.205 Fifteenth Street~ Rorthwoet, 
\'IASHillG400 2, ~. C , 

STATEl!ENr BY THE HONOURABIE 
C. D. HCJ'IE , CANADIAN MINISTER 
OF MUJaTIOIS AND SUPPU . 

August b' .' • 1945. 

The P.residont of the United States bas just announced that t:.e J.. rmed 
Forces of bis country have dropped the first atomic bomb on Jaren and ,_.., '(; at 
a s i ngle stroke destroyed a large p:ir.~ of Hiroshima. 

2 . This statement i s pregnant with significance and while it will t.ako 
some time iroperly to assess its full implications it is probe.blo t !mt i -l; will 
go dmm in history aa one of the most important sciontific am military a.nnouncu
ments ever me.de 'tr/ the head of a great nation. 

J . . The r eal signific::?.nce does not lie in tho fact that this n<'\., bomb :'.a s 
acc·ampllshed an almost inc1·.:diblG f eo.t of destruction, import.'1 nt es tht t fac ·~ 
may be; its significanco i n that t hi s bomb i Zi a s ign which all can app:i.·ec iu t o 
that the basic problems 01' the r · sc of ene1 .. y by a t omic. fis sion ha v& boen 
solved, and that the WlbolievablJ 1:.rge amounts of cn1;.rgy wtdcb scientists havo 
long believed to be associat1..J with matter can r~:,1 00 ma.de awilabl e . 

4. Tho fllct that cciri1t ists and engineers havo succeeded i r l'el..:csln;; 
this onergy on n practical ccule ushers in, as tho President has eaid, •·a new 
ora in mani a unlerstanding of n:-Jturo l·s forc es". Thu f irst appli t.tion of this 
JlOil scow·ce of energy has been for purposes of war but not ull its m:es art.; des .. 
tructivo and we my justifiably expect notable deve l opnents a lone the .:e ths of 
peace. Thos o industrial applications will require nnny year s of r cncc.....·r:!i a nd 
dovclopnont befor e they ccme into general use . 

5. It i s a pi.rticular pl easure for me to announce that Canndinn .ccfontis t o 
am Curedian institutions have played an intirw.to }'.flrt and have boon ascociat (.;d 
in an offoctive way with this g1·uat scientific dovol opmont . 

6 . lfhilo tbu strictly C.aoo l :lan t.ffort cannot be compar ed, ci·;:;c.T i n 
personuol involved or monies sµcn t , with thn t ruly atuJXtr.dOU!l effor t ·i;!i<.,t t.'1c 
United Stat...i .::1 bas wido , novortncl oos Carla.dian sci<'nt.i st ·s and o:i.gin.:i·.rs i:; co
operation with distinfJUis hed workOl'S from Britain arxl Au:cricn huvc Ylla:r·.d a 
}E.r t t hat gua.r autecs UH a front lim poai t i on in thn scl o:.tlfic o.Cv::nc·~ ._:;i.t 
lies ahead. 

7. Thero is in CUmda today u.ndc:r the a dministration of th..: N:: tjr,1-:a. l 
Rcocarch Cour:cil by f a r tho larg ... st and most diotinguishcd gr oup of l'LoS-al'ch 
workora ovor assembled within our borders . 111 one Nati onal R sc.ar'! 'l Cou;1cil 
laboratory in Montrea l thor= i s a s taff of about .350 .. t ho list of i•cs- .arc h 
sci cntiats nu.mtc..rs 140 arxl iooludcs nany intor M tional ly J-1" n r.uIDl_:-i . CNrJr ho lf 
of tho staff arv Carodian: tho 0th .rs h__'lvc b on sent her o l., •,he British Gov~rn
roont and include a f o.v di:::tingui_'.• 1 Fr.:ir.c h i::ci entis t s. ln add~ tion ther e arc 
s i zeable aciuntific groups 'ROrkin: in th Divis i ons of Chemistry, Ph;i.;;ics , a nd 
Engimcring of tho Nntioml Rost.arch Council at Ottaw , and in tho Uotallurgical 
laboratories of tho Doµ:i.rtmont of kiincs and Rocvwcc.D , Ott'.lwa, and [fir t icul.Ar 
problems a r c. being worked on at Lklt.E.ater, Toronto , and McGill Univcrsit.io1::1 . 
Tho otOOr univorsitioa have co-op:a-atod in l o?Yiing important members of" their 
staff and tho Univcraity of Montrcnl tias nado valus.blo sJBcc ava.11.nbl c for t hv 
laboratory I have mentioned . 

a. camda has also undcrts kon , as µ;t.rt of tho co-opcrativ~ effort , t o 
build a pilot plant for tho purpooe of investigating one of tho methods of 
mldng mtcrial which i s r e;quircd for tho atomic bomb, and 10, 000 acre:s viust 
of tho Potawami. Military Camp were oxpropriatod a.rd tho necessary i ndustril 1 
facilitioe , townsitc o.00 lalx..rntorios arc nearing completion. 

9 . As pirt of tho ovorall ontorprisc and in ardor to guarc.nt co a. 
Govcr111DOnt supply of uranium, which i s the. raw natC1rial on •1hfol. thi . nr.w 3ourc ::l 
of pcmcr at present doponds , t ho Govornmont, with tho kno 1l cdgCJ end al, 0\-:.1 1 
of tho Governments of tho United Kingd.OJD airl of tho Unitt.d Sta. tr,'I , tt.c.k o·rur 
t ho Eldorado ltl..ning alXl Refining Comi:any. Tho Government nl so t 1Jok s · 1 ie: tr 
provide for new surveys and o:x:plore.tions in s oarch of uranium or··c~ ."1 ~l -
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mcnts wero nado with most of the provinces to t he ond toot all suVilfo~ cf 
\U'nnium might 00 obtained for tho Crmm and u1 timu.tcly uscJ w'ld.or ·:1ha t <.. vcr 
arrangomonta nrc made for controllling the rel11aso of atomic energy in tho 
intcroPta of ma.nk:irrl. 

10 . Stops hlvo been taken by tho three Govornmcnts concorr.. J t o ":._ c 
gunrd tho p;tont position by acquiring the rights to any invcntio~do in 
this field b-; their porsonnol engaged on tho 17ork and by other appropriuto 
measures . 

11. Canada has been associatod with scie ntific dcvolopmunt i n ti.i s· 
fiuld since the day::: when Rutherford nit.de hi::; firs t discovcr:• ::a.t J.:CGill 
Univorsity. Until r ecently sci0ntific activities 'A'orc confin ... d to t"lo ·.1ork 
of indf;vidwl univoraity profos.s r.:.:. ~ and some sooll scol o oxpcrirountn at tho 
National Research Council in 1940, '!:ut our sciont iat3 had follo.,1cd t he \:ark 
dona in EuroJXl , wher e tho phenomenon of fission wns discovor od i n 19J9, and 
tho subsoqucnt dowlopmonts which took p)Aco in Wlr:;r differ ent cowr.rl .: • 

12 . rlhon i t became upµ:i. r cnt t lttt the production of c. bomb for U::: " in 
the present war wao a distinct poss ibilit:r if sufficient effo rt co!Lld Oc 
focused on tho problem, tho U.S. aut!1oritics docidod to put _for t:! their utmo.;t 
ondCavours , and the mgnitude and effectiveness of th~ir offorto during 
t he last throe yea. rs has bcCJn al.most. unbolieablo . 

13. The British, ':fho had taken a.n activo and l\..8.ding }'.Xlrt in thu r c
soa.rch from the bvginnine and worn in clos e contact \11th tho cor:;c3ponding 
r esearch being done in Amorica, proposed towards the end of 1942 th"lt one 
important section of tho work should be carried on in Camcln as c. joint 
enterprise . An ngroemont was mdo 'ithor cby a r esoorc h labonitory ;ias orc-.. .m
i scd under the administration of tho National Rosoorch Council, e nd, a.a 
o.lrondy stated, a largo ar:xl distinguished group of British and C'luudio.n 
scientists hew boon operating 1n Montreal far the past tV10 a.nd a hnlf :,·wr s . 

l4. By 1943 progress had bo(. n so rucccssful th.1.t it beciunc proba.blo u 
bomb could bo produced and during thc..t summer the three µirt nor Govcrnr.icntc , 
tho United Stat.co, tho United Kingdom and Canada, regarding tho clo.scr; t co
OJXJrntion t o bo in tho interests of the Allied Po;vcrs, agreed th.'lt c:J 
work should bo more 1ntiaetoly intcgra.t cd, and a Combini..d Policy Cor.~riittco 
ws set up under tho chairaa..rsni p of Sc.:cr ctary of ill'lr Stimson t o cxc.rciso 
general supervision 0£ the jt>int ... r :ort of the count ries concC'ir ni:.d . Tho 
Honourable L!r. C. D. llowo wa~ named na Camda' s roprc.~cntati, .. on this 
comittcc . A joint tOchnicr:.l subc oD".mittcc , coi..:Jiatir..g of Sir James Chad
wick of England , Ml.jar Gcncrel L " . Gro·.,-:; of the U. S . , e:.nd the President 
of tho :llational Research Co1mcil uf Cano.de. , v1ll.=: aproint;.;d tt> U9:1t~c rrJ~I'on
s i bilitics for tho scientific policy of the proj oct :..:i Cnnad'l , 1hi ch b CUI!){; 
c. joint United States , United Kingdom, Cnmdio.n µ-. ~act with r ocr<0nsibility 
for ono phnso of the overall pr oject . Steps wer e t.h1:n takc.n to do:::iign c.nd 
const~·uct tho pilot plant mcr.tio~~a above . Tho National R- "·;.:ll'c :1 CcWJ( 11 
st.'.lfi' nas Jr£Ld e r c131x:msiblc f er t he basic dcsie:n datu . Dof1..1~c.: l ~t.>.ntr ~. ~J 
Lind tod undertook th ... goncr :::. l <.ngino ring on a. no f ee ba:>is , a.nd th{. Fr~ ;,er 
Brace Comp:my wcrC\ aW"J.rdod the cv:ist ruc t i on contract : the wo1·k bus gcnu on 
at a re.pid r a t o a.nd tho pl!lnt i~ no•:r nn• .. ring oporation . 

15. It has bocc n.;cCS$L. r ;· to t ako cxtraord.imry !lecurity pr:cl.lutioruJ 
and while we arc amdow:i to gi vo the people all povs iblc info1•flJ'\ tiot1 i t i:; 
obvious that until some appropriate methods arc devised to cont r ol this n w 
sourco of onor gy that has been dovolop:id i i, r.ill not be possibl.; t o divulge 
tho technical procosscis of pr oduct:ion' or of military applicat ion. 

16. Tho Pres i dent Ins announced that ho will make r ocommcndaticn::; to 
Congr~ss as to ho'N Mure control of production c. rrl use of o.tomic boI!'.bc 
may be a.chiovcd a?li tho Canadian Govor nmcnt lEs s imilar stuiic:.a under ::n~· 
arn will bo pre pared to enter into agroGmente to tro.t end, 

17. Tho international aspect of this now dovol oJXDCnt , .:dt•1 :!. c.:; 
p::iasibilitios both of good an:l evil, will be foremos t in tt,o JT1if,c1;-; of r'l~· 
and it i s to be hoped that some moans will be found t o use it _·c_ 1.hc lu!'l(.fit 
of mnnkim , not for our destruction, but for tho maintonanco of :>--acc . 

18 . I have given only a gon<Jr al r eview of Cnmda 1 s ;:c.rt folp:it:l.on ir. t:ii~~ 
most signifi cant sciuntific dovoloproont . I \70uld liko t o err ·awis~ , .Cf •• ' ... r, 
tMt quite upu"t from tho milito.:-:,· .:irvi politico.I aspcc+.s NV c:::n a.ll, I t :L::.J.!c , 
tako pride 1n the f act that for -: 1 firr.t ti.mo n siZcabl 6 group of c.::n...d:i.1 n 
scienti sts Ulldor tho a.u.sp1.cc:; of l. Co.mdian irw~itution have OOou ucti· ,·:._y 
ongagod in tho pionooring phas .... s of \tlnt mo.y wcl] p:-ow t o be o!lc of th._ 
major sci entific advnnces in niatory. 
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FOREWORD 

The story of the developmnt of' the atomic bomb by the Qombined 

efforts of many groups in the United States is a fascinating but highly 

technical account ~ an enormous enterprise. Obviously military security 

prevents this stor.y from being told in full at this time. However, 

there is no reason why the administrative bistoey ot the Atomic Bomb pro-

ject and the basic scientific knowledge on which the· several developnents 

were based should not be available now to the general public. To this 

end this account by Professor H. n. Smyth is presented. 

ill pertinent scienti.tic information which can be released to 

the public at this time without violating the needs of national security 

is contained in this volume. No requests tor additional intormation 

should be made to private persons or organizations associated directly 

or indirectly with the project. Persons disclosing or securing additional 

intormation by any means whatsoever without authorization are subject to 

severe penalties under the Espionage Act. 

The success ot the developnent is due to the many thousands ot 

scientiats, engineers, workmen and administrators - both civilian and 

military - whose prolonged labor, silent perseverance, and whole-hearted 

cooperation have made possible the unprecedented technical accomplishments 

here described. 

War Department 
Washington, D. c. 

August 1945 

L. R. Groves 
Major General, USA 
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The ultimate 'responsibi lity for our nation 1 s policy rests 

on its citizens and they can dis charge such responsibilities wisely 

only if they are informed. The average citizen cannot be expected 

to understand clearly how an atomic bomb is constructed or how it 

works but there is in this country a substantial group of engineers 

and scientific men who can undeI'stand such things and who can ex

plain the potentialities of atomic bombs to their fellow citizens. 

The present report is written for this professional group and is a 

matter-of-fact, general account of work in the United States since 

1939 aimed at the production of such bombs. It is neither a 

documented official history nor a technical treatise for experts. 

Secrecy requirements have affected both the detailed content and 

general emphasis so that many interesting developments have been 

omitted. 

References to British and Canadian work are not intended 

to be complete since this is written .from the point of view of the 

activities in this country. 

The writer hopes that this account is substantially 

accurate, thanks to cooperation from all groups in the project; 

he takes full responsibility for such errors as may occur. 

H. D. Smyth 

July 1, 1945 
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CHAPTER I 

INTIDDUCTION 

1.1. The purpose of this report is to describe the scientific 
technical developments in this country since 1940 direc,ted toward the mi: 
tary use of energy from atomic nuclei. Although not written as a 11popul~ 
account of the subject, this report is intended to be intelligible to 
scientists and engineers generally and to other college graduates with a 
good grounding in physics and chemistry. The equivalence of mass and em 
is chosen as the guiding principle in the presentation of the background 
material of the "Introductionn. 

. \ 

The Conservation of Mass and of Energ;y 

1.2. There are two principles that have been cornerstones of 1 
structure of modern science. The first - that matter can be neither 
created nor destroyed but only altered in fonn --. was enunciated in the 
eighteenth century and is familiar to · every student of chemistry; it has 

( to the principle known as the law ·ot conservation of mass. The second -
' that energy can be neither created nor destroyed but only altered in torn 

emerged in the nineteenth century and has ever since been the plague of 1 
ventors of perpetual-motion machines; it is knowri as the law or conservat 
or energy. 

l.J. These two principles have constantly guided and discipli.rl 
the developnent and application of science. For all practical purposes t 
were unaltered and separate until some five years ago. For most praetica 
purposes they are still so, but it is now known that they are, in tact, t 
phases of a single principle for we have discovered that energy may some
times be converted into matter and matter into energy. Specifically, sue 
a conversion is observed in the phenomenon of nuclear fission of uranium, 
process in which atomic nuclei split into fragments With the release ·of a 
enonnous anount of energy. The military use of this energy has been the 
object of the research and production projects described in this report. 

The Equivalence of Mass and Energx 

1.4 ~ One conclusion that appeared rather early in the developni 
ot the theory of relativity was that the imrtial mass of a moving body i : 
creased as its speed increased. This implied an equivalence between an i : 
crease in energy of motion of a body, that is, its kinetic energy, and an 
increase in its mass. To most practical physicists and engineers this 
appeared a mathematical tict.1.on of no practical importanc:e. Even Einstei1 
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could hardly have foreseen the present applications, but as early as 1905 he 
did clearly state ;that mass and energy were equivalent and suggested that 
proof of this equivalence might be found by the study of radioactive sub
stances. He concluded that the amount of energy, E, equivalent to a mass, 
m, was gi van by the equation 

E = mc2 

where c is the velocity of light. If this is stated in actual' m:mibers, its 
startling character is apparent. It shows that one kilogram (2.2 pounds) of 
matter, if converted entirely into energy, would. give 25 billion. kilowatt 

. hours of energy. This is equal to the energy that would be generated by the 
total electric power industry in the United States (as of 1939) running for 
approximate·ly two months. Compare this fantastic figure with the 8.5 kilo
watt hours of heat energy which may be produced by burning an equal amount 
of coal. 

1.5. The extreme size of this conversion figure was interesting in 
several respects. In the first place, it explained why the equivalence of 
mass and energy was never observed in ordinary chemical combustion. We now 
believe that the heat given off in such a combustion has mass associated with 
it, but this mass is so small that it cannot be detected by the most sensi
tive balances available. (It is of th~ order of a few billionths of a gram . 
per mole.) In the second place, it was made clear that no appreciable 
quantities of matter were bei·ng converted into energy in any familiar ter
restrial processes, since no such large sources of energy were knmTil. 
Further, the possibility of initiating or controlling such a conversion in 
any practical way seemed very remote. Finally, the very size of the con
version factor opened a magnificent field of speculation to philosophers, 
physicists, engineers, and comic-strip artists. For twenty-five years such 
speculation was unsupported by direct experimental evidence, but beginning 
about 1930 such evidence began to appear in rapidly increasing quantity. 
Before discussing such evidence and the practical partial conversidn of 
matter into energy that is our main theme, we shall review the foundations 
of atomic and nuclear physics. General familiarity with the atomic nature 

·or matter ang with the existence of electrons is assumed. Our treatment will 
be little more than an outline which may be elaborated by reference to books 
such as Pollard and Davidson's Applied Nuclear Physics and Stranathan's The 
Particles of Nuclear Physics. 

Radioactivity and Atomic Structure 

1.6. First discovered by H. Becquerel in 1896 and subsequently 
studied by PieITe and Marie Curie, E. Rutrnrford, and many others, the 
phenomena of radioactivity have played leading roles in the discovery of the 
general laws of atomic structure and ·in the verification of the equivalence 
of mass and energy. 
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Ionization by Radioactive Substances 

1.?. The first observed phenomenon of radioactivity was the 
blackening of photographic plates by uranium minerals. Although this ef: 
is still used to some extent in research on radioactivity, the property 1 

radioactive substances that is of greatest scientific value is their abi: 
to ionize gases. Under normal conditions air and other gases do not coni 
electricity -- otherwise power lines and electrical machines would not 
operate in the open as they do. But under some circumstances the molacU.: 
of air are broken apart into positively and negatively charged frag!llents ; 
called ions. Air thus ionized does conduct electricity. Within a few me 
attar the first discovery of radioactivity Becquerel found that uranium J 
the power to ionize air. Specifically he found that the charge on an 
electroscope would leak away rapidly through :the air if some uranium sal1 
were placed near it. (The same thing would happen to a storage battery j 

sufficient radioactive material were placed mar by.) Ever since that tj 
the rate af discharge of' an electroscope has se:-ved as a. measure of inte1 
ot radioactivity. Furthermore, nearly all present-day instruments for s1 
ing radioactJ.ve phenomena depend on this ionization effect directly or ir 
directly. An elementary account or such instruments, notably electrosco1 
Geiger-Mlli.ler counters, ionization chambers, aIXi Wilson cloud chambers if 
given in Appendix 1. 

The Different Radiations or Particles 

··· 1.8. Evidence that different radioactive substances differ in 
th8ir ionizing power both in kind and in intensity indicates that there a 
differences in the · nra:diations" Enitted. Some of the radiatJ.ons are much 
more penetrating than others; consequently, two radioactive samples havir. 
the same effect on an "unshielded" electroscope may have very different 
effects if the electroscope is 11shielded," i.e., if screens are interpose 
between the sample and the electroscope. These screens are said to absor 
the radiation. 

1.9. Studies of absorption and other phenomena have shown that 
fact there are three types of "radiation" given off by radioactive substa 
There are alpha particles, which are high-speed ionized helium atoms 
{actually the rmclei of helium atoms), beta particles, which are high-spa 
electrons, and gamma rays, which are electromagnetic radiation similar to 
X-rays. Of these only the gamma rays are properly called radiations, and 
even these act very much like particles because of their short wave-lengt 
Such a "particle" or quantum of gamma radiation is called a photon. In 
general, the gamma rays are very penetrating, the alpha and beta rays les: 
so. Even though the alpha and beta rays are not very penetrating, they b 
enormous ld.ne ~ .i.c energies for particles of atomic size, energies thousand: 
times greater than the kinetic energies 1'hich the molecules of a gas have 
reason of their the:rmal motion, and thousands of times greater than the 
energy changes rer atom in chemical reactions. It was for this reason tru 
Einstein suggested that studies of radioactivity might show the equi valen• 
of mass ani ~nergy. 
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The Atom 

1.10. Be.fore considering what types of atoms emit alpha, beta, and 
gamma rays, and be.fore discussing the laws that govern such emission, we shall 
describe the current ideas on how atoms are constructed, ideas based partly 
on the study of radioactivity. · 

1.11. According to our present view every atom consists o.f a small 
heavy nucleus approximately lo-12 cm in diameter surrounded by a largely empty 
region 10-B cm in diameter in which electrons move soioowhat like planets about 
the sun. The nucleus carries an integral number of positive charges, each 
1.6 x lo-19 coulombs in size. (See Appendix 2 for a discussion of units.) 
Each electron carries one negative charge of this same size, and the number of 
electrons circulating around the nucleus is equal to the number of positive 
charges on the nucleus so that the atom as a whole has a net charge of zero. 

1.12. Atomic Number and Electronic Structure. The number of posi
tive charges in the nucleus is called the atomic number, z. It detennines 
the number o.f electrons in the extranuclear structure, and this in turn deter
mines the chemical properties of the atom. Thus all the atoms of a given 
chemical element have the same atomic number, and conversely all atoms having 
the same atomic number are atoms of the same element regardless of possible 
differences in their nuclear structure. The extranuclear electrons in an atom 
arrange _themselves in successive shells according to well-established laws. 

· Optical spectra arise from disturbances in the outer parts o.f this electron 
structure; X-rays arise from disturbances of the electrons close to the 
nucleus. The chemical properties of an atom depend on the outermost electrons, 
and the f orma ti on of chemical compounds is aceompanied by minor reaITange
ments o.f these electronic structures. Consequently, when energy is obtained 
by oxidation, combustion, explosion, or other chemical processes, it is ob
tained at the expense of these structures so that the arrangement · of the 
electrons in the products of the process must be one of l0vtered energy con
tent. (Presumably the total .mass of these products is correspondingly lower 
but not detectably so.) The atomic nuclei are not affected by any chemical 
process. 

l.lJ. Mass Number. Not only is the positive charge on a nucleus 
always an integral number of electronic charges, but the mass of the nucleus 
is always approximately a whole number times a fundamental Unit of mass which 
is almost the mass of a proton, the nucleus of a hydrogen atom. (See Ap
pendix 2.) This whole number is called the mass number, A, and is always at 
least twice as great as the atomic number except in the cases ·of hydrogen and 
a rare isotope of helium. Since the mass of a proton is a:bout 1800 times 
that of an electron, the mass of the nucleus is very nearly the Whole mass of 
the atom. 

1.14. Isotobes and Isobars. Tllo species of atoms having the same 
atomic number but different mass numbers are called isotopes. They are 
chemically identical, being merely two species of the same chemical element. 
If two species of atoms have the same mass number but different atomic 
numbers, they are called isobars and represent two different chemical ele
ments. 
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Radioactivity and Nuclear Change 

1.15. If an atan emits an alpha particle (which has an atomic 
ber of two and a mass of four), it becomes an atom of a different elemen 
with an atomic number lower by two and a mass number lower by four. The 
emission by a nucleus of a beta particle increases the atomic number by 
and leaves the mass number unaltered. In some cases, these changes are 
companied by the emission of ganrna rays. E.1.ements which spontaneously c 
or 11disintegrate1t in these ways are unstable and are described as being 
11radioactive.1' The only natural elements which exhibit this property of 
mitting alpha or beta particles are (with a few minor exceptions) those 
very high atomic numbers and mass numbers, such as uranium, thorium, rad 
and actinium, i.e., those known to have the most complicated nuclear str 
tures. 

Half-Lives; The Radioactive Series 

1.16. All the atoms of a particular radioactive species have · 
same probability of disintegrating in a given time, so that an app;reciab: 
sample of radioactive material, containing many millions of atoms, alway: 
changes or "disintegrates" at the same rate. This rate at which the mat1 
changes is expressed in terms of the 11h.al.f-lire, 11 the time required for 1 

half the atoms initially present to disintegrate, which e·vidently is con: 
for any particular atomic species. Half-lives of radioactive materials : 
from fractions of a second for the most unstable to billions o:f years foi 
those which are only slightly unstable. Often, the "daughter" nucleus 1: 
its radioactive "parent" is itself radioactive and so on down the line f< 
several successive generations of nuclei until a stable one is finally 
reached. There are three such families or series comprising all togethel 
about forty di:fferent :r.adioactive species. The radium series starts fro1 
isotope of uranium, the actinium series from another isotope of uranium, 
the thorium series from thorium. The final product of each series, aftei 
or twelve successive alpha and beta particle emissions, is a stable isotc 
of lead. 

First Demonstration of Artificial Nuclear Disintegration 

1.1?. Before 1919 no one had succeeded in disturbing the stabi 
of ordinary nuclei or affecting the disintegration rates of those that WE 

naturally radioactive. In 1919 Rutherford showed that high-energy alpha 
particles could cause an alteration in the nucleus of an ordinary elemen1 
Speci:fically he succeeded in changing a few a.tans of nitrogen into atoms 
oxygen by bombarding them with alpha particles. The process involved maJ 
written as 

4 ,, l '' l He t N·ut ---7" o ' + H 

meaning that a helium nucleus of mass number 4 (an alpha particle) stri.ld 
nitrogen nucleus of mass number l4 produces an oxygen nucleus of mass num 
l? and a hydrogen nucleus of mass number 1. The hydrogen nucleus, known 
the "proton 11 is of special importance since it has the smallest mass of 
nucleus: Ai.though protons do not appear in natural radioactive processes 
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there is much direct evidence that they can be knocked out of nuclei. 

The Neutron 

1.18. In the decade following Rutherford' s work many similar ex
periments were performed with similar results. One series of experiments of 
this type led to the discovery of the neutron, which will be discussed in 
some detail since the neutron is practically the theme song of this whole pro
ject. 

1.19. In 1930 W. Bothe arrl H. Becker in Gennany found that if the 
very energetic natural alpha particles from po~onium fell on certain of the 
light elements, specifically beryllium, boron \)r lithium, an unusually pene
trating radiation was produced. At firs.t this radiation was thought to be 
gamma radiation although it was more penetrating than any gamma rays known, 
and the details of experimental results were very difficult to interpret on 
this basis. The next imp0rtant contribution was reported in 1932 by Irene 
Curie and F. Joliot in Paris. They showed that if this unknown rar;lia tion 
fell on paraffin or any other hydrogen-containing compound it ejected protons 
of very high energy. This. was not in itself inconsistent with the assumed 
gamma-ray nature of the new radiation, but detailed quantitative analysis of 
the data became increasingly difficult to r .econcile with such an hypothesis. 
Finally (later in 1932) J. Chadwick in England perf'omed a series of experi
ments showing that the gamma ray hypothesis was untenable. He suggested that 
in fact the new radiation consisted of uncharged particles of approximately 
the mass of the proton, and he perfonned a series of experiments verifying 
his suggestion. Such uncharged particles are now called neutrons. 

1.20. The one characteristic of neutrons which differentiates them 
from other subatomic particles is the fact that they are uncharged. This 
property of neutrons delayed their discovery, makes them very penetrating, 
makes it impossible to observe them girectly, and makes them very important 
as agents in nuclear change. To be sure, an atom in its nonnal state is also 
uncharged, but it is ten thousand times larger than a neutron and consists of 
a complex system of negatively charged electrons widely spaced around a posi
tively charged nucleus. Charged particles (such as protons, electrons, or 
alpha particles) and electranagnetic radiations (such as gamma rays) lose 
energy in passing through matter. They exert electric forces which ionize 
atoms of_ the material through which they pass. (It is such ionization pro
cesses that make the air electrically conducting in the path of electric 
sparks and lightning flashes.) The energy taken up in ionization equals the 
energy lost by the charged particle, "Which slows down, or by the· gamma ray, 
which is absorbed. The neutron, however, is unaffect.ed by such forces; it is 
affected only by a very short-range force, i.e., a force that comes into play 
when the neutron canes very close indeed to an atomic nucleus. This is the 
kind of force that holds a nucleus together in spite of the mutual repulsion 
of the positive charges in it. Consequently a free neutron goes on its way 
unchecked until it makes a "head-on" collision with an atomic nucleus. Since 
nuclei are very small, such collisions occur but rarely and the neutron 
travels a long way before colliding. In the case of a collision of the 
"elastic" type, the ordinary laws of momentum apply as they do in the elastic 
collision of billiard balls. If the nucleus that is struck is heavy, it ac-
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quires relatively little speed, but if it is a proton, which is approxi
mately equal in mass to the neutron, it is projected forward Yd.th a larg4 
fraction of the original speed of the neutron, which is itself corresponc 
ly slowed. Secondary projectiles resulting from these collisions may be 
tected, for they are charged and produce ionization. The uncharged natu: 
the neutron makes it not only difficult to detect but difficult to contrc 
Charged particles can be accelerated, decelerated, or deflected by electi 
or magnetic fields which have no effect on neutrons. Furthennore, free 1 

trons can be obtained only from nuclear disintegrations; there is no na.t1 
supply. The only means we have of controlling free neutrons is to put m 
in their way so that they will be slav1ed and deflected or absorbed by co: 
lisions. As we shall see, these effects are of the greatest practical ir . ' 

portance . 

The Positr~n and the Deuteron 

1.21. The year 19.'.32 brought the discovery not only of the neui 
but also of the positron. The positron was first observed by C. n. Andel 
at the California Institute of Technology. It has the same mass and the 
magnitude of charge as the electron, but the charge is positive instead < 
negative. Except as a particle emitted by artificially radioactive nuclt 
is of little interest to us. 

1.22. One other major discovery marked the year 1932. H. C. t 
F. G. Brickwedde, and G. M. Murphy foun:i that hydrogen had an isotope of 
number 2, present in natural hydrogen to one part in 5000. · Because of i1 
special importance this heavy species of hydrogen is given a name of its 
deuterium, and the corresponding nucleus is called the deuteron. Like tt 
alpha particle it is not one of the fundamental particles but does play ~ 
important role in certain processes for producing nuclear disintegration. 

Nuclear Structure 

i.23. The idea that all elements are made out of a . few fundame 
particles is an old one. It is now finnly established. We believe that 
are thrae fundamental particles ~ the neutron, the proton, and the elect 
A complete treatise would also discuss the positron, which we have mentic 
the neutrino and the mesotron. The deuteron and alpha particle, which ha 
already been mentioned, are important canplex particles. 

1.24. According to our pi·esent views the nuclei of all atomic 
species are made up of neutrons and protons. The number of protons is eq 
to the atanic number, z. The number of neutrons, N, is equal to the diff 
ence between the mass number and the atomic number, or A ~ z. There are 
sets of forces acting on these particles, ordinary electric coulomb force 
repulsion between the positive charges and very short-range forces of at
traction between all the particles. These last forces are only partly un 
stood, and we shall not attempt to discuss them. Suffice it to say that 
bined effects of these attractive ~d repulsive forces are such that only 
certain combinations of neutrons and protons are s~able. If the neutrons 

(. protons are few in number, stability occurs when their numbers are about 
equal. For larger nuclei, the proportion of neutrons required for stabil 
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is greater. Finally, at the end of the periodic table, where the number of 
protons is over 90 and the number of neutrons nearly 150, there are no com
pletely stable nuclei. (Soioo of the heavy nuclei are almost stable as evi
denced by very long half-lives.) If an unstable nucleus is fonned arti
ficially by adding an extra neutron or proton, eventually a change to a 
stable fonn occurs. Strangely enough, this is not accomplished by ejecting a 
proton or a neutron but by ejecting a positron or an electron; apparently 
within the nucleus a proton converts itself to a neutron and positron (or a 
neutron converts itself into a proton and electron), and the light charged 
particle is ejected. In other words, the mass number remains the same but 
the atomic number changes. The stability conditions are not very critical so 
that for a given mass number, i.e., given total number of protons and neutrons, 
there may be.several stable arrangements of protons and neutrons (at most 
three or five) giving several isobars. For a given atomic number, i.e., 
given number of protons, conditions can vary still more widely- so that some 
of the heavy elements have as many as ten or twelve stable isotopes. Same 
two hundred and fifty different stable nuclei have been ideptified, ranging 
in mass number from one to two hundred and thirty-eight and in atomic number 
f'rom one to ninety-two. 

1.25. All the statements we have been making are based on experi
mental evidence. The theory of nuclear forces is still incomplete, but it 
has been developed on quantum-mechanical principles sufficiently to explain 
not only the above observations but more detailed empirical data on arti
ficial radioactivity and on differences between nuclei with odd and even mass 
numbers. 

Artificial Radioactivity 

1.26. We mentioned above the emission of positrons or electrons by 
nuclei seeking stability. Electron emission (beta rays) was already familiar 
in the study of naturally radioactive substances, but positron ·emission was 
not found in the case of such substances. In fact, the general discussion 
presented above obviously was based in part on inf o.nnation that cannot be 
presented in this report. We shall, however, give a brief account of the 
discovery of "artificial" radioactivity and what is now known about it. 

1.27. In 1934, Curie and Joliot reported that certain light ele
ments (boron, magnesium, aluminum) which had been bombarded with alpha parti
cles continued to a:nit positrons for some time after the bombardment was 
stopped. In other words, alpha-particle bombardment produced radioactive 
f'onns of boron, magnesium, and aluminum. Curie and Joliot actually measured 
half-lives of 14 minutes, 2.5 minutes, and 3.25 minutes, respectively, for 
the radioactive substances formed by the alpha-particle bombardment. 

1.28. This result stimulated similar experiments all over the 
world. In particular, E. Fermi reasoned that neutrons, because of the:ir lack 
of charge, should be effective in penetrating nuclei, especially those of 
high atomic number which repel protons and alpha particles strongly. He was 
able to verify his prediction almost immediately, finding that the nucleus of 
the bombarded atom captured the neutron and that there was thus produced an 
unstable nucleus which then achieved stability by emitting an electron. Thus, 
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the final, stable nucleus was one unit higher in mass number and one un 
higher in atomic number than the initial target nucleus. 

1.29. As a result of innumerable experiments carried out sin1 
1934, radioactive isotopes of nearly every element in the periodic tablE 
now be produced. Some of them revert to stability by the emission of pc 
trons, some by t!E emission of electrons, some by a process known as K
electron capture which we shall not discuss, and a small number (probabJ 
three) by alpha particle emission. Altogether some five hundred unstabJ 
nuclear.species have been observed, and in most cases their atomic numbe 
and mass numbers have been identi fied. 

l.JO. Not only do these artifici ally radioactive elements pl~ 
. important role throughout the project with which we are concerned, but t 
future value in medicine, in "tracer" chemistry, and in many other field 
research can hardly be, overestimated. 

Energy Considerations 

;Nuclear Binding Energies 
.. 

l.Jl. In describing radioactivity and atomic structure we hav 
deliberately avoided quantitative data and have not mentioned any appli
cations of the equivalence of mass and energy which we announced as the 
guiding principle of this report. The time has now come when we must sp 
of quantitative details, not merely of general principles • . 

1.32. We have spoken of stable and unstable nuclei made up of 
assemblages of protons and neutrons ~ld "together by nuclear forces. It 
general principle of physics that work must be done on a stable system ti 
break it up. Thus, if an assemblage. of neutrons and protons is -stable, 1 

must be supplied to separate its constituent particles. If energy and llM 

are really equivalent, then the total mass of a stable nucleus should be 
than the total mass of the separate protons and neutrons that go to make 
up .. This mass difference, then, should be equivalent to the energy reqw 
to disrupt the nucleus completely, which is called the binding energy. I 
member that we said that the masses of all nuclei were "approximately" wt 
numbers. It is the small differences from whole numbers that are signif:1 

1.33. Consider the alpha particle· as an example. It is stable 
since its mass number is four and its atomic number two it consists of tvv 
protons and two neutrons. The mass of a proton is 1.00758 and that of a 
tron is 1.00893 (see Appendix 2), so that the total mass of the separate 
ponents of the helium nucleus is 

2 x 1.00758 + 2 x 1..00893 • 4.03302 

whereas the mass of the helium nucleus itself .is 4.00280. · Neglecting the 
two decimal places we have 4.033 and 4.003, a difference of 0.030 mass un 
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This, then, represents the "binding energy" of the protons and neutrons in 
the helium nucleus. It looks small, but recalling Einstein's equation, 
E • mc2, we remember that a small amount of mass is equivalent to a large 
amount of energy. Actually O.OJO mass units is equal to 4.5 x lo-5 ergs per 
nucleus or 2.7 x 1019 ergs per gram molecule of helium. In units more fa
miliar to the engineer or chemist, this means that to break up thl nuclei of 
all the helium atoms in a gram of helium would require 1.62 x 101 gram 
calories or 190,000 kilowatt hours of energy. Conversely, if free protons 
and neutrons could be assembled into helium nuclei, this energy would be re
leased. 

1.34. Evidently it is worth exploring the possibility of getting 
energy by combining protons and neutrons or by transmuting one kind of 
nucleus into another. Let us begin by reviewing present-day knowledge of the 
binding energies of various nuclei. 

:Mass Spectra and Binding Energies · 

1.35. Chemical atomic-weight determinations give the average 
weight of a large number of atoms of a given element. Unless the element has 
only one isotope, the chemical atomic weight is not proportional to the mass 
of individual a toms. The mass spectrograph developed by F. W. Aston and 
others from the earlier apparatus of J. J. Thom~on measures the masses of 
individual isotopes. Indeed; it was just such measurements that proved the 
existence of isotopes and shOl'f'ed that on the atomic-weight scale the masses 
of all atomic species were very nearly whole numbers. These whole numbers, 
discovered experimentally, are the mass numbers which we have already de
fined and which represent the sums of the numbers of the protons and neu
trons; their discovery contributed largely to our present views that all nu
clei are combinations of neutrons and protons. 

l.J6. Improved mass spectrograph data supplemented in a few cases 
by nuclear reaction data have given accurate figures for binding energies for 
many atomic sj;:>ecies over the whole range of atcmic masses. This binding 
energy, B, is the difference between the true nuclear mass, M, and the sum 
of the masses of all the protons and neutrons in the nucleus. That is, 

B :: (~ + NMn) - M 

where Mp and Mn are the masses of the proton and neutron respectively, Z is 
the number of protons, N = A - Z is the number of neutrons, and M is the 
true mass of the nucleus. . It is more interesting to study the binding energy 
per particle, B/A, than B itself. Such a study shOl'f's that, apart from fluc
tuations in the light nuclei, the general trend of the binding energy per .: 
particle is to increase rapidly to a flat maximum around A = 60 (nickel) and 
then decrease again gradually. Evidently the nuclei in the middle of the 
periodic table ~ nuclei of mass numbers 40 to 100 -- are the most strongly 
bound. Any nuclear reaction where the particles in the resultant nuclei are 
more strongly bound than the particles in the initial nuclei will release 
energy. Speaking in thermochemical tenns, such reactions are exothermic. 
Thus, in general, en~rgy may be ·gained by combining light nuclei to form 
heavier oms or by breaking very heavy ones into two or three smaller frag-
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ments. Also, there are ·a number of special cases of exothennic nuclear c 

integrations among the first ten or twelve elements of the periodic tablt 
where the binding energy per particle varies irregularly from one. elemen· 
another. 

l.J?. So far we seem to be piling one supposition on another. 
First we assumed that mass and energy were equivalent; now we are assumi1 
that atomic nuclei can be rearranged with a consequent reduction in theiJ 
total mass, thereby releasing energy which can then be put to use. It i: 
time to talk about some experiments that convinced physicists of the tru1 
these statements. 

Experimental Proof of the Equivalence Qf Mass and Energy 

1.38. As we have already said, Rutherford's work in 1919 on aJ 
ficial nuclear disintegration was followed by many similar experiments. 
Gradual improvement in high voltage technique made it possible to substi1 
artificially produced high-speed ions of hydrogen or helimn for natural c 
particles. J. D. Cockcroft and E. T. S. Walton in Thltherford's laborato1 
were the first to succeed in producing nuclear changes by such methods. 
1932 they bombarded a target of lithium with protons of 700 kilovolts em 
and found that alpha particles were ejected from the target as a result c 
the bombardment. The nuclear reaction which occurred can be written sym1 
cally as 

J1..i. 7 t 1 Hl ~ 2He4 + z.e4 

where the subscript represents the positive charge .on the nucleus (atomic 
number) and the superscript is tre number of massive particles in the nu
cleus (mass number). As in a chemical equation, quantities on the left n: 
add up to those on the right; thus the subscripts total four and the supe 
scripts eight on each side. 

1.39. Neither mass nor energy has been included in this equati 
In general, the incident proton and the resultant alpha particles will ea 
have kinetic energy. Also, the mass of two alpha par.ticles will not be J; 
cisely the same as the sum of the masses of a proton and a lithimn atom. 
According to our theory, the totals of mass and energy taken together sho 
be the same before and after the reaction. The masses were known from ma 
spectra. On the left (Li? + Hl) they totalled 8.0241, on the right (2 He 
8.0056, so that O.dl85 units of mass had disappeared in the reaction. Th 
experimentally dete1ininecl energies of the alpha particle~ were approximat 
8 .5 million electron volts each, a figure compared to which the kirietic 
energy of the incident pz-oton could be neglectedv Thus 0.0185 units of m 
had disappeared and 17 Mev of kimtic energy had appeared. Navr 0.0185 un 
of mass is J.0'7 x io-26 grams, 17 Mevis 2?.2 x 10-6 ergs and c is 3 x 10 
cm/sec. (See Ap~endix 2.) If we substitut.e these figv.res into Einstein' 
equation, E =me , ?n t~e left side we have 7.].2 x 10~ ergs and on the r 
side we have 27.6 x 10-6 ergs, so that the equation is found to be satisf 
to a good approximation. In othe·r words, these expe-rimental results prov 
that the equivalence of mass and energy was correctly stated by Einstein. 
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Nuclear Reactions 

Methods of Nuclear Bombardment 

l.L.O. Cockcroft and Walton produced protons of fairly high energy 
by ionizing gaseous hydrogen and t hen accelerating the ions in a transfonner
rectifier high-voltage apparatus. A similar procedure can be used to produce 
high-energy deuterons from deuterium or high-<inergy alpha particles from 
helium. Hi gher energies can be attained by accelerating tho ions in cyclo
trons or Van de Graaff machines. However, to obtain high-energy gamma 
radiation or -- most important of all - high-ene:rg:· neutrons, nuclear re- -
actions themselves must be used as sources. Radiations of sufficiently high 
energy come from certain naturally radioactive mat erials or from certain bom
bardments. Neutrons are commonly produced by th:~ ::.~·mbardment of certain ele
ments, notably beryllium or boron, by natural aJ.rha particles, or by bom
barding suitable targets with protons or deuterons . The most common source 
of neutrons is a mixture of radium and beryllium where the alpha particles 
from radium and its decay products penetrate the Be9 nuclei, which then give 
off neutrons and become stable cl2 nuclei (or<ij.nary carbon). A frequently 
used "beam" source of neutrons results from accelerated deuterons impinging 
on "heavy watern ice . Here the high-speed deuterons strike the target 
deuterons to produce neutrons and HeJ nuclei. Half a dozen other reactions 
are also used involving deuterium, lithium, beryllium, or boron as targets. 
Note that in all these reactions the total mass number and total charge 
number are unchanged. 

1.41. To sunmarize, the agents that are found to initic..te nuclear 
reactions are - in appro~te order of importance -- neutrons, deuterons, 
protons, alpha particles, gamma rays and, rarely, heavier particles. 

Results of Nuclear Bombardment 

. 1.42. Most atomic nuclei can be penetrated by at least one type of 
atomic projectile (or by gamma radiation). Any such penetration may result 
in a nuclear rearrangement in the course of vmic.h a fundamental particle is 
ejected or radiation is emitted or both. The resulting nucleus may be one 
of the naturally available stable species, or ~more likely - it may be an 
atom of a different type which is radioactive, eventually changing to still a 
different nucleus. This may in turn be radioactive and, if so, will again 
decay. The process continues until all nuclei have changed to a stable type. 
There are two respects in which these artificially radioactive substances 
differ from the natural ones: many of them change by emitting positrons 
(unknown in natural radioactivity) and very few of them emit alpha particles. 
In every one of the cases where accurate measurements have been made, the · 
equivalence of mass and energy has been demonstrated and the mass..:Snergy 
total has remained constant. (Sometimes it is necessary to invoke neutrinos 
to preserve mass-energy conservation.) · 

Notation 

l.4J. A complete description of a rruclear reaction should include 
:the nature, mass and energy of the incident particle, also the nature (mass 
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number and atomic number), mass and energy (usually zero) of the target 
partic~, also the na.ture, mass and energy of tne ejected particles (or 
radiation), and finally the nature, mass and energy of the remainder. B 
all of these are rarely known and for many purposes their complete speci 
cation is unnecessary. A nuclear reaction is frequently described by a 
notation that designates first the target by chemical symbol and mass nu 
if known, then the projectile, then the emitted particle, and then the r 
mainder. In this scheme the neutron is represented by the letter n, the 
ton by p, the deuteron by d, the alpha particle by ex, and the gamma ray 
Thus the radium-beryllium neutron reaction can be written Be9(cx,n)c12and 
deuteron-deuteron reaction n2(d,n)He3. 

:.£lpes of Reaction 

1.44. Considering the five different particles (n, p, d, ex, y 
both as projectiles and emitted products, we might expect to find twenty 
combinations possible. Actually the deuteron very rarely occurs as a pr1 
particle, and the photon initiates only two types of reaction. There a~ 
however, a few other types of reaction, such as (n,2n), (d,H3), and fiss: 
which bring the total known types to about twenty-five. Perhaps the (n; 
reaction should be specifically mentioned as it is very important in one 
cess which will concern us. It is often called ttradiative capture" sine• 
neutron remains in the nucleus a:o:l only a gamma ray comes out. 

Probability and Cross Section 

1.45. So far nothing has been said about the probability of m 
clear reactions. Actually it varies widely. There is no guarantee that 
neutron or proton headed straight for a nucleus will penetrate it .at all. 
depends on the nucleus and on the incident particle. In nuclear physics: 
is found convenient to express probability of a particular event by a "c1 
section. 11 Statistically, 'the centers of the atoms in a thin foil can be 
sidered as points evenly distributed over a plane. The center of an atoo 
projectile striking this plane has geometrically a definite probability c 
passing within a certain distance (r) of one of these points. In fact, j 

the~ are n atomic centers in an area A of the plane, this probabilfty iE 
n tr~/A, which is simply the ratio of the aggregate area of circles of rl: 
r drawn around the points to the whole area. If we think of the a toms &E 

impenetrable ·steel discs and the impinging particle as a bullet of negli~ 
diameter, this ratio is the probability that the bullet will strike a stE 
disc, i.e .. , that the atomic projectile will be stopped by the foil. If i 
the fraction of impinging atoms getting through the foil which is measure 
the result can still be expressed in terms of the equivalent stopping ere 
section of the atoms. This notion can be extended to any interaction qet 
the impinging particle and the a toms in the target. For example, the pro 
babi,lity that an alpha particle striking a beryllium target will produce 
neutron can be expressed as the equivalent cross section of beryllium tor 
type of reaction. '-

1.46 ~ In nuclear physi~s it is conventional to consider that t 
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impinging particles have negligible diameter. The technical definition of 
cross section for any nuclear process is therefore: 

number of processes occurring 

number of incident particles 
= 

(nmnber of target nuclei per cm2) 

x (nuclear cros~ section in cm2). 

It should be noted that this definition is for the cross- section per nucleus. 
Cross sections can be computed for any sort of process, such as capture, 
scattering, production of neutrons,, etc. In _many cases, the number of parti
cles emitted or scattered in nuclear processes is not measured directly; one 
merely measures the attenuation produced in a parallel beam of incident 
particles by the interposition of a known thickness of a particular material. 
The cross section obtained in this way is called the total· cross section ani 
is usually denoted by <Y. 

1.47. As indicated in paragraph 1.11, the typical nuclear diameter 
is of the order of l0-12 cm. We might therefore expect the cross sections 
for nuclear reactions to be of the order of frd2/4 or roughly 10-24 cm2 and 
this is the unit in ~ch they are usually expressed. Actually the observed 
cross sections vary enormously. Thus for slow neutrons absorbed by the 
(n y) reaction the cross section in some cases is as much as 1000 x lo-24 
cm~, while the cross sections for transmutations by gamma-ray absorption are 
in the neighborhood of (1/1000) x l0-24 cm2. 

Practicability of Atomic PoV1er in 1939 

Small Scale of Experiments 

1.48. We have talked glibly about the equivalence of mass and 
energy and about nuclear reactions, such as that of .Protons on lithium, where 
energy was released in relatively large amounts. Now let us ask why atomic 
power plants did not spring up all over the wor~d in the thirties. After 
all, if we can get 2.76 x lo-5 ergs from an atom of lithium struck by a 
proton, we might expect to obtain approximately half a million kilowat.t hours 
by ccmbining a gram of hydrogen with seven grams of lithium. It looks better 
than burning coal. The difficulties are in producing the high-speed protons 
and in controlling the energy produced. All the experiments we have been 
talking about have been done with very small quantities of material, large 
enough in numbers o:f atoms, to be sure, but in tenns of ordinary masses 
infinitesimal - not tons or pounds or grams, but fractions of micrograms. 
The amount of energy used up in the experiment was always far greater than 
the amount generated by the nuclear reaction. 

1.49. Neutrons are particularly effective in producing nuclear 
disintegration. Why weren't they used? If their initial source was an ion 
beam striking a target, the limitations discussed in the last paragraph 
applied. If a radium and ' beryllium source was to be used, the scarcity of 
radium was a difficulty. 
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The Need of a Chain Reaction 

l.!)O. Our conunon sources of power, other than sunlight and wa 
power,. are chemical reactions~ usually the combustion of coal or oil. 
release energy as the result of rearranganents of the outer electronic 
structures of the atoms, the same kind of process that supplies energy t 
bodies. Ccmbustion is always self-propagating; thus lighting a fire wit 
match releases enough heat to ignite the neighboring .f'uel, which release 
more heat which ignites more fuel, and so on. In the nuclear reactions · 
have described this is not generally true; neither the energy released n 
the new particles formed are sufficient to maintain the reaction. But w; 
can imagine nuclear reactions emitting particles or the same sort that 
initiate them and iii sufficient munbers to propagate the reaction in 
neighboring nuclei. Such a self-propagating reaction is called a "chain 
action" and such conditions muat be achieved if the energy of the nuclea: 
actions with which we are concerned is to be put to 13.Tge-scale use • . 

Period of Speculation 

1.51. Although there were no atomic power plants built in the 
thirties, there were plenty of discoveries in nuclear physics and plenty 
speculation. A theory was advanced by H. Bethe to explain the heat of tI 
sun by a cycle of nuclear changes involving carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, B 
oxygen, and leading eventually to the fonnation of helium.* This theory 
nCM" generally accepted. The discovery or a few (n,2n) nuclear reactions 
(i.e., neutron-produced and neutron-producing reactions) suggested that a 
self-illultiplying .chain reaction might be initiated under the right con
ditions. There was much talk of atomic power and some talk of atomic ban 
But the last great step in this preliminary period came after four years 
stumbling. The effects of neutron banbardment of uranium, the most compl 
element known, had been studied by some of the ablest physicists. The re 
sults were striking but confusing. The story of their gradual interpreta 

-MT he series of reactions postulated was 

(1) t,cl2 + iHl ) 7Nl3 

(2) 7NlJ > 6ClJ + leo 

(3) 6Cl3 + lHl > 7Nl4 

(4) ']Nl4 + lHl >- 801.5 

(5) gol5 > 7Nl.5 + ieo 

(6) 7N15 + lHl :> 6c12 + 2He4 

The net effect is the transformation of hydrogen into helium and positrons 
(designated as ieO) and the release of about thirty million electron volts 
energy. 
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is intricate and highly technical, a fascinating tale of theory and experi
ment. Passing by the earlier inadequate explanations, we shall go directly 
to the final explanation, which, as sq often happens, is relatively simple. 

Discovery of Uranium Fission 

1.52. As has already been mentioned, the neutron proved to be the 
most effective particle for inducing nuclear changes. This was particularly 
true for the elements of highest atomic number and weight where the large 
nuclear charge exerts strong repulsive forces on deuteron or proton-pro
jectiles but not on uncharged neutrons. The results of the bombardment of 
uranium by neutrons had proved interesting and puzzling. First studied by 
Femi and his colleagues in 1934, they were not properly interpreted until 
several years later. 

1.53. On January 16, 1939 Niels Bohr of Copenhagen, Denmark, ar-
. rived in this country to spend several months in Princeton, N. J., and was 
particularly anxious to discuss some abstract problems with A. Einstein. 
(Four years later Bohr was to escape from Nazi-occupied Denm___arl<' in a small · -
boat.) Just before Bohr left Denmark two of his colleagues, O. R. Frisch am 
L. Meitner (both refugees from Gennany), had told him their guess that the 
absorption of a neutron by a uranium nucleus sometimes caused that nucleus to 
split into approximately equal parts with the :o:-elease of enormous quantities 
of energy, a process that soon began to be called nuclear ·ttfission. tt The 
occasion for this hypothesis was the important discovery of o. Hahn and F. 
Strassmann in Ge:nnany (published in Naturwissenscharten in ·early January 19.39) 
which proved_ that an isotope of barium was produced by neutron bombardment of 
uranium. Immediately on arrival in the United States Bohr communicated this 
idea to his former student J. A. Wheeler and others at Princeton, and from 
them the news spread by word of mouth to neighboring physicists including 
E. Fermi at Columbia University. As a result of conversations between Fermi, 
J. R. Dunning, and a. B. Pegram, a search was undertaken at Columbia tor the 
heavy pulses of ionization that would be expected from the flying fragments 
of the uranium nucleus. On January 26, 1939 there was a Conference on 
Theoretical Physics at Washington, D. c., sponsored jointly by the George 
Washington University and the Carnegie Institution of Washington. Fanni _left 
New York- to attend this meetiDg before the Columbia fission experiments had 
been tried. At the meeting Bohr and Fermi discussed the problem of fission, 
and in particular Fermi mentioned the possibility that neutrons might be 
emitted during the process. Although this was only a guess, its implication 
of the possibility of a chain reaction was obvious. A number of sensational 
articles were published in the press on this subject. Before the meeting in 
Washington was over, several other experiments to confinn fission had been 
initiated, and positive experimental confinnation was reported fro~ four 
laboratories (Columbia University, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Johns 
Hopkins University, University of California) in the February 15, 1939 issue 
of the Physical Review. By this time Bohr had heard that similar experiments 
had been made in his laboratory in Copenhagen about January 15th. (Letter 
by Frisch to Nature dated January 16, 1939 and appearing in the February 18th 
issue.) F. Jollot in Paris had also published his first results in the 
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Comptes Rendus of January JO, 1939. From this time on there was a steac 
flow of papers on the subject of fission, so that by the time (December 
1939) Turner wrote a review article on the subject in the Reviews or Moc 
Physics nearly one hundred papers had appeared. Complete analysis and c 
cussion of these papers have appeared in Turner's article and elsewhere. 

General Discussion of Fission 

1.54. Consider the suggestJ.on of Frisch and Meitner in the l:i 
of the two general trends that had been discovered in nuclear structure: 
first, that the proportion of neutrons goes up with atomic number; secor 
that the binding energy per particle is a maximum for the nuclei of intE 
mediate atomic number. Suppose the U-23S nucleus is broken exactly in r 
then, neglecting the mass of the incident neutron, we have tvm nuclei o.f 
atomic number 46 and mass number 119. But the heaviest stable isotope c 
palladium (Z - 46) has a mass number of only 110. Therefore to reach st 
bili~y each of these imaginary new nuclei must eject nine neutrons, becc 
46PdllO nuclei; or four neutrons in each nucleus must convert themselves 
protons by emitting electrons, thereby .fonning stable tin nuclei of mass 
number 119 and atomic number 50; or a canbination of such ejections and 
versions must occur to give sane other pair of stable nuclei. Actually, 
was suggested by Halm and Strassmann's identification of barium (Z = 56, 
A = 135 to 140) as a product of fission, the split occurs in such a way 
to produce two unequal parts of mass numbers about 140 and 90 with the 
emission of a few neutrons and subsequent radioactive decay by electron 
mission until stable nuclei are formed. Calculations from binding-energ 
data show that any such rearrang~nt gives an aggregate resulting mass 
siderably less than the initial mass of the uranium nucleus, and thus th 
gre_at deal of energy must be released. 

1.55. Evidently, there were three major implications of the 
phenomenon of fission: the release of energy, the production of radioac 
atomic species and the possibility of a neutron chain reaction. The ene 
release might reveal itself in kinetic energy of the fission fragments a 
the subsequent radioactive disintegration of the products. The possibil 
of a neutron chain reaction depended on whether neutrons were in fact ern 
~ a possibility which required investigation. 

1.56. These were the problems suggested by the discovery of 
fission, the kind of problem reported in the journals in 1939 and 1940 a 
since then investigated largely in secret . The study of the fission pro 
itself, including production o.f neutrons and fast fragments, has been la: 
carried out by physicists using counters, cloud chambers, etc. The stu~ 
identification of the fission products has been carried out largely by c 
who have had to perfonn chemical separations rapidly even with sub-micro· 
scopic quanti·i;ies of material and to make repeated determinations of the 
lives of unstable isotopes. We shall sU'll'llUlrize the state of knowledge a. 
June 1940. By that time the principal facts about fission had been dis
covered and revealed to the scientific world. A chain reaction had not 1 
obtained, but its possibility - at least in principle -- was clear and 
several paths that might lead to it had been suggested. 
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State of Knowledge in June 1940 

Definite and Generally-Known Inf9rmation on Fission 

1.57. All the following information was generally known in June 
1940, both here and abroad: 

(1) That three elements - uranium, thorium, and protoactinium - when bom
barded by neutrons sometimes split into approximately equal fragments, and 
that these fragments were isotopes of elements in the middle of the periodic 
table, ranging from selenium (Z = 34) to lanthanum (Z = 57). 

(2) That most of these fission fragments were unstable, decaying radio
actively by successive emission of beta particles through a series of ele
ments to various stable forms. 

(3) That these fission fragments had very great kinetic energy. 

(4) That fission of thorium and protoactinium was caused only by fast neu
trons (velocities of the order of thousands of miles per second). 

(5) That fission in uranium could be produced by fast or slow (so-called 
thermal-velocity) . neutrons; specifically, that thermal neutrons caused fission 
in one isotope, U-235, but not in the other, U-238, and that fast neutrons 
had a lower probability of causing fission in U-235 than thermal neutrons. 

(6) That at certain neutron speeds there was a large capture cross section 
in U-238 producing U-239 but not fission. 

(7) Th.at the energy released per fission of a uranium nucleus was approxi
mately 200 million electron volts. 

(8) That high speed neutrons were emitted in the process of fission. 

(9) That the average number of neutrons released per fission was somewhere 
between one and three. 

(10) That high-speed neutrons could lose energy by inelastic collision with 
uranium nuclei without any nuclear reaction taking place. 

(11) That most of this information was consistent with the semi-empirical 
theory of nuclear structure worked out by Bohr and Wheeler and others; this 
suggested that predictions based on this theory had a fair chance of success. 

Suggestion of Plutonium Fission 

1.58. It was· realized that radiative capture of neutrons by U-2JB 
would probably lead by two successive beta-ray emissions to the fonnation of 
a nucleus for which Z = 94 and A = 239. Consideration of the Bohr-Wheeler 
theory of fission and of certain empirical relations among the nuclei by 
!,. A. Turner am others suggested that this nucleus would be a fairly stable 
alpha emitter and would probably undergo fission when bombarded by thermal 
neutrons. Later the imoortance of such thermal fission to the maintenance of 
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the chain reaction was foreshadowed in private correspondence and discus 
In tenns of our present knowledge and notation the particular reaction e 
gested is as follows: 

92u238 + Onl --->• 92u239 -->~ 93Np239 

93
Np239 :> 

94
Pu239 

where Np and Pu are the chemical Sj'mbols now used for the two new elemer. 
neptU.nium and plutonium; 0nl represents the neutron, and -1eO represents 
ordinary (negative) electron. Plutonium 239 is the nucleus rightly guee 
to be fissionable by· thermal neutrons. It will be discussed fUlly in la 
chapters. 

General State of Nuclear Physics 

1.59. By 1940 nuclear reactions had been intensively studied 
over ten years. Several books and revieli articles on nuciear physics ha 
been published. New techniques had been developed for producing and con 
trolling nuclear projectiles, for studying artificial radioactivity, and 

•separating sub-microscopic quantities of chemical elements produced by n 
clear reactions. Isotope masses had been measured accurately. Neutron
capture cross sections had been measured. Methods of slowing down neutr 
had been developed. Physiological .effects of neutrons had been observed 
they had even been tried in the treatment of cancer. All su~h informati 
was generally available; but it.was very incanplete. There were many ga 
and many inaccuracies. The techniques were difficult and the quantities 
materials available were often sub-microscopic. Although the fundamenta 
principles were clear, the theory was full of unverified assumptions and 
culations were hard to make. Predictions made in 1940 by different phys 
of equally high ability were often at variance. The subject was in all
many respects an art, rather than a science. 

Summary 

1.60. Looking back on the year 1940, we see that all the pre
requisites to a serious attack on the problem of producing atomic bombs 
controlling atomic power were at hand. It had been proved that mass and 
energy were equivalent. It had been proved that the neutrons initiating 
fission of uranium reproduced themselves in the process and .that therefo: 
multiplying chain reaction might occur with explosive force. To be sure 
one knew whether the required conditions could be achieved, but many sci' 
had clear ideas as to the problems involved and the directions in which 
solutions might be sought. The next . chapter of this report gives a stat. 
of the problems and serves as a guide to the developnents of the past fi· 
years. 
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CHAPTER II · 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Introduotion 

2.1. From the time of the first disoovery of the large amount 
energy released in nuolee.r. reactions to the time of the disoovery of ura 
fission, the idea of atomio power or even atomio bombs was disoussed off 
on in soientifio oiroles. ·The disoovery of fission made this talk seem : 
less speoulative, but realization of atoriiio power still seemed in the di 
future and there was an instinotive feeling among m~ soientists that i 
might not, in faot, ever be realized. Duririg .1939 and 1940 many publio 
ments, some of them by responsible soientists, oalled attention to the e: 
mous energy available in uranium for explosives and for controlled power 
that U-235 beoame a familiar by-word indioating great things to oome. ~ 
possible military importanoe of uranium fission was oalled to i:he attent. 
ot the govermnent (see Chapter III), and in a conference with represent&· 
ot the Navy Department in Maroh 1939 Fermi suggested the possibility of 
aahieving a controllable reaction using slow neutrons or a reaction of &J 
explosive character using fast neutrons. He pointed out, however, that 
data then available might be insuffioient for acourate predictions. 

' 2.2. By the summer of 1940 it was possible to formulate the pl 
lma fairly clearly, although it was still far from possible t~ answer thE 
various questions involved or even to deoide whether a ohain reaction evf 
oould be obtained. In this chapter we shall give a statement of the prol 
in its entirety. For purposes of clarification we may make use of some l 
ledge which actually was not aoquired until a later data. 

The Chain-Reaction Probl8Jll 

2.3. The principle of operation of an atomio bomb or power pla 
utilizing uranium fission is simple enough. It one neutron causes a fiss 
that produces more i:han one new neutron, the number of fissions may incre 
tremendously with the release of enormous amounts of energy. It is a que 
tion of probabilities. Neutrons produced in the fission process mAY esoa 
entirely from the uranium, may be captured by uranium in a process not re 
sulting in fission, or may be captured by an impurity. Thus the question 
whether a ohain reaction does or does not go depends on the result of a o 
petition among four processes: 

(1) esoape, 
(2) non-fission capture by uraniUJD., 
(3) non-fission capture by impurities, 
(4) fission capture. 

It the loss of neutrons by the first three processes is less than the suri 
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produced by the fourth, the ohain reaotion ooours; otherwise it does not. 
Evidently any one of the first three processes may have such a high probabil
ity in a given arrangement that the extra neutrons created by fission will be 
insufficient to keep the reaction going. For exa.mple,,should it turn out that 
prooess (2) -- non-fission capture by uranium -- has a muoh higher probability 
than fis_sion capture, there would presumably be no possibility of achieving a 
chain reaotion. 

2.,. An additional oomplioation is that natural uranium oontains 
three isotopes: U-234, U-235, and U-238, present t9 the extent of approxi-. 
mately 0.006, 0.7, and 99.3 peroent, respeotively. We have already seen. that 
the probabilities of prooessea (2) and (4) are different for different iso
topes. We have also seen that the .probabilities are different for neutrons 
of different energies. 

2.5. We shall now consider the limitations imposed by the first 
three prooesses and how their effeots can be minimized. 

Neutron Ea cape; Cri tioal Size 

2.6. The relative number of neutrons which escape from a quantity 
of uranium oan be minimized by ohanging the size and shape. In a sphere any 
surfaoe effect is proportional to the square of the radius, and any volume 
effeot is proportional to the cube of the radius. Now the esoape of neutrons 
from a quantity of uranium is a surfac~ effect depending on the area of the 
surface, but fission oapture occurs throughout the material and is therefore 
a volume effect. Consequently the greater the amount of uranium, the leas 
probable it is that neutron escape will predominate over fission capture anq 
prevent a chain reaction. Loss of neutrons by non-fission capture is a volume 
effect like neutron production by fission capture, so that increase in size 
makes no ohange in its relative importance. 

2.7. The oritioal size of a devioe containing uranium is defined as 
the size for whioh the production of free neutrons by fission is just equal to 
their loss by esoape and by non-fission oapture. In other words, if the size 
is smaller than critioal, then -- by definition -- no ohain reaction will sue~ 
tain itself. In principle it was possible in 1940 .to oaloulate the critical 
size, but in praotice the unoertainty of the constants involved was so great 
that the various .estimates differed widely. It seemed not improbable that the 
oritioal size might be too large for practical purposes. Even now estimates 
for untried arrangements vary somewhat from time to time as . new information 
beoomes available. 

Use of a Moderator to Reduce Non-fission Capture 

2.8. In Chapter I we said that thermal neutrons have the highest 
probab~lity of producing fission of U-235 but we also said that the neutrons 
emitted in the prooess of fission had high speeds. Evidently it was an over
simplification to say that the ohain reaction might maintain itself if more 
neutrons were created by fission than were absorbed. For the probability both 
of fission capture and of non-fission oapture depends on the speed of the 
neutrons. Unfortunately, the speed at whioh non-fiss_ion oapture is most 
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probable is intermediate between the average speed of neutrons emitted j 

fission prooesa and the speed at which fission capture is most probable. 

2.9. For some years before the discovery of fission, the cus1 
way of slowing down neutrons was to oause them to pass through material 
atomio weight, such as hydrogenous material. It was E. Fermi and L. Szj 
who proposed the use of graphite as a moderator for a chain reaction. ~ 

process of slowing down or moderation is simply one of elastic collisioz 
between high-speed partioles and particles practically at rest. The moi 
nearly identical the masses ot neutron and struck particle the greater 1 
loss of kinetic energy by the neutron. Therefore the light alements &.rE 
effective as "moderators", i.e., slowing down agents, for neutrons. 

· 2.10. It occurred to a number of physicists that · it might be 
sible to mix uranium with a moderator in such a wa:y that the hieh-speed 
sion neutrons, after being ejected from uranium and before re-encounterj 
uranium. nuclei, would have their speeds reduced below the speeds for whj 
non-fission capture is highly probable. Evidently the characteristics c 
good moderator are that it should be of low atomic weight and that it sh 
have little or no tendency to absorb neutrons. Lithium and boron are exc 
on the latter count. Helitim is difficult to use beoause it is a gas and 
no compounds. The choioe of moderator therefore lay between hydrogen, 
deuterium, beryllium, and carbon. Even now no one of these substances c 
excluded from the list of practical possibilities• 

Use of a Lattice to Reduce Non-fission Capture 

2.11. The general scheme of using a moderator mixed with the 
anium was pretty obvious. A speoifio manner of using a moderator was fi 
suggested -in this country, so far as ~e oan discover, by Fermi an~ Szila 
The idea was to use lumps of uranium or oonsiderable size imbedded ~n a 
of moderator material. Such a lattice oan be shown to have real advanta 
over a homogeneous mixture. As the constants were more accurately deter 
it became possible to oaloulate theoretically the type or lattioe that w 
be moat effectiveo 

Reduction of Non-fission Capture by Isotope Separation 

2.12Q In Chapter I it was stated that for neutrons of certain 
inte.rmediate speeds (corresponding to enei·gies of a few electron volts) 
has a large capture oross section for the production of U-239 but not · ra 
fission. There is also a considerable probability of inelastio (i.e., n 
oe.pture-producing) collisions between high-speed neutrons and U-238 nucl, 
Thus the presence of the U-238 tends both .to reduoe the speed of the fas · 
neutrons and to effect the capture of those of moderate speed. Al though 
may be some non-fission capture by U-235, it is evident that if we can s• 
rate the U-235 from the U-238 and discard the U-238, we can reduce non-!': 
capture . and oan thus promote the chain reaction. In faot, the probabili· 
fission of U-235 by high-speed neutrons may be great enough to make the 1 

of a moderator unnecessary once the U-238 has been removed. Unfortunate: 
U-235 is present in natural u~anium only to the extent of about one part 
140. Also, the relatively small difference in mass between the two isotc 
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makes separation difficult. In fao t, i n 1940 no large-scale sepav4tion of 
isotopes had ever been achieved except for hydrogen, whose two isotopes dif
fer in mass by a factor of two. Nevertheless, the possibility of separating 
U-235 was reoognized ee.rly _as being of the- greatest importanoe, and suoh 
separation has, in fact, been one of the two major lines or Projaot effort 
during the past five years. 

Production and Purification of Materials 

2.13. It has been r.rtat3d above that the cross section for capture 
of neutrons varies greatly an10ng d~fferent materials. In some it is very high 
campared to the maximum fission cross section of uranium. If, then, we are 
to hope to achieve a chain reaction, we must reduce eff~ot (3) -- non-fission 
capture by impurities -- to the point where it is not serious. This means 
very careful purification of the uranium metal and very careful purification 
of the moderator. Calculations show that the maximum permissible concentre..
tions of many impurity elements are a ff1W parts per million -- in either the 
uranium or the moderator. When it is recalled that up to 1940 the total 
amount of uranium metal produced in this country was not more than a ftJW 
grams (and even this wa.a of doubtful purity), ~hat the total amount ot metal
lic beryllium produoed in this country We.s not more than a f'ew pounds, that 
the total amount of ooncentrated deuterium produced was not more than a few 
pounds, and that carbon had never. been produced in quantity .with anything like 
the purity required of a moderator, it is clear that the problem o~ producing 
and purifying materials was a major one. 

Control of the Chain Reaction 

2.14. The problems that have been discussed so far have to ·do 
merely with the realization of the ohain reaction. If such a reaction is 
going to be or use, we must be able to control it. The problem of control is 
different depending on whether we are interested in steady production of power 
or in an explosion. In general, the steady production of atomic power re
quires a slow-neutron-induced fission chain reaction occurring in a mixture 
or lattice of' uranium and moderator, while an atomic bomb requires a f'ast
neutron-induoed fission chain reaction in U-235 or Pu-239, although both slow
and fast-neutron fission may contribute in· each case. It seemed likely, even 
in 1940, that by using neutron absorbers a power chain reaction could be con
trolled. It was also considered likely, though not certain, that such a chain 
reaction would be self-]imiting by virtue of the lower probability of fission
producing capture when a higher temperature was reached. Nevertheless, there 
was a possibility that a chain-reacting system might get out of control, and 
it therefore seemed necessary to perform the chain-reaction experi.m.ent in an 
uninhabited location. 

Practical Application of' the Chain Reaction 

2.16. Up to this point we have been discussing h9W to produce and 
control a nuclear chain reaction but not how to make use of it. The technol
ogical gap between producing a controlled chain reaction and using it as a 
large-scale power source or an explosive is oomparable to the gap' between the 
discovery of fire and the manufacture of a steam locomotive. 
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2.16. Al.though production of power has never been the princip 
object of this projeot, enough attention has been given to the matter to 
reveal the major difficultys the attainment of high-temperature operati 
An effeotive heat engine must not only develop heat but must develop hea 
a high temperature. To run a chain-reacting system at a high temperatur 
and to convert the heat generated to useful work is very much more diffi 
than to run a chain-reacting system at a low temperature. 

2.17. Of course, the proof that a chain reaction is possible 
not itself insure that .nuclear energy oan be effective in a bomb. To ha 
an effective explosion it is necessary that the -chain reaction build up 
tremely rapidly; otherwise only a small amount of the nuclear energy Wil 
utilized before the bomb flies apart and the reaction stops. It is also 
necessary that no premature explosion occur. This entire "detonation" p 
lemwas and still remains one of the most difficult problems in designin 
high-efficiency atomic bomb. 

Possibility of Using Plutonium 

2.18. So tar, all our discussion has been primarily concerned 
the use of uranium itself. We have already mentioned the suggestion tha 
element of atomic number 94 and mass 239, oomnonly referred to as pluton 
might be very effective. Actually, we now believe it to be of value cOlll 
ble to pure U-235. We have mentioned the difficulty of separating U-235 
th4ll more abundant isotope U-238. These two isotopes are, of course, chei 
cally identical. But plutonium, although produced from U-238, is a diff, 
chemical element. Therefore, if' a process could be worked out for conve: 
some ot the U-238 to plutonium, a chemioal separation of the plutonium f : 
uranium might prove more practicable than the isotopic separation of U-2: 
from U-238. 

2.19. Suppose that we have set up a controllable chain reaoti• 
in a lattice of natural uranium and a moderator -• say carbon, in the foi 
ot graphite. Then as the ohain reaction proceeds, neutrons are emitted : 
the process of fission of the U-235 and ma.ny of these neutrons are absorl 
by U-238. This produces U-239& eaoh atom of Which then emits a beta par· 
ole. becoming neptunium (93Np2.,9). Neptunium, in turn, emits another be· 
partiole. becoming plutonium (94fu239), which emits an alpha particle, d4 
ing again to U-236, but so slowly that in effect it. ia a stable element. 
after the reaction has been allowed to proceed for a considerable time, · 
mixture of metals is removed, it may· be possible to extract the plutoniUI 
ohemioal methods and purity it for use in a subsequent fission chain reac 
of' an explosive nature. 

Combined Effects and Enriched Piles 

2.20. Three ways of increasing the likelihood of a ohain reac1 
have been mentioned: use of a moderator; attainment of high purity o£ m1 
rials; use of special material, either U-235 or Pu. The three proceduree 
not mutually exclusive, and many schemes have been. proposed for using sme 
amounts of separated U-235 or Pu-239 in a lattice composed primarily of' 
ordinary uranium or uranium oxide and of a moderator or two different 
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moderators. Sudh proposed e.rrangements are usually called "enriched piles." 

Use of Thorium or Protoa.atinium or Other Material 
==========~:::::-· -::..,_....:;..;.. ~· . 

2.21. All our previous discussion has centered on the direct or 
indirect use of uranium. but it was known that both thorium and protoaotinium 
also underwent fission when bombarded by high-speed neutrons. The great ad
vantage of uranium. at least for preliminary work, was .its susceptibility to 
slow neutrons. lb.ere was not vary much consideration given to the other two 
substances. Protoactinium can be eliminated because of its scarcity in 
nature. Thorium is relatively plentiful but has no apparent advantage over 
uranium. 

2~22. It is not to be forgotten that theoretically many nuclear 
reactions might b~ used to release energy. At present we see no way of ini
tiating or controlling reactions other than those involving fission. but some 
suoh synthesis as has already been .mentioned as a source of solar energy may 
eventually be produced in the laboratory. 

Amounts of Materials Needed 

2.23. Obviously it was impossible in the summer of 1940 to make 
more the.n guesses as to what amounts of materials would be needed to produces 

(1) a chain reaction with use of a moderator; 
(2) a chain-reaction bomb in pure. or at 

least enriched. U-235 or plutonium. 

A figure of one to one hundred kilograms of U-235 was commonly given at this 
time for the critical size of a bomb. This would~ of course. have to be 
separated from at lee.st 140 times as much natural uranium. For a slows..neutron 
cha.in reaction using a moderator and unseparated uranium it was almost certain 
that tons of metal and of moderator would be required. 

Availability of ~terials 

2~24. Estimates of thq c.:.imposition of the earth's crust show 
uranium. and thorium both prasent i n oonsidera.ble quantities (about 4 parts 
per million of ure..nium and 12 !' arts per million of thorium in the earth's 
crust). Deposits or uran.i tm-. era ere known to exist in Coler.a.do. i.n the 
Great Bear La.lee region of northern Canada. in J~achimstal in Czechoslovakia.. 
and in the Belgie..n Congoo .Many other deposits of uranium ore are known. but 
their extent is in many oases unexplored. Uranium is always f'owid with 
radium although in much larger quantity. Both are often found with vanadium 
ores. Small quantities of uranium oxide have been used for many years in the 
oeramios industry~ 
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2.25. Thorium is also rather widely distributed, oocurring a.1 

thorium oxide in fairly high oonoentration in monazite sands found to sc 
extent in this oountry but pa.rti.cula.rly in Brazil and in British India.. 

2.26. Early rough es t imates. whioh are probably optimistio, 1 

that the nuolear energy available in known deposits of uranium. was adeqt 
to supply the total power needs of this country for 200 years (assuming 
utilization of U-238 as well aa U-235). 

2.27. As has already been mentioned, little or no uranium mei 
been produoed up to 1940 and information was so scant that even the meli 
point was not known. (For example, the Handbook of · sios and Chemistr 
1943-1944 says only that the melting point is below 18 0 C whereas we nc 
know it to be in the neighborhood of 1150°.) Evidently, as far as urani 
was oonoerned, there was no insurmountable diffioulty as regards obtaini 
raw materials or produoing the metal, but there were very grave question 
to how long it would take and how much it would aost to produoe the na oe 
quantities of pure metal. 

2.28. Of the materials mentioned above as being suitable for 
era.tors, deuterium had the most obvious advantaged• It is present in or 
hydrogen to the extent of about one pa.rt in 5000. By 1940 & number of d 
ferent methods for separating it from hydrogen had been developed, and a 
liters had been produoed in this oountry for . experimental purposes. The 
large-scale' produotion had been in a Norwegian plant. from which several 
hundred liters of heavy wa.ter (D20, deuterium oxide) had come. As in th 
case of uranium, the problem was one of aost and time. 

2 .29. Beryllium in the form ot beryllium silicates is widely 
found but only in small quantities of ore. Its use as an alloying agent 
become general in the last few years; for suoh use. ho1rever, it is not n· 
sary to produoe the beryllium in metallio form. In 1940 only 700 pounds 
the metal were produoed in this country. ~ 

2.30. As far as carbon was concerned, the situation was obvio1 
qufte different. There were many hundreds of tons of graphite produced 1 

year in this country. This was one of the reasons why graphite looked v
desirable as a moderator. The difficulties le.y in obtaining sufficient 
quantities of graphite of the requir ed purity, particularly in view of tl 
expanding needs of war industry. 

Time and Cost Estimates 

2.31. Requirements of time and money depended not only on marl.) 
known soienti.t'io and technological factors but also on policy deoisions. 
Evidently years of time and millions of dollars might be required to aohj 
the ultimate objective. About all that was attempted at this time was ms 
estimates as to how long it would take and how much it would oost to olar 
the saientifio and teohnologiaal prospects. It looked as if it would not 
a very great undertaking to oarry ·along the development of the thermal-ne 
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chain reaction in a graphite-uranium lattice to the point of finding out 
whether the reaction would in fact go. Es timates ma.de at the tiril.e were that 
approximately a year Qnd $100,000 would· be required to get an a..~swer. These 
estimates applied to a chain-reaoting dystem of very low power without a 
oooling system or any means for using the energy released. 

Heal th Hazards 

2.32. It had been known for a long ti.me that radioactive materials 
were dangerous. They give off very penetrating radiations -- gamma rays -
which are muoh like X- rays in their physiological effects. They also give 
off beta and alpha rays which, although less penetrating, can still be dan
gerous. The amounts of r adium used in hospitals and in ordinary physical 
measurements usually compr i se but a f ew milligrams. The amounts of radio
active material produced by the fission of uranium in a relatively small 
chain-reacting sys tem may be equivalent to hundreds or thousands of grams ot 
radium. A chain-react i ng system also gives off i ntense neutron radiation 
known to be comparable to gamma rays as regards health hazards. Quite apart 
from its radioactive properties, uranium is poisonous chemically. Thus, 
nearly all work in this f i eld is hazardous -- particularly work on chain re
actions and the resulting radioactive products. 

Method of Approach to the Problem 

· 2.33. There wer e two ways of attacking the problem. One was to 
conduct elaborate series of accurate physical measurements on absorption 
oross sections of various materials for various neutron-induced processes 
and various neutron energies. Onoe such data were available. caloulations 
as to what might be done in the way of a chain reaction could be made with 
fair acouraoy. The other a.pproaoh was the purely empiri cal one ot m:µcing 
uranium or uranium oompounds in various ways with various moderators and o~
serving what happened. Similar extremes of method were possible in the oase 
of the isotope-separation problem. Actual ly an inte:nnediate or compromise 
approaoh was adopted in both oases. 

Power vs. Bomb 

2.34. The expsctad mili~a.ry advantages of uranium bombs were far 
more speotaoular than tho.ae of a ur anium power plant. It was oonoeivable 
that a. few uranium bombs mi gh·t be deois i va i n wi nning the war for the side 
first putting them into use. Suoh thoughts were very muoh in the minds of 
those working in this f i eld, but tha at ta.imn.ent of a slow-neutron chain re
action seemed a neoessary pr eliminary s t ep i n the development of our know
ledge and became the first objective of t ha group interested in the problem. 
This also seemed an important step in oonvincing military authorities and the 
more skeptioal scientists that the whole notion was not a pipe dream. Partly 
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for these reasons and partly beoause of the extreme seorecy imposed abou 
time, the idea of an atomio bamb does not appear much in the records bet 
the SUDID8r of 1940 and the f&l.l of 1941. 

Military Usefulness 

2.35. If all the atoma in a kilogram of U-235 undergo fission 
energy released is equivalent to the energy released in the explosion of 
20,000 short tons of TNT. If the critioal size of a bomb turns out to b 
praotical -- say, in the range of one to one hundred kilograms -• and aJ. 
other problems can be sol Tod, there remain two questions. First, how la 
peroentage of the fissionable nuolei can be made to undergo fission befo 
the reaction stopsJ i.e., what is the effioienoy of the explotiion? Seoo 
what is the et'feot of so concentrated a release of energy1' Even if only 
percent of the theoretioally available energy is released, the explosioh 
still be of a totally different order 0£ magnitude from that produced by 
previously known type of bomb. The value of suoh a bomb was thus a ques 
tor military experts to consider very carefully. 

2.36. It had been established (1) that uranium fission did 0-01 
with release of great amounts of energyJ and (2) that in the process ex~ 
neutrons were set free which might start a chain reaction. It was not cj 
trary to any known prinoiple that such a reaction should take place and · 
it should have very · important military applioation as a bomb. However, 1 

idea was revolutionary and therefore suspect; it was certain that many t4 
nio&l. operations 0£ great difficulty would have to be worked out before 1 

a bomb could be produced. Probably the only materials satisfactory for 1 

bomb were either U-235, which would ha~e to be separated from the 140-til 
more abundant isotope U-238, or Pu-239, an isotope of the hitherto unkno1 
element plutonium, which would have to be generated by a controlled chaii 
reacting process itself hitherto unknown. To achieve such a controlled c 
reaction it was clear that'hra.nium metal and heavy water or beryllium or 
bon might have to be produoed in great quantity with high purity. Onoe l 
material was produced a process would have to be developed £or using it e 
and effeotively. In some of the processes. health hazards 0£ a new kind 
would be encountered. 

Policy Problem 

2.37. By the SUJ!lller of 1940 the National Defense Research Collllli 
had been formed and was asking m&JlY of the scientists in the country to ~ 
on various urgent military problems. Scientifio personnel was limited (a 
though this was not fully realised at the time). It was. therefore, real 
diffioult to deoide at what rate work should be carried forward on an ato 
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bomb. The deoision had to be reviewed at frequent intervals during the sub
sequent four years. An aooount of how these policy decisions were made is 
given in Chapters III and V. · 
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CHAPTER l II 

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY UP TO DECEMBER 1941 

I . 

Interest in Military Possibilities 

3.1. The announcement of the hypothesis of fission and its eJ 
mental confirmation took place in January 1939, as has already been recc 
in Chapter I. There was immediate interest in the possible military us~ 
the large aitounts of energy released in fission. At that time American· 
nuclear physicists were so unaccustomed to the idea of using their scier 
for military purposes that they hardly realized what needed to be done. 
sequently the earl~ efforts both at restricting publication and at getti 
government support were stimulated largely by a small group of foreign-1 
physicists centering on L. Szilard and including E. Wigner, E. Teller, '\ 
We~sskopf, and E. Fermi. 

Restriction of Publication 

3.2. In the spring of 1939 the group mentioned .above enlisted 
Niels Bohr's cooperation in an attempt to stop public.ation of further da 
by voluntary agreement. Leading American and British physicists agree<l, 
F. Joliot, France's foremost nuclear physicists, refused, apparently bee 
of the publication of one letter in the Physical Review sent in before a 
Americans had been brought_ into the agreement. Consequently publication 
tinued. freely f~r about another ye~r although a fflYr papers were withheld 
voluntarily by their authors. 

3.3. At the April 1940 meeting. of the Division of Physical 
Sciences of the National Research Council, G. Breit proposed formation o 
censorship eonrnittee to control publication in all American scientific j 
nals. Although the reason for this suggestion was primarily the desire 
control publication of papers on uranium fission, the "Reference Camnitt 
as finally set up a little later that spring (in the National Research C 
eil) was a general one, and was organized to control publication policy 
all fields of possible military interest. The ·chairman of the eomnittee 
Lo P. Eisenhart; other members were G. Breit, w. M. Clark, H. Fletcher, 
E. B. Fred, G. B. Pegram, H. c. Urey, L. H. Weed, and E.·a. Wever. Vari 
subcommittees were appointed, the first one of' which had to do with uran 
fission. G. Breit served as chainnan of th.is subeommi ttee; its other mei 
were J. We Beams, L. J. Briggs, G. B. Pegram, H. c. Urey, and E. Wigner. 
generalp the procedure f'o.llowed was to have the editors of various journ 
send copies of papers in this field, in eases where the advisability of . 
lieation was in doubt, either directly to Breit or indireetiy to him thr1 
Eisenhart. Breit then usually circulated them to all members of the sub· 
cO?mnittee for eonsiderati~n as to whether or not they should be publishe1 
and informed the editors aa to the outcome. This arrangement was very s1 
cessful in preventing publication and was still nominally in effect in J1 
1945, in modified fonn. Actually the absorption of most physicists in ti 
country into war work of one sort or another soon reduced the number 
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of papers referred to the committee practically to the vanishing point. It is 
of interest to note that this whole arrangement was a purely voluptary one; 
the scientists of the country are to be congratulat~d on their complete co
operation. It is to be hoped that it will be· possible after the war to pub
lish these papers at least in part so that their authors may receive proper 
professional credit for their oontributions. 

Initial Approaohes to the Government. The First Committee 

3.4. On the positive side --- government interest and support of 
researoh in nuclear physics --- the history is a much more complicated one. 
The first contact with the government was made by Pegram of Columbia in March 
1939. Pegram. telephoned to the Navy Department and arranged for a oonference 
between representatives of the Navy Department and Fermi. The only outcome of 
this conference was that the Navy expressed interest and asked to be kept in• 
fonned. The next attempt to interest the government was stimulated by Szilard 
and Wigner. In July 1939 they conferred with A0 Einstein,and ,a little later 
Einstein, Wigner, and Szilard disoussed the problem wit~ Alexander Sachs of 
New York. In the fall Sachs, supported by a letter from Einstein, explained 
to President Roosevelt the desirability of encouraging work in this feild. 
The Preside?J.t appointed a conmdttee, known as the "Advisory Committee on 
Uranium• and consisting of Briggs as chairman, Colonel K. F. Adamson of the 
Army Ordnance Department, and Commander G. c. lioove_r of the Navy Bureau of 
Ordnance, and requested this canmittee to look into .the problem. This was 
the only committee on uranium that had official status up to the time of or
ganization of the National Defense Research Coilllllittee .in June 1940. The 
committee met very informally and included various additional soientifio re• 
presentatives in its meetings. 

3.5. The first 'meeting of the Uranium Committee was on October 21, 
1939 and included, besides the committee members, F. L. Mohler, Alexander 
Sachs, L. Szilard, E. Wigner, E. Teller, and R. B. Roberts. The result of this 
meeting was a report dated November 1, 1939 and transmitted to President 
Roosevelt by Briggs, Adamson, and Hoover. This report made eight recommen
dations, which need not be enumerated in detail. It is interesting, however, 
that it specifically mentions both atomic power and an atomic bomb as possi
bilities. It specifically reconunended procurement of 4 tons 'or graphite and 
50 tons of uranitm oxide for measurements of the absorption cross section of 
carbon. Others of the recorrunendations either were of a general nature or 
were never carried out. Apparently a memorandum prepared by Szilard was more 
or le 'ss the basis of the disoussion at this meeting. 

3.6. The first tranefer of funds ($6,000) from the Anny and Navy 
to purchase materials in accordance with the recommendation of November 1st is 
reported in a memorandum: from Briggs to General E. ~. Watson (President 
Roosevelt's aide) on February 20, 1940. The next meeting of the ,.Advisory 
Committee on Uranium" was · on April .28, 1940 and was attended by Sachs, .Wigner, 
Pegram, Fermi, Szilard, Briggs, Adniral H. G • . Bowen, Colonel Adamson, and 
Commander Hoover. By the time of this meeting two 'impoftant new factors had 
come into the picture. First, it had been disoovered that the uranium fission 
caused by neutrons of thermal velocities occurred .fn the .U-23~ isotope only. 
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Second, it had been reported that a large section of the Kaiser Wilhelm 
stitute in Berlin had been set aside for research on uranium. Although 
general tenor of tnis meeting seems to have been that the work should be 
pushed more vigorously, no definite recommendations were made. It was 
pointed out that the critical measurements on carbon already under way a 
Columbia should soon give a result, and the implication was that definit 
comnendations should wait for such a result. 

3.7. Within the next few weeks a number of people concerned, 
ticularly Sachs, urged the importance of greater support and of better o 
ization. Their hand was strengthened by the Columbia results (as report 
for example, in a letter from Sachs to General Watson on May 15, 1940) s 
ing that the carbon absorption was ~ppreciably lower than had been previ 
thought and that the probability of carbon being satisfactory as a moder 
was therefore considerable. Sachs was also active in looking into the q 
tion of ore supply. On June 1, 1940, Sachs, Briggs, and Urey met with A 
Bowen to discuss approaching officials of the Union Miniere of the Belgi 
Congo. Such an approach was made shortly afterwards by Saohs. 

3.8. The general status of the problem was discussed by a spe 
advisory group called together by Briggs at the National Bureau of Stand 
on June 15, 1940. This meeting was attended by Briggs, Urey, M. A. Tuve 
Wigner, Breit, Fermi, Szilard, and Pegram. "After full discussion, the 
commendation of the group to the Uranium Committee was that funds should 
sought to support research on the uranium-carbon experiment along two 11: 

(A) further measurements of the nuclear con• 
stants involved in the, proposed type of 
reaction; 

(B) experiments with amounts of uranium and 
carbon equal to about one fifth to one 
quarter of the amount that could be es• 
timated as the minim'lml in which a chain 
reaction would sustain itself. 

•rt ~s estimated that about $40,000 would be necessary for fu1 
measurements of the fundamental constants and that approximately $100,00< 
worth or metallic uranium and pure graphite would be needed for the inte1 
mediate experiment." (Quotations from memorandum of Pegram to Briggs, de 
August 14. 1940) 

The Canrnittee Reconstituted under NDRC 

3.9. Before any decisions made at this meeting could be put i~ 
effect, the organization of the National Defense Research Committee was 
announced in June 194~ and President Roosevelt gave instructions that the 
Uranium Canmittee should be reconstituted as a subcommittee of the NDRC, 
porting to Vannevar Bush (chairman, NDRC). The mElllbership of this recons 
tuted Uranium Cormnittee was as followss Briggs, Chairman; Pegram, Urey, 
Beams. Tuve, R. Gunn and Breit. On authorization from Briggs, Breit cons 
Wigner and Teller frequently although they were not members of the commit 
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From that time until the summer of 1941 this committee continued in control 
with approximately the same membership. Its recommendations were transmitted 
by Briggs to the NDRC, and suitable contracts were made between the NDRC and 
various researoh institutions. The funds, however, were first supplied by 
the Army and Navy, not from regular NDRC appropriations. 

Support of Research 

3.10. The first contract let under this new set-up was to Columbia 
University for the two lines of work recommended at the June 15th meeting as 
described above. The project was approved by the NDRC and the first NDRC con
tract (NDCrc-32) was signed November 8, 1940, being effective from November 1, 
1940 to November 1, 1941. The amount of this contract was $40,000. 

3.11. Only very small expenditures had been made before the con
tract went into effect. For example, about $3,200 had been spent on graphite 
and cadm1\Dll, this having been taken from the $6,000 allotted by the Army and 
Navy in February, 1940. 

I 

3.12. We shall not attempt to review in detail the other contracts 
that were arranged prior to December 1941. Their number and total amount 
grew gradually. Urey began to work on isotope separation by the centrifuge 
method under a Na"VY contract in the fall of 1940. Other contracts were 
granted to Columbia University, Princeton University, Standard Oil Development 
Canpany, Cornell University, Carnegie Institution of Washington, University 
of Minnesota, Iowa State College, Johns Hopkins University, National Bureau 
of Standards, University of Virginia, University of Chicago, and University 
of California in the course of the winter and spring of 1940-1941 until by 
November 1941 the total number of projects approved was sixteen, totalling 
about $300,000. 

3.13. Scale of expenditure is at least a rough index of activity. 
It is therefore interesting to compare this figure with those in other branche1 
of war research. By November 1941 the total budget approved by NDRC for the 
Radiation Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Teohnologywas several 
million dollars. Even a relatively small project like that of Section S of 
Division A of the NDRC had spent or been authorized to spend $136,000 on work 
that proved valuable but was obviously not potentially of comparable impor
tance to the uranium work. 

Canmittee Reorgani1.ed in Summer of 1941 

3el4. The Urani\l!l Committee as formed in the summer of 1940 con
tinued substantially unchanged until the summer of 1941. At that time the 
main committee was somewhat enlarged and subcamni ttees formed on isotope 
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. separation, ~heoretical aspectsc power production and heavy water.• It 
thereaf'ter called the Ur anium Section or the S-1 Section of NDRC. Thou 
formally disbanded until the summer of 1942, this revised committee was 
largely superseded in December 1941 (see Chapter V). 

The National Ace.demy Reviewing Canmittee 

3.15. In t he spring or 1941, Briggs, feeling t hat an impartii 
view of the problem ws.s desirable, requested Bush to appoint a reviewin1 
committee. Bush t hen formally requested F. B. Jewett, President of the 
National Academy or Sciences, to appoint suoh a committee. Jewett comp: 
appointing A. H. Compton. chairman; w. D. Coolidge, E. o. Lawrenoe, J. t 

Slater, J. H. Van Vleck, and B. Gherardi. (Because of illness, Gher~rd: 
unable to serve.) This committee was instructed to evaluate the militai 
portance of the uranium problem and to recormnend the level of expenditw 
which the problem should be invest igated. 

3.16. This committee met in May and submitted a report. (Th: 
port and the subsequent ones will be summarized in the next chapter.) < 
basis of this report and the. oral exposition by Briggs before a meeting 
the NDRC, an appropriation of $267,000 was approved by the NDRC at its n 
of July 18, 1941, and the probability that much larger expenditures wouJ 
necessary was indicated. Bush asked for a second report with emphasis- < 
engineering aspects, and in order to meet this request O. E. · Buckley of 
Bell Telephone Laboratories and L. w. Chubb of the Westinghouse Electric 
and Manufacturing Canpany were added to the committee. (Canpton was in 
America during the summer and therefore did not participate in the sumnE 
meetings or the committee.) The second report was submitted by CoolidgE 
a result of new measurements of the fission cross section of U-235 and c 
creasing conviction that isotope separation was possible, Compton and La 
suggested to Jo B. Conant of NDRC, who was working closely with Bush, iI 
September 1941, that a third report was desirable. · Since Bush and Coria.I 
learned during the summer or 1941 that the British also felt increasingl 
optimistic, the canmittee was asked to make another study of the whole s 
For this purpose the committee was enlarged .by the addition of w. K. L8'1 
R. s. Mulliken. and G. B. Kistiakowsky. This third report was subnitted 
Compton on November 6, 1941. 

• Uranium Sectlont Briggs, chairman; Pegram. vice-chairmanJ s. K • . 
son, Beams, Breit, E. U. Condon. B. D. Smyth. Urey. 

Separation Subsection: Urey, chairman; Beams. 
Power Production Subsection: Pegram, chairman; Allison, Fermi, Smy 

Szilard. · 
Heavy Water Subsection: Urey, ohairman; T. H. Chilton. 
Theoretical Aspects Subsectiont Fermi, chairman; Breit, c. H. Eckai 

Smyth, Szilard, J. A. Wheeler. 
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Information received from the British 

3.17. Beginning in 1940 there was sane interchange of information 
with the British and during the summer of 1941 Bush learned that they had been 
reviewing the whole subject in the period fran Apri 1 to July. They too had 
been interested in the possibility of using plutonium; in fact, a suggestion 
as to the advisability of investigating plutonium was contained in a letter 
from J. D. Cookoroft to R. H. Fow:ler dated December 28, 1940. Fowler, who was 
at that time acting a~ British scientific liaison officer in Washington, 
pe.ssed Cockcroft's letter on to Lawrence. The British never pursued the plu
tonium possibility, since they felt their limited manpower should concentrate 
on U-235. Chadwick, at least, was convinced that a U-235 banb of great des
tructive povrer ex>uld be made, and the whole British group felt that the separa
tion of U-235 by diffusion was probably feasible. 

3.18. Accounts of British opinion, including the first draft of 
the British report reviewing the sµbject, were made available to Bush and 
Conant informally during the surmner of 1941, alth~ugh the official British 
report of July 15th was first transmitted to Conant by G. P. Thomson on 
October 3rd. Since, howev~r, the British review was not made available to 
the committee of the National Academy of Sciences, the reports by the Academy 
committee and the British report, coll8tituted independent evaluations of the 
prospects of producing atomic .bombs. 

3.19. Besides the official and sani-official conferences, there 
were many less formal discussions held, one of these being stimulated by 
M. L. E. Oliphant of England during his visit to this country in the summer 
of 1941. As an example of such informal discussion we might mention talks 
between Conant, Compton, and Lawrence at t _he University of Chicago semi
centennial . celebration in September 1941. The general conclusion l'&S that the 
program should be pushed; and this conclusion in various forms was communi
cated to Bush by a number of persons. 

3.20. In the fall of 1941 Urey and Pegram were sent to England to 
get first-hand information on what was being done there. This was the first 
time that any Americans had been to England specifically in connection with 
the uranium problem. The report prepared by Urey and Pegram confirmed and ex
tended the informatlQJl that had been received previously. 

Decision to Enlarge and Reorganize 

3.21. As a result of the reports prepared by the National Aeademy 
committee, by the British, and by Urey and Pegram, and of the general urging 
by a number of physiois~s, Bush, as Director of the Office of Scientific Re
search and DeveloJ;lllent (of which NDRC is a part), decided that the uranium 
work should be pushed more aggressively. 

3.22. Before the National Academy issued its third report and be
fore . Pegram and Urey visited England, Bush had taken up the whole uranium 
question with President Roosevelt and Vice-Preside~t Wallace. He summarized 
for them the British views, which were .on the whole optimistic, and pointed 
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out the unoertainties of the predictions. The President agr~ed that it 
desirable to broaden the program, to provide a different orgnnization, t 
provide funds from a special source, and to effect complete interchange 

, information with the British. It was agreed to confine discussions of 
general policy to the following groups The President, Vice-President. S 
tary of War, Chief of Staff, Bush, and Conant~ This group was often ref 
to as the Top Polioy Group. 

3.23. By the time of subnission of the National Academy's thi 
report and .the return of Urey and Pegram from England, the general plan 
the reorganization was beginning to emerge. The Academy's report was mo 
conservative than the British report, as Bush pointed out in his letter 
November 27, 1941, to President Roosevelt. It was, however, sufficientl 
optimistic to give additional support to the plan of enlarging the ~ark. 
proposed reorganization was announced at a meeting of the Uranium Sectio 
before the Pearl Harbor attack and will be des cribed in Chapter v. 

3.24. In March 1939, only a ferr weeks after the discovery of 
uranium fission, the possible military importance of fission was called · 
the attention of the government. In the autumn of 1939 the first governi 
committee on uranium was created. In the spring of 1940 a mechanism was 
up for restricting publication of signi~icant articles in this field. W 
the NDRC was' set up in June 1940, the Uranium Committee was reconstitute' 
under the NDRC. However, up to the autumn of 1941 total expenditures we: 
latively small. In Decanber 1941, a~er receipt of tlie National Academy 
port and information from the British, the decision was made to enlarge 1 

reorganize the program. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROGRESS UP TO DECEMBER 1941 

The Immediate Questions 

4.1. In Chapter Ii the general problems involved in produci~ 
chain reaction for military purposes were described. Early in the swrmu 
1940 the questions of most immediate importance were: 

(1) Could any circumstances be found under which the 
chain reaction would go? 

(2) Could the isotope U-235 be separated on a large 
scale? 

(3) Could moderator and other materials be obtained 
in sufficient purity and quantity? 

Although there were many subsidiary problems, as will appear in the acco 
of the progress made in the succeeding eighteen months. these three ques 
detennined the course of the work. 

The Chain Reaction 

Program Proposed June 15, 1940 

4.2. In June 1940, nearly all work on the chain reaction was 1 

centrated at Columbia under the general leadership of Pegram. with Fermi 
Szilard in immediate charge. It had been concluded that the most-easily 
duced chain reaction was probably that depending on thennal neutron fissj 
a heterogeneous mixture of graphite and uranium. In the spring of 1940 I 
Szilard and H. L. Anderson had improved tho accuracy of measurements of 1 
capture cross section of carbon for neutrons, of the resonance (intermedj 
speed) absorption of neutrons by U-238, and of tha slowing down of neutrc: 
carbon. · 

4.3. Pegram, in a memorandum to Briggs on August 14. 1940. wro 
"It is not very easy to measure these quantities with accuracy without tr. 
of large quantities of material. The net results of these experiments in 
spring of 1940 were that the possibility of the chain reaction was not de 
nitely proven, whi\e it was still further from being definitely disproven 
On the whole. the indications were more favorable than any conclusions th 
could fairly have been claimed from previous results." 

4.4. At a meeting ~n June 15th (see Chapter III) these results 
were discussed and it was recommended that (A) further measurements be ma 
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on nuclear constants, and (B) experiments be made on lattices of uranium and 
carbon containing •ounts ot uranium tram one tifth to one quarter the esti
mated critical amounts. 

Progress up to February 16, 1941 

4.5. Pegram'• report ot February 15, 1941 shows that most ot the 
work done up to that time was done on (A), while (B), the so-called inter~ 
mediate experiment, was delayed by laek ot materials. 

4.6. Paraphrasing Pegram's report, the main progress was__as 
foll01rst 

(a) The alowin' down of neutrons in graphite was investigated by studying 
the intensity o ~ activation ot various detectors (rhodium11 indium, iodine) 
placed at various positions inside a rectangular graphite column ot dimen
sions 3 x 3 x 8 teet when a source ot neutrons was placed therein. By suit
able choice ot oadmi'l.lll screens the etfecta ot resonance and thermal neutrons 
were inveatigated separately.• A mathematical analysis, baaed on diffusion 
theory, of the experimental data made it possible to predict the results to 
be expected in various other arrangements. These results, coupled with 
theoretical studies ot the diffusion ot thermal neutrons, laid a basis for 
future calculations of the number of thermal and resonance neutrons to be 
found at any point in a graphite mass of given shape when a given neutron 
source is placed at a specitied position within or near the graphite. 

(b) The number ot neutrons emitted in fission. The experiments on slowing 
down neutrons showed that high-energy (high-speed) neutrons such as those 
frcm fission.were practically all reduced to thermal energies (low speeds) 
after passing through 40 cm or more of graphite. A piece of uranium. placed 
in a region where thermal neutrons are present absorb1 the thermal neutrons 
and -- as fission ooours -- re-emits taat neutrons, which are easily diatin• 
guished trom the thermal neutrons. By a series of measurements with and with
out uranium present and with various detectors and absorbers, it is possible 
to get a value tor the constant~, the number of neutrons emit~ed per thermal 

•The presence of neutrons can be detected by ionization chambers or 
counters or by the artificial radioactivity induced in various metal foils. 
(See Appendix 1.) The response of each of these deteetors depends on the 
particular oharaeteriatios of the detector and on the speed of the neutrona 
(e.g., neutrons of about 1.5 volts energy are particularly effective in ac
tivating indium). Furthermore, certain materials have very large absorption 
cross sections for neutrona of particular ran.gee ot speed (e.g., cadmiwn for 
thermal neutrons). Thus meaaurementa with different det&ctora with or with
out various abaorbera give some indication of both the number or neutrona 
present and their energy distribution. However, the state of the art of auoh 
measurement• ia rather crude. 
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neutron absorbed by uranium. This is not the number of neutrons emittec 
fission, but is somewhat smaller than that number since not every absori: 
causes fission. 

(c) Lattice theo!Z• Extensive calculations were made on the probable r 
of neutrons escaping from lattices of various designs and sizes. This 'VI 

fundamental for the so-called intermediate experiment, mentioned above e 
item (B). · 

Initiation of New Programs 

4.7. Early in 1941 interest in the general chain-reaction pro 
by individuals at Princeton, Chicago, and California led to the approval 
certain projects at those institutions. Thereafter the work of these gr 
was coordinated with the work at Columbia, fanning parts of a single lar 
program. 

Work on Resonance Absorption• . 

4.8. In r,hapter II it is stated that there were 'advantages in 
lattice structure or "pile" with uranium concent~ated in lumps regularly 
distributed in a matrix of moderator. This was the system on which the 
Columbia group was working. As is so often the case, the fundamental id 
is a simple one. If the uranium and the moderator are mixed homogeneous 
the neutrons on the average will lose energy in small steps between pass 
through the uranium so that in the course of their reduction to thermal 
city the chance of their passing through uranium at any given velocity, 
at a velocity corresponding to resonance absorption, is great. But, if 
uranium is in large lumps spaced at large intervals in the moderator, th1 
amounts o:f' energy lost by neutrons between passages from one lump of ura: 
to another will be large and the chance of their reaching· a uranium lump 
with energy just equal to the energy of resonance absorption is relative: 
small. Thus the chance of absorption by U-238 to produce U-239, compare' 
the chance of abs9rption as thexmal neutrons to cause fission, may be re1 
sufficiently to al low a chain reaction to take place. If one knew the e: 
values of the cross sections of each uranium isotope for each type of ab· 
sorption and every range of ·neutron speed, and had similar knowledge for 
moderator, one could calculate the "optimum lattice," i.e., the best sit• 
shape and spacing for the lumps of uranium in the matrix of moderator. 
such data were only partially known,a direct experimental approach appeai 

. •The term "resonance absorption" is used to describe the very stroI111 
sorption of neutrons by U-238 whe~ the neutron energies are in certain dE 
nite portions of the energy region from 0 to 1000 electron volts. Such 1 

nance absorption demonstrates the existence of nuclear energy levels at c 
responding energies. On some occasions the tenn resonance absorption is 
to refer to the whole energy region in the neighborhood of such levels. 
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to be in order. Consequently it was proposed that the absorption of neutrons 
by uranium should be measured under conditions similar to those expected in 
a chain-reacting pile employing graphite as moderator. 

4.9. Experiments of this type were initiated at Columbia, and 
were continued at Princeton in February 1941. Essentially the experiment con
sisted of studying the absorption of neutrons in the energy range extending 
from a few thousand electron volts down to a fraction of an electron volt 
(thermal energies), the absorption taking place in different layers of 
uranium or uraniWii oxide spheres embedded in a pile of graphite. 

4.10. In these experiments, a source of neutrons was provided by 
a beam of protons (accelerated by a cyclotron) impinging in a beryllium tar• 
get. (The resulting yield of neutrons was equivalent to the yield ·from a 
radium-beryllium source of about 3500 curies strength.) The neutrons thus 
produced had a wide, continuous• velocity distribution •. They proceeded from 
this source into a large block of graphite. By placing the various uranium 
or uranium-oxide spheres inside the graphite block at various positions re
presenting increasing distances from the source, absorption of neutrons of 
decreasing average speeds down to thermal speeds was studied. It was found 
that the total absorption of neutrons by such spheres could be expressed in 
tenns of a "surface" effect and a "mass" effect. 

4.11. These experiments, involving a variety of sphere sizes, 
densities, and positions were continued until the spring of 1942, when most 
of the group was moved to Chicago. Similar experiments performed at a later 
date at the University of Indiana by A. c. G. Mitchell and his co-workers 
have verified and in some cases corrected the Princeton data, but the Prince
~on data were sufficiently accurate by the summer of 1941 to be used in plan
ning the intermediate-pile experiments and the subsequent experiments on 
operating piles. 

4.12. The experimental work on resonance absorption at Princeton 
was done by R. R. Wilson, E. C. Creutz, and their collaborate rs, under the 
general leadership of H. D. Smyth; they benefited from the constant help of 
Wigner and Wheeler and frequent conferences with the Columbia group. 

The First Intermediate Experiments 

4.13. About July 1941 the first lattice structure of graphite and 
uranium was set up at Columbia. It was a graphite cube about 8 feet on an 
edge, and contained about 7 tons of uranium oxide in iron containers distri
buted at equal intervals throughout the graphite. A preliminary set of mea
surements was made on this structure in August 1941. Similar structures of 
somewhat larger size were set up and investigated during September and 
October, and the so-called exponential method (described below) of determining 
the multiplication factor was developed and first applied. This work was done 
by Fermi and his assistants, H. L~ Anderson, B. Feld, G. Weil, and w. H. Zinn. 

4.14. The multiplication-factor experiment is rather similar to 
that alrea~ outlined for the detennination of~, the n~er of neutrons produced 
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pe r thermal neutron absorbed. A radium-beryllium neutron source is pla 
near the bottom of the lattice structure and the number of neutrons is 
sured e.t various points throughout the lattice. These numbers are then 
pared with the corresponding numbers determined when no uranium is pres 
the graphite mass. Evidently the absorption of neutrons by U-238 to pr 
U-239 tends to reduce the number of neutrons, while the fissions tend t 
c rease the number. The question is: Which predominates? or, more prec 
Does the fission production of neutrons predominate over all neutron-re. 
processes other than escape? Interpretation of the experimental data 
t his crucial question involves many corrections, calculations, and a.ppr 
tions, but all reduce in the end to a single number, the multiplication 
k. 

The Multiplication Factor k 

4.15. The whole success or failure of the uranium project de: 
on t he multiplication factor k, sometimes called the reproduction facto . 
k could be made greater than one in a practical system, the project wou 
succeed; if not, the chain reaction would never be more than a dream. 
cl ear from the following discussion, which applies to any system contai: 
fi ssionable :material. Suppose that there is a certain number of free n1 
present in the system at a given time. Some of these neutrons will the1 
initiate fissions and will thus directly produce new neutrons. The mul· 
cation factor k is the ratio of the number of these new neutrons to the 
of free neutrons originally present. Thus, if in a given pile comprisii 
uranium, carbon, impurities, containers, etc., 100 neutrons are producec 
fission, some will escape, some will be absorbed in the uranium without 
ing fission, some will be absorbed in the carbon, in the containers or : 
purities, and some will cause fission, thereby producing more neutrons. 
the fissions are sufficiently numerous and sufficiently effec~ive indiV: 
more than 100 new neutrons will be produced and the system is chain rea< 
If the number of new neutrons is 105, k • 1.05. But if the nuµtber of nm 
trons per 100 initial ones is 99, k = .99 and no chain reaction can I!flini 
itself. 

4.16. Recognizing that the intermediate or "exponential" expE 
described above was too small to be chain reacting, we see that it was E 

of great interest whether any larger pile of the seme lattice structure 
be chain reacting. This could be detennined by calculating what the val 
k would be for an infinitely large lattice of this same type. In other 
the problem was to calculate what the value of k would be if no neutrons 
leaked away through the sides of the pile • . Actually it is found that, c 
chain-reacting system is well above the critical size -- say two or thrE 
times as great -- and is surrounded by what is called a reflector, the e 
tive value of k differs very little from that for infinite size providec 
k is near l.OO. Consequently, it has become customary to characterize t 
chain-reaction potentialities of different mixtures of metal and moderat 
the value of k00 the multiplication constant obtained by assuming infinit 
of pile. 

4.17. The value of kooas reported by Fermi to the Uranium Sect 
in the fall of 1941 was a.bout 0.87. This was based on results from the 



Columbia i:rrtermedbt• experiment. All agreed that the multiplioation factor 
could be increased by greater purity or materials, different lattice arrange
ments, etc. None could say with certainty that it could be made greater than 
one. 

Experiments on Beryllium 

4.18. At about the same time that the work on resonance absorption 
was started at Princeton, s. K. Allison, at the suggestion of A. H. Canpton, 
began work at Chicago under a contract running from January 1, 1941 to August 
l, 1941. The stated objectives of the work were to investigate (a) the in
crease in neutron production when the pile is enclosed in a beryllium enve
lope or •reflector•, and (b) the cross sections or beryllium. A new contract 
was authorized on July 18, 1941 to run to June 30, 1942. This .stated the 
somewhat broader objective of investigating uranium-beryllium-carbon systems 
generally. The appropriations involved were modesta $9,500 for the first 
contract, and $30,000 for the second contract. 

4.19. As has already been pointed out in Chapter II, beryllium has 
desirable qualities as a moderator because of its low atanic weight and low 
neutron-absorption cross section; there was also the possibility that a con
tribution to the number of neutrons would be · realized from the (n, 2n) re• 
action in beryllium. The value of the cross section was not precisely known; 
furthermore it was far from certain that any large amount of pure beryllium 
could be obtained. Allison's problem was essentially similar to the Colum
bia problem, except for the use of beryllium in place of graphite. Because 
of the soarcity of beryllium it was suggested that it might be used in con
junction with graphite or some other moderator, possibly as a reflector. 

4.20. In the Chicago experiments, neutrons produced with the aid 
of a cyclotron. were caused to enter a pile of graphite and beryllium. Al
lis.on made a number of measurements on the slowing down and absorption by 
graphite which were valuable checks on similar experiments at Columbia. He 
finally was able to obtain enough beryllium to make significant measurements 
which showed that beryllium was a possible moderator comparable to graphite. 
However, beryllium was not in fact used at all extensively in view of the 
great difficulty of producing it in quantity in the required structural form. 

4.21. This Chicago project as described above became part of the 
Metallurgical Laboratory project established at the University of Chicago 
early in 1942. 

Theoretioal Work 

4.22. Both the intermediate experiments at Columbia and the con
tinued resonance-absorption work at Princeton required skilful theoretical in
terpretation. Fermi worked out the theory of the "exponential" pile and Wigner 
the theory of resonance absorption; both these men were constantly conferring 
and contributing to many problems. Wheeler of Princeton, Breit ot Wisconsin, 
and Eokart of Chicago -- to mention only a few -- also made contributions to 
general pile theory and related topics. Altogether one can say that by the 
end of 1941 the general theory of the chain reaction for slow neutrons was 
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almost completely understood. It was the numerical constants and techno: 
cal possibilities that were still uncertain. 

4.23. On the theory of a fast neutron reaction in U-235 a goo< 
of progress had also been made. In particular, new estimates of the crii 
size were made, and it was predicted that possibly 10 percent of the toti 
energy.might be released ' explosively. On this basis one kilogram of U-2~ 
would be equivalent to 2000 tons of TNT. The conclusions are review~d be 
in connection with the National Academy Report. It is to be remambered 1 
there are two factors involved,r (1) how large a fraction of the available 
fission energy will be released before the reac"tion stops; (2) how destrt 
such a highly concentrated explosion will be. 

Work on Plutonium 

4.24. In Chapter I mention is made of the suggestion that the 
ment 94, later christened plutonium, would be fonned by beta-ray disinteE 
tions of U-239 resulting from neutron absorption by U-238 and that plutor 
would probably be an alpha-par ticle emitter of long half-life and would \ 
go fission when bombarded by neutrons. In the summer of 1940 the nucleaJ 
physics gr0up at the University of California in Berkeley was urged to ui 
neutrons from its powerful cyclotron for the production of plutonium, anc 
separate it from uranium and investigate its· fission properi;ies. VariouE 

, I 
pertinent experiments were performed by E. Segre, G. T. Seaborg, J. w. KE 
and M. H. Wahl at Berkeley prior to 1941 and were reported by E. O. ·LawrE 
to the Ne.ti.on.al Academy Committee (see below) in May 1941 and also in an 
randum that was incorporated in the Conmi'-t;;tee's seoond report dated July 
1941. It will be seen that this memorandum includes one important idea r 
specifically emphasized by others {paragraph 1.58), namely, the productio 
large quantities of plutonium for use in a bomb. 

4.25. We quote from Lawrence's memorandum as follows: 

Since the first report of the National Academy of Sciences CoD'Dll 
on Atomic Fission, an extremely important new possibility has been 
opened for the exploitation of the chain reaction with unseparated 
isotopes of uranium. Experiments in the Radiation Laboratory of the 
University of California ha~e indicated (a) that element 94 is forme 
as a result of capture of a nautron by uranium 238 followed by two s 
cessive beta-transformations, and furthe:nnore 1(b) that this transure 
element undergoes slow neutron fission and the.refore presumably beho 
like uranium 235. 

It appears accordingly that, if a chain reaction with unseparat 
isotopes is achieved, it may be allowed to proceed violently for a 
perio¢ of time for the express purpose of manufacturing element 94 
in substantial amounts. This material could be extracted by ordinar 
chemistrY and would presumably be the equivalent of uranium 236 for 
chain reaction purposes. 

If this is so, the following three outstanding important possi
bilities are opened: 
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1. Uranium 238 would be available for energy production, thus 
increasing about one hundred fold the total atomic energy obtainable 
from a given quantity of uranium. 

2. Using element 94 one may envisage preparation of small chain 
reaction units for power purposes .weighing perhaps a hundred pounds 
instead of a hundred tons as probably would be necessary for 1:1nits 
using natural uranium. 

3. If large 'amounts _of element 94 were avail~ble it is likely 
that a chain reaction with fast neutrons could be produced. In such 
a reaction the energy would be released at an explosive rate which 
might be described as a "super bomb". 

Radioactive Poisons 

4.26. As previously stated, the fragments resulting from fission 
are in most cases uns.table nuclei, that is, artifically ·radioactive mater
ials. It is common knowledge that the radiations from radioactive materials 
have deadly effects akin to the effects of X-rays. 

4.27. In a ohain-reaoting pile these radioactive fission products 
build. up as the reaction proceeds. (Th«vhave, in practice, turned out to be 
the most troublesome feature of a reacting pile.) Since they differ chemically 
from the uranium, it should be possible to . extract them and use them like a 
particularly vicious form of poison gas. This idea was mentioned in the 
National Academy report (see paragrap~ 4.48) and was developed in a report 
written December 10, 1941, by E. Wigner and H. D. Smyth, who concluded that 
the fission products produced in one day's run of a 100,000 kw chain-reacting 
pile might be sufficient to nake a large area uninhabitable. 

4.28. Wigner and ~ did not reco~end the use of radioactive 
poisons nor has such use been seriously proposed since by the responsible 
authorities, but serious consideration was given to the possibility that the 
Germans might make surprise use of radioactive poisons and defensive measures 
wen planned. 

Isotope Separation 

Small-Scale Separation by the Mass Spectrograph 

4.29. In Chapter I the attribution or thermal-neutron fission of 
uranium to the U-235 isotope was mentioned as being experimentally established. 
This .was done by partly separating minute quantities of the uranium isotopes 
in A. o. Nier's nass spectograph and- then studying the nuclear properties 
of the samples. Additional small samples were furnished by Nier in the sum
mer of 1941 and studied by N. P. Heydenburg and others at M. A. Tuve 1 s labor
atory at the Department or Terrestrial M9.gnetism of the Carnegie Institution 
of Washington. But results or such experiments were still preliminary, and 
it was evident that further study of larger and more completely separated 
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samples was desirable. 

4.30. The need of larger samples of U-235 stimulated E. o. La~ 
rence at Berkeley to work on electromagnetic separation. He was remarkat 
successful and by December 6, 1941 reported tha.t he ·could deposit in one 
hour one microgram of U-235 from which a large proportion of the U-238 ha 
been ·removed. 

4.31. Previously, at a meeting of the Uranium Committee, Smytt 
Princeton had raised the question of possible large-scale separation of j 

topes by electromagnetic means but ha.d been told that it had been investj 
gated and was considered impossible. Nevertheless, Smyth and Lawrence ai 
chance meeting in October 1941 discussed the problem and agreed that it n 
yet be possible. Smyth again raised the question at a meeting of the Ure 
Conunittee on December 6th and at the next meeting (December 18, 1941) thE 
was a general discussion of large-scale electromagnetic methods in connec 
tion with Lawrence's report of his results already mentioned. The conse• 
quences of this discussion are reported in Chapter XI. 

The Centrifuge and Gaseous Diffusion Methods 
I 

4.32. Though we ha.ve made it clear tha.t the separation of U-2~ 
from U-238 might be fundamental to the whole success of the project, liti 
has been said about work in this field. Such work had been going on sine 
the summer of 1940 under the general direction of H. C. Urey at Columbia. 
Since this part of the uranium work was not very much affected by the rec 

"'·ganization in December 1941, a detailed account of the work is reserved 1 
Chapters IX and x. Only a summary is presented here. 

4.33. After careful review and a considerable amount of experj 
menting on other methods, it had been concluded tha.t the two most promisj 
methods of separating large quantities of U-235 from U-238 were by the u1 
of centrifuges and by the use of diffusion through porous barriers. In t 
centrifuge, the forces acting on _the two isotope• are slightly different 
because of their differences in mass. In the diffusion through barriers, 
the rates of diffusion are slightly different for the two isotopes, agair 
because of their differences in mass. Each methpd requireg the uranium t 
be in gaseou~ fonn, which was an immediate and serious limitation since t 
only suitable gaseous compound of uranium then known wa.s uranium hexa
fluoride. Iµ each method the amount of enrichm~n~ to be expected in a 
single production unit or "stage" was very small; this indicated that mar 
successive stages would be necessary if a high degree of enrichment was t 
be attained. ' 

4.34. By the end of 1941 each method ~ad been experimentally 
demonstrated in principle; that is, single-stage separators had effected 
the enrichment of the U-235 on a laboratory scale to about the degree pre 
dieted theoretically. K. Cohen of Columbia and bthers had developed the 
theory for the single units and for the series or "cascade" of units that 
would be needed. Thus it was possible toe stimate that about 5000 stages 
would be 11ecessary for one type of diffusion system and that a total are• 
many acres of diffusion barrier would be required in a plant separating a 
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kilogram of U-235 each day. Corresponding cost estimates were tens of 
millions of dollars. For the centrifuge the number of stages would be smaller, 
but it was predicted that a similar production by centrifuges would require 
22,000 separately driven, extremely high-speed centrifuges, each three feet in 
length -- at a comparable cost. 

4.35. Of course, the oost estimates could not be made accurately 
since the technological problems were almost completely unsolved, but these 
estimates as to size and cost of plant did serve to emphasize the magnitude of 
the undertaking. 

Thermal Diffusion in Liquids 

4.36. In September 1940, P. H. Abelson submitted to Briggs a 17-
page memorandum suggesting the possibility of separating the isotopes of 
uranium by thermal diffusion in liquid uranium hexafluoride. R. Gunn of the 
Naval Research Laboratory was also much interested in the uranium problem. and 
was appointed a member of the Uranium Committee when it was reorganized under 
the NDRC in the summer of 1940. As a result of Abelson's suggestion and Gunn's 
interest, work was started on thermal diffusion at the National Bureau of 
Standards. This work was financed by funds from the Navy Department and in 
1940 was transferred to the Naval Research Laboratory, still under the direc-
tion of Abelson, where it has oontinued. ' 

4.37. We shall discuss the thermal-diffusion work further in a 
later chapter, but we may mention here that significant results had already 
been obtained by the end of 1941 and that in January 1942, using a single 
separation column, a separation factor had been obtained which was comparable 
or superior to the one obtained up to that time in preliminary tests on the 
diffusion and centrifuge methods. 

The Production of Heavy Water 

4.38. It was pointed out in Chapter II that deuterium appeared 
very promising as a moderator because of its low abs~rption and good slowing
down·property but unpromising because of its scarcity. Interest in a deuterium 
moderator was stimulated by experimental results obtained in Berkeley demon
strating that the deuterium absorption cross section for neutrons was, in fact, 
almost zero·. Since oxygen has a very low absorption coefficisit for neutrons, 
it was usually assumed that the deuterium would be used combined with oxygen, 
that is, in the very convenient material, heavy water. Work at Columbia on 
possible methods of large-scale concentration of heavy water was initiated in 
February 1941 under the direction of H. c. Urey (under an OSRD contract). 
Early in 1941, R. H. Fowler of England reported the interest of the British 
group in a moderator of deuterium in the form of heavy water and their con
viction that a chain reaction would go in relatively small units of uranium 
and heavy water. 

4.39. Urey and A. von Grosse had already been considering the con
centration of heavy water by means of a catalytic exchange reaction between 
hydrogen gas and liquid water. ,This process depends on the fact that, when 
isotopic equilibrium is established between hydrogen gas and water, the water 
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contains from three to four times as great a concentration of deuterium 1 

does the hydrogen gas. During 1941, this exchange reaction between wate: 
hydrogen was investigated and extensive work was done toward developing : 
scale methods of producing materials suitable for catalyzing the reactioi 

4.40. The further development of this work and of other methoc 
producing heavy water are discussed in Chapter IX. Lika the other isoto1 
separation work at Columbia, this work was relatively unaffected by the i 

organization in December 1941. It is mentioned in preliminary fashion he 
indicate that all the principal lines of approach were under investigatic 
1941. 

Production and Analysis of Materials 

4.41. By the end of 1941 not very muc~ progress had been made 
the production of naterials for use in a chain reacting system. The Nat: 
Bureau of Standards and the Columbia group were in contact with the Meta: 
Hydrides Company of Bevei·ly, Massachusetts. This company was producing 1 

uranium in powdered form, but efforts to increase ite production and to I 
the powdered metal into solid ingots had not been very successful. 

4 .• 42. Similarly, no satisfactory arrangement had been ma.de foi 
taining large amounts of highly purified graphite. The graphite in use e 
Columbia had been obtained from the U. s. Graphite Company of Saginaw, Mj 

It was of high purity for a cominercial product, but it did contain about 
part in 500,000 of boron, which was undesirable. 

4.43. . Largely through the interest of Allison the possibility 
increasing the production of beryllium had been investigated to the exteI 
ascertaining that it would be difficult and expensive, but probably poss~ 

4.44. Though little progress had been Dl8.de on procurement, muc 
progress had been ma.de on analysis. The development of sufficiently ace~ 
methods of chemical analysis of the materials used has been a problem of 
first magnitude throughout the history of the project. al though sometime• 
overshadowed by the more spectacular problems encountered. During this t 
c. J. Rodden and others at the National Bureau of Standards werll princip11 
responsible for analyses; H. T. Beans of Columbia also cooperated. By lS 
several other groups had started analytical seotions which have been oon· 
tinuously active ever since. 

4.45. To summarize, by the end of 1941 there was no evidence t 
procurement of materials in sufficient quantity and purity was impossible 
the problems were far from solved. 
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Exchange of Information with the Bri·tish 

4.46. Prior to the autumn of 1941 there had been some exchange of 
reporta with the British and some discussion with British scientific repre
sentativeswho were here on other business. In September 1941, it was decided 
that Pegram and Urey should get first-hand information by a trip to England. 
They completed their trip in the first week of December 1941. 

4.47. In general, work in England had been following much the same 
lines as in this country. As to the chain-reaction problem, their attention 

· had focussed on heavy water as a moderator rather than graphite; as to isotope 
separation, they had done extensive work on the diffusion process including 
the general theory of cascades. Actually the principal importance of this vis: 
and other interchanges during the summer of 1941 lay not in accurate scientific 
data but in the general scientific impressions. The British, particularly J. 
Chadwick, were convinced that a U-235 chain reaction could be achieved. They 
knew that several kilograms 0£ heavy water a day were being produced in Norwayi 
and that Germany had ordered considerable quantities of paraffin ·to be made 
using heavy hydrogen; it was difficult to imagine a use for these materials 
other than in work on the uranium problem. They feared that if the Germans 
got atomic bombs before the Allies did, the war might be over in a few weeks. 
The sense of urgency which Pegram and Urey brough back with them was of great 
importance. 

The National Academy Committee Report 

4.48. The appointment of a National Academy coJ1111ittee was mentioned 
in Chapter III. The committee's first report in May 1940 mentioned (a) radio
active poisons, (b) atomic power, and (c) atomic bombs, but the emphasis was on 
power. The second report stressed the importance of the new results on plu
tonium, but was not specific about the military uses to which the fission pro
cess might be put. Both these reports urged that the project be pushed more 
vigorously. 

4.49. The third report (November 6, 1941) Wa.s specifically concerned 
with the "possibilities of an explosive fission reaction with U-235." Although 
neither of the first two National Academy reports indicat~d that uraniwn would 
be likely to be of decisive importance in the present war, this possibility wa.1 
emphasized in the third report. We can .do no better than quote portions of 
this report. 

Since our la1t report, the progress toward separation of 
the isotopes of uraniUm has been such as to make urgent a 
consideration of (1) the probability of success in the attempt 
to produce a fission bomb, (2) the destructive effect to be 
expected from such a bomb, (3) the anticipated time before its 
development can be completed and production be underway, and 
(4) a preliminar;t estimate of the costs involved. 
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1. Conditions for a fission bomb 

A fission bomb of superlatively destructive power will 
result from bringing quickly together a sufficient mass of 
element U-235. This seems to be as sure as any untried pre
diction based upon theory and experiment can be. 

Our calculations indicate further that the required 
masses can be brought together quickly efiough tor the 
reaction to become efficient ••• 

2. Destructive effect of fission bombs 

a. Mass of the bomb 

The mass of U-235 required to produce explosive fission 
under appropriate conditions can hardly be less thin 2 k~ -
nor greater than lOO kg. These Wide 1Imits reflect chie ly the 
experimental uncertainty in the capture cross section of U-235 
for fast neutrons ••• 

b. Energy released by explosive fission 

Calculations for the case of masses properly located at 
the initial instant indicate that between 1 and 5 percent of 
the fission energy of the uranium should be releif.sed at a 
fission explosion. This means from 2 to 10 x lcf kilocalorie1 
per kg ot uranium 235. The available explolive energy per 
kg of uranium is thus equivalent to about 300 tons o? TNT. 

3. Time required for development and produotion of the 
necessary u-235 

. 
a. Amount of uranium needed 

Since the destructiveness of present bombs is already an 
important factor in warfare, it is evident that, if the destruotivenea1 
of the bombs is thus increased 10,000-told, they should become of de
cisive importance. 

The amount of uranium required will, nevertheless, be large. 
It the estimate is correct th.at 500,000 tono of TNT bombs would be 
required to devastate Germany's military and industrial objectives, 
from 1 to 10 tons of U-235 will be required to do -the same job. 

b. !!Paration ot u-235 

The . separation of the isotopes of uranium can be done in the 
necessary amounts. Several methods are under development, at least 
two of which seem definitely adequate, and are approaching the stage 
ot practical test. These are the methods of the centrifuge and of diftl 
sion through porous barriers. Other methods are being investigated or 
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need study which may ultimately prove superior, but are now 
farther from the engineering stage. 

c. Time required for production of fission bombs 

An estimate of time required for development, engineering 
and production of fission bombs can be made only very roughly at 
this time. 

If all possible effort is spent on the program, one might 
however expect fission bombs to be available in significant quantity 
within three or four year1. 

4. Rough estimate of costs 

(The figures given in the Academy report under this heading 
were recognized as only rough e1timate1 since the scientific and 
engineering data to make them more precise were not available. 
They showed only that the undertaking would be enormously expensive 
but .still in line with other war expenditures.) 

4.50. The report then goes on to consider immediate requirements 
and desirable reorganization. 

Summary 

4.51. At the end of Chapter I we summarized the knowledge of 
nuclear fission as of June 1940, and in Chapter nwe stated the outstanding 
problems as of the same date. In the light of these statements we wish to re
view the eighteen months' progress that has just been recounted. The tan
gible progress was not great. No chain reaction had been achievedJ no appre
ciable amount of U-235 had been separated from U-238; only minute amounts of 
Pu-239 had been produced; the production of large quantities of uranium metal, 
heavy water, beryllium, and pure graphite was still largely in the discussion 
stage. But there had been progress. Constants were better known; calcula
tions had been checked and extended; guesses as to the existence and nuclear 
properties of Pu-239 had been verified. Some study had been made of engi
neering problems, process effectiveness, costs, and time schedules. Most im
portant of all, the critical size of the bomb had been shown to be almost 
certainly within practical limits. Altogether the likelihood that the prob
lems might be solved seemed greater in every case than it had in 1940. Per
haps more important than the actual change was the psychological change. 
Possibly Wigner, Szilard, and Fermi were no more thoroughly convinced that 
atomic bombs were possible than they had been in 1940, but many other people 
had become familiar with the idea and its possible consequences. 
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Apparently, the British and the Germans, both grimly at war, thought the p 
Jem worth undertaking. Furthermore, the whole national psychology had cha 
Although the attack at Pearl Harbor was yet to come, the impending threat 
war was much more keenly felt than before, and expenditures of effort and 
that would have seemed enormous in 1940 were considered obviously riecessar 
precautions in December 1941. Thus it was not surprising that Bush and hi 
associates felt it was time to push the uranium project vigorously. For t 
purpose, there was created an entirely new administ.rati ve organization whi 
will be described in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY 1942-1945 

5.1. In Chapter III the administrative history of the uranium 
up to December 1941 was reviewed. Chapter IV reported the progress of t 
scientific work up to the same date. The present chapter describes the 
ministrative reorganization that took place in December 1941 and various 
changes that occurred after that time. 

Reorganization of NDRC Uranium Section - Transfer to OSRD 

5.2. Two major decisions were required in the further planni~ 
the uranium or atomic-bomb ~rogram. These decisions were made by vannev 
Bush, Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development (whi 
eluded NDRC), after conference with. various scientists and administrators 
earned. (See Chapter III.) The decisions were1 first, that the possibi 
of obtaining atanic bombs for use in the present war was great enough to 
justify an "all out~ effort for their development; second, that the ex:is· 
organization, the NDRC Uranium Section (known as the S-1 Section, and co: 
ing of L. J. Briggs, Chairman; G. B. Pegram, Vice-Chainnan; H. T. Wensel 
Technical Aide; s. K. Allison, J. W. Beams, G. Breit, E. U. Condon, R. G1 

( H. D. Smyth, and H. c. Urey) was not properly organized for such an effoi 

5.3. At a meeting of the National '.Defense Research Committee c 

November 28, 1941, Dr. Bush explained why he felt that it was desirable 1 
·set up the uranium program outside NDRC. The members of NDRC agreed to ~ 
transfer. Accordingly, the NDRC as an organization had no further connec 
with the uranium program, which was administered for some time thereafte1 
the OSRD directly through an OSRD S-1 Section, and later through an OSRD 
Executive Committee. 

5.4. At a meeting of the S-1 Section of OSRD on December 6, lS 
J. B. Conant, speaking for Bush, announced the proposed "all out" effort 
the reorganization of the group. The S-1 Section itself had not been fot 
consulted on the proposed reorganization, but there is no doubt that mos1 
its members were strongly in favor of the new pr oposals. The membership 
the reorganized S-1 Section was as follows: 

J. B. Conant, Representative of v. Bush 
L. J. Briggs, Chairman 
a. B. Pegram, Vi ca-Chairman 
A. H. Compton, Program Chief 
E. o. Lawrence, Program Chief 
H. c. Urey, Program Chief 
E. v. Murphree, Chairman of the separately organized 

Planning Board 
H. T. Wensel, Technical Aide 
s. K. Allison 
J. w. Beams 



G. Breit 
E. U. Condon 
H. D. Smyth 

FOl"mation of the Planning Board 
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5.5. At the time the S-1 Section was reorganized, Bush also set 
up a Planning Board to be responsible for the technical and engi.neering as
pects of the work, for procurement of materials and for construction of pilot 
plants and full-size production plants. This Planning Board consisted of 
E. V. Murphree (Chairman), W. K. Lewis, L. W. Chubb, G. o. Curme, Jr., and 
P. C. Keith. 

Functions of the Planning Board and OSRD S-1 Section 

. 5.6. It was arranged that contracts for the scientific parts of 
the work would be recommended to Bush not by the full S-1 Section but by 
Briggs and Conant after conferences with the program chiefs involved and that 
recommendations -on engineering contracts would be made to Bush by the Planning 
Board. (The contracts which had been made on behalf of the old Uranium 
Section had been adninistered through the NDRC.) Contracts for the develop

ment of diffusion and centrifuge separation processes were to be reconnnended 
by the Planning Board, which would be responsible for the heavy-water pro
duction program also. Bush stated that the Planning Board "will be responsi
ble for seeing to it that we have plans on which t~ proceed with the next 
step as expeditiously as possible." 

S.?. The scientific aspects of the work were separated from the 
procurement and engineering phases. The Program Chiefs -- H. C. Urey, E. o. 
Lawrence, and A. ·H. Compton -- were to have charge of the scientific aspects. 
Initially it was proposed that Urey should have charge of the separation of 
isotopes by the diffusion and the centrifuge methods and of the research work 
on the production of heavy water. Lawrence was to have charge of the initial 
prochlction of small samples of fissionable elements, of quantity production 
by electromagnetic separation methods, and of certain experimental work re
lating to the properties of the plutonium nucleus. Compton was to have charge 
of fundamental physical studies of the chain reaction and the measurement of 
nuclear properties with especial reference to the explosive chain reaction. 
As an afterthought, he was authorized to explore also the possibility that 
plutonium might be produced in useful amounts by the controlled chain-reaction 
method. It was understood, however, that this division of responsibility was 
to be more precisely defined in later conferences. ('!he written records of 
that period do not always give adequate accounts of what was in the minds of 
the men concerned. In- deference to security requirements, references to the 
importance of plutonium and even to the bomb itself were often oinitted entire
ly.) 

5.8. The effect of the reorganization was to put the direction of 
the projects in the hands of a small group consisting of Bush, Conant, Briggs, 
Compton, Urey, Lawrence, and Murphree. Theoretically, Compton, Lawrence, Urey, 
and Murphree were responsible only for their respective divisions of the 
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program. Each met with Conant and Briggs or occasionally with Bush to d 
his specific problems, or.even the overall program. 

Meeting of Top Policy Group - Approval of Reorganization 

5.9. A meeting of the Top Policy G:t>up, consisting of Vice-Pr 
dent Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson, and Dr. V. Bus 
held on December 16, 1941. General George C. Marshall and Dr. J. B. Con 
also members of the group, were absent; Mr. H. L. Smith of the Budget Bu 
attended. Bush described the reorganization that was in progress and hi 
plans were approved. In a memorandum to Conant describing this meeting, 
wrote, "It was definitely felt by .the entire group that OSRD should pres 
fast as possible on the fundamental physics and on the engineering plann 
and particularly on the construction of pilot plants." Bush estimated ~ 
cost of this aspect of the work would be four or five million dollars, a: 
stated the Army should take over when full-scale construction was start.e 
presumably when pilot plants were ready. He suggested the assigrunent of 
technically trained Army officer to become familiar with the general nat1 
of the uranium problem. It was made clear at this meeting that the inte: 
national relations involved were in the hands of the President, ·with Bus: 
sponsible for liaison on technical matters only. 

Meeting of OSRD s-1 Section on December 18, 1941 

( 5.10. On December 18, 1941, a meeting of the reorganized S-1 
Section was held. Conant was present and discussed the new policy, whicl 
called for an all-out effort. He emphasized that such an effort was jus· 
only by the military value of atomic bombs and that all attention mu~t b4 
centrated in the direction of bomb development. The whole meeting was P• 
vaded by an atmosphere of enthusiasm and urgency. Several methods of el4 
magnetic separation were proposed and discussed, and a number of new con· 
were recommended. 

Meeting of OSRD S-1 Section on January 16, 1942 

5.11. Another meeting of the OSRD S-1 Section was held on Jan1 
16, 1942. Informal discussions of the various production methods took p: 
and tentative estimates were made as to when each method would produce r• 
These forecasts actually were no more than guesses since at that time th~ 
scientific information available was very incomplete and the problems of 
ing such data as did exist to the construction and operation of productic 
plants had hardly been approached. 

Rearrangement of the Work Early in 19.4.2 

5.12. In the middle of January 1942, Compton decided to concer 
the work for which he was responsible at the University of Chicago. The 
Columbia group under Fermi and its accumulated material and equipment anc 
Princeton group which had been studying resonance absorption were moved 1 
Chicago in the course of the spring. Certain smaller groups elsewhere rE 
mained active under Compton's direction. Under Lawrence the investigatic 
large-scale electromagnetic separati.on was accelerated at the U~versity 
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California at Berkeley and a related separation project was started at Prince
ton. Research and development on t he dif fusion process and on the production 
of heavy water continued at Columbia under Urey; under the general supervision 
of Murphree, the centrifuge work continued at the University of Virginia under 
Beams while the Columbia centrifuge work was transferred to the laboratories 
of the Standard Oil Development Co. at Bayway, New Jersey. 

Report to the President by Bush on March 9, 1942 

5.lJ. In a report dated February 20, 1942, Conant recommended that 
all phases of the work be pushed at least until July 1, 1942. Similarly, on 
March 9, 1942, Dr. Bush sent a report to the President reflecting general 
optimism but placing proper emphasis- on the tentative nature of conclusions. 
His report contemplated completion of the project in 1944. In addition, the 
report contained the suggestion that the Army be brought in during the summer 
of 1942 for construction of full-scale plants. 

Reviews of the Program by Conant · 

5.14. The entire heavy-water program was under review in March and 
April 1942. The reviews followed a visit to the United States in February and 
March 1942 by F. Simon, H. Halban, and w. A. Akers from England. In a memoran
dum of April 1, 1942 addressed to Bush, Conant reviewed the situation and re
ported on conferences with Compton and Briggs. His report pointed out that 
extremely large quantities of heavy water would be required for a plutonium 
production plant emploY.).ng heavy water instead of graphite as a moderator. 
For this reason, he reported adversely on the suggestion that Halban be in
vited to bring to this country the 165 liters of heavy water which he then 
had in England. 

5 .15. In a memorandum wri.tten to Bush on May 14, 1942 (shortly be
fore a proposed meeting of Program Chiefs), Conant estimated that there were 
five separation or production methods which were about equally likely to suc
ceed: the centrifuge, diffusion, and electromagnetic methods of separating 
U-235; the uranium-graphite pile and the uranil.Ull.-heavy-water pile methods of 
producing plutonium. All were considered about ready for pilot plant con
struction and perhaps .even for preliminary design of production plants. If 
the methods were to be pushed to the· production stage, a commitment of five 
hundred million dollars would be entailed. Although it was too early to esti
mate the relative merits of the different methods accurately, it was presumed 
that some methods would prove to be more rapid and efficient than others. It 
was feared, however, that elimination of any one method might result in a 
serious delay. It was thought that the Germans might be some distance ahead 
of the United States in a similar program. 

5.16. Conant emphasized a question that has been crucial throughout 
the development of the uranium project. The question was whether atomic bombs 
would be decisive weapons or merely supplementary weapons. If they were de
cisive, there was virtually no limit to the amount of effort and money that 
should be put into the work. The question was complicated by the uncertainty 
as to how effective the atomic bombs would be. 
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Change from OSRD S-1 Section to OSRD S-1 Executive Committee 

5.17. In May 1942, Conant suggested to Bush that instead of e1 
ccuraging members of the section individually to discuss their own phase: 
the work with Conant and Briggs, the OSRD S-1 section should meet for ge1 
discussions of the entire program. Bush responded by terminating the OSl 
S-1 Section and replacing it with the OSRD S-1 Executive Committee, cons: 
of the following: 

J. B. Conant, Chairman 
L. J . Briggs 
A. H. Compton 
E. o. Lawrence 
E. v. Murphree 
H. c. Urey 

H. T. Wensel and I. Stewart were selected to sit with the Committ.ee as Te 
cal Aide and Secretary respectively. 

5.18. The following members of the old OSRD S-1 Section were .a 
pointed as consultants to the new Committee: 

s. K. Allison 
J. W. Beams 
G. Breit 
E. U. Condon 
H. D. Smyth 

5.19. The functions of the new OSRD S-1 Executive ~omrnittee we 

(a) To report on the program and budget for the next 
eighteen months, for each method. 

(b) To prepare recommendations as to how many programs 
should be continued. 

( c) . To prepare recommendations as to what parts of the 
program should be eliminated. 

5.20. Recommendations relative to matters of OSRD S-1 policy a 
relative to the letting.of OSRD S-1 contracts were made on the basis of a 
majority vote of the Committee. Conant refrained from voting except in c 
of a tie vote. While Bush alone had the authority to establish OSRD poli 
and co11111.it OSRD funds, he ordinarily followed the recommendations of the , 
Executive Committee. 

Report to the President by Bush and Conant on June 17, 1942 

5.21. On June 13, 1942, Bush and Conant sent to Vice-President 
Henry A. Wall.ace, Secretary. of War Henry L. Stimson, and Chief of Staff Qi 
George C. Marshall a report recommending detailed plans for the expansion 
continuation of the atomic-bomb program. All three approved the report. 
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June l?, 1942, the report was sent by Bush to the President, who also approved. 
The report, which is too long to present in full, contained four principal 
parts, which dealt withs (a) '!he status of the development as appraised by 
the senior scientists; (b) Recommendations by the program chiefs and Plan
ning Board; (c) Comments by Bush, Conant, and General W. D. Styer; (d) Re
commendations by Bush and Conant. We may paraphrase parts (a) and (c) as 
follows: 

(a) The status of the program. 

(1) It was clear that an amount of U-235 or 
plutonium comprising a number of kilograms 
would be explosive, that such an explosion 
would be equivalent to several thousand 
tons of TNT, and that such an explosion could 
be caused to occur at the desired instant. 

(2) It was clear that there were four methods of 
preparing the fissionable material and that 
all of these methods appeared feasible; but 
it was not possible to state definitely that 
any given ·one of these is superior to the 
others. 

(3) It was clear that production plants of con
siderable size could be designed and built. 

(4) It seemed likely that, granted adequate funds 
and priorities, full-scale plant operation 
could be started soon enough to be of military 
significance. 

(c) Comments by Bush, Conant, and General Styer. 

Certain recommendations had been made by Lawrence, 
Urey, C.ompton, and Murphree. These recommendations 
had been reviewed by Bush, Conant, and General 
Styer (who was instructed by General Marshall to 
follow the progress of the program) and their com
ments concerning the program were as follows: 

(1) If four separate methods all appeared to a 
highly competent scientific group to be cap
able of successful application, it appeared 
certain that the desired end result could be 
attained by the enemy, proVided he had suffi
cient time. 

(2) The program as proposed obviously could not 
be carried out rapidly without interfering 
with other important matters, as regards both 
scientific personnel and critical materials. 
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A choice had to be made between the military 
result which appeared attainable and the 
certain interference with other war activities. 

It was unsafe at that time, in view of the 
pioneering nature of the entire effort, t~ 
concentrate on only one means of obtaining 
the result. 

It therefore appeared best to proceed at once 
with those phases of the program which inter
fered least with other important war activities. 
Work on other phases of the program could pro
ceed after questions of interference were re
solved. 

5.22. The June 13, 1942, report to the President and Bush's 
transmittal letter dated June 17, 1942, were ret'Urned to Bush with the ir. 
itialled approval of the President~ A copy of the report was then sent b 
Bush to General Styer on June 19, 1942. 

Selection of Colonel J. c. Marshall 

5.23. On June lS, 1942, Colonel J. c. Marshall, Corps of &lgin 
was instructed by the Chief of Engineers to form a new district in the Co 
of Engineers to carry on spacial work (atomic bombs) assigned to it. Thi 
district was designated the Manhattan District and was officially establi 
on August 13, 1942. The work with which it was concerned was labeled, fo 
security reasons, the "DSM Project" (Development of Substitute Materials) 

·Selection of General L. R. Groves 

5.24. On September 17, 1942, the Secretary of Jar placed Briga 
·aeneral L. R. Groves of the Corps of Engineers in complete charge of all . 
activities relating to the lEM Project. 

Military Policy Committee; Fu.nctioning of the OSRD Committees 

5.2;0 A conference was held on September 23, 1942, among those 
persons designated by the President to deter.mine the general policies of · 
project, and certain others. Those present were Secretary or \far Henry L 
Stimson, Chief of~Staff. General George c. Marshall, Ir. J •. B. Conant, Dr. 
Bush, Major General Brehon Somervell, Major General W. D. Styer, and Bri~ 
General· L. R. Groves. (Vice-President Henry A. Wallace was unable to attj 
A Military Policy Committee was appointed consisting of Dr. V. Bush as Cl'u 
man with Dr. J. B. Conant as his alternate, Major General w. D. Styer, anc 
Rear Admiral W. R. Purnell. General Groves was named to sit with the comr 
and' act .as EXecutive Officer to carry out the policies that were determin4 
The duties of this committee were ·to plan military pc)licies relating to mi 
ala, research and development, production, strategy, and tactics, and to 
mit progress reports to the policy group designated by the President. 
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;.26. The appointment of the Mili tary Policy Committee was ap
proved by the Joint New Weapons Committ ee, established by the U. So Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and consisting of Dr. v. Bush, Rear Admiral W. R. Purnell, 
and Brig. General R. G. Moses. 

;.27. The creatioo of the Military Policy Committee in effect 
placed all phases of the ISM Project under the control of Dr. Bush, Dr. 
Conant, General Styer, Admiral Purnell, and General Groves. 

5.28. The OSRD S-1 ~cutive Committee held meetings about once 
every month from June 1942 to May 1943 and once after that time, in September 
1943. These meetings were normally attended by_ General Groves, after Septem
ber 1942, and Col. Marshall, and frequently by representatives of the in
dustrial companies concerned with the pr~uction plants. Recommendations of 
the Committee were not binding but were usually followed. Thus it served as 
an advisory body to Dr. Bush and General Groves, and as an initial liaison . . 
group between the scientific, industrial, and military parts of the DSM Pro
ject. The S-1 Executive Committee 'has never been formally dissolved, but it 
has been inactive since the fall of 1943. 

;.29. The procurement and engineering functions of the Planning 
Board were taken over by the Manhat~ District in the summer of 1942 and 
that board then became inactive. 

;.JO. By the spring o.f 1943 it was felt that the Manhattan District 
was in a position to take CNf1t' research and development contracts from the 
OSRD. Such a transfer was effected as of May 1, 1943, and marked the end of 
the formal connection of OSRD with the uranium project. 

;.31. In Jul:y 1943 Conant and R. c. Tolman were formally asked by 
General Groves to serve as his scientific advisers. They had already been. 
doing so informally and have continued to do so. Coordination of the various 
scientific and technical programs was accomplished by meetings between General 
Groves and the leaders ot the various projects, in particular, Compton, Law
rence, Oppenheimer (see Chapter XII), and Urey. 

Subsequent Organization; the Manhattan District 

;.32. Since 1943 there have been no important changes in the form 
of the organization and few of importance in the operating personnel. General 
Groves baa continued to carry the major responsibility for correlating the 
whole effort and keeping it directed toward its military objectives. It has 
been his du,ty to keep the various parts of the project in step, to see that 
raw materials were available for the varioue plants, to determine pro~uction 
schedules, to make sure that the development of bomb design kept up with pro
duction schedules, to arrange for use of-the bombs when the time came, and 
to maintain an adequate system of security~ In discharging these duties Gen
eral Groves has had the help of his. tremendous organization made up of ~i
vilian scientists and engineers and Engineer officers and enlisted men. Many _ 
of the civilians have been mentioned already or will be mentioned in later 
chapters dealing with particular projects. Brigadier General T. F. Farrell 
has acted as General Groves• deputy in the important later phases of the 
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of the project. Colonel K. D. Nichols, the Di.strict Engineer of the Man 
hattan District with his headquarters at the Clinton Engineer Works, has 
connected with the project since 1942. He has been concerned with the 
research and production problems of both U-235 and plutonium and has alw 
shown exceptional understanding of the technical problems and their 
relative importance. Two other officers who should be mentioned are · 
Colonel F. T. Matthias and Colonel S. L. Warren. Colonel Matthias has 
discharged major responsibilities at the Hanford Engineer Works in an 
extremely able manner; his duties have been concerned with both the 
construction and operational phases of the project. Colonel Warren is c: 
of the Medical Section of the Manhattan District and therefore has had 
ultimate responsibility for health problems in all parts of the project. 

Summary 

5.33. By the end of 1941 an extensive review of the whole 
uranium situation .had been completed. As a result of this review Bush SJ 

his advisers decided to increase the effort on the uranium project and tc 
change the organization. This decision was approved by President Roosev• 
From January 1942 until early summer of 1942 the uranium work was direct• 
Bush and Conant working with t[ie Program Chiefs and a Planning Boardo II 
summer of 1942 the Army, through the Corps of Engineers, was assigned an 
active part in the procurement and engineering phases, organizing the 
Manhattan Di.strict for the purpose. In September 1942, Dr. Bush, Dr. Cor 
General Styer, and Admiral Purnell were appointed as a Military Policy 
Committee to determine the general policies of the whole project. Also j 
September, General Groves was appointed to take charge of all Army 
activities of the project. The period of joint OSRD and Army control 
continued through April 1943 with the Army playing an increasingly import 
role as the industrial effort got fully under way. In May 1943 the resea . 
contracts were -transferred to the Corps of Engineers; the period of joint 
OSRD-Army control ended and the period of complete Army control began. 

5.34. Since the earliest <lays of the project, President Roosev 
had followed it \'vi. th interest and, until his death, he continued to study 
approve the broad programs of the Military Policy Committee. President 
Truman, who as a United States Senator had been aware of the project and 
magnitude, was given the complete up-to-date picture by the Secretary of · 
and General Groves at a White House conference immediately after his 
inauguration. Thereafter the President gave the program his complete sup 
keeping in constant touch with the progress. · 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE METALLURGICAL PROJECT AT CHICAGO IN 1942 

Introduction 

6.1. As has been made clear in Chapters IV and V, the informai 
accumulated by the end of 1941 as to the possibility of producing an aton 
bomb was such as to warrant expansion of the work, and this expansion cal 
for an administrative reorganization. It was generally accepted that the 
was a very high probability that an atomic bomb of enormous destructive 
power could be made, either from concentrated U-236 or from · the new eleme 
plutonium. It was proposed, therefore, to institute an intensive exper
imental and theoretical program including work both on isotope separatioD 
and on the chain-reaction problems. It was hoped that this program would 
establish definitely whether or not U-235 could be separated in signifies 
quantities from U-238, either by electromagnetic or statistical methods; 
whether or not a chain reaction could be established with natural uraniUJ11 
its compounds and could be made to yield relatively large quantities of 
plutonium; and whether or not the plutonium so produced could be separate 
from the parent material, uranium. it was hoped also that the program wo 
provide the theoretical ahd experimental data required for the design of 

( fast-neutron chain-reacting bomb. 

6.2. As has been explained in Chapter V, the problems of isoto 
separation had been assigned to groups under Lawrence and Urey while the 
remaining problems were assigned to Compton's group, which was organized 
under the cryptically named "Metallurigical Laboratory" of the University 
Chicago. In this chapter and the following two chapters we shall describ 
the work of the Metallurgical Laboratory and the associated laboratories 
to June 1945. In later chapters we shall discuss isotope-separation work 
and the -work of the bomb development group, which was separated from the 
Metallurgical Laboratory early in 1943. 

6.3. It would be foolish to attempt an assessment bf the relat 
importance of the contributions of the various laboratories to the overal: 
success of the atomic-bomb project. This report makes no such attempt, a i 
there is little correlation between the space devoted to the work of a gi· 
group and the ability or importance of that group. In deciding which sub· 
division of the atomic-bomb project should be discussed first and most ru: 
we have been governed by criteria of general interest and of military 
security. Some developments of great technical importance are of little 
general interest; others both interesting and important must still be kep1 
secret. Such criteria, applied to the objectives and accomplishments of 1 

various laboratories set up since large-scale work began, favor the 
Metallurgical Laboratory as the part of the project to be treated most 
completely. 
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Objectives 

6.4. In accordance with the general objectives just outlined, the · 
initial objectives of the Metallurgical Laboratory were ~ first, to find a 
system using normal uranium in which a chain reaction would occur; second, to 
show that, if such a chain reaction did occur, it would be possible to 
separate plutonium chemically from the other material; and, finally, to 
obtain the theoretical and experimental data for effecting an explosive chain 
reaction with either U-235 or with plutonium. The ultimate objective of the 
laboratory was to prepare plans for the large-scale production of plutonium 
and for its use in bombs. 

Organization of the Work 

6.S. The laboratory had not only to concern itself with its im
mediate objectives but simultaneously to bear in mind the ultimate objectives 
and to work toward them on the assumption that the inmediate objectives 
would be attained. It cou~d not wait for a chain reaction to be achieved 
before studying the· chemistry of plutonium. It had to ass.ume that plutonium 
would be separated and to-' go ahead with the formulation of plans for its 
production and use • • Consequently problems were continually redefined as new 
information became available, and research programs were reassessed almost 
from week to week. In a general way the exp~rimental nuclear physics group 
under E. Fermi was prtmarily concerned with getting a chain reaction going, 
the chemistry division organized by F. H. Spedding (later in turn under 
S

1
• K. Allison, J. Franck, W. c. Johnson, and T • .tiogness) with the chemistry 

ot plutonium and with separation methods, and the theoretical group under 
E. Wigner with designing production piles. However, the problems were inter
twined and the various scientific and technical aspects of the fiss~on 
process were studied in whatever group seemed best equipped for the particu
lar task. In March 1942, Thomas w. Moore was brought in to head th~ enginee~ 
ing group. Other senior men in this group were M. c. Leverett, J. A. Wheeler 
and c. w. Cooper, who later succeeded Moore as head o.f the Technical 
Division. In the summer of 1942 the importance of health problems became 
apparent and a health division was organized und~r Dr. R. s. Stone. The 
difficult task of organizing and administering a research laboratory growing 
in size and complexity with almost explosive violence was carried out by 
R. L. Doan as Laboratory Director. · 

6.6. We have chosen to confine this chapter to the "work of 1942 
because a self-sustaining chain reaction was first achieved on December 2_nd 
of that year, at. a time when the whole Chicago project was being appraised by 
a reviewing committee with the members particularly selected for their 
engineering background.• That was a .dramatic coincidence and also a 

• This committee was composed of W. K. Lewis, c. H. Greenewa1t, T • . C. 
Gary, and Roger Williams. E. V. Murphree was also a member but due to 
illness was unable to participate. 
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convenient one for purposes of this report since either incident might b t 
cons i dered to mark the end of an epoch at the Metallurgical Laboratory. 
Furthermore, in preparation for the reviewing committee's visit a compre· 
hensive report had been prepared. '.I.hat report was generally known as th4 
"Feasibility Report" and has been used extensively in preparing this cha] 

Plan of this Chapter 
I 

6.7. In this chapter we shall present the material in the ordE 
the objectives given above. In Part I we shall discuss prog'ress towards 
ini tial objectives, including (a) procurement of materials, (b) the expe1 
imental proof of the chain reaction, (o) the chemistry of plutonium and a 
of the problems of separation, (d) some of the types of auxiliary experin 
that were performed, and finally (e) the "fast neutron"· work. Necessaril 
the 110rk described in detail is only a sampling of the large amount of 
~heoretical and experimental work actually performed. In Part II we aha] 
discuss the possibilities that were considered for production piles and 
separation methods, and the specific proposals made in November 1942. 

Part I 

Progress toward the Initial Objectives 

Pr ocurement of Materials 

General 

6.8. It has been made clear in earlier chapters of this report 
the procuremen~ of materials of sufficient purity was a major part of the 
problem. As far as uranium was concerned, it seemed likely that it would I 
needed in highly purified metallic form or at least as highly purified 
urani um oxide. The other materials which were going to be needed were ei · 
graphite, heavy water, or possibly beryllium. It was clear at this time 
t hat, however advantageous heavy water might be as a moderator, no large 
quantities ot it would be available for months or years. Beryllium seemec 
less advantageous and almost as difficult to get. Therefore the proourem~ 
efforts for a moderator were centered on graphite. As has been explained 
Chapter V, procurement of uranium and graphite was not primarily the 
responsibility of the Metallurgical Laboratory but was handled through E. 
Murphree and others on the "planning board." In fact, the obvious intere1 
of the Metallurgical Laboratory in the problem led to continual interventj 
by its representatives. A great deal ot the credit for the eventual sucoe 
in obtaining materials is due to N. Hilberry and later R. L. Doan. always 
supported by A. H. Compton. 
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Uraniwn Ore 

6.9. Obviously there would be no point in undertaking this whole 
proJect if it were not going to be possible to find enough uranium for pro
ducing the bombs. Early indications were favorable, and a careful survey 
made in November 1942 showed that immediate delivery could be made of 
adequate tonnages of uranium ores. 

Uranium Oxide and Uranium Metal 

s.10. At the end of 1941 the only uranium metal in existence was a 
few grams of good material made on an experimental basis by the Westinghouse 
Electric and Manufacturing Company and others and a few pounds of highly 
impure pyrophoric powder made by Metal Hydrides Company. The only consider
able amount of raw material then available in this country was in the form of 
a commercial grade of black uranium oxide. which could be obtained in limited 
quantities from the Canadian Radium and Uranium uo. It - contained 2 to 5 per 
cent of impurities and was the material which gave a neutron multiplication 
factor of only about 0.87 when used in an exponential pile. 

s.11. By May 1942, deliveries averaging 15 tons a month ot black 
oxide of higher purity and more uniform grade started coming in. Total 
impurities were less than l per cent, boron comprised a few parts per millio~ 
and the neutron multiplication factor (k) was about 0.98. (It is to be 
remembered that the multiplication factor depends also on the purity of the 
graphite.) Deliveries of this material reached a ton a day in September 
1942. 

6.12. Experiments at the National Bureau of Standards by J. I. 
Hoffman demonstrated that, by the use of an ether extraction method, all the 
impurities are removed by a single extraction of uranyl nitrate. The use or 
this method removed the great bulk of the difficulties in securing pure oxide 
and pure materials tor the production of metal. Early in May 1942, arrange• 
ments were completed with the Mallinckrodt Chemical Works in St. Louis to 
put the new grade of oxide through an ether extraction proceas on a produc
tion basis for a f'urther reduction in impurity content and to deliver the . 
final product as brown dioxide. Deliveries started in July 1942 at a rate or 
30 tons a month. Thia oxide ia now used as a starting point for all metal 
production, and no higher degree of purity can be expected on a commerical 
scale • . In fact, it was a remarkable achievement to have developed and put 
into production on a scale of the order of one ton per day a process for 
transforming grossly impure commercial oxide to oxide or a degree of purity 
seldom achieved even on a laboratory scale. 

6.13. The process which ·westinghouse had been using to produce the 
metal was the electrolysis of KUF6 at a cost of about $1,000 a pound. Since 
the KUF6 was produced photochemically under the action of sunlight this 
method constituted a potential bo·ttleneck in production. It was found that 
uranium tetrafluoride could be used instead of' KUF6, and atepa were taken to 
have this salt produced at the Harshaw Chemical Company in Cleveland and at 
the du Pont plant in Penna Grove, New Jersey. Production atarted in August 

, .. 
------------- . ----
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1942 and by October 1942 waa up to 700 pounds per day at Harshaw and 300 
pounds per day at du Pont, the method of manufacture in both cases being t 
hydrofluorination of llallinokrodt-purif'ied dioxide. 

6.14. Aa the result of 'thie supply of raw materials to Westing
house·, and as a reaul t of plant expansion, deliveries from Westinghouse 
had accumulated to a total of more tha.ri. 6000 pounds by November 1942 and w 
expected to be at the rate of 600 pounds per day by January 1943. The pur 
ot the metal was good, and the cost had dropped to $22 per pound. 

6.15. Deliveries of acceptable metal from .Metal Hydrides Co. we. 
delayed for variou1 reaaona and were just beginning in November 1942. Thi 
canp~'s production was supposed to reach a thousand pounds per week the~ 
after. 

6.16. Neither the Westinghouse process nor the Metal !J¥dridea 
Process wu entirely aatiefaotory. Intensive activity designed to aoceler 
ate metal production, and carried out independently by F. H. Spedding and 
his associates at Iowa State College at Ames, Iowa, and by c. J. Rodden at 
the National Bureau of standards, re1ulted in the development of a satis
factory method. Production facilities were set up at .Ames in the fall of 
1942 and had already produced more than one -ton by the end of November. 
'!he process was extremely simple, rapid and low coat. 

6.17. Further research indicated additional changes that could 
be made to advantage, and by the middle of 1943 Spedding at Iowa and other 
producer• who entered the picture were using the final production -ui:hod · 
adopted. 

6.18. By the end of 1942 arrangements had been made by the 
Manhattan District to increase metal Eroduotion 9Y making grea'tt=lr use of 
the Mil1inokrodt Chemioai Works, the unlo'ilCarbide and Carbon Corporation, 
and the du Pont Company. 

6.19. To summarize, almost no metal waa available durin,g moat o. 
1942, a tact that seriously delayed progress as we shall aee, but the pro
duction problems had been nearly solved by the end of 1942 and some 6 tons 
of metal were incorporated in the pile built in November 1942. The whole 
problem of procurement of metal was taken over by the Manhattan District a· 

· the end of the year, under the general direction of Colonel Ruhoff, .former: 
with the Mallinckrodt Chemical Works. From the point of view of .the 
Metallurgical Projeot no further serious delays or difficulty have ocourre1 
beoause of metal shortages. 
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Graphite Procurement 

6.20. At the beginning of 1942 graphite production ~s still 
unsatisfactory but it was, of course, in quite a different condition from 
the metal production since the industrial production of graphite had already 
been very large. The problem was merely one of purity and priority. Largely 
through the efforts of N. Hilberry, the National Carbon Company and the 
Speer Carbon Company were both drawn into the picture. Following suggestions 
made by the experts of the National Bureau of Standards, these companies were 
able to produce highly purified graphite with a neutron absorption some 20 
per cent less than the standard commercial materials previously used. 
Although efforts further to reduce the impurities have had some suocess, the 
purity problem was essentially solved by the middle of 1942 and large orders 
were placed with the cooperation of the War Production Board. As in the case 
of the metal, the graphite procurement problem was taken over by the Man-
hattan District. · 

The Chain Reaction 

Further Intermediate Experiments 

s.21. At the time that the Metallurgical Project was organized, 
most of the physicists familiar with the problem believed that a chain
reacting pile probably could be built if sufficiently pure graphite and pure 
uranium metal could be obtained. Enough work had been done on resonance 
absorption~ . on the theory of absorption and diffusion of neutrons in a pile, 
and on intermediate experiments to make it possible to design a lattice 
structure that had a very good chanoe of maintaining a chain reaction. 
Nevertheless, there were uncertainties in the experimental data and in the 
approximations that had to be made in the theoretical calculations. There 
were two alternativest (1) to build a pile according to the best possible 
designs (2) to make more accurate determination• of the pertinent nuclear 
constants, to perform intermediate experiments, and to improve the oaloula
tions. There is little doubt that the first alternative was the one likely 
to lead most rapidly to the production of plutonium. There were many 
important question• which could have been answered more rapidly by suoh an 
operating pile than by a series of small-scale experiments. Unfort~nately, 
the necessary amounts of materials were not available and did not become 
available for nearly nine months. ·consequently, it was necessary to choose 
the seoond alternative, that is, to accumulate all relevant or possibly 
relevant information by whatever means were availa~le. 

s.22. 'fhe major line of investigation was a series of intermediate 
experiments. The particular set-up for eaoh intermediate experiment could be 
used to test calculations based on separate auxiliary experiments. For 
example, the proportion of uranium oxide to graphite was varied, oxides of 
different purities were used, oxide was used in lumps of various sizes and 
shapes and degrees of compression, the lattioe spacing was varied, the effect 
of surrounding the uranium· oxide units with beryllium and with paraffin was 
tried, and, finally, piles of identical lattice type but of different total 
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size were tried to see whether the values of the multiplication factor k 
(for infinite size) calculated f r om the different sets of results were. 
identical. In general, E. Fermi had direct charge of investigations of 
effects of impurities, and s. K. Allison had charge of tests involving 
different lattice dimensions. All these experiments strengthened the oo 
of the group in the calculated value of k and in the belief that a pile 
could be built with k greater than unity. In July enough purified urani 
oxide from Mallinckrodt was available to per mit building intermediate pi 
No. 9. As in previous experiments, a radium-berv1.l ium neutron source wa. 
placed at the bottom of the lattice st ructure and t he neutron density 
measured along the vertical axis of the pile. By this time it was known 
that the neutron density decreased exponentially with increasing distanc 
from the neutron source, (hence the name often used for experiments of t 
type, "exponential pile") and that, from such rates of decrease, the 
multiplication constant k for an infinitely large pile of the same latti 
proportions could be calculated. For the fi r st time the multiplication 
constant k so calculated from experimental results came out greater than 
(The actual value was 1.007.) Even before this experiment Compton p~e
dicted in his report of July 1st that a k-value somewhere between 1.04 a 
l.06 could be obtained in a pile containing highly purified uranium oxid 
and graphite, provided that the air was removed from the pile to avoid 
neutron absorption by nitrogen. 

An .Auxiliary Experi.mentJ Delayed· Neutrons 

_ 6.23. We shall not mention a majority of the various auxilia~ 
experiments done during this period. · There was one, however, -- the stu, 
of delayed neutrons -- that we shall discuss because it is a good exam.pl• 
the kind of experiment that had to be performed and because it concerned 
effect, not heretofore mentioned, that is of great importance in. control: 
a chain-reacting pile. 

6.24. From previous investigations, some of which were alread; 
published, it was known that about l per cent of the neutrons emitted in 
fission processes were not ejected immediately but were given oft in de
creasing quantity over a period of time, a fact reminiscent of the emiss: 
of beta rays from shortlived radioactive substances. Several halt-lives 
been observed, the longest being of the order of a minute. 

6.25. It was realized early that this time delay gave a sort c 

inertia to the chain reaction that should greatly facilitate control. I : 
effective multiplication factor of a pile became slightly greater than 01 

the neutron density would not rise to harmfully large values almost instr 
but would rise gradually so that there would be a ohanoe tor controls to 
operate. (Other .time intervals involved, Buch as those between colliliol 
are too small to be useful.) 

6.26. Becau·se of the importance of this effect of delayed neu1 
for control it was decided to repeat and improve the earlier measure1DGnt1 
(The fact that this was a repetition rather than a new measuremen.t is ala 
typical of much of the work in physios at this period.) A description oj 
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experiment is given in Appendix 3. !he results indicated that 1.0 percent of 
the neutrons emitted in uranium fission are delayed by at least 0.01 second 
and that about 0.07 percent are delayed by as much as a minute. By design
ing a pile such that the effective value of k, the multiplication factor, is 
only 1.01 the number of delayed neutrons is sufficient to allow easy control. 

The First Self-Sustaining Chain-Reacting Pile 

6.27. By the fall of 1942 enough gr~.phite, uranium oxide, and 
uranium metal were available at Chicago to justif'y an attempt to build an 
actual self-sustaining chain-reacting pile. But the amount of metal availa
ble was small -- only about 6 tons -- and other materials were none too 
plentiful and of varying quality. These conditions rather than optimum 
efficiency controlled the design. 

6.28. The pile was constructed on the lattice principle with 
graphite as a moderator and lumps of metal or oxide as the reacting units 
regularly spaced through the graphite to form the lattice. Instruments 
situated at various points in the pile or near it indicated the neutron 
in~ensity, and movable strips of absorbing material served as controls. (F0r 
a more complete description of the pile, see Appendix 4.) Since there were 
bound to be some neutrons present from spontaneous fission or other sources, 
it was anticipated that the reaction would start as . soon as the structure had 
reached critical size if the control strips were not set in "retard" position. 
Consequently, the control strips were placed in a suitable "retard" po- . 
sition from the start and the .neutron intensity was measured frequently. 
This was fortunate since the approach to critical condition was found to 
occur at an earlier stage of assembly tnan had been anticipated. 

6.29. The pile was first operated as a self-sustaining system on 
December 2, 1942. So far as we know, this was the first time that human 
being• ever initiated a self-maintaining nuclear chain reaction. Initially 
the pile was operated at a power level of 1/2 watt, but on December 12th the 
power level was raised to 200 watts. 

Energy Developed by the Pile 

6.30. In these experiments no direo~ measurements or energy re
lease were ma.de. 1'he number of neutrons per second emitted by the pile was 
estimated in terms or the activity of standardized indium toils. 1hen, from 
a knowledge of the number of neutrons produced per fission, the resultant 
rate or energy release (wattage) wa$ oalculated. 

Conclusion 

6.31. Evidently this experiment, performed on Uecember 2nd just aa 
a reviewing committee was appraising the Chicago project, answered beyond all 
shadow of doubt the first question before the Metallurgical Laboratorys a 
selt•sustaining nuclear ohain reaction had been produced in a system using 
normal urlnium. Thia experiment had been performed under the general direc
tion of E. Fermi, assisted principally by the groups headed by w. H. Zinn 
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and H. L. Anderson. v. c. Wilson and his group had been largely respons 
tor developing the instruments and oontrols. and a great many others in 
laboratory had contributed to the success of the enterprise. 

Relation between Power and Production of Plutonium 

6.32. The innediate object of building a uranium-graphite pil1 
to prove that there were conditions ·under which a chain reaction would 0 1 

but the ultimate objective of the laboratory was to produce plutonium by 
chain reaction. Theretore we are int~rested i n the relation between the 
power at which a pile operates and the rate at which it produces plutoni1 
The relation may be evaluated to a first approximation rather easily. A 
running stably must be producing as many neutrons as it ia losing. For • 
thermal neutron absorbed in U-235 a certain number of neutrons.~• is em: 
One of . these neutrons is required to maintain the chain. 1berefore. ass1 
the extra neutrons all are absorbed by U-238 to form plutonium. there wi: 
~-1 atoms of Pu239 formed for every tL!sion. Every fission releases ro1 
200 Mev of energy. Therttfore the formation of,.,, -1 atoms of plutonium 
accompanies the release of about 200 Mev. Since ~ -1 'is a small number. 
oan guess that to produce a kilogram a day of plutonium. a chain-reaoting 
must be releasing energy at the rate of 500.000 to l.soo~ooo kilowatts. 
first ohain-reaoting pile that we have just described operated at a maxii 
of 200 watts. Assuming that a single bomb will require the order of one 
100 kilograms of plutonium. the pile that has been described would have i 
kept going at least 70.000 years to produce a single bomb. Evidently th• 
problem of quantity produotion of plutonium was not yet solved. 

I 

The Chemistry of Plutonium 

6.33. The seoond specific objective of the Metallurgical Labore 
was to show that. if a chain reaction did occur. it would be feasible to 
separate the plutonium chemically from the other material with which it j 

found. Progress towards this objective was necessarily slower than towax 
the attaimnen~ of a chain reaction. Initially little was done at- the Me~ 
lurgical Laboratory on chemical problems although the extraction problem 
discussed in a conference soon after the project was organized and the we 
ot Seaborg's group at the University of California on plutonium was en
couraged. On April 22-23• 1942. a general conf.erenoe on chemistry was he 
at Chicago. attended by F. H. Spedding. E. w .. Thiele, G. T. Seaborg. J. 11 
Kennedy. H. c. Urey. E. Wigner. N. Hilberry. Ge E. Boyd. I. B. Johns. H. 
Wilhelm. I. Perlman. A. c. Wahl• and J. A. Wheeler. Spedding, in openin@ 
the meeting. pointed out that there were two main tamks for the chemists: 
tirat. to separate plutonium in the amounts and purity required tor war p 
poses; second, to obtain a good understanding of the chemistry neoessary 
the construction and maintenance of the pile. The separation problem was 
be studied by a new group at Chicago under the direction of Seaborg. by 
Johns and Wilhelm at Ames. and by Wahl and Kennedy continuing the work at 
California. Other closely related groups at Chicago were to be c. D. 
Coryell's• working on the fission products. and Boyd's on analytical 
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problems. The chemistry group at Chicago has grown speedily since that time. 
A new building had to be constructed to house it late in 1942, and this 
building was enlarged subsequently. Altogether, the solving of many of the 
chemical problems has been one of the most remarkable achievements of the 
Metallurgical Laboratory. 

6.34. The first isotope of plutonium discovered and studied was 
not the 239 isotope but the 238 isotope, which is an alpha-ray emitter with a 
half-life of about 50 years. U-238 bombarded with deuterons gives 93Np238 
which disintegrates to 94Pu238 by beta emission. The first evidence of the 
actual existence of these new elements, (ruling out the original erroneous 
interpretation of the splitting of uranium as evidence for their existence) 
was obtained by E. McMillan and P. H. Abelson who isolated 93-238 from 
uranium bombarded with deuterons in the Berkely cyclotron. This new element 
was identified as a beta emitter but the sample was to'o small for isolation 
of the daughter product 94-238. Later enough Pu-238 was prepared to permit 
Seaborg, Kennedy and Wahl to .begin the study of its chemical properties in 
the winter of 1940-1941 . by using tracer chemistry wi'th carriers according to 
practice usual in radio-chemistry. By such studies many chemical properties 
of plutonium were determined, and several possible chemical processes were 
evolved by which Pu-239 might be removed from the chain-reacting pile. The 
success of experiments on a tracer scale led to plans to pr9duce enough 
Pu-239 to be treated as an ordinary substance on the ultra-miorochemical 

· scale. Such quantities were produced by prolonged bombardment of several 
hundred pounds of uranyl nitrate with neutrons obtained with the aid of 
cyclotrons, first at Berkeley and later at Washington University in St. Louis. 
By the end of 1942. something over 500 micrograms had been obtained in the 
form ot pure plutonium salts. Although this amount i .s less than would be 
needed to make the head of a pin, for the ·micro-chemists it was sufficient to 
yield ·considerable information; for one microgram is considered sufficient to 
carry out weighing experiments. titrations, solubility studies, etc. 

6.35. From its position in the periodic table, plutonium might be 
expected to be similar to the rare earths or to uranium. thorium, or osmium. 
Which of these it will resemble most closely depends, of course. on the 
arrangement of the outermost groups of electrons and this arrangement could 
hardly have been predicted. On the whole, plutonium turned out to be more 
like uranium than like any of the other elements nruned and might even be re
garded as the second member of a new rare-earth series beginning with 
uranium. It was discovered fairly early that there were at least two states 
of oxidation of plutonium. (It is now known that there are four, corres
ponding to positive valences of 3, 4, 5, and 6.) Successful micro-
chemical preparation of some plutonium salts and a study of their properties 
led to the general conclusion that it was possible to separate . plutonium 
chemically from the other materials in the pile. This conclusion represents 
the attainment of the second immediate objective of the Metallurgical 
Laboratory. Thus, by the end of 1942, plutonium, entirely unknown eighteen 
months earlier, was considered an element whose chemical· behavior was as well 
understood as that of several of the elements of the old periodic table. 
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Miscellaneous Studies 

6.36, Besides the major problems we have mentioned, i.e., the 
chain reaction, the chemioal separation, and the planning for a production 
plant, there 'Were innumerable minor problems to be solved. Among the more 
important of these were the improvement of neutron counters, ionization 
chambers, and other instruments, the study or corrosion of uranium and 
aluminum by water and other possible coolants, the determination of the 
effeots of temperature variation on neutron cross sections, the fabricatio1 
of uranium rods and tubes, th~ study of fission products, and the determine 
tion of the biological effects of radiation. As typical of this kind of w:: 
we can cite the development of methods of fabricating and coating uranium 
metal, under the direction of E. Creutz. Without the accomplishment of the 
secondary investigations the project could not have reached its goal. To 
give some further idea of the scope of the 10rk, a list of twenty report 
titles is presented in Appendix 5, the 20 reports being selected from the 
400 or so issued during 1942. 

The Fast-Neutron Reaction 

6.37. The third initial objective of the Metallurgical Projeot ~ 
to obtain. theoretical and experilnental data on a "taat neutron" reaction, 
such as would be required in an atomic bomb. 1'his aspect of the w:>rk was 
initially planned and coordinated by G. Hreit ot the University ot Wisconsi 
and later continued by J. R. Oppenheimer of the University of California, 
Since the actual construction of the bomb wa.a to be the final part ot the 
program, the urgenoy of studying such reactions was not so great. Conaeque: 
ly, little attention was given to the theoretical problems until the summer 
ot 1942, when a group was organi~ed at Chicago under the leadership ot 
~ppenheimer. 

6.38. In the meantime experimental work initiated in most 
instances by G. Breit, had been in progress (under the general direction ot 
the Metallurgical Project) at various institutions having equipment 1uitabl4 
for fast-neutron studies (Carnegie Institution ot Washington, the National 
Bureau of Standards, Cornell University, Purdue University, University or 
Chicago, University of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin, University or 
California, Stanford University, University ot Indiana, and Rice Institute). 
The problems under investigation involved scattering, absorption and fisaioz 
cross section, the energy spectrum of fission neutrons, and the time delay j 

the emission of fission neutrons. For the most part this work represented e 
intermediate step in confirming and extending preTious measurements but 
reached no new final ·conclusions. This type of V«:>rk was subsequently 
concentrated at another site (see Chapter XII) $ 

6.39. As indicated by the "Feasibility Report" (in a section 
written by J. H. Manley, J. R. Oppenheimer, Ro Serber, and E. Teller) the 
picture had changed significantly in ·only one respect since the appearance 
of the National Academy Report a year earlier. Theoretical studies now 
showed that the effectiveness of the atomic bomb in producing damage would b 
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gr eater than had been indicated in the National Academy report. However, 
critical size of the bomb was still unknown. Methods of detonating the bomb 
had been investigated somewhat, but on the whole no certain answers had been 
ar r ived at. 

Part II 
Progress to~rd the Ultimate ~Objeotive 

~nning a Production Plant 

Planning and Technical Work 

6.40. As we have seen, the initi'al objectives of the Metallurgical 
Labor atory had been reached by the end of 1942, but the ultimate objectives, 
the production of large quantities of plutonium and the design and fabricati~ 
of bombs~ were still far from attained. The responsibility for the design 
and fabrication of bombs was transferred to another group about this time; 
its work is reported in Chapter XII. The production of Pu-239 in quantity 
has remained the principal responsibility of the Metallurgical Laboratory 
although shared with the du Pont Company since the end of 1942. 

6.41. On the basis of the evidence available it was c.lear that a 
plutonium production rate somewhere between a kilogram a month and a kilogram 
a day would be required. At the rate of a kilogram a day, a 500,000 to . 
1, 500,000 kilowatt plant would be required. (The ultimate capacity ot the 
hydroelectric power plants at the Grand Coulee Dam is expected to be 
2,000,000 kw.) Evidently the creation of a plutonium production plant of the 
required size was to be a major enterprise even ~thout attempting to utilize 
the thermal energy liberated. Nevertheless, by November 1942 most of the · 
problems had been well defined and tentative solutions had been proposed. 
Although these problems will be discussed in some detail in the next chapter, 
we will mention them here. 

6.42. Since a large amount of heat is generated in any pile pro
ducing appreciable amounts of plutonium, the first problem of design is a 
cooling system. Before such a system can be designed, it is necessary to 
find the maximum temperature at which a pile can run safely and the factors 
-- nuclear or structural -- which determine this temperature. Another 
major problem is the method for loading and unloading the uranium. a problem 
complicated by the shielding and the cooling system. Shielding against 
radiation has to be planned for both the pile itself 8.1.ld the chemical 
separ~tion plant. The nature of the separation plant depends on the particu
lar separation process to be used, which has to be d.ecided. Finally, speed 
of procurement and construction must be prim8.ry factors in the planning of 
both the pile and the chemical plant. 
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Possible Types of Plant 

6.43. 'After examining the prinoipal factors affecting plant 
design, i.e., -cooling, efficiency, safety, and speed of construction, th 
"Feasibility Report" suggested a number of possible plant types in the 
following order ot preterencet 

I. a. Ordinary uranium metal lattice in a graphite 
moderator with helium cooling. 

b. The same, with water cooling. 
c. The same; with molten bismuth cooling. 

II. Ordinary uranium metal lattice in a heavy-water. 
moderator. 

III. Uranium enriched in the 235 isotope using graphite, 
heavy water, or ordinary water as moderator. 

t'ypes II and III were of no immediate interest since neither enriched ur 
nor heavy water wa.1 available• Development ot both these types continue 
however; since if no other type proved feasible they might have to be us 
fype I o,. calling for liquid bismuth cooling, seemed very promising from 
point of view of utilization of the thermal energy released, but it was 
that the technical problems i.nvolved could not be solved for a long time 

The Pilot Plant at Clinton 

6.44. During this period, the latter half of' 1942, when produ 
plants were being planned, it was recognized that a plant of intermediat1 

size was desirable. Such a plant was needed for two reasonsi first, as 
pilot plant1 second, as a producer of a few grams of plutonium badly nee1 
for experimental purposes. Designed as an air-cooled plant of 1000-k:w 
capacity, the intermediate pile constructed at Clinton,Tennessee, might l 
served both purpoaes it helium cooling had been retained for the main pl1 
Although the plans for the main plant were shifted so that water cooling 
called for, the pilot plant was continu·ed with air-cooling in the belie!' 
that the second objective would be reached more quickly. It thus ceased 
be a pilot plant except for chemical separation. Actually the main plan~ 
was built without benefit ot a true pilot plant, much as it the hydroelec 
generators at Grand Coulee had been designed merely from experience gaint 
with a generator of quite different type and of a small fraction of the 
power. 

Specific Proposals 

6.45. As reviewed by Hilberry in the "Feasibility Report" of 
November 26, 1942, the prospects for a graphite pile with helium cooling 
looked promising as regards immediate production; the pile using heavy 
water for moderator and using heavy water or ordinary water as coolant le 
better for eventual full-scale use. A number of specific proposals were 
for construction of such plants and for the further study of the probleme 
involved. These proposals were based on time and oost estimates which we 
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neoessarily little better than rough guesses. As the result of further 
investigation the actual. program of construction -- described in later 
chapters -- has been quite different from that proposed. 

Summary 

6.46. The proourement problem Which had been delaying progress was 
essentially solved by the end of 1942. A small self-sustaining graphite
uranium pile 1'8.S constructed in November 1942, and W.s put into operation for 
the first time on December 2, 1942, at a power level of 1/2 1'8.tt and later at 
200 watts. It was easily controllable thanks to the phenomenon of delayed 
neutron emission. A total of 500 micrograms of plutonium .was made with the 
cyclotron and separated chemically from the uranium and fission products. 
Enough was learned of the chemistry of plutonium to indicate the possibility 
of separation on a relatively large scale. No great advance was made on 
bomb theory, but calculations were checked and experiments with fast neutrons 
extended. If anything, the bomb prospects looked more favorable than a 
year earlier. 

6.47. Enough experimenting and planning were done to delineate 
the problems to be encountered in constructing and operating a large-scale 
production plant. Some progress was made in choice of type of plant, first 
choice at that time being a pile of metallic uranium and graphite, cooled 
either by helium or water. A specific program was drawn up for the construc
tion o'f pilot and production plants. Thia program presented time and cost 
estimates. 
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C HAP1'ER VII 

THE PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION PROBLEM AS OF FEBRUA.trr 1943 

Introduction 

Need of Deoisions 

7 .1. By the first of January 1943, the Metallurgical Laborat 
aohieved its first objective, a chain-reacting pile, and was well on th 
to the second, a process for extracting the plutonium produced in suoh 
It was clearly time to formulate more definite plans for a production p 
The policy deoisions were made by the Policy Committee (see Chapter V) 
recommendations from the Laboratory Director (A. H. Compton), from the . 
Executive Committee, and from the Reviewing Committee that had visited 1 

in December 1942. The only decisions that had already been made were tJ 
first chain-reacting pile should be disme.ntled and then reconstructed o: 
site a short distance from Chicago and that a 1000-kiloWa.tt plutonium p: 
should be built at Clinton, Tennessee. 

The Scale of Production 

7.2. The first decision to be made was on the scale of produ1 
· that should be attempted. For reasons of security the figure ·decided UJ 

may not be disclosed here. It was very large. 

The .Magnitude of the Problem 

7.3. As we have seen, the production of one gram of plutoniUIJ 
day corresponds to a generatio~ of energy at the rate of 500 to 1500 kiJ 
watts. Therefore a plant for large-a cale produo.tion of. plutonium will x 
a very large amount of energy. The problem therefore was -to design a pl 
this capacity on the basis of experience with a pile that could operate 
power level of only 0.2 kilowatt. As regards the plutonium separation 111 

which was equally important, it was neoessary to draw plans for an extre 
and purification plant which would separate some grams a day of plutonit 
some tons of uranium, and such planning had to be based on ini'ormation c 
tained by microohemical studies involving only half a milligram of plutc 
To be sure, there was ini'orma.tion available for the design of the large
pile and separation plant froo auxiliary experiments and from large-seal 
studies of separation processes using uranium as a stand-in for plutoniu 
but even so the proposed extrapolations both as to chain-reacting piles 
as to separation processes were staggering. In peacetime no engineer or 
scientist in his right mind would · consider making such a magnification i 
single stage, and even in w~rtime only the possibility of achieving tre
mendously important results could justify it. 
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Assignment of Responsibility 

7.4. As soon as it had been deoided to go ahead with large-scale 
production of plutonium, it was evident that a great expansion in organiza
tion was neoessary. The Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation he.d been 
selected as the overall engineering and construction firm for the DSM ·Projeot 
soon after the Manhattan District was plaoed in charge of construction work 
in June 1942. By October 1942, it became evident that various component parts 
of the work were too far separated physically and were too complicated tech
nically to be handled by a single company -~ especially in view of the rapid 
pace required. Therefore it we.a decided that it would be advantageous if 
Stone and Webster were relieved of that portion of the work pertaining to the 
oonstruotion of plutonium production .facilities. This was done, e.nd General 
.Groves · selected the E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company as the firm best 
able to .carry on this phase of the work. The e.rra.ngements made with various 
industrial companies by the Manhattan District took various forms. The ar
rangement with du Pont is discussed in detail as an example. 

7 .5. General Groves broached the question to w. S. Carpenter, Jr., 
president of du Pont, and after considerable discussion with him and· other 
officials of the firm, du Pont agreed to undertake the work. In thei~ ao
oeptanoe, they made it ple..i.n &nd it was under~tood by all oonoerned that 
du Pont was undertaking the work only because the Yfe.r Department considered 
the work to be of the utmost importance, and because General Groves stated 
that this view as to importance was on5 held personally by the President or 
the United Sta.tea, the Secretary of We.r, the Chief of Staff, and General 
Groves, and beoause of Gener~l Groves' assertion that du Pont was by far the 
organization best qualified for the job. At the same time, it was recognized 
that the du Pont Company already had assumed all the war-connected activities 
which theil- existing organization could be expected to handle without undue 
difficulty. 

7.6. The du Pont Company, in accepting the undertaking, insisted 
that the work be conducted without profit and without patent rights of any 
kind accruing ,to them. The du Pont Company did request, however, that in 
view of the unknown character of the field into which they were being asked 
to embark, and in view of the unpredictable hazards involved, 'the Government 
provide maximum protection against losses sustained by du Pont. 

7.7. The cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contraot between the Government 
and du Pont established a fixed fee of $1.00. The Government agreed to pay 
all costs of the work by direct reimbursement or through allowances provided 
by the contract to cover administrative and general expenses allocated to the 
work in aooordance with normal du Pont accounting practices as determined by 
audit by certified publio accountants. Under the terms of the contract, any 
portion of these allowances not actually_ expended by du Pont will, at the 
oonolusion of the work, be returned to the United States. The contract also 
provided that no patent rights would accrue to the company. 

7.8. The specific responsibilities assumed by du Pont were to 
engineer, design, and construct a small-scale semi-works at the Clinton 
Engineer Works in Tennessee and to engineer, design, construct, and operate 
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a large-soale plutonium production plant of large oapacity at the Hanfor· 
Engineer Works in the State of Washington. Because of its close coruiect 
with fundamentalresearoh, the Clinton semi-works was to be operated unde. 
direction of the University of Chicago. A large number of key technioal 
people from du Pont were to be used on a loan basis at Chicago and at Cl 
to provide the University with much needed personnel, particularly men w 
industrial experience, and to train certain of such personnel for future 
service at Hanford. 

7 .9. Inasmuch as du Pont was being asked to step out of its n· 
role in chemistry into a new field involving nuclear physics, it was agr1 

that it would be necessary for them to depend most heavily upon the Meta: 
lurgical Laboratory of the University of Chicago for fundamental resear~ 
development data and for advice. The du Pont Company had engineering an1 
industrial experience, but it needed the Metallurgical Laboratory for nu 
physics and radiochemistry experience. The Metallurgical Laboratory con· 
ducted the .f'undamental research on problems bearing on the design and ope 
tion of the semi-works and large-scale production plants. It proposed t l 
essential parts of the plutonium production and recovery processes e.nd e• 
ment, answered the many specific questions raised by du Pont, and studie1 
concurred in the final du Pont decisions and designs. 

7.10. The principal purpose of the Clinton semi-works was devi 
mfJnt of methods of operation for plutonium recovery. The semi-works had 
include of course, a unit for plutonium production, in order to provide 
plutonium to be recovered experimentally. In the time and with the infoi 
tion available, the Clinton production unit could not be designed to be t 

early edition of the Hanford production units which, therefore, had to b4 
designed, constructed and operated witho~t major guidance from Clinton e~ 

perience. In fact, even the Hanford recovery Wlits had to be far along : 
design and procurement or equipment before Clinton results became availa1 
However, the Clinton semi-works proved to be an extremely important tool 
the solution of the many oompletely new problems encountered at Hanford. 
also produced small quantities of plutonium which, along with Metallurgic 
Laboratory data on the properties of plutonium, enabled research in the ' 
of this material to be advanced m~ months. 

Choice of Plant Site 

7.11. Once the scale or production had been agreed upon and tl 
responsibilities assigned, the nature of the plant and its whereabouts he 
be decided. The site in the Tennessee Valley, known officially as the Cl 
Engineer Works, had been acquired by the Army for the whole program as rE 
me~ded in the report to the President (see Chapter V) . 

7.12. Reconsideration at the end of 1942 led General Groves tc 
oonolusion that this site was not sufficiently isolated for a large-scale 
plutonium production plant. At that time, it was conceivable that condi~ 
might arise under whioh a large pile might spread radioactive material 01 

large enough area to endanger neighboring centers of population. In addi 
to the requirement of isolation, there remained the requirement of a lar~ 
power supply which had originally determined the choice of the Tennessee 
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To meet these two requirements a new site was chosen and acquired on the 
Columbia River in the central part of the State of Washington near the Grand 
Coulee power line. Tb.is site was known as the Hanford Engineer Works. 

7.13. Sinoe the Columbia River is the finest supply of pure cold 
river water in this country, the Hanford site was well suited to either the 
helium-oooled plant originally planned or to the wa.ter-oooled plant actually 
erected. The great distances separating the home offioe of du Pont in Wil
mington, Dela.we.re, the pilot plant at Clinton, Tennessee, the Metallurgioal 
Laboratory at Chioago, and the lianf'ord site were extremely inconvenient, but 
this separation could not be avoided. Difficulties also were inherent in 
bringing worlanen to the site and in providing living accommodations for them. 

Choioe of Type of Plant 

7.14. It was really too early in the development to make a oare
fully weighed deoiaion as to the best type of plutonium production plant·. 
Yet a ohoice had to be made so that design could be started and construction 
begwi as soon as possible. Actually a tentative choioe was made and then 
changed. 

7.16. In November 1942, the helium-cooled plant was the first 
choice of the Metallurgical Laboratory. Under the direction of T. V. Moore 
and ll. C. Leverett, preliminary plans for suoh a plant had been worked out. 
The associated design studies were used as bases for ohoice of site, ohoioe 
of accessory equipment, etc. Although these studies had been undertaken 
partly because it had been felt that they oould be carried through more 
quiokly for a helium-cooled plant than for a water-cooled plant, many di.£- , 
ficulties were recognized. .Meanwhile the theoretical group wider Wigner, 
with the cooperation of the engineering personnel, had been asked to prepare 
a report on a water~cooled plant of high-power output. This group had been 
interested in water-cooling almost from the beginning of the project and was 
able to incorporate the results of its studies in a report issued on January 
9, 1943. This report contained maey important ideas that were inoorporated 
in the design of the production plant ereoted at Hanford. 

7.16. When du Pont oame into the picture, it at first aocepted 
the proposal of a helium-oooled plant but after further study decided in favor 
of water-oooling. The reasons for the ohange were n\Dllerous. Those most often 
mentioned were the hazard from leakage of a high-pressure gas coolant carry• 
ing radioactive impurities, the diffioulty of getting large blowers quickly, 
the large amount of helium required, the diffioulty of loading and unloading 
uranium from the pile, and the relatively low power output per kilogram ot · 
uranium metal. These considerations had to be balanced against the peoulia.r 
disadvantages of a water-cooled plant, principally the greater complexity of 
the pile itself and the dangers of corrosion. 

7 .17. Like so many decisions in this project, the choice between 
various types of plant had to be baaed on inoomplete scientific information. 
The information is still incomplete, but there is general agreement that 
water-cooling was the wise ohoice. 
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The Problems of Plant Desi..fi!! 

Speoification of the Overall Problem 

7.18. In Chapter II of this report we attempted to define thE 
eral problem of the uranium projeot as · it app~ared in the summer of 194< 
now wish to give precise definition to the problem of the design of a lE 
scale plant for the production of plutonium. The objeotive had already 
delimited by decisions as to scale of production. type of plant. and si1 
As it then stood, the specific problem wap to design a water-cooled grai 
moderated pile (or several suoh piles) with associated chemioal separatj 
plant to produce a specified, relatively large amount of plutonium. eaoh 
the plant to be built at the Hanford site beside the Columbia River. NE 
to say, speed of construction and effioienoy of operation were prime cot 
siderationa. 

Nature of the Lattice 

7.19. The lattices we have been desoribing heretofore consist 
lumps of uranium imbedded in the graphite moderator. There are two obje 
tiona to suoh a type of lattioe for production purposes: first, it is -d 
fioult t o remove the uranium without disassembling the pile; second, it 
difficult to concentrate the ooolant at the uranium lumps, which are the 
points of maximum production of heat. It was fairly obvious that both t 
diffioulties could be avoided if a rod lattice rather than a point latt 
could be used, that is, if the uranium could be concentrated along lines 
passing through the moderator instead of being situated merely at· points 
There was little doubt that the rod arrangement would be .excellent struc 
turally and mechanically, but there was real doubt as to whether it was 
sible to build such a lattice which would still have a multiplication fa 
k greater than unity. This beoame a problem for both the theoretical an· 
experimental physicists. The theoretioal .physieists had to compute what 
the optimUJ!l spacing and diameter of uranium rods; the experimental physi 
had to perform exponential experiments on lattices of this type in order 
check the findings of the theoretical group. 

Loading and Unloading 

7 .20. Once the idea of a lattioe with oylindrioal symmetry wa1 
cepted, it beoame evident that the pile oould be unloaded and re-loaded 1 

out disassembly since the uranium could be pushed out of the cylindrical 
channels in the graphite moderator and new uranium inserted. The deoisic 
had to be made as to whether the uranium should be in the form of long re 
whioh had advantages from the nuclear-physics point of view, or of relatj 
short cylindrical pieces, whioh had advantages from the point of view of 
handling. In either case, the materials would be so very highly radioac1 
that unloading would have to be carried out by remote control, and the tU 

loaded uranium v1ould have to be handled by remote control from behind sM 
ing. 
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Possible Materials; Corrosion 

7.21. If water was to be used as coolant, it would have to be con
veyed to the regions where heat was genera·bed through oha.imels of some sort. 
Sinoe graphite pipes were not practical, some other kind of pipe would have 
to be used. But the choice of the material for the pipe, like the choioe of 
all the materials to be used in the pile, was limited by nuclear-physios con
siderations. The pipes must be made of some material whose absorption cross 
section for neutrons vras not large enough to bring the value of k below 
unity. Furthernore, the pipes must be made of material which would not dis
integrate under the· heavy density of neutron and gamma radiation present in 
the pile. Finally, the pipes must meet all ordinary requirements of cooling
system pipes: they must not leak; they mu~t not corrode; they must not warp. 

7 .22. From the nuclear-physics poin.t of view there were seven 
possible materials {Pb, Bl,· Be, Al, Mg, Zn, Sn), none of which had hiz;h 
neutron-absorption oross sections. No beryllium tubing was available, and 
of all the other metals only aluminum. was thought to be possible from a 
oorrosion point of view. But it was by no means certain that aluminum would 
be satisfactory, and doubts about the corrosion of the aluminum pipe 11ere 
not settled until the plant had actually operated for some time. 

7.23. While the choice of material for the piping was very diffi• 
cult, similar choices -- involving both nuclear-physics criteria and radia
tion-resistanoe oriteria -- had to be made for all other materials that were 
to be used in the pile. For example, the electric insulating materials to 
be used in any instruments buried in the pile must not disintegrate under the 
radiation. In certain instances where control or experimental probes had to 
be inserted a.~d removed from the pile, the likelihood had to be borne in mind 
that the probes would become intensely radioactive as a result of their ex
posure in the pile and that the degree to which this would occur would depend 
on the material used. 

7.24. Finally, it was not known what effeot the radiation fields 
in the pile would have on the graphite and the uranium. It was later found 
that the ele.ctrio resistance, t.lie elasticity, and the heat oonduotivity of 
the graphite all change with exposure to intense neutron radiation. 

Protection of the Uranium from Corros i on 

7.25. The most effioient cooling procedure would have been to have 
the water flowing in direot oontaot with the uranium in which the heat was 
being produced. Indications were that this was probably out of the question 
beoause the uranium would react ohemioally with the water, at least to a 
sufficient extent to put a dangerous amount of radioactive material into 
solution and probably to the point of disintegrating the uranium slugs. 
Therefore it was necessary to find some method of protecting the uranium 
from direct oontact with the water. Two possibilities were considered: one 
was some sort of coating, either by electroplating or dipping; the other was 
sealing the uranium slug in a protective jacket or "can." Strangely enough, 
t."li's "canning problem" has turned out to be one of the most difficult problems 
encountered in such piles. 
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Water Supply 

7.26. The problem ot dissipating thousands of kilowatts of en 
is by no means a small one. How muoh water was needed depended, of cour 
on the maximum temperature to which the water oould safely be heated and 
maximum temperature to be expected in the intake from the Columbia River 
oertainly the water supply requirement was comparable to that of a fair
ci ty. Pumping stations, filtration and treabnent plants all had to be p 
vided. Furthermore, the system had to be a very reliable one; it was ne 
sary to provide fa.at-operating controls to shut dowi the ohain-reaoting 
in a hurry in case of failure of the water supply. If it was decided to 
"once-through" oooling instea4 of reoiroulation, a retention basin would 
required so that the radioactivity induoed in the water might die · down b 
the water waa re.turned to the river. The volume of water · disoharged was 
going to be so great that such problems of radioactivity were important, 
therefore the minimum time that the water must be held for absolute safe 
h&d to be determined. 

Controls and Instrumentation 

7.27. The control problem-was very similar to that disoussed 
conneotion with the first chain-reacting pile except tha~ everything was 
a larger scale and was, therefore, potentially more dangerous. It was n 
sary to provide operating oontrols which would automatically keep the pi 
operating at a determined power level. Such controls had to be oonneote 

· with instruments in the pile whioh would measure ~eutron density or some 
property which iudicated the 'power level. There would 'ai so have to be e: 
genoy oontrols which would operate aimost instantaneously if the power 1 
showed signs of rapid increase or if there was 8.IJ¥ interruption of the w 
supply. It was highly desirable that there be some means of detecting i: 
oipient diffioulties suoh as the plugging of a single water tube or a br 
the coating of one of the uranit.U11 slugs. All these oontrols and instrum 
had to be operated from behind the thick shielding walls desoribed below 

Shielding 

7.28. A.a we have mentioned a number of times, the radiation g 
off from a pile operating at a high power level is so strong as to make 
quite impossible for any of the operating personnel to go near the pile. 
Furthermore, this radiation, .particularly the neutrons, has a pronounoed 
oapaoi ty for leaking out throug.,li holes or oraoks _in barriers. The whole 
power pile therefore has to be enolosed in very thiok walls of oon~rete, 
steel, or other absorbing material. But at the same time it has to be p• 
sible to load and unload the pile through these shields and to oarry the 
supply in and out through the shields. The shields should not only be r1 
tion-tight but air-tight sinoe ai~ exposed to the radiation in the pile , 
become radioactive. 

7.29. The radiation dangers that require shielding in the pil1 
oontinue through a large part of the separation plant. Since the fissiol 
produots assooiated with the production ot the· plutonium are highly radii 
aotive, the uranium after ejeotion from the pile must be handled by remo· 
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control fron behind shielding and must be shielded during transportation to 
the separation plant. All the stages of the separation plant, including 
analyses, must be handled by remote control from behind shields up to the 
point where the plutonium is relatively free of radioactive fission products. 

Maintenance 

7.30. The problem of maintenance is very simply stated. There 
could not be e.ny maintenance inside the shield or pile once the pile had 
operated. The same remark applies to a somewhat lesser extent to the separa
tion unit, where it was pr9ba~le that a shut-down for servicing could be ef
fected, provided, of course, that adequate remotely-controlled decontamination 
processes were carried out in order to reduce the radiation intensity below 
the level dangerous to personnel. The maintenance problem for the aweilie.ry 
parts of the plant was normal except for the extreme importance of having 
stand-by pumping and power equipment to prevent a sudden accidental breakdown 
of the cooling system. 

Schedule of Loading and Unloading 

7.31. Evidently the amount of plutonium in an undisturbed operating 
pile increases with time of operation.- Since Pu-239 itself undergoes fission 
its formation tends to maintain the chain reaction, while the gradual disap
pearance of the U-235 and the appearance . of fission products with large 
neutron absorption cross sections tend to stop the reaction. The determina
tion of when a producing pile should be shut down and the plutonium extracted 
involves a nice balancing of these factors against time schedules, material 
costs, separation-process efficienoy, etc. Strictly speaking, this problem 
is one of operation rather than of design of the plant. but some thought had 
to be given to it in order to plan the flow of uranium slugs to the pile and 
from the pile to the separation plant. 

Size of' .Units 

7.32. We have been speaking of the production capacity of the 
plant only in terms of overall production rate. Naturally, a given rate of 
production might be achieved in a single large pile or in a number of smaller 
ones. The principal advantage of the smaller piles would be the reduction in 
construction time for the first pile, the possibility of making alterations 
in later piles, and -- perhaps most important -- the improbabil~ty of simul
taneous breakdown of all piles~ The disadvantage of small piles is that they 
require disproportionately large amounts of uranium, moderator, etc. There 
is, in fact, a preferred "natural size" of pile which can be roughly deter
mined on theoretioal grounds. 

General Nature of the Separation Plant 

7.33. As we have already pointed out, the slugs coming from the 
pile a.re highly radioactive and therefore must be processed by remote control 
in shielded oomparbnents. The general soheme to be followed was suggested in 
the latter part of 1942, particularly in connection with plans for the Clinton 
separation plant. This scheme was to build a "canyon'' which would consist of 
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a series of oompar'blents with heavy oonorete walls arranged in a line 9.l 

almost completely buried in the ground. Each compartment would contain 
necessary dissolving or precipitating tanks or centrifuges. The slugs v 
come into the compartment at one end of the oaeyon; they would then.be c 
solved and go through the various stages of solution, precipitation, oxj 
tion, or reduction, being pumped from one compartment to the next until 
solution of plutonium free from uranium and fission products oam.e out ir 
last compartment. As in the case of the pile, everything would be operE 
by remote control from above grotind, but the operations would be far moi 
oomplioated than in the case of the pile. However, as far as the chemic 
operations themselves were concerned, their general nature was not so fe 
removed from the normal fields of activity of the chemists involved. 

Analytical Control 

7.34. In the first stages of the separation process even the 
tine analysis of samples which was necessary in checking the operation c 
various chemical processes had to be done by remote control. Such testj 
was facilitated, however, by use of radioactive lilethods of analysis as ~ 
as conventional chemical analyses. 

Waste Disposal 

7.35. The raw material (uranium) is not dangerously radioact1 
The desired product (plutonium) does not give off penetrating radiation, 
the combination of its alpha-ray activity and chemical properties make i 
of the most dangerous substances known if it once gets into the body. E 
ever, the really troublesome materials a.re the fission products, i.e., t 
major fragments into which uranium is split by fission. The fission pro 
are extremely active and include some thirty elements. Among them are r 
aotive xenon and radioactive iodine. These are released in considerable 
quantity when the slugs are dissolved and must be disposed of with speci 
care. High stacks must be built which will carry off these gases along · 
the aoid fumes ' from the first dissolving unit, and it must be establishe 
that the mixing of the radioactive gases with the atmosphere will not en 
ger the surrounding territory. 

7.36. Most or the other fission products can be retained in s 
tion but must eventually be disposed of. Of course, possible pollution 
the adjacent river must be considered. 

Recovery of Uranium 

7.37. Evidently, even if the uranium were left in the pile un 
all the U-235 had undergone fission, there would still be a large amount 
U-238 which had not been converted to plutonium.. Aotually the process i : 
stopped long before this stage is reaohed. Uranium is an expensive mate: 
and the total available supply is seriously limited. Therefore the poss : 
bility of recovering it after the plutonium is separated must be considei 
Originally there was no plan for early recovery, but merely the intentio1 
storing the uranium solution. Later, methods of large-scale recovery W8l 

developed. 
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Corrosion in the Separation Pl.ant 

7.38. An unusual t'ea.ture of the ohemioal prooesses involved was 
that these processes ocour in the presenoe of a high density of radiation. 
Therefore the containers used may oorrode more rapidly than they would under 
normal circumstanoes. Furthermore. any such corrosion will be serious be
cause of the difficulty of aocess. For a long time. information was sadly 
laoking on these dangers. 

Effect of Radiation on Chemical Reaotions 

7.39. The chemioal reactions proposed for an extraction process 
were, of course, tested in the laboratory. However. they could not be tested 
with appreoiable amounts of plutonium nor could they be tested in the pre
sence of radiation of anything like the expected intensity. Therefore it 
was realized that a process found to be successful in the laboratory might 
not work in the plant. 

Choice of Process 

7 .40. The description given above as to what was to happen in the 
successive chambers in the canyon was very vague. This was necessarily so, 
since even by January 19~ no decision had been made as to what process would 
be used for the extraction and purification of plutonium. The major problem 
before the Chemistry Division of the Metallurgical Le.boratory was the selec
tion of the best process for the plant. 

The Health Problem 

7.41. Besides the hazards normally present during construction 
and operation of a large chemical plant, dangers of a new kind were expected 
here. Two types of radiation hazard were anticipated -- neutrons generated 
in the pile. and alpha-particles, beta-partioles, and gamma rays emitted by 
products of the pile. Although the general effects of these radiations had 
been proved to be similar to those of X-rays. very little detailed knowledge 
was available. Obviously the amounts of radioactive material to be handled 
were many times greater than had ever been encountered before. 

7.42. The health group had to plan three programs: (1) provision 
of instruments and clinical tests to detect any evidence of dangerous ex
posure of the personnel; (2) research on the effects of radiation on persons, 
instruments, eto.; and (3) estimates of vilat shielding and safety measures 
must be incorporated in the design and plan of operation of the plant. 

The Properties of Plutonium 

7.~. Although we were embarking on a major enterprise to produce 
plutonium, we still had less than a milligram to study aild still had only 
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limited familiari~J with its properties. The study of plutonium, therefc 
remained a major problem of the Me~llurgical Laboratory. 

The Training of Operators 

7.44. · Evidently the operation of a full-soale plant of the tYI 
planned would require a large and highly skilled group of operators. Alt 
du Pont had a tremendoua baokground of experience in the operation of var 
kinda of ohemioal plant, this was something new and it was evident that c 
ating personnel would need speoial training. Such training was carried c 
partly in Chioago and its environs, but principally at the Clinton La.bore 
tories. 

The Need for Further Information 

7.45. In the preceding paragraphs of this chapter we have outl 
the problems oontronting the group oharged with designing and building a 
plutonium production plant. In Chapter VI the progress in this field up 
.the end of 1942 was reviewed·. Throughout these chapters it is made olear 
a great deal more information was required to assure the success of the p 
Suoh answers as had been obtained to most of the questions were only tent 
tive. Consequently research had to be pushed simultaneously with plannin 
and construction. 

The Researoh Program 

7.46. To meet the need for further information, research progr 
were laid out for the .Me.tallurgical Laboratory and the Clinton Laboratory 
The following passage is an exoerpt from the 1943 program of the Metallur 
Projecti 

Product Production Studies - These include all aspects of the researc 
developnent and semi-works studies necessary for the design, oonstruc 
and operation of chain-reacting piles to produoe plutonium or other 
materials. 

Pile Characteriatios - Theoretical studies and experiments on la 
structures to prediot behavior in high-level piles, suoh as temp 
ture and barometrio effects, neutron characteristics, pile poiso: 
etc. 

Control of Reaoting Units - Design and experimental tests of dev 
for oontrolling rate of reaction in piles. 

Cooling of Reacting Units - Physioal studies of ooolant material 
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engineering problems of circulation, cor~osion, erosion, etc. 

Instrumentation - Developnent of instruments and technique for 
monitoring pile and surveying radiation throughout plant area. 

Protection - Shielding, biological effects of radiation at. pile 
and clinical effects of operations associated with pile. · 

Materials - Study of physical (mechanical and nuclear) properties 
of construction and process materials used in pile construction and 
operation. 

Activation Investigations - Production of experimental amounts of 
radioactive materials in cyclotron and in piles and study of activa
tion of materials by neutrons, protons, electrons, gamma-rays, etc. 

Pile Operation - Study of pile operation procedures such as materials 
handling, instrument operation, etc. 

Prooeaa Design - Study of possible production processes as a whole 
leading to detailed work in other categories. 

Product Recovery; Studie~ - These include all aspects of the work necessary 
for the development of processes for the extraction of plutonium and pos
sible by-products .t'rom 'the pile material and their preparation in purified 
form. Major effort at the Metallurgical Laboratory will be on a single 
process to be selected by Jun~ 1, 1943 for the production of plutonium, 
but alternatives will continue to be studied both at the Metallurgical 
Laboratory and Clinton with whatever manpower is available. 

Separation - Processes for solution of ur8.nium, extraction of plu
tonium and decontamination by removal of fission products. 

Concentr~tion, Purification and Product Reduction - Processes leading 
to production of plutonium as pure metal, and study of properties of 
plutonium necessary to its production. 

Wastes - Disposal and possible methods of recovery of fission prod
ucts and metal from wastes. 

Instrumentation - Development and testing of instrumenta for monitor
ing chemical processes and surveying radiation throughout the area. 

Proteotion - Shielding studies, determination of biological effeots 
of radioactive dusts, liquids, solids, and other prooess materials, 
and protective measures. 

Materials - Corrosion of equi?nent materials, and radiation stability. 
Necessary purity and purity analysis of process materials, etc. 

Reoovery of Activated Materials - Develo?llent of methods and actual 
recovery of activated material (tracers, etc.) from oyclotron and 
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pile-activated materials. 

Operations Studies - Equipment performance, process control, ms 
handling operations, etc. 

Prooess Design - Study of produot recovery processes as a whole 
processes, pb¥sical methods) leading to detailed work in other 
gories. 

Fundamental Researoh - Studies of the fundamental pb¥sical, chemical 
biological phenomena occurring in chain-reacting piles, and basic pr 
ties of all materials involved. Although the primary emphasis at Cl 
is on the semi-works ievel, much fundaniental researoh will require C 
conditions (high radiation intensity, large scale prooessea). 

Nuclear .Physics - Fundamental properties of nuclear fission sue 
oro~s seotion, neutron yield, fission species, etc. Other nucl 
properties important to processes, such as cross sections, prop 
of moderators, neutron effeot on materials, etc. 

General sics - Basic instrument (electronio, ionization, opt 
etc. research, atomio m&ss determinations, neutron, cx_13, y ra 
tion studies, X-ray investigations, eto. 

Radiation Chemis'?7 - E£fects of radiation on chemical processe 
chemical reactions prodqced by radiation. 

Nuclear Chemistrz - Tracing of fission products, disintegration 
stants, chains, investigation of nuclei of possible use to proj1 

Product Chemistry - Chemical properties of various products and 
basic studies 1n separation and purification of products. 

General Chemistrz - Chemistry of primary materials and material: 
sociated with process, including by-products. 

General Biology - Fundamental studies of effects of radiation 01 

living matter, metabolism of important materials, eto. 

Clinical Investigation.a - Basic investigations, such as hematolc 
pathology, eto. 

Metallurgical Studies - Pl-opertiea of U, Pu, Be, eto. 

Engineering Studies - Jlhenomena basic to corrosion and similar 
studies essential to continued engineering development of procei 

7.47. An examination of this program gives an idea of the ~ree 
range of investigations which were oonsidered likely to give relevant in· 
forma.tion. ~ of the topics listed are not specific research problems 
such as might be solved by a small team of scientists working for a ffYW 
months but are whole fields of investigation that might be studied with 
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profit for years. It was neoessary to piok the speoifio problems th'at were 
likely to give the most immediately use£ul results but at the same time it 
was desirable to try to uncover general prinoiples. For example, the effeot 
of radiation on the properties of materials ("radiation stability") was almost 
entirely unknown. It was neoessary both to make empirical tests on partio
ular materials that might be used in a pile and to devise general theories of 
the observed effects. Every effort was made to relate all work to the general 
objective: a successful production plant. 

Organization of the Project 

7.48. There have been man,y ohanges in the organization and personnel 
of the project. During most of the period of construction at Clinton and Han
ford, ~. H. Compton was Director of the Metallurgical Project; s. X. Allison 
was Director of the Metallurgical Laboratory at Chicago; and M. D.· Whitaker 
was Director of the Clinton Laboratory. The Chicago group wa.s organized in 
four diviaionsi physics, chemistry, technology, and heal th. Later the 
physics division was split into general physics and nuclear physics. · R. L. 
Doan was researoh qirector at Clinton but there was no corresponding position 
at Chicago. Among others who have been associate or assistan'b laboratory or 
project directors or have been division direotors are s. T. Cantril, c. M. 
Cooper~ F. Daniels, ~. J. Dempster, E. Fermi, J. Franck, N. Hilberry, T. R. 
Rogness, w. c. Johnson, H. D. SJD\Yth, J. c. Stearns, R. s. Stone, H. C. Vernon, 
lf. w. Watson, and E. Wigner. 

7.49. It was the responsibility of these men to see that the re
search program described above was carried out and that signifioant results 
were reported to du Pont. It was their responsibility also to answer ques-. 
tions raised by du Pont and to approve or oriticize plans aubmitted by 
du Pont. 

Cooperation between the .Metallurgical Laboratory and du Pont 

7.50. Since du Pont was the design and construction organization 
and the Metallurgical Laboratory was the research organization, it was ob
vious that olose cooperation was essential. Not only did du Pont need an
swers to specifio questions, but they could benefit by criticism and sug
gestions on the many points where the Metallurgical group was especially 
well-informed. Similarly, the Metallurgical group oould profit by the 
knowledge of du Pont on ma.ny teohnioal questions of design, oonstruotion, 
and operation. To promote this kind of oooperation du Pont stationed one or 
their physioists, J. B • .Miles, at Chicago, and had many other du Pont men, 
partioularly C. H. Greenewalt, spend much of their time at Chioago. Miles 
and Greenawalt regularly attended meetings of the Laboratory Counoil. There 
was no similar reciprocal arr&ngement although many members of the laboratory 
visited Wilmington informally. In addition, J. A. Vfueeler was transferred 
from Chicago to Wilmington and beoame a member of the du Pont staff. There 
was, of course, constant exchange of reports and letters, a.nd conferences 
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were held frequently between Compton and R. Williams of du Pont. Whi tal 
spent muoh of his time at Yiilmington during the period when the Clinton 
plant was being designed and oonstruoted. 

Summary 

7 .51. By -Jm uary 1943, the decision had been made to build a 
tonium production plant with a large capacity. This meant a pile develc 
thousands ot kilowatts and a ohemioe.1 sep&.ration plant to extraot the pl 
The du Pont Company was to design, oonstruot, and operate the plantJ th~ 
Metallurgical Laboratory was to do the neoEJBaary research. A ai te was c 
on the Columbia River at Hanford, Washington. A tentative deoision to 1: 
a helium-cooled plant was reversed in favor of water-cooling. The princ 
problems were those involving lattice design, loading and unloading, ch< 
of materials pe.rtioule.rly with refsrenoe to corrosion and radiation, wa1 
supply, controls and instrumentation, health hazards, ohemioal separatic 
process, arid design of the separation plant. Plans were made for the nE 
s&ry fundamental and technical research and for the training of operator 
Arrangements were made for liaison between du Pont and the Metallurgical 
Laboratory. · 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE PLU'roNIUY PIDBIEM 
JANUARY 1943 TO JUNE 1942 

8.1. The necessity tor pushing the design and construction oj 
full-scale plutonium plant simultaneously with research and development 
evitably led to a certain amount of confusion and inefficiency. It beci 
essential to investigate many alternative proce.cises. It became necessa1 
investiga~e all possible causes of failure even when the probability of 
becoming serious was very snall. Now that the Hanford plant is producir 
plutonium successfully, we believe it is fair to say that a large percer 
of the results of investigation made between the end of 1942 and the end 
1944 will never be used - at least not for the originally intended pwJ: 
Nevertheless had the Hanford plant run into difficulties, any one o:t the 
superfluous investigations might have furnished just the information req 
to convert .failure into success. Even now it is impossible to say that 
improvements may not depend on the results of researches that seem um.mp 
today. 

( 8.2. It is estimated that thirty volumes will be required for 
complete report of the significant scientific results of researches cond 
under the auspices of the Metallurgical Project. Work was done on every 
mentioned on the research program presented in the last chapter. In the 
sent account it would be obviously impossible to give more than a brief 
stract of all these researches. -We believe this would be unsatisfactory 
that it is preferable to give a general discussion of the chain-reacting 
and separation plants as they now operate, with some discussion of the e. 
developments. 

The Chain Reaction in a Pile 

8.J. In Chapter I and other early chapters we have given brieJ 
counts of the fission process, pile operation, and chemical separation. 
shall now review these topics from a somewhat different point of ~ew beJ 
describing the plutonium production plants themselves. 

8.4. The operation ot a pile depends on the passage of neutroJ 
through matter and on the nature of the collisions of neutrons with the J 
encountered. The collisions of principal importance are the following: 
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r. Collisions in which neutrons are scattered and lose 
appreciable amounts of energy. 

(a) Inelastic collisions of fast neutrons with 
uranium nuclei. 

(b) Elastic collisions of fast or moderately fast 
neutrons with the light nuclei of the modera
tor material; these collisions serve to reduce 
the neutron energy to very low (so-called 
thermal) energies. 

II. Collisions in which the neutrons are absorbed. 

(a) Collisions which result in fission of 
nuclei and give fission products and 
additional neutrons. 

(b) Collisions which result in the formation 
of new nuclei which subsequently disin-

. 2.39 
tegrate radioactively (e.g., 92U 

which produces 94Pu
239

). 

8.5. Only the second class of collision requires further discussion. 
As regards collisions of type II (a), the most important in a pile are the 
collisions between neutrons and U-2.35, but the high-energy fission of U-2.38 
and the thermal fission of Pu-2.39 also take place. Collisions of type II (b) 
are chiefly those between neutrons and U-2.38. Such collisions occur for neu
trons of all ener'gies, but they are most likely to occur for neutrons whose 
energies lie in the "resonance" region located somewhat above thermal 
energies. The seque11ce of results of the type II (b) collision is repre-
sented as follows: · 

92u2.38 +onl :> 92U239 + gamma rays 

u2.39 Np2.39 0 ,. +-le 92 2.3 min. 9.3 

N 239 239 90 .... ~ 
94Pu + -1 gamma rays 93 p 2.J days 

8.6. Any other non-fission absorption processes are important 
chiefly because they waste neutrons; they occur in the moderator, in U-235, 
in the coolant, in the impurities originally present, in the fission products, 
and even in plutonium itself. 

8.?. Since the object of the chain reaction is to generate pluton
ium, we would like to absorb all excess neutrons in U-2.38, leaving just enough 
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neutrons to produce fission and thus to maintain the chain reaction. A1 
the tendency of the neutrons to be absorbed by the dominant isotope U-2: 
so great compared to their tendency to produce fission in the 140-times· 
U-235 that the principal design effort had to be directed toward favori1 
fission (as by using a moderator, a suitable lattice, materials of high 
etc.,) in order to maintain the chain reaction. 

Lite History of One Generation of Neutrons 

8.8. All the chain-reacting piles designed by the Metallurgic 
Laboratory or with its cooperation consist of four categories of materii 
the uranium metal, the moderator, the coolant, and the auxiliary materi~ 
such as water tubes, casings of uranium, control strips or rods, impurii 
etc. All the piles depend on stray neutrons from spontaneous fission oJ 
IiJ.ic rays to initiate the reaction. 

8.9. Suppose that the pile were to be started by simultaneou~ 
lease (in the uranium metal) of N high-energy neutrons. Most of these 1 

trons originally have energies above the threshold energy of fission of 
However, as the neutrons pass back and forth in the metal and moderator: 
suffer numerous inelastic collisions with the uranium and numerous elas1 
collisions with the moderator, and all these collisions serve to reduce 
energies below that threshold. Specifically, in a typical graphite-modE 
pile a neutron that has escaped from the uranium into the gr3phite travE 

. on the average about 2.5 cm between collisions and makes on the average 
200 elastic collisions before passing from the graphite back into the u1 
Since at each such collision a neutron loses on the average about one 

of its energy, a one Mev neutron is reduced to thermal energy (usually t 
to be 0.025 electron volt) considerably before completing a single tram 
through the graphite. There are, of course, many neutrons that depart 1 
this average behavior, and there will be enough fissions produced by fas 
trons to enhance slightly the number of neutrons present. The enhanceme 
may be taken into account by multiplying the original number of neutrons 
by a factor C,.which is called the fast-fission effect or the fast-multif 
tion factor. 

8.10. As the average energy of the Ne. neutrons present contin 
to fall, inelastic collision in the uranium becomes unimportant, the ene 
being reduced essentially only in the moderator. However, the chance of 
fission absorption (resonance capture) in U-238 becomes significant as t 
intermediate or resonance energy region is reached. Actually quite a nu 
of neutrons in this energy region will be absorbed regardless of . choice 

lattice design. The effect of such capture may be expressed by multiply 
N& by a factor p, (which is always less than one) called the "resonance 
probabilitytt which is the probability that a given neutron starting with 
above the resonance region will reach thennal energies without absorptio. 
U-238. Thus from the original N high-energy neutrons we obtain NeP neut: 
of thermal energy. 

8.11. Once a neutron has reached thermal energy the chance of 
losing more energy by collision is no greater than the chance of its gai: 
energy. Consequently the neutrons will remain at this average energy un· 
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they are absorbed. In the thermal-energy region the chance for absorption 
of the neutr<;m by the moderator, the coolant and the auxiliary materials is 
greater than at higher energies. At any rate it is fmmd that we introduce 
little error into our calculations by assuming all such unwanted absorption 
takes place in this energy region. We now introduce a factor f, called the 
thermal utilization factor, which is defined as the probability that a given 
thermal neutron will be absorbed in the uranium. Thus from the original N 
fast neutrons we have obtained N&pf thermal neutrons which are absorbed by 
uranium. 

8.12. Although there are several ways in which the normal mixture 
of uranium isotopes can absorb neutrons, the reader may recall that we defined 
in a previous chapter a quantity?), which is the number of fission neutrons 
produced for each thermal neutron absorbed in uranium regardless of the de
tails of the process. If, therefore, we multiply the number of thermal neu~ 
trons absorbed in uranium, NE.pf, byl, we have the number of new high speed 
neutrons generated by the original N high speed neutrons in the course of 
their lives. If NG.pf~ .is greater than N, we have a chain reaction and the 
number of neutrons is continually increasing. Evidently the product C,pf9 
= k00 , the multiplication factor already defined in Chapter IV. 

8.13. Note that no mention has been made of neutrons escaping rrom 
the pile. Such mention has been deliberately avoided since the value of kex> 
as defined above applies to an infinite lattice. From the known values of 
kex> and the fact that these piles do operate, one finds that the percentage 
of neutrons escaping cannot be very great. As we saw in Chapter II, the es
cape of neutrons bec~es relatively less important as the size of the pile 
increases. If it is necessary to· introduce in the pile a large amount of 
auxiliary material such as cooling-system pipes, it is necessary to build a 
somewhat larger pile to counteract the increase in absorption. 

8.14. To sum up, a pile operates by reducing high-energy neutrons 
to thermal energies by the use of a moderator-lattice arrangement, then al
lowing the thermal-energy neutrons to be absorbed by uranium, causing fission 
which regenerates further high-energy neutrons. The regeneration of neutrons 
is aided sli~tly by the fast neutron effect; it is impeded by resonance ab
sorption during the process of, energy reduction, by absorption in graphite 
and other materials, and by neutron escape. 

The Effects of Reaction Products on the Multiplication Factor 

8~15. Even at the high power level used in the Hanford piles, only 
a few grams of U-238 and of U-235 are used up per day per million grams of 
uranium present. Nevertheless the effects of these changes are very important. 
As the U-235 is becoming depleted, the concentration of plutonium is increas
ing. Fortunately, plutonium itself is fissionable by thermal neutrons and 
so tends to counterbalance the decrease of U-235 as far as maintaining the 
chain reaction is concerned. However, other fission products are being pro
duced also. These consist typically of unstable and relatively unfamiliar 
nuclei so that it was originally impossible to predict how great an undesir
able effect they would have on the multiplication constant. Such deleterious 
effects are called poisoning. In spite of a great deal of preliminary study 
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of fission products, an unforeseen poisoning effect of this kind very ne 
prevents operation of the Hanford piles, as we shall see laten 

The Reaction Products and the Separation Problem 

8.16. There are two main parts of the plutonium production pr 
at Hanford: actual production in the pile, and separation of the pluton 
from the uranium slugs in which it is formed. We turn now to a discussi 
of the second part, the separation process. 

8.1?. The uranium slugs containing plutonium also contain oth 
elements resulting from the fission of U-235. When a U-235 nucleus unde 
fission, it emits one or more neutrons and splits into two fragments of 
parable size and of total mass 235 or less. Apparently fission into pre 
equal masses rarely occurs, the most abundant fragments being a fragment 
mass number between 134 and l44 and a fragment of .mass number between 10 
90. Thus there are two' groups of fission products: a heavy group with J 

numbers extending approximately from 127 to 154, and a light group from , 
proximately 115 to 83. These fission products are in the main unstable : 
topes of the thirty or so known elements in these general ranges of mass 
ber. Typically they decay by successive beta emissions accompanied by ~ 
~adiation finally to form known stable nuclei. The half-lives of the va; 
intermediate nuclei range fran fractions of a second to a year or more; : 
of the important species have half-lives of the ord~r of a month or so. 
twenty different elements are present in significant concentration. The 
abundant of these comprises slightly less than 10 percent of the aggrega1 

8.18. In addition to radioactive fission products, U-239 and l 
(intermediate products in the format.ion of plutonium) are present in the 
and are radioactive. The concentrations of all these products begin to l 
up at the moment the pile starts operating. Eventually the rate of radi< 
active decay equals the rate of formation so that the concentrations bee< 
constant. For example, the number of atoms of U-239 produced per second 
constant for a pile operating at a fixed power level. According to the J 
of radioactive disintegration, the number of U-239 atoms disappearing pe1 

. second is proportional to the number of such atoms present and is thus ir 
creasing during the first few minutes or hours after the pile is put intc 
operation. Consequently there soon will be practically as many nuclei dj 
integrating each second as are formed each second. Equilibrium concentra 
for other nuclei will be approached in similar manner, the equilibrium cc 
tration be:tng proportional to the rate of formation of the nucleus and tc 
half-life. Products which are stable or of extremely long half-life (e.€ 
plutonium) will steadily increase in concentration for a considerable tirr 
When the pile is stopped, the radioactivity of course continues, but at a 
tinually diminishing absolute rate. Isotopes of very short half-life may 
11drop out of sight" in a few minutes or hours; others of longer half-life 
appreciably active for days or months. Thus at any time the concentratio 
of the various product~ in a recently stopped pile depend on what the pow 
level was, on how long the pile ran, and on how long it has been shut dow 
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Of course, the longer the pile has run, the larger is the concentration of 
plutonium and (unfortunately) the larger is the concentration of long-lived 
fission products. The longer the "cooling" period, i.e., the period between 
removal of material from the pile and chemical treatment, the lower is the 
radiation intensity from the fission products. A compromise must be made be
tween such considerations as the desire for a long running and cooling time 
on the one hand and the desire for early extraction of the plutonium on the 
other hand. 

8.19. Tables can be prepared showing the chemical concentrations 
of plutonium and the various fission products as functions of power level, 
length of operation, and length of cooling period. The half life of the U-239 
is so short that its concentration becomes negligible soon after the pile shuts 
down. The neptunium becomes converted fairly rapidly to plutonium. Of course, 
the total weight of fission products, stable and unstable, remains practically 
constant after the pile is stopped. For the Clinton and Hanford operating 

· conditions the maximum plutonium concentration attained is so small as to add 
materially to the difficulty of chemical separation. 

The Choice of a Chemical Separation Process 

8.20. The problem then is to make a chemical separation at the 
daily rate of, say, several grams of plutonium from several thousand grams 
of uranium contaminated with large amounts of dangerously radioactive fission 
products canprising twenty different elements. The problem is especially dif
ficult as the plutonium purity requirements are very high indeed. 

8.21. Four types of method for chemical separation were examined: 
volatility, absorption, solvent extraction, and precipitation. The work on 
absorption and solvent extraction methods has been extensive and such methods 
may be increasingly used in the main process or in waste recovery, but the 
Hanford Plant was designed for a precipitation process. 

8.22. * The phenomena of co-precipitation, i.e., the precipitation 
of small concentrations of one element along with a "carrier" precipitate of 
some other element, had been commonly used in radioactive chemistry, and was 
adopted for plutonium separation. The early work on plutonium chemistry, con
fined as it was to minute amounts of the element, made great use of precipi
tation reactions frcm which solubility properties could be deduced. It was 
therefore natural that precipitation methods of separation were the most ad
vanced at the time when the plant design was started. It was felt that, should 
the several steps in the separations process have to be developed partly by 
the empirical approach, there would be less risk in the scale-up of a precipi
tation process than, for example, of on~ involving solid-phase reactions. In 

* Paragraphs S.22 - 8.26 are quoted or paraphrased from a general 
report of the Metallurgical Laboratory prepared in the spring of 1945. 
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addition, the precipitation processes then in mind could be broken into 
quence of repeated operations (called cycles), thereby limiting the numl 
different equipment pieces requiring design and allowing considerable pz 
change without equipment change. Thus, while the basic plant design wa~ 
with one method in mind, the final choice of a different method led to r 
barrassments. 

8.23. Most of the precipitation processes which have receivec 
serious consideration made use of an alternation between the (IV) and (V 
oxidation states of plutonium. Such processes involve a precipitation c 
plutonium (IV) with a certain compound as a carrier, then dissolution of 
precipitate, oxidation of the plutonium to the (VI) state, and reprecipi 
of the carrier compound while the plutonium (VI) remains in solution. F 
products which are not carried by these compounds remain in solution whe 
plutonium (IV) is precipitated. The fission products which carry are re 
from the plutonium when it is in the (VI) state. Successive oxi.dation-r 
cycles are carried out until the desired decontamination is achieved. ( 
process of elimination of the fission products is called decontamination 
the degree of elimination is tested by measuring the change in radioacti 
of the material.) 

Combination Processes. 

8.24. It is possible to combine or couple the various types o 
cess. Some advantages may be gained in this way since one type of proce 
supplement another. For example, a process which gi. ves good decontamina· 
might be combined advantageously with one which, while inefficient for d· 
tamination, would be very efficient for separation from uranium. 

8.25. At the time when it became necessary to decide on the p: 
to serve as the basis for the design of the Hanford plant (June 1943), tl 
choice, for reasons given above, was limited to precipitation processes • 
clearly lay between two such processes. However, the process as finally 
chosen actually represented a combination of the two·. 

8.26. The success of the separation process at Hanford has ex< 
all expectations. The high yields and decontamination factors and the r~ 
ease of operation have amply demonstrated the wisdom of its choice as a J 
This choice was based on a knowledge of plutonium chemistry which had beE 
gleaned from less than a milligram of plutonium. Further developments m~ 
make the present Hanford process obsolete, but the principal goal, which 
to have a workable and efficient process for use as soon as the Hanford f 
were delivering plutonium, has been attained. 

The Argonne Laboratory 

8.27. The Argonne Laboratory was constructed early in 1943 out 
Chicago. The site originally intended for a pilot plant, was later consi 

( to be too near the city and was used for reconstructing the so-called Wes 
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Stands pile which was originally built on the University of Chicago grounds 
and which was certainly innocuous. Under the direction of E. Fermi and his 
colleagues, H. t. Anderson, w. H. Zinn, G. Weil, and others, this pile has 
served as a prototype unit for studies of thermal stability, controls, instru
ments, and shielding, and as a neutron source for materials testing and 
neutron-physics studies. Furthermore, it has proved valuable as a training 
school for plant operators. More recently a heavy-water pile (see below) 
has been constructed there. 

8.28. The first Argonne pile, a graphite-uranium pile, need not 
be described in detail. The materials and lattice strucb.JEe are nearly identi
cal to those which were used for the ori~nal West Stands pile. The pile is 
a cube; it is surrounded by a shield and has controls and safety devices 
somewhat similar to those used later at Clinton. It has no cooling system 
and is normally run at a power level of only a few k~ .lowatts. It has 
occasionally been run at high-power levels for very brief periods. Consider
ing that it is merely a reconstruction of the first chain-reacting unit ever 
built, it is amazing that it has continued in operation for more than two 
years without developing any major troubles. 

8.29. One of the most valuable uses of the Argonne pile has been 
the measurement of neutron-absorption cross sections of a great variety of 
elements which might be used in piles as structural members, etc., or which 
might be present in pile materials as impurities. These measurements are 
made by observing the change in the controls necessary to make keff equal to 
1.00 when a known amount of the substance under study is inserted at a 
definite position in the pile. The results obtained were usually expressed 
in terms of "danger coefficients." 

8.JO. An opening at the top of the pile lets out a very uniform 
beam of thermal neutrons that can be used for exponential-pile experiments, 
for direct measurements of absorption cross sections, for Wilson cloud 
chamber studies, etc. 

8.Jl. An interesting phenomenon occurring at the top of the pile 
is the production of a beam or flow of "cold" neutrons. If a sufficient 
amount of graphite is interposed between the upper surface of the pile and an 
observation point a few yards above, the neutron energy distribution is found 
to correspond to a temperature much lower than that of the graphite. · This is 
presumed to be the result of a preferential transmission by the (crystalline) 
graphite of the slowest ("coldest") neutrons, whose quantum-mechanical wave
length is great compared to the distance between successive planes in the 
graphite crystals. 

8.32. More recently a pile using heavy water as moderator was con
structed in the Argonne Laboratory. The very high intensity beam of neutrons 
produced by this pile has been found well-suited to the study- of "neutron 
optics", e.g., reflection and refraction of neutron beams as by graphite. 

8.JJ. A constant objective of the Argonne Laboratory has been a 
better understanding of nuclear processes in uranium, neptunium, and plutonium. 
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Repeated experiments have been made to improve the accuracy of constants 
as thermal-fission cross sections of U-235, U-238, and Pu-239, probabili 
of non-fission neutron absorption by each of these nuclei, and number of 
trons emitted per fission. 

The Clinton Plant 

8.34. In Chapter VI )Te mentiol'l'3d plans for a "pilot" plant fo 
production of plutonium to be built at the Clinton site in Tennessee. B 
January 1943, the plans for this project were well along; construction w 
started soon afterward. M. D. Whitaker was appointed director of the Cl 
Laboratories. The pilot-plant plans were made cooperatively by du Pont 
the Metallurgical Laboratory; construction was carried out by du Pont; p 
operation was maintained by the University of Chicago as part of the Met 
lurgical Project. 

8.35. The main puzposes of the Clinton plant were to produce 
plutonium and to serve as a pilot plant for chemical separation. As reg. 
research, the emphasis at Clinton was on chemistry and biological effect 
radiations. A large laboratory was provided for chemical analysis, for : 
search on purification methods, for fission-product studies, for develop 
of intennediate-scale extraction and decontamination proeesses, etc. ta· 
a "hot laboratory", i .a., a laboratory for remotely-controlled work on h: 
radioactive material, was provided. There is also an instrument shop an1 
laboratory that has been used very actively. There are facilities for be 
clinical and expe~ntal work of the health division, which has been ve: 
active. There is a small physics laboratory in which some important worl 
done using higher neutron intensities than were available at the Argonne 
Laboratory. The principal installations constructed at the Clinton LaboJ 
site were the pile and the separation plant; these are briefly described 
low. 

The Clinton Pile 

8.36. In any steadily operating pile the effective multiplica1 
factor k must be kept at one, whatever the power level. The best keo tha1 
been observed in a uranium-graphite lattice could · not be achieved in a pl 
cal pile because of neutron leakage, cooling system, cylindrical channelf 
the uranium, protective coating on the uranium, and other minor factors. 
Granted air-cooling and a maximum safe temperature for the surface of the 
nium, a size of pile had to be chosen that could produce 1000 kw. The ef 
tive k would go down with rising temperature but not sufficiently to be c 
determining factor. Though a sphere was the ideal shape, practical consi 
tions recommended a rectangular block. 

8.37. The Clinton pile consists of a cube of graphite containi 
horizontal channels filled with uranium. The uranium is in the fonn of m 
cylinders protected by gas-tight casi~g~ of aluminum. The uranium cylind 
or slugs may be slid into the channels in the graphite; space is left to 

\ mit cooling air to flow past, and to permit pushing the slugs out at the 
of the pile when they are ready for processing. Besides the channels for 
slugs there are various other holes through the pile for control rods, in 
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8.38. The Clinton pile was considerably larger than the first 
pile at Chicago (see Chapter VI). More important than the increased size 
of the Clinton pile were its cooling system, heavier shields, and means for 
changing the slugs. The production goal of the Clinton plant was set at 
a figure which meant that the pile should operate at a power level of 
1000 kw. 

8.J9. The instrumentation and controls are identical in principle 
to those of the first pile. Neutron intensity in the pile is measured by a 
BF3 ionization chamber arx:l is controlled by boron steel rods that can be 
moved in and out of the pile, thereby varying the fraction of neutrons 
available to produce fission. 

8.L,.O. In spite of impressiveness of the array of instruments 
and safety devices, the most striking feature of the pile is the sim
plicity of operation. Most of the time the operators have nothing to 
do except record the readings of various instruments. 

The Separation Plant 

8.41. Here, as at Hanford, the plutonium processes have to be 
carried out by remote control and behind thick shields. The separation 
equipment is housed in a series of adjacent cells having heavy concrete 
walls. These cells form a continuous structure (canyon) which is about 100 
feet long and is two-thirds buried in the ground. Adjacent to this canyon 
are the control rooms, analytical laboratories, and a laboratory for 
further purification of the plutonium after it has been decontaminated to 
the point of comparative safety. 

8.42. Uranium slugs that have been exposed in the pile are trans
ferred under water to the first of these cells and are then dissolved. 
Subsequent operations are performed by pumping solutions or slurries from 
one tank or centrifuge to another. 

Performance of Clinton Pile 

8.43. The Clinton pile started operating on November 4, 1943 
and within a few days was brought up to a power level of 500 kw at a 

. maximum slug surface temperature of ll0°c. Improvements in the air cir
culation and an elevation of the maximum uranium surface temperature to 
15ooc brought the power level up to about 800 kw, where it was maintained 
until the spring of 1944. Starting at that time, a change was made in the 
distribution of uranium, the change being designed to level out the power . 
distribution in the pile by reducing the amount of metal near the center 
relative to that further out and thereby to increase the average power level 
without anywhere attaining too high a temperature. At the same time 
improvements were realized in the sealing of the slug jackets, making it 
possible to operate the pile at higher temperature. As a result, a power 
level of 1800 kw was attained in May, 1944; this was further increased after 
the installation of better fans in June 1944. 
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8.44. Thus the pile performance of JWle 1944 considerably exce 
expectationB. In ease of control, steadimss of operation, and absence c 
dangerous radiation, the pile has been most satisfactory. There have bee 
very few failures attributable to mistakes in design or construction. 

8.45. The pile itself was simple both in principle and in prac 
Not so the plutonium-separation plant. The step from the first chain-rei: 
pile to the Clinton pile was reasonably predictable; but a much greater E 
more uncertain step was required in the case of the separation process, 1 
the Clinton separation plant was designed on the basis of experiments us:i 
only microgram ariounts of plutonium. 

S.46. Nevertheless, the separation process workedl The first 
of slugs from the pile entered the separation pl.ant on December.201 1943. 
the end of January 1944, metal from the pile was going to the separation 
at the rate of 1/3 ton per day. By February 1st, 1944, 190 mg of plutoni 
had been delivered and by March lst, 1944, several grams had been deliver 
Furthermore, the efficiency of recovery at the very start was about 50 pe 
cent, and by June 1944 it was between 80 and 90 per cent. 

s.47. During this whole period there was a large group of chem 
at Clinton working on improving the process· and developing it for Hanf'ord 
The Hanford problem differed from that at Clinton in that much higher con 
trations of plutonium were expecteq. Furthermore, though the chemists we 
to be congratulated on the success of the Clinton plan~, the process was 
plicated and expensive. Any improvements in yield or decontamination or 
general simplification were very much to be sought. 

8.48. Besides the proving of the pile and the separation plant 
the production of several grams of plutonium for experimental use at Chic 
Clinton, arid elsewhere, the Clinton Laboratories have been invaluable as 
training and testing center for Hanford, for medical experiments, pile st 
purification studies, and physical and chemical studies of plutonium and 
fission products. 

8.49. As typical of the kind of problems tackled there and at 
Chicago, the following problems - listed in a single routine report for : 
1944 - are pertinent: 

Problems Closed Out .during May 1944: 

Search for New Oxidizing Agent 
Effect of Radiation on Water and Aqueous Solutions 
Solubj_lity of Plutonium Peroxide .. 
Plutonium Ccmpounds Suitable for Shipnent 
Fission Product Distribution in Plant Process SolutionB 
Prelim..inary Process Design for Adsorption Extraction 
Adsorption Semi-Works Assistance 
Completion of Adsorption Process Design 
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New Problems Assigned during May, 1944: 

New Product Analysis Method 
Effect of Radiation on Graphite 
Improvement in Yield 
New Pile ExplorationB 
Waste Uranium Recovery 
Monitoring 205 Stack Gases 
Disposal of Active Waste Solutions 
Spray Cooling of I Pile 
Assay Training Program 
Standardization of Assay Methods 
Developnent of Assay Methods 
ShieJ...ded Apparatus for Process Control Assays 
Cloud Chamber Experiment 
Alpha Particles from U-235 
Radial Product Distribution 
Diffraction of Neutrons 

The Hanford Plant 

8.50. It is beyond the scope of this report to give any account of 
the construction of the Hanford Engineer Works, but it is to be hoped that the 
full story of this extraordinary enterprise and the companion one, the Clinton 
Engineer Works, will be published at sane time in the future. '!he Hanford 
site was examined by representatives of General Groves and of du Pont at the 
end of 1942, and use -of the site was approved by General Groves after he had 
inspected it personally. It was on the west side of the Columbia River in 
central Washington north of Pasco. In the early months of 1943 a two-hundred 
square mile tract in this region was acquired by the government (by lease or 
purchase) through the Real Estate Division of the Office of the Chief of 
Engineers. Eventually an area of nearly a thousand square miles was brought 
under government control. At the ti.loo of acquisition of the land there were 
a few fanns and two small villages, Hanford and Richland, on the site, Which 
was otherwise sage-brush plains and barren hills. On the 6th of April, 1943, 
ground was broken for the Hanford construction camp. At the peak of activity 
in 1944, this camp was a city of 60,000 inhabitants, the fourth largest city 
in the state. Now, however, the' camp is practically_ deserted as the operating 
crew is housed at Richland. 

8.51. Work was begun on the first of the Hanford production piles 
on June ? , 1943, and operation of the first pile began in September 1944. The 
site was originally laid out for five piles, but the construction of only three 
has been undertaken. Besides the piles, there are, of course, plutonium 
separation plants, pumping stations and water-treatment plants. There is also 
a low power chain-reacting pile for material testing. Not only are the piles 
themselves widely spaced for safety -- several miles apart -- but the sepa
ration plants are well away from the piles and from each other. All three 
piles were in operation by the summer of 1945. 
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Carming and Corrosion 

s.52. No one who lived through the period of design and con
struction of the Hanford plant is . likely to forget the "canning" problem, 
the problem of sealing the uranium slugs in protective metal jackets. Oz 
periodic visits to Chicago the writar could roughly estimate the state o1 
canning problem by the atmosphere of gloom or joy to be found around the 
laboratory. It was definitely not a simple ma.tter to f'im a sheath that 
protect uran".um from water corrosion, would keep fission products out of 
water, would transmit heat from the uranium to the water, and would not s 
too many neutrons. Yet the failure of' a single can might conceivably · re<; 
shut-down of an entire operat.ing pile. 

8.53. Attempts to meet the stringent requirements involved ~ 
mental work on electroplating processes, hot-dipping processes, cementati 
coating processes, corrosion-resistant alloys of uranium, and mechanical 
jacketing or canning processes. llechanical jackets or cans of' thin alumi 
were feasible f'rom the nuclear point of 'View an:l were chosen early as the 
likely solution of the problem. But the · pl"Oblem of getting a uni.tom., he 
eorriucting bond between the uranium and the surrounding aluminum, and the 
problElll of eff'ecting a gas-tight closure for the can both proved very tro 
scne. Developnent of' altemative meth.ods bad to be carried along up to t 
last minute, and even up to a few weeks bef'o~ it was time to load the ur 
slugs into the pile there was no certainty that any of the processes unde 
developnent would be satisfactory. I. final minor but apparently importan 
modification in the preferred canning process was adopted in October 1944 
after the .first pile had begun experimental operation. By the summer of 
there had been no can failure reported. 

Present Status of the Hanf'ord Plants 

s.54. In the course of the fall of 1944 and the early months o 
1945 the second and third Hanford piles were finished and put into operat 
as were t_he additional chemical separation plants. There were, of course 
some difficulties; however, none of' the tears expressed as to canning fai 
film formation in the water tubes, or radiation effects in the chemical p 
oesses, have turned out to be justified. As of' early summer 1945 the pili 
are operating at desi~ed pOW'er, producing plutonium, and heating the 
Columbia River. The chemical plants are separating the plutonium from tb1 
uranium and from the fission products with better efficiency than had beei 
anticipated. The finished product is being delivered. How it can be use1 
is the subject of Chapter III. 

The Work on Heayz Water 
5 

8.55. In previous chapters ther e have been references to the 
advantages of heavy water as a moderator. It is more effective than grapl 
in slowing down neutrons and it has a maller neutron absorption than gra1 
It is therefore possible to build a chain-reacting unit with uranium and 

· heavy water and thereby to attain a considerably higher multiplication 
f'actor, k, and a smaller size than is possible with graphite. But one mu: 

( have the heavy water. 
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8.56. In the spring of 1943 the Metallurgical Laboratory decided 
to increase the emphasis on experiments and calculations aimed at a heavy 
water pile. To this end a committee was set up under E. Wigner, a group 
under A. A. Vernon was transferred from Columbia to Chicago, and H. D. Smyth, 
v.bo had just become associate director of' the Laboratory, was asked to take 
general charge. (As it turned out, this group was active for only about six 
months.) . ' 

8 .57. The .first function of this group was to consider in what way 
heavy water could best be used to insure the overall success of the Metal
lurgical Project, taking account of the lim1 ted production schedule for heavy 
water that bad been already authorized. 

8.SS. It became apparent that the production schedule was so low 
that it would take two yeare to produce enough heavy water to "moderate" a 
lair-sized pile for piutonium production. On the other hand, there might be 
enough heavy water to moderate a small •laboratory• pile, which could furnish 
information that might be valuable. In any event, during the summer of 1943 
so great were the uncertainties as to ·the length ot the w8.r and as to the 
success of the other parts of the DSM project that a complete study of the 
possibilities of heavy-water piles seemed desirable. Eithe·r the heavy-water 
production schedule might be stepped up or the smaller, experimental pile 
might be built. An intensive study of the matter was made during the summer 
of "1943 but in November it was decided to curtail the program and construction 
was limited to a 250-lar pile located at the .Argonne site. 

The Argonne Heavy-Water Pile 

8.59. Perhaps the most striking aspect of the uranium and heavy
water pile at the Argonne is its small size. Even with its surrounding shield 
of concrete it is relatively small compared to the uranium-graphite piles. 

8.60. By May 15; 1944, the Argonne uranium and heavy-water pile was 
ready for test. With the uranium slugs in place, it was found that the chain 
reaction in the pile became self sustaining 'When only three fifths of the 
heavy water had been added. The reactivity of the pile was so far above ex
pectations that it would have been beyoo::l the capacity of the control rods to 
handle if the remaio::ler of' the heavy water had been added. To meet this un
usual am pleasant situation some of the uranium was removed and extra control 
rods were added. 

8.61. With these modifications it was possible to fill the tank to 
the level planned. By July 4, 1944, w. H. Zinn reported that the pile was 
rWming satisfactorily at 190 kw, and by August 8, 1944, be reported that it 
was operating at 300 kw. 

8.62. In general the characteristics of this pile differed slightly 
trom those of comparable graphite piles. This pile takes several hours to 
reach equilibrium. It showa snall (less than 1 per cent) but sudden fluctu
ations in power level, probably caused by bubbles in the water. It cannot be 
shut down as completely or as rapidly as the graphite pile because o! the 
tendency of delayed gamma rays to produce (from the heavy water) additional 
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neutrons. As anticipated, the neutron density at t he center is hi~. T 
shields, controls, heat exchanger, etc. , have operat ed satisfactorily. 

The Health Division 

8.63. The major objective of the health group was in a sense 1 

negative one, to insure that no one co~cemed suffered serious injury tr1 
the :peculiar. hazards of the enterprise. Medical case histories of persoi 
sufte~ng serious injury or death resulting from radiation were emphatici 
not wanted. 

8.64. To achieve its objective the health group worked along· 
three major linesi ' 

1) Adoption of pre~ployment physical examinations anc 
'frequent re-examinations, particularly of those exposed to radiatioz.1. 

2) setting of tolerance standards for radiation doses ~ 
development of inst1'llll8nts measuring exposure of persomel; giving advicE 
on shielding, etc.; continually measur.l.ng radiation intensities at variol 
locations in the plants; measuring contEtnination of clothes, laboratory c 
waste water, the atmosphere, etc. 

3) Carrying out research _on the effects of dir'3ct expoe 
of persons and animals to various types of radiation, and on the effects 
ingestion and inhalation of the various radioactive or toxic materials S\l 

as .fis_sion products, plutonium and uranium. 

Routine Examinations 

8.65. The white blood-corpuscle count was used as the principa 
criterion as to whether a person suffered from overexposure to radiation. 
A number of cases of abnormally low counts were observed and correlated w 
the degree of overexposure. ·Individuals appreciably affected were shi.rte 
to other jobs or gi. ven brief vacationB; none have shown permanent ill err 

8.66. At the same time it was recognized that the white blood
corpuscle count is not an entirely reliable criterion. Some work on an:imi 
indicated that serious damage might occur before the blood count gave any 
indication of danger. Accordingly, more elaborate blood tests were made 1 

selected individuals and on experimental animals in the hope of finding a 
test that would give an earlier warning of impending injury. 

Instruments for Radiation .MeasurE111ents 

S.67. Ths Health Division had principal responsibility for the 
development of pocket meters tor indicating the extents of exposure of pel 
The first of these instruments was a simple electroscope about the size ai 

shape of a fountain pen. Such instruments were electrostatically charged 
the start of each day and were read at the end of the day. The degree to 
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llhich they became discharged indicated the total amount ot ionizing radiation . 
to which they ~ve been exposed. Unfortunately they were none too rugged and 
reliable, but the error o! reading was nearly always in the right direction -
i.e., in the direction of overstating the exposure. At an early date the 
practice was established ot issuing two of these pocket meters to everyone 
entering a dangerous area. A record was lee.pt of the readings at the time of' 
issuame and also when the meters were turned in. The meters themselves were 
continually although gradually improved. The Health Division later introduced 
"film badges," small pieces of' f'i lm worn in the identification badge, the 
films being periodically developed and exam1 ned for radiation. blackening. 

8.(>S. The Health Division cooperated with the Physics Division· 
in the developnent and use of various other instruments. There was "Sneezy" 
for measuring the cor¥:entration of' radioactive dust in the air and "Pluto" 
tor measuring ~ -Ellli tting contamination (usually, plutonium) of laboratory desks 
and equipnent. Counters were used t9 check the contamination of laboratory 
coats before and attar the coats were laundered. At :the exit gates o.f certain 
laboratories concealed counters sounded an al.am when someone passed whose 
clothing, skin or hair was contaminated. In addition, routine inspections of 
laboratory· areas were made. 

8 .69. One of the studies made involved meteorology. It became 
essential to know whether the stack gases (at Clinton and at Hanford) would be 
likely to spread radioactive fission products in dangerous concentrations. 
Sime the behavior of' these gases is very dependent · on the weather, studies 
were made at both si tea over a period of many months, and satisfactbry stack 
operation was specified. · 

Research 

s.70. Since both the scale am the variety of' the radiation hazards 
in this enterprise were unprecedented, all reasonable precautions wre taken; 
but no sure means were at hand for determining the adequacy ot the pre
cautions. It was essential to supplement previous knowledge- as completely as 
possible. For this purpose, an extensive progran of' animal experimentation 
was carried out along thr9e main linesi (1) exposure to neutron, alpha, 
beta and gamna radiation; (2) ingestion of uranium, plutonium and fission 
products; (3) inhalation Of uranium, plutonium. am tission products. Under 
the general direction of Dr. Stone these experiments ware carried out at 
Chicago, Clinton and the University ot Calitomia principally by Dr. Cole and 
Dr. Hamilton. Extensive and valuable resUlts were obtained. 

summaq 

8.71. Both space and security restrictions prevent a detailed re
port on the work ot the laboratories and plants concerned with plutonium pro
duction. 

s.72. Two tn>es of neutron absorption are fundamental to the ' 
operation of the plant':' , one; neutron absorption in U-235 resulting in fission, 
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maintains the chain reaction as a source of neutrons; the other, neutron 
sorption in U-238 leads to the formation of plutonium, the desired produc 

8.73. The course of a nuclear chain reaction in a graphite-mo< 
ated h~terogeneous pile can be described by following a single generatioJ 
neutrons. The original fast neutrons are slightly increased in number b~ 
fission, reduced by resonance absorption in U-238 and .turther reduced by 
sorption at thermal energies in graphite am other materials and by esca1 
the remaining neutrons, which have been slowed in the graphite, cause f'if 
in U-235, producing a new generation of fast neutrons similar to the pre"I 
generation. 

8.74. The product, plutonium, must be separated by chemical Pl 
cesses trom a comparable quantity of fission products and a much larger 
quantity of' uranium. Of several possible separation processes the one c} 
consists of a series of reactions including precipitating with carriers, 
solving, oxidizing and reducing. 

8. 75. The chain reaction was studied at low power at the Argor 
Laboratory beginning early in 1943. Both chain reaction and chemical 
separation processes were investigated at the Clinton Laboratories begim 
in November 1943, and an appreciable amount of plutonium was p:-oduced thE 

8.76. Construction of the ma.in production plant at Hanford, 
Washington, was begun in 1943 am the first large pile went into operatic 
September 1944. The entire plant was in operation by the summer of 1945 
all chain-reacting piles am chemical-se~ration plants perfonning better 
bad been anticipated. · 

8.77. Extensive studies were made on the use of heavy water a15 
moderator and an experimental pile containing heavy water was built at th 
Argonne Laboratory. Pl.ans for a production plant using heavy water were 
up. 

8.78. The Health Division was active along three main lines: 
(1) medical examination of personnel; (2) advice on radiation hazards ai; 
constant check on working conditions; (3) research on the effects of radi 
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CHAPTER IX 

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE SEPARATION OF ISOTOPES 

Introductory Note 

9.J. The possibility of producing an atomic bomb of U-235 was 
recognized before plutonium was discovered. Because it was appreciated 
at an early date that the separation of the uranium isotopes would be a 
direct and major step toward making such a bomb, methods of separating 
uranium isotopes have been under scrutiny for at least six years. Nor 
was attention confined to uranium since it was realized that the separat 
of deuterium was also of great importance. In the present chapter the 
general problems of isotope separation will be discussed; later chapters 
will take up the specific application of various processes. 

Factors Affecting the Separation of Isotopes 

9.2. By definition, the isotopes of an element differ in mass 
bl.it not in chemical properties. More precisely, although the nuclear ma 
and structures differ, the nuclear charges are identical and therefore t 
external electronic structures are practically identical. For most prac 
purposes, therefore, the isotopes of an element are separable only by 
processes depending on the nuclear mass. 

9.3. It is well kno'Wil that the molecules of a gas or liquid a 
in continual motion and that their average kinetic energy depends only 0 1 

the temperature, not on the chemica~ properties of the molecules. Thus : 
a gas made up of a mixture of two isotopes the average kinetic energy of 
light molecules and of the heavy ones is the same. Since the kinetic en1 
of a molecule is 1/2 mv2, where m is the mass and v the speed of the mol1 
it is apparent that on the average the speed of a lighter molecule must 1 
greater than. that of a heavier molecule. Therefore, at least in princip: 
any process depending on the average speed of molecules can be used to 
separate isotopes. Unfortunately, the average speed is inversely propori 
to the square root of the mass so that the difference is very small for 1 
gaseous compounds of the uranium isotopes. Also, although the average SJ 
differ, the ranges of speed show considerable overlap• In the case of tl 
uranium hexafluoride, for example, over 49 percent of the .light moleculei 
have · speeds as low as those of 50 percent of the heavy molecules. 

9.4. Obviously there is no feasible way of applying mechanical 
forces directly to molecules individually; they cannot be poked with a st 
or pulled with a string. But they are subject to gravitational fields ar. 
if ionized, may be affected by electric and magnetic fields. Gravitation 
forces are, of course, p?'.Oportional to- the mass. In a very 'high vacuum 
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U-:-235 atoms and U-2.38 atoms would fall with the same acceleration, but just 
as a feather and a stone fall at very different rates in air where there are 
frictional forces resisting motion, there may be conditions under which a 
combination of gravitational and opposing intermolecular forces will tend 

· to move heavy atoms differently from light ones. Electric and magnetic 
fields are more easily controlled than gravitational fields or "pseudo
gravitational" fields (i.e., centrifugal-force fields) and are very effective 
in separating ions of di.ffering masses. 

9.5. Besides gravitational or electromagnetic forces, there are, 
of course, interatomic and intennolecular forces. These forces govern the 
interaction of molecules and thus affect the rates of chemical reactions, 
evaporation processes, etc. In general, such forces will depend on the 
outer electrons of the molecules and not on the nuclear masses. However, 
whenever the forces between separated atoms or molecules lead to the 
formation of new molecules, a mass effect (usually very small) does appear. 
In accoFdance with quantum-mechanical laws, the energy levels of the mole
cules are slightly altered, and differently for each isotope. Such effects 
do slightly alter the behavior of two isotopes in certain chemical reactions, 
as we shall see, although, the difference in behavior is far smaller than the· 
familiar di.fferences of chemical behavior between one element and another. 

9.6. These, then, are the principal factors that may have to be 
considered in devising a separation process: equality of average thermal 
kinetic energy of molecules at a given temperature, gravitational or 
centrifugal effects proportional to the molecular masses, electric or mag
netic forces affecting ionized molecules, and interatomic or intennolecular 
forces. In some isotope-separation processes only one of· these effects is 

· involved and the overall rate of separation can be predicted. In other 
isotope-separation processes a number of these effects occur simultaneously 
so that prediction becomes difficult. 

Criteria for Appraising a Separation Process 

9.7. Before discussing particular processes suitable for isotope 
separation, we should know what is wanted. The major criteria to be used 
in judging an is·otope-separation process are as follows. 

Separation Factor 

9.8. The separation factor, sometimes known as the enrichment or 
fractionating factor of a process, is the ratio of the relative concentration 
of the desired isotope after processing to its relative concentration before 
processing. Defined more precisely: if, before the· processing, the nwnbers 
of atoms of the isotopes of mass number m1 and m2 are n1 and n2 respectively 
(per gram of the isotope mixture) and if, after the processing, the corre
sponding numbers are ni and n2, then. the separation factor is: 
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r = 

This definition may be applied to one stage of a separation plant or to 
entire plant consisting of many stages. We are usually interested eithe 
in the "single stage" separation factor or in the "overall" separation 
factor of the whole process. If r is only slightly greater than unity, 
is often the case for a single stage, the number r-1 is sometimes more 
useful than r. The quantity r-1 is called the enrichment factor. In 
natural uranium m1 - 235, m2 = 238, and ~/n2 = 1/140 approximately, but 
in 90 percent U-235, ni/n2 = 9/1. Consequently in a process producing 9 
percent U-235 from natura:r uranium the overall value of r must be about 

Yield 

9.9. In nearly every process a high separation factor means a 
low yield, a fact that calls for continual compromise. Unless indicatio: 
is given to the contrary, we shall state yields in tenns of U-235. Thus 
a separation device with a separation factor of 2 (ni/n2 = 1/70) and a 
yield of one gram a day is one that, starting from natural uranium, pro
duces, in one day, ~terial consisting .of 1 gram of U-235 mixed with 70 
grams of U-238. 

Hold-up 

9.10. The total amount of material tied up in a separation pli 
is called the "hold-up." The hold-up may be very large in a plant con
sisting of many stages. 

Start-up Tilde 

9.11. In a separation plant having large hold-up, a long time 
perhaps weeks or months -- is needed for steady operating conditions to 1 
attained. In estimating time schedules this "start-up" or "equilibrium" 
time must be added to the time of construction of the plant. 

Efficiency 

9.12. If a certain quantity of raw material is fed into a 
separation plant, some of the material w.i.11 be enriched, some impoverishe 
some \lllchanged. Parts of each of these three fractions w.i.11 be lost and 
parts recovered. The importance of highly .efficient recovery of the en
riched material is obvious. In certain processes the amount of \lllchangec 
material is negligible, but in others, notably in the electromagnetic · 
method to be described below; it is the largest fraction and consequently 
the efficiency with which it can be recovered for recycling is very 
important. The importance of recovery of impoverished material varies 
-widely, depending very much on the degree of impoverishment. Thus in 
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general there are many different efficiencies to be considered. 

9.13. As in all parts of the uranium project; cost in time was 
more important than cost in money. Consequently a number of large-scale 
separation plants for U-235 and deuterium were built at costs greater than 
would have been required if construction could have been delayed for several 
months or years until more ideal processes were worked out. 

Some Separation Processes 

Gaseous Diffusion 

9.14. As long ago as 1896 Lord Rayleigh showed that a mixture 
of two gases of different atomic weight could be partly separated by 
allol'ling some of it to diffuse t~ugh a porous barrier into an evacuated 
space. Because of their higher average speed the molecul~s of the light 
gas diffuse through the barrier faster so that the gas which has passed 
through the barrier (i.e., the "diffusate") is enriched in the lighter 
constituent and the residual. gas {which has not passed through the barrier) 
is impoverished in the lighter constituent. The gas most highly enriched 
in the lighter constituent is the so-called "instantaneous diffusate"; it 
is the part that diffuses before the impoverishment of the residue has be
come appreciable. If the diffusion process is continued until nearly all 
the gas has passed through the barrier, the average enrichment of the 
diffusate naturally diminishes. In the next chapter we shall consider 
these phenomena in some detail. Here we shall merely point out that, on 
the assumption that the diffusion rates are inversely proportional to the 
square roots of the molecular weights the separation factor for the 
instantaneous diffusate, called the "ideal separation factor" O(j is · given 
by 

' ru:;
rx = Vlf; 

where M1 is the molecular weight of the ligh~er gas and M2 that of the 
heavier. Applying this fozmula to the case of uranium will illustrate 
the magnitude of the separation problem. Since uranium itseif is not a 
gas, some gaseous compound of uranium nmst be used. · The only one obviously 
suitable is uranium hexafl~oride, UF6, which has· a vapor pressure of one 
atmosphere at a temperature of 56° c. Since fluorine ha~ ~nly . one isotope, 
the two important '4-ranium hexanuorides are u235F6 and U 3 F6; their 
molecular weights are 349 and 352. Thus, if a smal.1 fraction of a quantity 
of uranium hexafluoride is allowed to diffuse through a porous barrier, 
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the diffusate will be enriched -in u235F6 by a factor 

ex = J ;!~ = 1.0043 

which is a long way from the 1260 required (see paragraph 9.8.). 

9.15. Such calculations might make it seem hopeless to separa 
isotopes (except, perhaps, the isotopes of hydrogen) by diffusion proces 
Actually, however, such methods may b'e used successfully ~ even for ura 
It was the gaseous diffusion method that F. w. Aston used in the first 
partial separation of isotopes (actually the isotopes of neon). Later G 
Hertz and others, by operating multiple-stage recycling diffusion units, 
were able to get practically complete separation of the neon isotopes. 
Since the multiple-stage recycling system is necessary for nearly all 
separation methods, it will be described in some detail immediately foll 
introductory remarks on the various methods to which it is pertinent. 

Fractional Distillation 

9.10. The separation of compounds of different boiling points. 
i.e., different vapor pressures, by distillation is a familiar industria: 
process. Th~ separation of alcohol and water (between which the differei 
in boiling point is in the neighborhood of 20° C.) is commonly carried 01 

in a simple still using but a single evaporator and condenser. The con
densed material (condensate) may be collected and redistilled a number o; 
times if necessary. Fqr the separation of_ compounds of very nearly the 
same boiling point it would be too laborious to carry out the necessary 
number of successive evaporations and condensations as separate operatior 
Instead, a continuous separation is carried out in a fractionating tower. 
Essentially the purpose of a fractionating tower is to produce an upward
directed stream of vapor and a downward-directed stream of liquid, the t1 
streams being in intimate contact and constantly exqhanging molecules. 1 
molecules of the fraction having the lower boiling point have a relative] 
greater tendency to get into the vapor stream and vice versa. Such count 
current distillation methods can be applied to the separation of light ar. 
heavy water, which differ in boiling point by 1.4° C. 

~neral Application of Countercurrent Flow 

9.17. The· method of countercurrent .flow is useful not only in 
phase (liquid-gas) distillation processess but al so in other separation 
processes such as those involving diffusion resulting from ternpBrature 
variations (gradients) within one-phase systems or from centrifugal force 
The countercurrents may be with respect to two gases, two liquids, or one 
gas and one liquid. 
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The Centrifuge 

9.18. We have pointed out that gravitational separation of two 
isotopes might occur since the gravitational forces tending to move the 
molecules downward are proportional to the molecular weights, and the inter
molecular forces tending to resist the downward motion depend on the electronic 
configuration, not on the molecular weights. Since the centrifuge is 
essentially a method of applying pseudogravitational forces of large magni
tude, it was early considered as a method for separating isotopes. However, 
the first experiments with centrifuges failed. Later development of the 
high speed centrifuge by J. W. Beams and others led to success. H. C. Urey 
suggested the use of tall cylindrical centrifuges with countercurrent .flow; 
such centrifuges have been developed successfully. 

9.19. In such a countercurrent centrifuge there is a downward 
now of vapor in the outer part of the rotating cylinder and an upward flow 
of vapor in the central or axial region. Across the interface region between 
the two currents there is a constant diffusion of both types of molecules 
from one current to the other, but the radial force field of the centrifuge 
acts more strongly on the heavy molecules than on the light ones so that 
the concentration of heavy ones increases in the peripheral region and 
decreases in the axial region, and vice versa for the _lighter molecules. 

9.20. The great appeal of tne centrifuge in the separation of 
heavy isotopes like uranium is that the .separation factor depends on the 
difference between the ma s's es of the two isotopes, not on the square root 
of the ratio of the masses as in diffusion methods. 

Thermal Diffusion Method 

9.21. The kinetic theory of gases predicts the extent of the 
differences in the rates of diffusion of gases of different molecular weight•. 
The possibility of accomplishing practical separation of isotopes by thermal 
diffusion was first suggested by theoretical studies of the details of mole
cular collisions and of the forces between molecules. Such studies ma.de by 
Enskog and by Chapman before 1920 suggested that if there were a temperature 
gradient in a mixed gas there would be a tendency for one type of molecule 
to concentrate in the cold region and the other in the hot region. This 
tendency depends not only on the molecular weights but also on the forces 
between the molecules. If the gas is a mixture of two isotopes, the heavier 
isotope may accumulate at the hot region or the cold region or not at all, 
depending on the nature of the intermolecular forces. In fact, the 
direction of separation may reverse as the temperature or relative concen
tration is changed. 

9.22. Such thermal diffusion effects were first used to separate 
isotopes by H. Clusius and G. Dickel in Gennany in 1938. They built a 
vertical tube containing a heated wire stretched along the axis of the tube 
and producing a temperature difference of about 600°C. between the axis and 
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the periphery. The effect was twofold. In the first place, the heavy 
isotopes (in the substances they studied) became concentrated near the 
cool outer wall, and in the second place, the cool gas on the outside 
tended to sink while the hot gas at the axis tended to rise. Thus them 
convection set up a countercurrent flow, and thermal diffusion caused tr 
preferential flow of the heavy molecules outward across the interface be 
tween the two currents. 

9.23. The theory of thennal diffusion in gases is intricate en 
that of thermal diffusion in liquids is particularly complicated. A 
separation effect does exist, however, and has been used successfully to 
separate the light and heavy uranium hexafluorides. 

Chemical Exchange Method 

9.24. In the introduction to this chapter we pointed out that 
there was some reason to hope that isotope separation might ·be accomplis 
by ordinary chemi.cal reactions. - It has in fact been found that in simpl 
exchange reactions between compounds of two different isotopes the so-ca: 
equilibrium constant is not exactly one, a~d thus that in reactions of t l 
type separation can occur. For example, in the catalytic exchange of 
hydrogen atoms between hydrogen gas and water, the water contains betwee1 
three and four times as great a concentration of deuterium as the hydrog1 
gas in equilibrium with it. With hydrogen and water vapor the e:ffect is 
the same general type but equilibrium is more rapidly established. It i: 
possible to adapt this method to· a continuous countercurrent flow arrangt 
ment like that used in distillation, and such arrangements are actually j 

use :for production of heavy water. The general method is well understooc 
and the separation e:ffects are known to decrease in general with increasj 
molecular weight, so that there is but a small chance of applying it succ 
fully to hea~ isotopes like uranium. 

Electrolysis Method 

9.25. The electrolysis method of separating isotopes resulted 1 
the discovery that the water contained in electrolytic cells used in the 
regular commercial production of hydrogen and oxygen has an increased con 
centration of heavy water molecules. A :full explanation of the effect ha 
not yet been worked out. Before the war practically the entire productio 
of heavy hydrogen was by the electrolysis method. By far the greatest 
production was in Norway, but enough for many experimental purposes had 
been made in the United States. 

Statistical Methods in General 

9.20. The siX methods of isotope separation we have described s 
far (diffusion, distillation, centrifugation, thennal di:ffusion, exchange 
reactions, and electrolysis) have all been tried with some degree of succ, 
on either uranium or hydrogen or both. Each of these methods depends on 
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small differences in the average behavior of the molecules of different 
isotopes. Because an average is by definition a statistical matter, all 
such methods depending basically on average behavior are called statistical 
methods. 

9.27. The criteria set up for judging separation processes are 
rather similar for the six statistical methods. In every case the separation 
factor is small so that many successive stages of separation are required. 
In most cases relatively large quantities of material can be handled in 
plants of moderate si:-~ ~: . The hold-up and starting-time values vary con
siderably but are usuall: high. The similarity of the six methods renders 
it inadvisable to make final choice of method without first studying in 
detail the particular isotope, production rate, etc., wanted. Exchange 
reaction and electrolysis methods are probably unsuitable in the case of 
uranium, and no distillation scheme for uranium has survived. All of the 
other three methods have been developed with varying degrees 9! success for 
uranium, but are not used for hydrogen. 

The Electromagnetic Method and its '!.:imitations 

9.28. The existence of non-radioactive isotopes was first demon
strated during the study of the behavior of ionized gas molecules moving 
through .electric and magnetic fields. It is just such f'ields that fonn the 
basis of the so-called mass~spectrographic or electro-magnetic method of 
separating. isotopes. This method is the best available for many types of 
isotope relative abundance detenninations. The method is used constantly 
in checking the results of the uranium isotope separation methods we have 
already described. The reason the method is so valuable is that it can 
readily effect almost complete separation of the isotopes very· rapidly and 
with small hold-up and short start-up time. If this is so, it may well be 
asked why any other method of separation is considered. The answer is that 
an ordinary mass spectrograph can handle only very minute quantities of 
material, usually of the order of fractions of a microgram per hour. 

9.29. To understand the reasons for this quantitative {yield) limi
tation, we shall outline the principle of operation of a simple type of mass 
spectrograph first used by A. J. Dempster in 1918. Such an instrument is 
illustrated schematically 1n the following figure. The gaseous compound to 
be separated is introduced in the ion source, where some of its molecules 
are ionized in an electric discharge. Some of these ions go through the 
slit s1 • Between s1 and s2 they are accelerated by an electric field 'Which 
gives them all practically the same kinetic energy, thousands of times 
greater than their average thennal energy. Since they now all have 
practically the same kinetic energy, the lighter ions niust have less momenta 
than the heavy ones. Entering the magnetic field at the slit s2 all the ions 
will move (perpendicular to the magnetic field) 1n semi-circular paths of 
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radii proportional to thei r momenta . Therefore the light ions will move 
in smaller semicircles than the heavy, and with proper positioning of th 
collector, only the light ions will be collected. 

Ion Source 

Collector 

[i] 

9.30. Postponing detailed discussion of such a separation devi1 
we may point out the principal considerations that limit the amount of 
material that passes through it. They are threefold: First, it is 
difficult to produce large quantities of gaseous ions. Second, a sharp~ 
limited ion beam is usually employed (as in the case show.n) so that only 
a fraction of the ions produced are used. Third, too great densities of 
ions in a beam can cause space-charge effects 'Which interfere with the 
separating action. Electromagnetic methods developed before 1941 had veJ 
high separation factors but very low yields and efficiencies. These were 
the reasons which -- before the summer of 1941 -- led the Uranium Commit1 
to exclude such methods for large-scale separati.on of U-235. (See Chaptt 
IV.) Since that time it has been shown that the limitations are not 
insuperable. In fact, the first appreciable-sized samples of pure U-235 
were produced by an electromagnetic separatqr, as will be described in a 
later chapter. 

other Isotope-Separation Methods 

9.31. In addition to the isotope-separation methods described 
above, several other methods have been tried. These include the ionic
mobili ty method, which, as the name implies, depends on the following fac 
In an electrolytic solution two ions which are chemically identical but 
o.f different mass progress through the solution at different rates under 
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the action of an electric field. However, the difference of mobility will 
be small and easily obscured by disturbing effects. A. K. Brewer of the 
Bureau of Standards reported that he was able td separate the isotopes of 
potassium by this method. Brewer also obtained some interesting results 
with an evaporation method. Two novel electromagnetic methods, the isotron 
and the ionic centrifuge, are described in Chapter XI. The isotron produced 
a number of fair-sized samples of partly separated uranium. The ionic 
centrifuge also produced some uranium samples showing separation, but its 
action was erratic. 

Cascades and Combined Processes 

9.32. In all the statistical methods of separating· isotopes many 
successive stages of separation are necessary to get material that is 90 
percent or more U-235 or deuterium. Such a series of successive separating 
stages is called a cascade if the flow is continuous froci one stage to the 
next. (A fractionating tower of separate plates such as has been described 
is an example of a simple cascade of separating units.) A complete analysis 
of the problems of a cascade might be presented in general terms. Actually 
it has been worked out by. R. P. Feynman and others for a certain type of 
electromagnetic separator and by K. Cohen, I. Kaplan, and others for diffusion 
processes. At present we shall make only two points about multiple stage or 
"cascade" plants. 

9.33. The ' first point is that there must be recycling. Con
sidering a U-235 separation plant, the material fed into any stage above the 
first has already been enriched in U-235. Part of this feed material may 
be further enriched in _passing through the stage under consideration. The 
remainder w.i.11 typically become impoverished but not so much impoverished 
as to be valueless. It must be returned to an earlier stage and recycled. 
Even the impoverished material from the first (least enriched) stage may be 
worth recycling; some of the U-235 it still contains may be recovered 
(stripped). 

9.34. The second point is that the recycling problem changes 
greatly at the higher (more enriched) stages. Momentarily disregarding 
recycling and assuming steady stage operation, we see that the net .flow 
of uranium through the first stage must be at least 140 times as great as 
through the last stage. The net flow in any given stage is proportional 
to the relative concentration of U-238. and thus decreases w.i.th the number 
of stages passed. Also we shall see that any given sample of material is 
recycled many times so that the amount of material processed in any stage 
is far greater than the net flow through that stage but is proportional 
to it. 

9.35. We mention these points to illustrate a phase of the 
separation problem that is not always obvious, namely, that the separation 
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process which is best for an early stage of separation is not necessari: 
best for a later stage. Factors such as ·those we have mentioned differ 
only from stage to stage but from process to process. For example, rec~ 
is far simpler in a diffusion plant than in an electromagnetic plant. j 
plant combining two or more processes may well be the best to accomplisl 
overall separation required. In tpe lower (larger) stages the size of 1 
equipment and the power required for it may determine the choice of proc 
In the higher (smaller) stages these factors are outweighed by convenier. 
of operation and hold-up time, which may point to a different process. 

The Heavy Water Plants; the Centrifuge Pilot Plant 

9.36. The next two chapters are devoted to descriptions of th 
three methods used for large-scale separation of the uranium isotopes. 
These are the only isotope-separation plants that have turned out to be 
major importance to the ' project up to the present time. At an earlier s 
it seemed likely that the centrifuge might be the best method for separa 
the uranium isotopes and that heavy water would be needed as a moderator 
We shall describe briefly the centrifuge pilot plant and the heavy water 
production plants. 

The Heavy Water Plants 

9.37. Two methods were used for the concentration of deuteriw 
These were the fractional distillation of water and the hydrogen-water 
exchange reaction method. 

9.38. The first of these follows well established fractional 
distillation methods except that very extensive distillation is required 
because of the slight difference in boiling point of light and heavy watE 
Also, because of this same small difference, the amount of steam requirec 
is very large. The method is very expensive because of the~e factors, bl; 
plants could be . constructed with a minimum of development work. Plants . 
were started by du Pont in January 1943, and were put into operation abou 
January 1944. 

9.39. The second method for the preparation of heavy water 
depends upon the catalytic exchange of deuterium between hydrogen gas and 
water. When such an exchange is established by catalysts, the concentrat 
of the deuterium in the water is greater than that in the gas by a factor 
about three as we have already seen. 

9.40. In this process water is .fed into a tower and flows coun 
currently to hydrogen and steam in an intricate manner. At the bottom of 
the tower the water is converted to hydrogen gas and oxygen gas in electr· 
lytic cells and the hydrogen is fed back to the bottom of the tower mixed 
1'fi. th steam. This steam and hydrogen mixture passes through beds of catal; 
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and bubbles through the downflovd.ng water. Essentially, part of the 
deuterium originally in the hydrogen concentrates in the steam and then is 
transferred to the dovmflovdng water. The actual plant consists of a 
cascade of towers with the largest towers at the feed end and the smallest 
towers at the production end. Such a cascade follows the same general 
principle as those discussed above in conqection with separation problems 
in general. This process requirep the securing of very active catalysts 
for the exchange reactions. The most effective catalyst of this type was 
discovered by H. S. Taylor at Princeton University, while a second, less 
active catalyst was discovered by A. V. Grosse. In the development of 
these catalysts R. H. Crist of Columbia University made the necessary 
detenninations of physical constants and H. R. A.nlold of du 'Pont did the 
development work on one of the catalysts. 

9.4.l. This process was economical in operation. The plant was 
placed at the works of the Con·solidated Mining & Smelting Co., at Trail, 
British Columbia, Canada, because of the necessity of using electrolytic 
hydrogen. The construction of the plant was under the direction of E. v. 
Murphree and F. T. Barr of the Standard Oil Development Co. 

The Cen tr:i .f .J.ge Pilot Plant 

9.42. .For a long time in the early days of the project the 
gaseous diffusion method and the centrifuge method were considered the two 
separation methods most likely to succeed with uranium. Both were going to 
be difficult to realize on a large scale. After the reorganization in 
December 1941 research and development on the centrifuge method continued 
at the University of Virginia and· at the Standard ·011 Development Company's 
laboratory at Bayway. To make large centrifuges capable of running at very 
high speeds was a major task undertaken by the Westinghouse Electric and 
Manufacturing Company of East Pittsburgh. , 

9.43. Because of the magnitude of the engineering problems 
involved, no large scale production plant was ever authorized but a pilot 
plant was authorized and constructed at Bayway. It was opera.ted success
fully and gave approximately the degree of separation predicted by theory. 
This plant was later shut down and work on the centrifuge method was dis
continued. For this reason no further discussion of the centrifuge method 
is given in this report. 

Isotope Separation Compared With Plutonium Production 

9.44~ The most important methods of isotope separation that have 
been described were known in principle and .had been reduced to practice 
before the separation of uranium isotopes became of paramount importance. 
They had not been applied to uranium except for the separation of a few 
micrograms, and they had not been applied to any ~ubstance on a scale com
parable to that now required. But the fundamental questions were of costs, 
efficiency, and time, not of principle; in other words, the problem was 
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fundamentally technical, not scientific. The plutonium production probl 
did not reach a similar stage until after the first self-sustaining chai 
reacting pile had operated and the first microgram amounts of plutonium 
been separated. Even after this stage many of the experiments done on t 
plutonium project were of vital interest for the military use either of 
U-235 or plutoniurn and for the future developnent of nuclear power. As 
consequence, the plutonium project has continued to have a more general 
interest than the isotope separation projects. Many special problems ar 
in the separation projects which were extremely interesting and required 
high order of scientific ability for their solution but which must still 
kept secret. It is for such reasons that the present non-technical repo 
has given first emphasis to the plutonium project and will give less spa 
to the separation projects. This is not to say that the separation prob 
was any easier to solve or that its solution was any less important. 

Summary 

9.45. Except in elect~omagnetic separators, isotope separati 
depends on small differences in the average behavior of molecules. Such 
e,ffects are used in six "statisticaltt separation methods: (1) gaseous 
diffusion, (2) distillation, (3) centrifugation, (4) thennal diffusion, 
(5) exchange reactions, (6) electrolysis. Probably only (1), (3), and ( 
are suitable for uranium. (2), (5), and (6) are preferred for the separ 
of deuterium from hydrogen. In all these "statistical" methods the sepa 
factor is small so that many stages are required, but in the case of eac: 
method large amounts of material may be handled. All these me~hods had 
tried with some success be~ore 1940; however, none had been useq on a la 
scale and none had been used for uranium. The scale of production by el 
magnetic methods was even smaller but the separation factor was larger. 
were apparent limitations of scale for the electromagnetic method. Ther 
were presumed to be advantages in combining two or more methods because 
the differences in perfonnance at different stages of separation. The p 
of developing any or all of these separation methods was not a scientifi 
of principle but a technical one of scale and cost. These developments , 
therefore be reported more briefly than those of the plutonium project a: 
though they are no less important. A pilot plant was built using centri. 
and operated successfully. No large-scale plant was built. Flants were 
for the production of heavy water by two different methods. 
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CHAPTER X 

THB SKPARA.TION OF THE ~IUU ISOTOPES BY GASEOUS DIFFUSION 

Introduotion 

10.1. It waa in February 1940 t hat small a:Dlounts of concentrE 
fractions of the three uranitml isotopes of me.sses 234, 235, and 238 were 
tained by A. O. Nier using his mass spectrometer and were turned over tc 
E. T. Booth, A. von Grosse, and J. R. Dunning for investigation with thE 
Columbia University cyclotron. These men soon demonstrated that U-235 1 
the isotope susoeptlble to fission by thermal neutrons. It was natural, 
therefore, that this group, under the leadership of Dunning, became more 
terested than ever .in the large'.9scale separation of the uranium isotope1 

10.2. The diffusion .method was apparently first seriously re~ 
by Dunning in a m~orandum to G. B. Pegram, -Mlioh was sent to L. J. Bri@ 
in the fall of 1940. This memorandum summarized preliminary investigat:1 
that had been carried on by B. T. Booth, A. von Grosse and J. R. Dunning 
Work was accelerated in 1941 with financial help provided by a contraot 
H. c. Urey had received from the Navy for the study of isotope separatic 
prinoipally by the centrifuge method. During this· period F. G.Slack of 
Vanderbilt University and w. F •. Libby of the University of California jo 
the group. Ari OSRD oontract (OKMa~-106) calling specifioally for ditfus 
studies want into effeot on July .1, 1941 and ran for a year. The work c 
tinued on an expanding aoale under a aeries of OSRD and Army contracts t 
the spring ot 1945. Up until May 1943 Dunning was in immediate charge o 
work1 Urey was in charge of atatiatioal methods in general. From that t 
until February 1945 Urey was -in direot charge ot the Columbia pa.rt of th 
diffusion work, with Dunning continuing as direotor of one of the princi 
divisions. On March l, 1945, the laboratory was talcen over from Columbi 
Carbide and Carbon Chemioala Corporation. Early in l942, at the suggest 
ot B. V. Murphree, the M. W. Kellogg Comp~ was brought in to develop p 
tor large-scale produotion of diffusion-plant equipment and eventually t 
build a full-aoale plant. To carry out this undertaking, a new sublidia. 
oomp~ was formed oalled the Kellex Corporation. In January 1943, Carb 
and Carbon Chemicals Corporation was given the responsibility tor operat: 
the plant. 

10.3. As stated in Chapter IV, by the end of 1941 the poasibi '. 
ot separating the uranium hexafluorides had been demonstrated in princip: 
by /means of a single-stage diffusion unit employing a porous barrier er~ 
example, a barrier made by etching a thin sheet of silver-zinc alloy wi~ 
hydrochloric acid). A considerable amount of work on barriers and pumps 
also been done but no answer entirely satistaotory tor large-scale opera1 
had been found. Al.so, K. Cohen h~d begun a series of theoretical studie1 
which referenoe has already been made, u to 'Mlat might be the beat way 1 

use the diffusion process, i.e., as to how many stages would be required, 
what aggregate area or barrier would be needed, what vol\.Ulle or gas would 
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to be circulated, eto. 

10.4. Reports received from the Brit~sh, and the visit by the 
British group in the winter of 1941-1942, olarified a number of points. At 
that time the British were planning a diffusion separation plant themselves 
ao that the discussions with F. Simon, R. ~ierls, and others were partic
ularly valuable. 

The Prinoiples of Separation by Diffusion 

A Single Diffusion Stage 

10.5. As was explained in the last chapter, the rate of diffusion 
of a gas through an ideal porous barrier is inversely proportional to the 
square r oot of its molecular weight. Thus if a gas oonsisting of two isotopes 
starts to diffuse through a barrier into an evaouated vessel, the lighter 
isot ope (of molecular weight Jl1) diffuses more rapidly than the heavier (ot 
molecular weight "2)• rhe result (for a short period of time, at least) is 
that the relative concentration of the lighter isotope is greater on the far 
side of the barrier than on the near side. But if the process ia allowed to 
continue indefinitely, equilibrium will become established and the concentra
tions willbeoome identical on both sides of the barrier. Even if the dif~ 
fusate gas {the gas which has p~ssed through the barrier) is dra'Wn away by a 
pump, the relative amount of the heavy isotope passing through the barrier 
will increase since the light isotope on the near side of the barrier he.a 
been depleted by the earlier part of the diffusion. 

10v6• For a single diffusion operation, the increase in the rela
tive concentration of the light isotope in the diffused gas compared to the 
feed gas can be expressed in terms of the separation faotor r or the enrich
ment factor, r~l, both defined in paragraph 9.8 of the last ohapter. A 
rather simple equation can be derived whioh gives r-l in terms of the 
molecular weights and the fraction of the original gas whioh has diffused • . 
If this fraction is very small, the equation reduces tor :QC., the "ideal 

, separation factor" of paragraph 9.14. If the fraction diffused is appreciable, 
the equation shows the expected diminution in separation. For example, it 
half the gas diffuses, r-1: .69 (0<-1), or for uranium hexafluoride 
r : 1.003 compared to the value .ot 1.0043 when a very small fraction of the 
or iginal gas has diffused. 

The Casoade 

l0.7. To separate the uranium isotopes, many succ~~give diffijSson 
stages (i.e., a cascade) must be used since o<.: 1.0043 for U F6 and tr' F6, 
a possible gas for uranium separation. Studies by Cohen and others have shown 
that the best flow arrangement for the suocessive stages is that in whioh hair 
the gas pumped into .each stage diffuses through the barrier, the other (im
poverished) half being returned to the feed df the next lower stage • . For such 
an arrangement, as we have seen, the ideal separating effect between the feed 
and output of a single stage it 0.69 (O<- 1). rhis is often oalledC:., the 
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"overall: enrichment per stage." For the uranium hexafluorides 11 e: O.O 
theory; but it is somewhat less in practica as a r esult of "back diffus 
of imperfect mixing on the high pressure side, and of imperfections in · 
barrier. The first experimental separation of the uranium hexafluoride 
E. T. Booth, H. c. Paxton, and c.B. Slade) gave results CQ3$esponding ~ 
~. 0.0014. Ir one desires to produoe 99 percent pure U" F6, and if , 

uses a cascade in whioh each stage has a reasonable overall enrichment : 
then it turns out that roughly 4000 stages are required. 

Gas Ciroulation in the Cas cade 

lo.a. or the gas that passes through the barrier of any give1 
stage 11 only half passes through the barr ier ~r the next higher stage, tl 
other half being returned to an earlier stage. Thus most of the materit 
that eventually emerges from the cascade has been recycled many times. 
oulation shows that for en aotual uranium-separation plant it may be nee 
to fore~ through the barriers of the first stage 100,000 times the vol~ 
gas that comes out the top of the cascade (i.e., as desired product u23, 
The corresponding figures for higher stages falls rapidly because of rec 
in .amount of ~ted material (u238F6 ) that is carried along. 

The Problem of Large-Seal~ Separa~ion 

Introduction 

10. 9. By the time of' the general reorganize. ti on of the a tomio 
project in December 1941. the theory of isotope separation by gaseous di 
sion was well understoode Consequently it was possible to define the te 
cal problems that would be encountered in building a large-scale separat 
plant. The decisions as to scale and location of such plant were not m~ 
until the winter of 1942-1943, that is, about the same time as the oorre. 
ing decisions were being made for the plutoniwu production plants. 

The Objective 

10.lOc The general objective of the large-seal~ gaseous diffu1 
plant was the production each day of a specified number of grams of uran~ 
containing of the order of ten times as muoh U-..235 as is present in the f 

quantity of natural uranium. However, it was apparent that the plant WO\ 

be rather flexible in operation, and that, considerable variations might 
made -- as desired -- in, say, degree of enrichment of the final product. 

The Prooess Gas 

10.11. Uranium hexafluoride has been mentioned as a gas that n 
be suitable for use in the plant as "process gas"; not the least of its e 
tages is that fluorine has only one isotope so that the UF6 molecules of 
given uranium isotope all have the same mass • . This gas is highly reaoti~ 
and is actually a solid at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Th 
fore the study of other gaseous compounds of uranium was urgently underta 
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As insurance against failure in this search for alternative gases, it was 
necessary to continue work on uranium hexafluoride, as in devising methods 
for producing and oireulating the gas. 

The Number of Stages 

10.12. The number of stages required in 'the main cascade of the 
plant depended only on the degree of enriohment desired and the value of 
overall enrichment per stage attainable with actual barriers. Estimates were 
made which called for several thousand stages. There was also to be a 
"stripping" cascade of several hundred stages, the exact number depending on 
how muoh unseparated U-235 could eoonomically be allowed to go to waste. 

Barrier Area 

10.13. We have seen that the total volume of gas that must diffuse 
through the barriers is very large oompared to the volume of the final _prod
uct. The ~ate at which the gas diffuses through unit area of barrier depends 
on the pressure difference on the two sides of the barrier and on the porosity 
of the barrier. Even assuming full atmospheric pressure on one side and zero 
pressure on the other side, and using an optimistic figure for the porosity, 
calculations showed that many acres of barrier would be needed in the large-
s cale plant. 

Barrier DesiQ! 

10.14. At atmospheric pressure the mean free path of a molecule 
is of the order of a ten-thousandth of a millimeter or one tenth of a micron. 
To insure true "diffusive" flow of the gas, the diamet~r of the myriad holes 
in the barrier must be less than one tenth the mean .free path. Therefore 
the barrier material must have almost no holes which are appreciably larger 
than 0.01 micron (4 x lo-7 inch), but must have billions of holes of this 
size or smaller. These holes must not enlarge or plug up as the result of 
direct corrosion or dust coming from corrosion elsewhere in the system~ The 
barrier must be able to withstand a pressure "head" of one atmosphere. It 
must be .amenable to manufacture in large quantities and with uniform quality. 
By January, 1942. a ' number of different barriers had been made on a sma.11 
scale and tested for separation factor and porosity. Some were thought to be 
very promising, but none had been adequately teated for actual large-scale 
production and plant use. 

Pumping and Power Requirements 

10.15. In any given stage approximately half of the material enter
ing the stage passes through the barrier and on to the next higher stage. 
while the other half passes back to the next lower stage. The diffused half 
is at low pressure and must be pumped to high pressure before feeding into the 
next stage. ~en the undiffused portion emerges at somewhat lower pressure 
than it entered and cannot be fed back to the lower stage without pumping. 
Thus the total quantity of gas per stage (comprising twice the amount which 
flows through the barrier) has to be circulated by means of P':URPS• 
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10.16. Since the flow of ga.s through a stage varies greatly w: 
the position of the stage in the cascade. the pumps also vary greatly in 
or number from stage to stage. The type and oapaci ty of the pump requirt 
for a given stage depends not only on the weight of gas to be moved but c 
the pressure rise required. Calculations made at this time assumed a fo1 
pressure of one atmosphere and a back pressure (i.e •• on the low pressure 
side of the barrier) of one tenth of an atmosphere. It was estimated the 
thousands of pumps would be needed and that thousands of kilowatts would 
required for their operation. Since an unavoidable concommitant to pumpj 
gas is heating it. it was evident that a large cooling system would have 
be provided. By early 1942, a good deal of preliminary work had been dor. 
on pumps. Centrifugal pumps looked. attraotive in spite of the problem o1 
sealing their shafts. but further experimental work was planned on oomple 
sealed pumps of various type1. 

Leaks and Corrosion 

10.17. It was clear that the 'Whole circulating system comprisi 
pumps, barriers, piping, and valves would have to be vacuum tight. If an 
lubricant or sealing medium is needed in the pumps. it should not react w 
the process gas. In fact none of the materials in the system should reac 
with the proces1 gas since such corrosion would lead not only to plugging 
the barriers and various mechanical failures but also to absorption (i.e. 
virtual disappearance) of uranium which had already been partialiy enrich 

Actual vs. Ideal Ca.s cade 

10.18. In an ideal cascade, the pumping requirements change fr 
stage to stage. In practice it is ndt economical to provide a different 
of pump for every stage. It is necessary to determine how great a depart 
from the ideal cascade (i.e •• what minimum number of pump types) should b 1 
employed in the interest of economy of design, repair. etc. Similar comp 
mises are used for other components of the cascade. 

Hold-up and Start-up Time 

10.19. \'hen first started, the plant must be allowed to run un· 
disturbed for same time, until enough separation has been effected so tha1 
each stage contains gas of appropriate enrichment. Only after such 
stabilization is attained is it desirable to draw off (from the top stage: 
any of the desired product. Both the amount of material involved (the hoJ 
up) and the time required (the 1tart-up time) are great enough to oonstit\ 
major problems in their own right. 

Efficiency 

10.20. It was apparent that there would be only three types of 
material loss in the plant contemplated, namely: loss by leakage, loss b~ 
corrosion (i.e., chemical combination and deposition). and loss in plant 
waste. It wa.s expected that leakage could be kept very small and that -
after an initial period of operation -- loss from corrosion would be small 
The percentage of material lost in plant waste would depend on the number 
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stripping stages. 

Detailed Design 

10.21. Questions as to how the barrier material was to be used 
(whether in tubes or sheets, in large uni ts or small uni ts), how mixing was 
to be effeoted, and what oontrols and instruments would be required all were 
still to be deoided. There was little reason to expect them to be unanswer
able, but there was n~ doubt that they would require both theoretical and 
experimental study. 

Summary of the Problem 

10.22. By 1942 the theory of isotope separation by gaseous dif
fusion had been well worked out, and it became .clear that a very large plant 
would be required. The major equipment items in this plant were diffusion 
barriers and pumps. Neither the barriers nor the Ewnps whioh were available 
at that time had been proved generally adequate. Therefore the further de
velopment of pumps and barriers was especially urgent. There were also other 
techzlical problems to be solved, these involving corrosion, vacuum seals, and 
ins trumenta ti on. 

Organization 

10.23. As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the 9if
fusion work was initiated by J. R. Dunning. The .. work ns carried on under 
OSRD auspices at Columbia University until May 1, 1943, when it was taken 
over by the Manhattan District. In the summer of 1943 the difficulties en
countered in solving certain phases of the project led to a considerable 
expansion, particularly of the chemical group. H. C. Urey, then director 
of the work, appointed H. S. Taylor of Princeton · assooiate .director and added 
E. Ma.ok, Jr. of Ohio State, G. M~ Murphy of Yale, and P. H. &unett of Johns 
Hopkins to the senior staff. Most of the work was moved out of the ColUmbia 
laboratories to a large building situated near by. Early in 1944, L. M. 
Currie of the National Carbon Company became another associate director to 
help Urey in his liaison and administrative work. 

10.24. As has been mentioned, the M. W. Kellogg Company was ohosen 
in 1942 to plan the large-soale plant. For these purposes Kellogg created a 
special subsidiary oalled Kellex Corporation, and put P. C. Keith in charge 
of it. The new subsidiary not only planned and procured materials for the 
large-aoale plant, but also carried on research and development in its Jersey 
City laboratories and later in the large building referred to in the para
graph above. The plant was constructed by the J. &. Jones Construction Com
pany, Incorporated, of Charlotte, North Carolina. 

10.25. In January 1943, Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation· 
were chosen to be the operators of the completed plant. Their engineers soon 
began to play a large role not only in the planning and oonstruotion but also 
in the resee.roh work. 
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Research, Development, Construction, and Production - 1942 to 1945 

Produotion of B&rriers 

10.26. Even before 1942, barriers had been developed that wer 
thought to be satisfactory. However, the barriers first developed by E. 
Booth, H. C. Paxton, and C. B. Slade were never used on a large soe.le 9e 
of low meoha.nioal strength .and poor oorrosion resist&noe. In 1942, unde 
general supervision of Booth and F. G.Slaok and with the cooperation of 
various soientista inoluding F. C. Nix of the Bell Telephone Laboratorie 
barriers of a different type were produoed. In partioular, a barrier de 
veloped by E. O. Norris and E. Adler was thought sufficiently satisfaoto 
to be speoified for plant use. Other barriers had been developed by oom 
the ideas of several men at the Columbia laboratories (by now christened 
SAM Laboratories), Kellex, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Bakelite Corpora 
Houdaille-Hershey Corporation, and others. Several of these barriers we: 
actually adopted for the plant and installed i~ many stages. Ma~ modif 
tions have been tried and by the summer of 1945 a considerably different 
barrier than that first suggested was preferred, particularly in respect 
ease of manufaotTill"e. By 1945 the problem was no longer one ot barely me• 
minimum speoifioationa, but of making improvements resulting in greater J 

of output or greater eoonomy of operation. 

10.27. Al.together the history of barrier development reminds 1 

writer of the history of the "canning" problem· of the plutonium projeot. 
each oaae the methods were largely out and try, and satisfactory or nearJ 
satiafaotory solutions were repeatedly announoed; but in eaoh case a reaJ 
satisfaotory solution was not found until the last minute and then provec 
be far better than had been hoped. 

Pumps and Seals 

10.28. The early work on pumps was largely under · the supervisi 
of H. A. Boorse of Columbia University. When Kellex oame into the pictur 
in 1942, its. engineers took leading positions in the development of pumps 
and seals. It .must be remembered that these pumps are to be operated und 
r~duoed pressure, must not leak. must not oorrode, and must have as small 
volume as possible. Many different types of centrifugal blower pumps and 
reciprocating pumps were tried. In one of the pumps for the larger stage 
the impeller is driven through a coupling containing a very novel and in
genious type of seal. Another type o~ pump is completely enclosed. its 
centrifugal impeller and rotor being run from outside. by induction. 

Miscellaneous Develoenents 

10.29. As in the plutonium problem, so here also, there were m 
questions of corrosion. eto •• to be investigated. New ooolants and lubri· 
oanta were developed by ~. L. Henne and his associates. by G. H. Cady, by 
W. T. Miller and his co-workers, by E. T. McBee and his assooiates, and · b~ 
scientists of various corporations including Hooker Electrochemioal Co., ' 
du Pont Co. and the Harshaw Chemical Co. Methods of pretreating surfaces 
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against corrosion were worked out • . Among the various instruments designed or 
adapted for project use, the mass speotrograph deserves special mentio~. The 
project was fortunate in having the assistance of A. o. Nier of the Univer
sity of MiIUlesota, whose mass spectrograph methods of isotope analysis were 
sufficiently advanced as to beoome of great value to the project, &a in 
analyzing samples of enriohed uranium. Mass spectrographs were also used in 
pretesting parts for vacuum lee.ks and for detecting impurities in the process 
gas in the plant. 

Pilot Plants 

10.30. Strictly speaking, there was no pilot plant. 'l'h.at is to 
say, there was no small-scale separation sys'tem set up using the identioal 
types of blowers, barriers, barrier mountings, cooling, etc., that were put 
into the main plant. ·Such a system could not be set up because the various 
elements of the plant were not all available prior to the construction of the 
plant itself. To proceed with the construction of the full-scale plant under 
these ciroumstanoes required foresight and boldnees. 

10.31. There was, however, a whole series of so-called pilot plants 
which served to test various components or groups of components of the final 
plant. Pilot plant No. 1 was a 12-stage plant using a type of barrier rather 
like that used in the large-scale plant, but the barrier material was not 
fabricated in the fonn speoified for the plant and the pumps used were 
sylphon-sealed reciprocating pumps, not centrifugal pumps. Work on this 
plant in 1943 tested not only the barriera and general system of separation 
but gave information about control valves, pressure gauges, piping, etc. 
Pilot plant No. 2, a larger edition of No. 1 but with only six stages, was 
used in late 1943 and early 1944, particularly as a testing tinit for instru
ments. Pilot plant No. 3a, using centrifugal bl<JWere and dU111111i>' diffusers, 
wa.s also intended chiefly for testing instrument•. Pilot plant No. 3b wu 
·a real pilot plant for one particular seotion of the large-scale plant. 

Plant Authorization 

10.32. In Deoember 1942- the Kellogg COJ11pany was authorized to 
proceed with preliminary plant design and in January 1943 the construction 
of a plant was authorized. 

The Site 

10.33. As stated in an earlier chapter, a site in the TeIUlessee 
Valley had originally been chosen for all the Manhattan District plants_ but 
the plutonium plant was actually constructed elsewhere. There remained the 
plutonium pilot plant already described, the gaseous diffusion plant, the 
eleotromagnetio separation plant (see Chapter XI), and later the thermal 
diffusion plant which were all built in the Tennessee Valley at· the Clinton 
site, known officially as the Clinton Engineer Works. 

10.34. This site wa.a examined by Colonel Marshall, Colonel Nichols, 
and representatives of Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation in July 1942-

·and its acquisition was recommended. This recommendation was endorsed by the . 
OSRD S-1 Executive Cammi ttee at a meeting in July 1942. Final approval wa.a 
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given by Major General L.. R. Groves after personal inspection of the 70-
square-mile site. In September 1942. the first steps were taken to aoqu: 
the traot, whioh is on the Clinoh River about thirty miles from Knoxvill · 
Tennessee, and eventually considerably exoeeded 70 square miles. The pl1 
tonium pilot plant is located in one valley, the eleotromagnetic separat: 
plant in an adjoining one, and the diffusion separation plant in a third 

10.35. Although the plant and site developnent at Hanford is , 
impressive, it is all under one company dealing with but one general ope1 
tion so that it is in some respects leas interesting than Clinton, which 
a great multiplicity of activity. To desoribe the Clinton site, with iti 
great array of new plants, its new residential distriots, .new theatres, z 
school system, seas of mud, olouds of dust, and general turmoil is outsic 
the scope of this report. 

Dates of Start of Construotion 

10.36. Construotion of the steam power plant for the diffusiol 
plant began on June 1, 1943. It is one of the largest suoh power plants 
built. Construction of other major buildings and plants started between 
A.ugust 29, 1943 and September 10, 1943. 

Operation 

10.37. Unlike Hanford, the diffusion plant consists of so many 
more or less independent units that it was put into operation aeotion by 
section, as pennitted by progres1 in constructing and testing. Thus ther 
was no dramatic start-up date nor any untoward inoident to mark it. The 
plant was in suooe8sful operation before the sUJ111D.er of 1945. 

10.38. For the men working on gaseous diffusion it was a long . 
from 1940 to 1945, not lightened by such exciting half-way marks as the f 
ohain-reacting pile at Chicago. Perhaps more t~an any other group in the 
projeot, those who have worked on gaseous diffusion deserve credit for oo· 
age and persistenoe as well as scientific and technical ability. For seci 
reasons, we have not been able to tell how they solved their problems -- • 
in many oases found several solutions, as insurance againat failure in thi 
plant. It has been a notable aohievement. In these five years there have 
been periods of discouragement and pessimism. They are largely f-0rgotten 
that the plant is not . only operating but operating consistently, reliably, 
and with a perform.anoe better than had been antioipated. 

Summary 

10.39. Work at Columbi~ University on the separation of isotope 
by gaseous diffusion began in 1940, and by the end of 1942 the problems o1 
large-scale separation of uranium by this method had been well defined. S 
the amount of separation that .oould be effeoted by a single stage was vecy 
small, several thousand successive stages were required. It was found the 
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the best method of connecting the many stages required extensive reoyoling 
so that thousands of times as muoh .material would pass through the barriers 
of the lower stages as would ultimately appear as product from the highest 
stage. 

10.40. The principal problems were the development. of satisfactory 
barriers and pumps. Acres of barrier and thousands of pumps were required. 
The obvious process gas was uranium hexafluoride for which the production and 
handling dirficulties were so great that a search for an alternative was 
undertaken. Since muoh of the separation was to be carried out at low pree
s ure, problems of vacuum technique arose, and on a previously-unheard-of 
soale. Many problems of instnmnentation and control were solved; extensive 
use was made of various forms of mass spectrograph. 

10.41. The research was carried out principally at Columbia under 
Dunning and Urey. In 1942, the M. W. Kellogg Company was chosen to design 
the plant and set up the Kellex Corporation for the purpose. The plant was 
huilt by the J.A. Jones Construction Company. The Carbide and Carbon Chemi
oals Corporation was seleoted as operating company. 

10.42. A very satisfactory barrier was developed although the 
final choice of barrier type was not made until the construction of .the plant 

·was well under wa.y at Clinton Engineer Works in Tennessee. Two types of 
oentrifugal blower were developed to the point where they could take care of 
the pumping requirements. The plant was put into suooeasful operation before 
the summer of 1945. 
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CHAPI'ER XI 

ELECTRCl1AQ-TETIC SEPARATION OF URANIUM ISOTOPES 

Introduction 

11.L In Chapter r:v we said that the possibility of large-sea: 
separation of the uranium isotopes by electroma~etic means was suggestei 
in the fall of 1941 by E. O. Lawrence of the University of California ant 
H. D. Smyth of Princeton University. In Chapter IX we described the prii 
ciples of one method of electromagnetic separation and listed the three 
limitations of that method: difficulty of producing ions, limited fract: 
of ions actually used, and space charge effects. 

11.2. By the end of December 1941, when the reorganization of 
whole uranium project was effected, Lawrence had already obtained some 
samples of separated isotopes of uranium and in the reorganization he wa: 
officially placed .in charge of the preparation of further samples and thE 
making of various associated physical measurements. However, just as thE 
Metallurgical Laboratory very soon shifted its objective from the physicf 
of the chain reaction to the large-scale production of plutonium, the ob~ 
of Lawrence's di vision immediately shifted to the effecting of large-sea] 
separation of uranium isotopes by electromagnetic methods. This change ~ 
pro~pted by the success of the initial experiments at California and by t 
development at California and at Princeton of ideas on other possible met 
Of the many electromagnetic schemes suggested, three soon were recognized 
being the most promising: the "calutron" mass separator, the magnetron-t 
separator later developed into the "ionic centrifuge," and the 11isotron" 
method of ttbunching" a beam of ions. The first two of these approaches V'I 

followed at California and the third at Princeton. After the first few 
months, by far the greatest effort was ' put on the calutron, but some Ymrk 
on the ionic centrifuge was continued at California during the sunrner of 
1942 and was further continued by J. Slepian (at the Westinghouse laborat 
in Pittsburgh) on a small scale through the winter of 1944-1945. Work on 
isotron was continued at Princeton until February 1943, when most of the 
group was transferred to other work. Most of this chapter will be devote 
to the calutron since that is the method that has resulted in large-scale 
production of U-235. A brief description will also be given of the therm 
diffusion plant built to provide enriched feed material for the electro
magnetic plant. 

11.J. Security requirements-make it impossible here -- as for 
other parts of the project -- to present many of the most interesting 
technical details. The importance of the development is considerably 
greater than is indicated by the amount of space which is given it here. 
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Electromagnetic Mass Separators 

Preliminary Work 

ll.4. A. o. Nier's mass spectrograph -.as set up primarily to 
measure relative abundances of isotopes, not to separate large samples. 
U:!ing vapor .from uranium bromide Nier had prepal'ed several small samples 
of separated isotopes of uranium, but his rate of production was very low 
indeec·., since his ion current amounted to less than one micro-ampere. (A 
mass ospectrograph in which one micro-ampere of normal uranium ions passes 
through the separating fields to the collectors will collect about one 
microgram of U-235 per 16-hr. day.) The great need of samples of enriched 
U-235 for nuclear study was recognized early by Lawrence, who decided to 
see wt:-.at could be done with the help of the 37-inch (cyclotron) magnet at 
Berkeley. The initial stages of this work were assisted by a grant from 
the Research Corporation of New York, which was later repaid. Beginning 
January 11 1942 the entire support came from the OORD through the S-l 
Comnittee. Later, as in other parts of the uranium project, the contracts 
wre taken over by the Manhattan Di.strict. 

-u .5. At Berkeley, attar sane weeks of planning, the 3?-inch 
cyclotron was dismantled on November 241 1941 and its magnet was used to 
produce the magnetic field required in what came to be aalled a "Calutron• 
(a name representing a contraction of •California University cyclotron")• 
An ion source consisting of an electron beam traversing the vapor of a 
uranium salt was set up corresponding to the ion source shown in the drawing 
in Chapter IX. Ions ere then accelerated to the slit s2 through which they 
p&ssed into _ the separating region where the magnetic field bent their paths 
into semicircles terminating at the collector slit. By December 11 1941, 
molecular ion beams tran the residual gas 119re obtained, and shortly ,there
after the beam consisting of sing]J cbarged uranium ions (Uf) was brought up 
to an appreciable strength. It ~ found that a considerable proportion of 
the ions leaving the source wre Uf. ions. For the purpose ot testing the 
collection of separated samples, a collector llith two pockets was installed, 
the two pockets being separated by a distance appropriate to the mass 
numbers 235 and 238. Tiro small collection runs using u+ beams of low 
strength were made in December, but aubsequent analyses or the samples 
showed only a small separation factor. (Note that even in this initial 
experiment that the separation factor was much larger than in the best 
gaseous diffusion method.) By the middle of January 1942, a run had been 
made llith a reasonable beam strength and an aggregate now or through-put 
of appreciable amount which showed a much improved separation factor. By 
early February 1942, beams of much greater strength were obtained, and 
Lawrence reported that good separation factors were obtainable with such 
beams. By early March 1942, the ion current had been raised still .further. 
These results tended to bear out Lawrence's hopes that space charge could 
be neutralized by ionization of the residual gas in the magnet chamber. 
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Initiation of a Large Program 

11.6, By this time it was clear t hat the calutron was potenti 
able to effect much larger scale separations than had ever before been a 
preached. It was evidently desirable to explore the whole field of elec 
magnetic separation. With this end in view, Lawrence mobilized his grou 
the Radiation Laboratory of the University of California at Berkeley and 
began to call in others to help. Among those initially at Berkeley were 
D. Cooksey, P. C. Aebersold, W. M. Brobeck, F. A. Jenkins, K. R. MacKenz 
W. B. Reynolds, D. H. Sloan, F. Oppenheimer, J. G. Backus, B. Peters, A. 
Helmholz, T. Finkelstein, and W. E. Parkins, Jr. Lawrence called back s 
of his fonner students, including R. L. Thornton, J. R. Richardson, and 
others. Among those working at Berkeley for vari.ous period3 were L. P. 
from Cornell, E. u. Condon and J. J. Slepian from Westinghouse, and I. L 
muir and K. H. Kingdon from General Electric. During this early period 
Oppenheimer was still at Berkeley and contributed some important ideas. 
the fall of 1943 the group was further strengthened by the arrival of a 
number of English physicists under the leadership of M. L. Oliphant of t l 
University of Birmingham. 

11.?. Initially~ large number of different methods were con
sidered and many- exploratory experiments were performed. The main effor· 
however, s oon became directed towards the development of the calutron, ti 
objective being a high separation factor and a lar ge current in the posi1 
ion beam. 

Immediate Objectives 

11.8. Of the three apparent l i mitat ions listed in the first 
paragraph -- diffi culty of producing ions, l imited fraction of ions actuE 
used, and s pace charge effects -- only the· last had yi elded to the prelio 
attack. Apparently space charge in the neighborhood of the positive ion 
could be nullified to a ve·ry great extent. There remained as the immedie 
objectives a more productive ion source &nd more complete utilization of 
ions. 

ll . 9. The factors that control the effectiveness of an ion sou 
are many. Bot h the design of the source proper and t he method of drawing 
ions from it are involved. The problems to be solved cannot be formulate 
simply and must be attacked by methods that are largely empirical. Even 
if security restrict i ons .permitted an exposition of the innumerable forms 
of ion source and accelerating system that were tried, such exposition wo 
be too technical t o present here. 

11.10. Turning to the problem of effecting more complete utili
zation of the ions, we must consider in some detail the principle of oper 
of the calutron. The calutron depends on t he f act that singly charged io 
moving in a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the.ir direction of 
motion are bent into circular paths of radius proportional to their momen· 
Considering now just a single isotope, it is apparent that the ions passiJ 
through the two slits (and thus passing into the large evacuated region ii 
wl•ich the magnetic field is present) do not initially follow a single 
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direction, but have many initial directions lying within a small angle, 
whose size depends on the width of the slits. Fortunately, however, since 
all the ions of the isotope in question follow curved paths of the ~ 
diameter, ions starting out in slightly different di·rections tend to meet 
again -- or almost meet again ~ after completing a semicircle. _It is, of 
course, at this position of re-convergence that the collector is placed. 
Naturally, the ions of another isotope (for example, :ons of mass 238 instead 
of 235) behave similarly, except that they follow circles of slightly 
different diameter. Samples of the two isotopes are caught in collectors at 
the two different positions of re-convergence. Now the utilization of a 
greater fraction of the ions originally produced may be accomplished readily 
enough by widening the two slits referred to. But to widen the slits to any 
great extent without sacrificing sharpness of focus at the re-convergence 
positions is not easy. Indeed it can be accomplished only by use of carefully 
proportioned space-variations in the magnetic field strength. Fortunately, 
such variations were worked out successfully. 

11.11. Another problem, not so innnediate but nevertheless recog
nized as important to any production plant, was that of more efficient use 
of the magnetic field. Since large electromagnets are expensive both to 
build and to operate, it was natural to consider using the same magnetic 
field for several ion beams. The experimental realization of such an 
economical scheme became a major task of the laboratory. 

The Giant Magnet 

11.12. Although the scale of separation reached by March 1942 was 
much greater than anything that had previously been done with an electro
magnetic mass separator, it was still very far from that required to produce 
amounts of material that· would be of military significanc'e. The problems 
_that have been outlined not only had to be solved, but they had to be solved 
on a grand scale. The 37-inch cyclotron magnet that had been used was still 
capable of .furnishing useful information, but larger equipment was desirable. 
Fortunately a very much larger magnet, intended for a giant cyclotron, had 
been under construction at Berkeley. This magnet, with a pole diameter of 
184 inches and a pole gap of 72 inches, was to be the largest in existence. 
Work on it had been interrupted because of the war, but it was already 
sufficiently advanced so that it could be finished w.i.thin a few months if 
adequate priorities were granted. Aside from the magnet itself, the 
associated building, laboratories, shops, etc., were almost ideal for the 
development of the calutron. Needless to say, work was resumed on the giant 
magnet and by the end of May 1942, it was ready for use.* 

*The construction of the giant cyclotron had been undertaken with 
private funds largely supplied by the Rockefeller Foundation. In order 
to push the construction as fast as possible overtime work was required at 
additional expense. To cover these costs the Rockefeller Foundation made 
an extra appropriation. 
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Development up to September 1942 

11.lJ. The first experiments using the J?-inch magnet have be 
described in a previous paragraph. Later developments proceeded princi~ 
along these two lines: construction and installation of a properly engi 
neared separation unit for the J?-inch magnet, and design and constructi 
of experimental separation units to go into the big magnet. 

11.14. Besides the gradual increase in ion beam strength and 
separation factor that · resulted from a series of developments in the ion 
source and in the accelerating system, the hoped-for improvement in util 
zation of ions was achieved during the summer of 1942, using the giant 
magnet. Further, it was possible to maintain more than one ion beam in 
same magnetic separating region. Experiments on this latter problem did 
run into some difficulties, however, and it appeared that there might be 
limitations on the number of sources and receivers that could be put in . 
single unit as well as on the current that could be used in each beam 
without spoiling the separation. 

11.l~. It was evident that many separator units would be need1 
to get an amount of production of military significance. Therefore, con 
sideration was given to various systems of combining groups of units in 
economical arrangements. A scheme was worked out which was later used i1 
the production plants and which has proved satisfactory. 

Advantages of the Electromagnetic System 

11.16. In September 19421 both the gaseous diff'usion and ~he 
centrif'ugal methods of uranium isotope separation had been under intensii 
study -- and for a longer period than in the case of the electromagnetic 
method. Both of these methods - gaseous diffusion and centrifuge - loc 
feasible for large-scale production of u-235, but both wpuld require hune 
of stages to achieve large-scale separation. Neither had actually produc 
any appreciable amounts of separated U-235· No large-scale plant for 
plutonium production was under way, and the self-sustaining chain reactic 
which was · to produce plutonium had not yet been proved attainable. But i 
the case of the electromagnetic method, after the successful separation c 
milligram amounts, there was no question as to the scientific feasibility 
If one unit could separate 10 mg a day·, 100,000,000 units could separate 
one ton a day. The questions were of cost and time. Each unit was to be 
a complicated electromagnetic device requiring high vacuum, high voltages 
and intense magnetic fields; and a great deal of research and development 
work would be required before complete, large-scale, units could be con
structed. Many skilled operators would probably be needed. Altogether, 
that time it looked very expensive, but it also looked certain and rela
tively quick. Moreover, the smallness of the units had the advantage tha 
development could continue, modifications could be made in the course of 
construction or, within limits, after construction, and capacity could a~ 
be expanded by building new units. 



Policy Question 
I 

11.17. On the basis of rather incomplete scientific and 
engineering information on all the methods and on the basis of equally 
dubious cost estimates, decisions had to be made on three issues: 
(1) whether to build an electromagnetic plant; (2) how big such a plant 
should be; (3) at what .point of developme~t the design should be frozen. 

Approval of Plant Construction 

11.18. On the strength of the results reported on experiments at 
Berkeley in the summer of 1942, the S-1 Executive Committee, at a meeting at 
Berkeley on September 13-14, 1942, recommended that commitments be made by 
the Army for an electromagnetic .separation plant to be built at the Tennessee 
Valley site (Clinton Fngineer Worlcs). It was recommended that it should be 
agreed that commitments for this plant might be cancelled on the basis of 
later information. It was recommended that a pilot plant should be erected 
at the Tennessee Valley site as soon as possible. (However, this recom
mendation was subsequently withdrawn and such a pilot plant was never built.) 
The construction of a production plant was authorized by General Groves on 
November 5, 1942, with the understanding that the design for the first units 
was to be frozen immediately. 

Organization for Planning and Construction 

11.19. In describing the production of plutonium, we discussed 
the division of responsibility between the Metallurgical Project and the 
du Pont Company. The electromagnetic separation plant was planned and built 
under a somewhat different scheme of organization. The responsibility was 
divided between six major groups. The Radiation Laboratory at the University 
of California was responsible for research and development; the Westinghouse 
Electric and Manufactµring Company for making the mechanical parts, i.e., 
sources, receivers, pumps, tanks, etc.; the General Electric Company for the 
electrical equipment and controls; the Allis-Chalmers Company for the magnets; 
the Stone and Webster Engineering Company for the construction and assembly; 
and ~e Tennessee Eastman Company for operation. All five industrial con
cerns kept groups of their engineers at Berkeley so that a system of frequent 
informal conference and cross-checking was achieved. Thus the major part of 
the planning was done cooperatively in a single group, even though the details 
might be left to the home offices of the various companies. 

The Basis of the Technical Decisions 

11.20. Strangely enough, although the theory of the self-sustaining 
chain-reacting pile 'is already well worked out, the theory of gaseous dis
charge, after fifty years of intensive study, is still inadequate for the 
prediction of the exact behavior of the ions in a calutron. The amount of 
U-235 collected per day, and the purity of the material collected, are 
affected by many factors, including: (1) the width, spacing, and shape of 
the collector, (2) the pressure in the magnet space, (3) the strength and 
uniformity of the magnetic field, (4) the shape and spacing of the definin6 
slits and accelerating system, (5) the accelerating voltage, (6) the size 
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and shape of the slit in the arc source from which the ions come, (?) th 
current in the arc, (8) the position of the arc within the arc chamber, 
(9) the_ pressure of vapor in the arc chamber, (10) the chemical nature o 
the vapor. Evidently there was not time for a systematic study of all 
possible combinations of variables. The development had to be largely 
intuitive. A variety of conditions had to be studied and a number of 
partial interpretations had to be made. Then the accumulated experience 
of the group, the "feel" of the problem, had to be translated into speci. 
plans and recommendations. 

Technical Decisions Required 

11.21. (a) The Number of Stages. As in all methods, a compr• 
m~st be made between yield and separation factor. In the electromagneti• 
system, the separation factor is much higher than in other systems so tru 
the number of stages required is small. There was a possibility that a 
single stage might be sufficient. Early studies indicated that attempts 
push the separation factor so high as to make single-stage operation 
feasible cut the yield to an impractically small figure. 

11.22. (b) Specifications. The infonnation and experience th 
had been acquired on the variables such as those mentioned above had to b1 
translated into decisions on the following principal points before design 
could actually begin: (1) the size of a unit as detennined by the radius 
curvature of the ion path, the length of. the source slit, and the arrange· 
ment of sources and receivers; (2) the maximum intensity of magnetic fiel4 
required; (3) whether or not to use large divergence of ion beams; (4) th4 
number of ion sources and receivers per unit; (5) whether the source shou: 
be at high potential or at ground potential; (6) the number of accelerati1 
electrodes and the maximum potentials to be applied to them; (7) the poweJ 
requirements for arcs, accelerating voltages, pumps, etc.; (8) pumping 
requirements; (9) number of units per pole gap; (10) number of units per 
building. . 

Experimental t:mits at Berkeley 

ll.2J. Most of the design features for the first plant · had to l 
frozen in the fall of 1942 on the basis of results obtained with runs made 
using the giant magnet at Berkeley. The plant design, however, called fo1 
units of a somewhat different type. While there was no reason to suppose 
that these changes would introduce any difference in performance, it was 
obviously desirable to build a prototype unit at Berkeley. The constructi 
of this unit was approved at about the same time that the first plant unit 
were ordered so that experience with it had 'no influence on fundamental 
design, but it was finished and operating by April 1943, that is, six mont 
before the first plant unit. Consequently, it was invaluable for testing 
and training purposes. Later, a third magnet was built in the big magnet 
building at Berkeley. All told, there. have been six separator tmi ts 
available simultaneously for experimental or pilot plant purposes at • 
Ber~eley. Much auxiliary work has also been done outside the complete uni 
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The Isotron Separator 

11.24. As we have already said, H. D. Smyth of Princeton became 
interested in electromagnetic methods of separation in the late surmner and 
fall of 1941. He was particularly interested in devising some method of 
using ari extended ion source and beam instead of one limited essentially to 
one dimension by a slit system as in the calutron mass-separator. A method 
of actually achieving separation using an extended ion source was suggested 
by R. R. Wilson of Princeton. The device which resulted from Wilson's ideas 
vra.s given the deliberately meaningless name "isotron." 

11.25~ The isotron is an electromagnetic mass separator using an 
extended source of ions, in contrast to the slit sources used in ordinary 
mass spectrographs. The ions from the extended source are first accelerated 
by a constant, high-intensity, electric field and are then further accelerated 
by a low-intensity electric field varying at radio frequency and in ''saw 
toothtt manner. The effect of the constant electric field is to project a 
strong beam of ions down a tube with uniform kinetic energy and therefore 
with velocities inversely proportional to the square root of the masses of 
ions. The varying electric field, on the other hand, introduces small, 
periodic variations in ion velocity, and has the effect of causing the ions 
to "bunch" at a certain distance down the tube. (This same principle is 
used in the klystron high-frequency oscillator, where the electrons are 
"bunched" or "velocity-modulated.") The bunches of .ions of' different 'mass 
travel with different velocities and therefore become separated. At the 
position (actually on area perpendicular to the beam) where this occurs, an 
analyzer applies a transverse focussing electric field with a radio frequency 
component synchronized with the arrival of the bunches. The synchro~zation 
is such that the varying component of the transverse field strength is zero 
when the U-235 ion bunches come through and a maximum when the U-238 ion 
bunches come through. Thus the U-235 beams are focussed on a collector, but 
the U-238 bunches are deflected. Thus the separation is accomplished. 

11.26. This scheme was described at the December 18, 1941 meeting 
of the Uranium Conunittee and immediately thereafter was discussed more fully 
with Lawrence, who paid a visit to Princeton. The promise of the method 
seemed sufficient to justify experimental work, which was begun inmediately 
under an OSRD contract and continued until February 1943. Since the idea 
irivolved was a novel one, there were two outsta.'1dirtg issues: (1) whether 
the method would work at all; (2) vmether it could be developed for large
scale production promptly enough to compete with the more orthodox methods 
already under development. 

11.27. An experimental isotron was constructed and put into 
operation by the. end of January 1942. Preliminary experiments at that 
time indicated that the isotopes of lithium could be separated by the 
method. The first successful collection of partially separated uranium 
isotopes was made in the spring of 1942. 

11.28. Unfortunately, progress during the surmner and fall of 
1942 ·was not as rapid as had been hoped. Consequently, it was decided to 
close down _the Princeton project in order to permit sending the personnel 
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to the site where the atomic-bomb laboratory was about to get tinder way. 
Before the group left Princeton a small experimental isotron collected 
several samples of partly· separated uranium. Thus, the method worked; b 
its large-scale applicability was not fully investigated. 

The Magnetron and the Ionic Centrifuge 

11.29. In December 1941, when the whole subject of isotope 
separation was under discussion· at Berkeley, the magnetron was suggested 
as a possible mass separator. In the meantime, Smyth of Princeton had 
been in contact with L. P. Smith of Coniell and had discovered that Smi~ 
and his students had done a considerable amount of worlc - and with evid1 
of success ~ on the separation of the isotopes of lithium by just such, 
method. This was reported to Lawrence in Washington at one of the Deceml 
1941, meetings of the Uranium Committee. Lawrence i:rmoodiately got in to1 
with Smith, with the result that Smith worked on the method at Berkeley 
from February 1942 to June 1942. J. Slepian of the Westinghouse Researcl 
Laboratory in East Pittsburgh came to Berkeley in the winter of 1941-194,: 
at Lawrence's invitation and became interested in a modification of the 
magnetron which he called an ionic centrifuge. Slepian stayed at Berkelf 
most of the time until the fall of 1942, after which he returned to East 
Pittsburgh where he continued the work. 

11.30. No separation of uranium was actually attempted in the 
magnetron. Experiments with lithium with low ion currents showed some 
separation, but no consistent results were obtained with high ion cu?Ten1 
In the case of the ionic centrifuge, uranium samples have been collected 
showing appreciable separation, but the results have not been clear-cut c 
consistent. 

The Situation as of Early 1943 

11.Jl. With the virtual elimination of the isotron and the ior 
centrifuge from the development program, the calutron separator became th 
only electromagnetic method worked on intensively. Construction of initi 
units of a plant had been authorized and designs had been frozen for such 
units, but the whole electromagnetic program had been in existence for on 
a little more than a year and it was obvious that available designs we~e 
based on shrewd guesses rather than on adequate research. A similar 
situation might have occurred with the chain-reacting pile if unlimited 
amolints of uranium and graphite had been available be.fore the theory had 
been worked out or before the nuclear constants had been well determined. 
Fortunately the nature of the two projects was very different, making it 
less speculative venture to build an electromagnetic plant unit hastily 
than would have been the case for the pile. FUrther research and develop 
could proceed advantageously even while initial units of the plant were b 
built and operated. 
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Construction and Operation; March 1943 to June 1945 

Comparison with Diffusion and Plutonium Plants . 

ll.J2. The preceding chapters show that the end of 1942 was a 
time of decision throughout the uranium project. For it was at that time 
that a self-sustaining chain reaction was first produced, that construction 
was authorized for the Hanford plutonium plant, the dif.t\ision plant at 
Clinton, and the electromagnetic plant at Clinton. The diffusion plant was 
more flexible than the plutonium plant, since the diffusion plant could be 
broken down into sections and stages, built in whole or in part, to produce 
varying amounts of U-235 of varying degrees of enrichment. The .electro
magnetic plant was even more flexible, since each separator unit was 
practically independent of the other units. The separation process con
sisted of loading a charge into a unit, running the unit for a while, then 
stopping it and removing the product. To be sure, the units were' built in 
groups, but most of the controls were separate for each unit. This feature 
made it possible to build the plant in steps and to start operating the 
first part even before the second part was begun. It was also possible to 
change the design of subsequent units as construction proceeded; within 
limits it was possible even to replace obsolescent units in the early groups 
w.ith new improved units. 

Nature and Organization of Development Work 

11.JJ. Construction of the first series of electromagnetic units 
at Clinton began in March of 1943 and this part of the plant was ready for 
operation in November 1943. The group at Berkeley continued to improve the 
ion sources, the receivers, and the auxiliary equipment, aiming always at 
greater ion currents. In fact, Berkeley reports describe no less than 
seventy-one different types of source and one hundred and fifteen different 
types of receiver, all of which reached the design stage and most of which 
were constructed and tested. As soon as the value of a given design change 
was proved, every effort was made to incorporate it in the designs of new 
units. 

11.34. Such developments as these required constant interchange 
of infonnation between laboratory, engineering, construction, and operating 
groups. Fortunately the liaison was excellent. The compartj.es stationed 
representatives at Berkeley, and members of the research group at Berkeley 
paid frequent and prolonged visits to the plant at Clinton. In fact, some 
of the research men were transferred to the payroll of the Tennessee Eastman 
Company operating the plant at Clinton and a group of over one hundred 
physicists and research engineers stili kept on the Berkeley payroll were 
assigned to Clinton. Particularly in the early stages of operation the 
Berkeley men stationed at Clinton were invaluable as "trouble shooters" 
and in instructing operators. A section of the plant continued to be main
tained as a pilot unit for testing modified equipnent and revised operating 
procedures, and was run jointly by the Berkeley group and by Tennessee 
Eastman. In addition to the British group under Oliphant already mentioned, 
there was a British group of chemists at Clinton under J. w. Baxter. 
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Chemical Problems 

11.35. Originally, the uranium salts used as sources of vapoz 
the ion-producing arcs had not been investigated with any very great 
thoroughness at Berkeley, but as the process developed, a good deal of ~ 
was done on these salts, and a search was made for a uranium compound th 
would be better than that originally used. Some valuable studies were a 
made on methods of producing the compound chosen. 

11.36. By far the most important chemical problem was the 
recovery of the processed uranium compounds from the separation units. 
This recovery problem had two phases. In units of the first stage it wa 
essential to recover . the separated uranium from the receivers with maxim 
efficiency; whereas recovery of the scattered unseparated uranium from o 
parts of the unit was less important. But if higher stage units are use 

. even the starting material contains a high concentration of U-235, and i 
is essential to recover all the material in the unit at the end of each 
run, i.e., material remaining in the ion source and material deposited o. 
the accelerating electrodes, on the walls of the magnet chamber, and on · 
receiver walls. 

The Thennal Diffusion Plant 

11.37. For nearly a year the electromagnetic plant was the on 
one in operation. Therefore the urge to increase its production rate ~ 
tremendous. It was realized that any method of enriching - even slight: 
enriching -- the material to be fed into the plant would increase the 
production rate appreciably. For example, an electromagnetic unit that 
could produce a gram a day of 40 percent pure U-235 from natural uranium 
could produce two grams a day of 80 percent U-235 if the concentration o: 
U-235 in the feed material was twice the natural concentration (1.4 perc1 
instead of 0.7 percent). · 

11.38. We .have already referred to the work done by P. H. Abe: 
of the Naval Research Lab~ratory on the separation of the uranium isoto~ 
by thennal diffusion in a liquid compound of uranium. By the spring of 
1943 Abelson had set up a pilot plant that accomplished appreciable 
separation of a considerable quantity of uranium compound. It was therej 
proposed that a large-scale thennal diffusion plant should be constructec 
Such a plant would be cheaper than any of the other large-scale plants, c 
it could be built more quickly. Its principal dra..roack was its enonnous 
consumption of steam, which made it appear impracticable for the whole jc 
of separation. 

11.39. Not only was a pilot plant already in operation at the 
Naval Research Laboratory, but a second, somewhat larger plant was under 
construction at the Philadelphia Navy Yard. Through the cooperation of 
the Navy both the services of Abelson and the plans for a large-scale pls 
were made available to the Manhattan District. It was decided to erect t 
large-scale thennal diffusion plant at Clinton (using steam from the powe 
plant constructed for the gaseous diffusion plant) and to use the thermal 
diffusion-plant product as feed material for the electromagnetic plant. 
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11.40. This new thennal diffusion plant was erected in amazingly 
short time during the late swmner of 1944. In spite of some disappointments, 
operation of this plant has succeeded in its purpose of consijerably in
creasing the production rate of the electromagnetic plant. It has also 
stimulated work on the uranium recovery problem. The future of this plant 
is uncertain. Operation of the gaseous-di,ffusion plant makes it difficult 
to get enough steam to .operate the thermal diffusion plant, but also fur
nishes another user for its product. 

Miscellaneous Problems 

11.41. Although the scientific and technical problems which con
fronted the Berkeley groups were probably not as varied or numerous as the 
problems encountered at Chicago and Columbia, they were nevertheless numerous. 
Thus many problems arose in the designing of the electric power and control 
circuits, magnetic fields, insulators, vacuum pumps, tanks, collectors, and 
sources. :Many equipment items had to be designed from scratch and then 
mass-produced under high priority. 

Present Status 

11.42. The electromagnetic separation plant was in large-scale 
operation during the winter of 1944-1945, and produced U-235 of sufficient 
purity for use in atomic bombs. Its operating efficiency is being con
tinually improved. Research work is continuing although on a reduced scale. 

· Summary 

11.43. In the early days of the uranium project, electromagnetic 
methods of isotope separation were rejected primarily because of the expected 
effects of space-charge. In the fall of 1941 the question was reopened; 
experiments at Berkeley showed that space-charge effects could be largely 
overcome. Consequently a large-scale program for the development of electro-
magnetic methods was undertaken. · 

11.44. Of the various types of electromagnetic methods proposed, 
the calutron (developed at Berkeley) received principal attention. TWo 
other novel methods were studied, one at Berkeley and one at Princeton. 
The calutron mass separator consists of an ion source from which a beam of 
uranium ions is drawn by an electric field, an accelerating system in which 
the ions are accelerated to high velocities, a magnetic field in which the 
ions travel in semicircles of radius depending on ion mass, and a receiving 
system. The principal problems of this method involved the ion source, 
accelerating system, divergence of the ion beam, space charge, and utili~ 
zation of the magnetic field. The chief advantages of the calutron were 
large separation factor, small hold-up, short start-up time, and flexibility 
of operation. By the fall of 1942 sufficient progress had been made to 
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justify authorization of plant construction, and a year later the first 
units were ready for trial at the Clinton Engineer Work~ .in Tennessee. 

11.45. Research and development work on the calutron were car 
out principally at the Radiation Laboratory of the University of Califor. 
under the direction of Lawrence. Westinghouse, General Electric, and Al 
Chalmers constructed a majority of the parts; Stone and Webster built th 
plant, and Tennessee Eastman operated it. 

11.Lp. Since the calutron separation method was one of batch 
operations in a large number of largely independent units, it was possiu 
to introduce important improvements even after plant operation had begun 

11.47. In the summer of 1944 a thennal-diffusion separation p: 
was built at the Clinton Engineer Works to furnish enriched feed materia: 
the electromagnetic plant and thereby increase the production rate of t~ 
latter plant. The design of the thermal-diffusion plant was based on th1 
results of research carried out at the Naval Research Laboratory and on 1 
pilot plant built by the Navy Department at the Philadelphia Navy Yard. 

11.48. Although research work on the calutron was started latA 
than on the centrifuge and diffusion systems, the calutron plant was the 
first to produce large amorints of the separated isotopes of uranium. 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE WORK ON THE ATOMIC BOMB 

The Objeotive 

12.1. The entire purpose of the work desoribed in the precedinf 
chapters was to explore the possibility of creating atomio bombs and to pl 
duoe the concentrated fissionable materials whioh would be required in su< 
bombs. In the present chapter, the last stage of the work will be descril 
the developttlent at Los Al.a.mos of the atomic bomb itself. As in other par1 
the project, there are two phases to be considered: the organization, anc 
the scientific and technical work itself. The organization will be desorj 
briefly; the relll8.1nder of the chapter will be devoted to the scientific a: 
technical problems. Naturally, security considerations prevent a discuasj 
of many or the most important phases or this work. 

History and Organization 

12.2. The projeot reorganization that oocurred at the beginning 
1942, and the subsequent gradual transfer of the work from OSRD auspices t 
the Manhattan District have been desoribed in Chapter V. It will be reoal 
that the responsibilities of the Metallurgical Laboratory at Chicago orig
inally included a preliminary study of the physics of the atomic bomb. Sa 
preliminary studies were made in 1941; and earl~ in 1942 G. Breit got vari 
laboratories (see Chapter VI, paragraph 6.38) started on the experimental 
study of problems that had to be solved before progress could be made on b 
design. As has been mentioned in Chapter VI, J.R. Oppenheimer of the Univ 
sity of California gathered a group together in the summer of 1942 tor fur 
ther theoretical investigation and also undertook to coordinate this exper. 
mental work. This work was officially tinder the Metallurgioal Laboratory 
but the theoretical group did most .of its w9rk at the University of Cali
fornia. By the end of the sUlllller of 1942, when General L. R. Groves took 
oharge of the entire project, it was decided to expand the work considerab: 
and, at the earliest possible time, to set up a separate laboratory. 

12.3. In the ohoioe of a site for this atomic-bomb laboratory, 
the all-important considerations were secrecy and safety. It was therefor• 
deoided to establish the laboratory in an isolated location and to sever 
unneoessary connection with the outside world. 

12.4. By November 1942 a site had been ohosen -- at Loa Alamos, 
New Mexioo. It was located on a mesa about 20 miles from Santa Fe. One 
asset of this site was the availability of oonsiderable area for proving 
grounds, but initially the only struotures on the site oonsisted of a handj 
of buildings whioh onoe constituted a small boarding sohool. There was no 
laboratory, no library, no shop, no adequate power plant. The sole means c 
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approaoh was a winding mountain roade That the he.ndioaps of the sit..e were 
overcome to a considerable degree is a tribute to the unstinting efforts of 
th.e · scientifio and military personnel. 

12.5. J. R. Oppenheimer has been director of the laboratory from 
the start. He arrived at the site in March 1943, and was soon joined by 
groups and individuals from Princeton University, University of Chicago, 
University of California, University of Wisconsin, University of Minnesota, 
and elsewhere. Viith the vigorous support of General L. R. Groves, J. B. 
Conant, and others, Oppenheimer continued to gather around him scientists of 
recognized ability, so that the end of 1944 found e.n extraordinary galaxy of 
soientific stars gathered on this New MexicM mesa. The recruiting of junior 
scientifio personnel and technioians was more diffioult, since for such per
sons the disadvantages of the site were not always counterbalanoed by an 
appreciation of the magnituds of the goal; the use of Special Engineer Detach
ment personnel improved the situation considerably .. 

12.6. Naturally, the task of assembling the necessary apparatus, 
machines, and equipment was an enormous one. Three carloads of apparatus 
from the Princeton project filled some of the most urgent requirements: A 
cyclotron from Harvard, two Von de Graaf£ generators from Wisconsin, and a 
Cookoroft-Walton high-voltage device from Illinois soon arrived. As an 
illustration of the speed vrith which the laboratory was set up, we may re- . 
cord that the bottom pole piece of the cyclotron magnet was not laid until 
April 14, 1943, yet the first experiment was performed in early July. Other 
apparatus was acquired in quantity; subsidiary laboratories were built. Today 
this is probably the best-equipped physics research laboratory in the world. 

12.7. The laboratory was financed under a contract between the Man
hattan District and the University of California~ 

State of Knowledge in April 1943 

General Discussion of the Problem 

12.8. In Chapter II we stated the general conditions required to 
produoe a self-sustaining chain reaction. I-l; was pointed out that there are 
four processes competing for neutrons: (1) th0 capture of neutrons by uran
ium which results in fission; (2) non-fiseion oaptUre by uranitun; (3) non- . 
fission oapture by impurities; and (4) escape of neutrons from the system. 
Therefore the condition for obtaining such a chain reaction is that process 
(1) shall produce as many new neutrons as are consumed or lost in all four 
of the processes. It was pointed out that (2) may be reduced by removal of 
U-238 or by the use of a lattioe and moderator, that (3) may be reduced by 
achieving a high degree of chemical purity, and that (4) may be reduced (re
latively) by increasing the size of the system. In our earlier discussions 
of chain reactions it was always taken for granted that the chain-reaoting 
system must not blow up. Now we want to consider how to make it blow_ up. 

12.9. By defini~ion, an explosion is a sudden and violent release 



(in a small regi.on) of ' a large amoun·!; of energy. To produoo an efficient 
explosion in an a.tomio bomb, the parts of the bomb must not become appreoj 
separated before a substantial fraction of the available nuclear energy he 
been released. (For expansion leads to increased egoape of neutrons from 
system and thus to premature termination of the chain reaction.) Stated d 
ferently. the effioianoy of the atomic bomb will depend on the ratio of (a 
the speed with which neutrons generated by the first fissions get into oth 
nuclei and produce further fission, and (b) the speed with which the bomb 
flies apart. Using known principles of energy generation, temperature and 
pressure rise, and expansion of solids and vapors. it was possible to esti 
the order of magnitude of the time interval between the beginning and end 
the nuclear chain reaction. Almost all the technical difficulties of the 

' project come from the extraordinary brevity of this time interval. 

12.10. In earlier chapters we stated that no self-sustaining ch 
reaction could be produced in a block of pure uranium metal. no me.tter how 
large, because of parasitic capture ot the neutrons by U-238. This conclu 
has been borne out by various theoretical calculations end also by direct · 
periment. For purposes of producing a non-explosive pile, . the trick of us 
a lattice and a moderator suffices -- by reducing parasitic capture suffi
ciently. For purposes of producing an explosive unit, however. it turns o· 
that this process is unsatisfactory on two counts. First. the therm.al neu· 
trons take so long (so mall¥ micro-seconds) to act the.t only a feeble explo: 
would result. Second, a pile is ordinarily far too big to be transported. 
It is therefore necessary to out down parasitic capture by removing the 
greater part of the U-238 -- or to use plutonium. 

12.11. Naturally, these general principles -- and others -- had 
been well established before the Los Alamos project was set up. 

Critical Size 

12.12. The calculation of the critical size of a chain-reacting 
unit is a problem that has already been discussed in oonnection with piles. 
Although the calculation is simpler for a homogeneous metal unit than fore 
lattice, inaeouraoiss remained in the course of the early work. both becaue 
of lack of accurate knowledge of constants and because ot matheme.tical dif· 
fioulties. For example, the scattering, fis s ion, arid absorption cross sec· 
tions of the nuclei involved all V&'l'Y with neutron velocity. The details c 
such variation were not known experimentally and were difficult to take .ini 
account in making calculationae By ~he spring of 1943 several estimates of 
critical size had been made using various methods of calculation and using 
the best available nuclear constants, but the limits of error remained larg 

The Refleotor or Tam~r 

12.13. In a uranium- graphite chain-reacting pile the critical si 
may be considerably reduced by surrounding the pile with a layer of graphit 
since such an envelope "reflects" many neutrons back into the pile. A simi 
lar envelope can be used to reduce the critical size of the bomb. but here 
the envelope has an additional role: its very inertia delays the expansion 
of the reacting material. For this reason such an envelope is often called 
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tamper. Use of a tamper clearly makes for a longer lasting, more energetic, 
and more efficient explosion. The most effective tamper is the one having 
the highest density; high tensile strength turns out to be unimportant. It 
ii a fortunate coincidence tti.at materials of high density are also exoellent 
as reflectors of neutrons. 

Btfioienoy 

12.14. As has already been remarked, the bomb tends to fly to bits 
aa tti.e reaction proceeds and this tends to stop the reaction. To oalculate 
how much the bomb has to expand before the reaction stops is relatively 
simple. The caloulation of how long this expansion takes and how far the re
action goes in that time is much more difficult. 

12.15. While tti.e effect of a tamper is to increase the efficienoy 
both by reflecting neutrons and by delaying the expansion of the bomb, the 
effect on the effioiency is not as great as on the critical mass. The reason 
for tti.ia is that the process of reflection is relatively ·time-consuming and 
may not ooour .extenaively before the chain reaction is terminated. 

Detonation and Assembly 

12.16. As stated in Chapter II, it is impossible to prevent a 
chain reaction from occurring 1'hen the size exceeds the critical size. For 
there are alwe.ys enough neutrons (from cosmio rays, from spontaneous fission 
reactions, or from alpha-particle-induced reactions in impurities) to initiate 
the chain. Thus until detonation is desired, the bomb must consist of a num
ber of separate pieces eaoh one of 1'hich is below the critical size (either 
by reason of small size or unfavorable shape). To produce detonation, the 
parts of the bomb must be brought together rapidly. In the course of this 
assembly process the ohain reaction is likely to start -- because of the pre
aenoe of stray neutrons -- before the banb has reached i ta most compact (most 
reactive) form. Thereupon tti.e explosion tends to . prevent the bomb from 
reaching that moat compact form. Thus it may turn out that :the explosion is 
so inefficient as to be rslatively useless. The problem, therefore, is two
fold: (1) to reduoe the time of assembly to a minimum; and (2) to reduce 
the number of stray (pre-detonation) neutrons to a minimum. 

12.17. Some consideration was given t~ the danger of producing 
a "dud" or a detonation so inefficient that even the bomb itself would not 
be oomple?~ly destroyed. This would, of course, be an undesirable outcome 
since it would present the enemy with a supply of highly valuable material. 

Effectiveness 

12 .18. In Chapters II and IV it was pointed out that the amount 
of energy released was not the sole criterion of the value of a bomb. There 
was no assurance that one uranium bomb releasing energy equal to the energy 
released by 20,000 tons of TNT would be as effective in producing military 
destruction as, say, 10,000 two-ton bombs. In faot, there were good reasons 
to believe that the destructive effeot per oalorie released deoreaaes aa the 
total amount of energy released increases. On the other hand, in atomic 
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bombs the total amount or energy released per kilogram or fissionable mate 
(i.e., the efficiency of energy release) increases with the size of the be 

·Thus the optimum size of the atomic bomb was not easily determined. A tac 
cal aspect that complicates the matter further is the advantage of simulta 
ous destruction of a large area of enemy territory. In a complete apprais 
of the effectiveness of an atomio bomb, attention must also be given to et 
rects on morale. 

Method of Assembly 
-

12.19. Since estimates had been made or the speed that would br 
together subcritioal masses or U-235 rapidly enough to avoid predetonation 
a good deal or thought had been given to praotioal methods ot doing this. 
The obvious method of very rapidly assembling an atomic bomb was to shoot 
part aa a projectile in a gun againat a second part as a target. The pro
jectile mass, projectile speed, and gun caliber required were not tar from 
t he range or standard ordnance practice, but novel problema were introduce 
by the importance or achieving sudden and perfect contact between projecti 
and target, by the use of tampers, and by the requirement of portability. 
None or these technical problems had been studied to any appreciable exten· 
prior to the establishment of the Loa Alamos laboratory. 

12.20. It had also been realized that schemes probably might be 
devised whereby neutron absorbers could be incorporated in the bomb in sucl 
a way that they would be rendered less effective by the initial 1tage1 ot 
the chain reactions. Thu• the tend~cy for the bomb to detonate premature: 
and inefficiently would be minimized. Such devices tor increasing the ef
ficiency of the bomb are called auto-catalytic. 

- ) 

Summary of Knowledge as of April 1943 

12.21. In April 1943 the available information ot interest in cc 
nectl on with the design of atomic bomba waa preliminary and inaccurate. 
Further and extensive theoretical work on critical size, efficiency, effect 
of tamper, method of detonation. and effectiveness was urgently needed. 
Measurements of the nuclear constants of U-235, plutoniU!ll, and tamper mater 
had t i> be extended and improved. In the oases of U-235 and plutonium, tent 
t ive measurements had to be made using only minute quantities until larger 
quantities became available. 

12!22. Besides these problems in theoretical and experimental 
physics, there was a host of chemical, metallurgical, and technical problemJ 
that had hardly been touched. Examples were the purification and fabricati1 
of U-235 and plutonium, and the fabrication of the tamper. Finally. there 
were problems of instantaneous assembly of the bomb that were staggering in 
their complexity. 

' 
~he,,trork of the Laboratorz 

Introduction 

12.23. For administrative purposes the scientific staff at Los 
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Alamos was arranged in seven divisions. which have been rearranged at various 
times. During the spring of 1945 the divisions were: Theoretical Phy~ics 
Division under H. Bethe, Experimental Nuclear Physics Division under R. R. 
Wilson. Chemistry and Metallurgy Divisio_n under J.W. Kennedy and c.s. Smith, 
Ordnanoe Division under Capt. w.s. Parsons (USN), Explosives Division under 
G. B. Kistiakowsky, Bomb Physics Division under R. F. Bacher, and an Advanced 
Development Division under i. Fermi. All the divisions reported to J. R. 
Oppenheimer. Director of the Los Ala.mos Laboratory who has been assisted in 
coordinating the researoh by s. K. Allison sinoe December 1944. J. Chadwick 
of England and N. Bohr of Denmark spent a great deal of time at Los Alamos 
and gave invaluable advice. Chadwick was the head of a British delegation 
which contributed materially to the success of the laboratory. For security 
reasons, most of the work of the laboratory can be described only in part. 

Theoretioal Pbysios Divialon 

12.24. There were two considerations that gave unusual importance 
to the work of the theoretical physios division under H. Bethe. The first of 
these was the necessity for effecting simultaneous development of everything 
from the fundamental materials to the method of putting them to use -- all 
despite the virtual unavailability of the principal materials (U-235 and plu
tonium) and the oomplete novelty of the processes. The second consideration 
was the impossibility of producing (as for experimental purposes) a "small~ 

· . soale" atomio explosion by making use of only a small . amount of fissionable 
material. (No explosion occurs at all unless the mass of the fissionable 
material exceeds the critioal mass.) Thus it was neoessary to proceed from 
data obtained in experiments on infinitesimal quantities of materials and to 
combine it with the available theories as accurately as possible in order to 
make es tima tea as to wha. t would . happen in the bomb. Only in this way was 1 t 
possible to make sensible plans for the other parts of the project, and to 
make decisions on design and construction without waiting for elaborate 
experiments on large quantities of_ material. To tak:~ a few examplefi. theore
tical work was required in making rough determinations of the dimensions of 
the gun, in guiding the metallurgists in the choice of tamper materials. and 
in determining the influenoe of the purity of the fissionable material on the 
effioienoy of the bomb. 

12.25. The determination of the oritioal size of the bomb was one 
of the main probloma of the theoretical physios division. In the course of 
time, several improvements were made in the theoretical approaoh whereby it 
was possible to take account of practically all the complex phenomena · in
volved. It was at first considered that the diffusion of neutrons was similai 
to the diffusion of heat, but this naive; analogy had to be forsaken. In the 
early theoretical work the assumptions were made that the neutrons all had 
the same velooity and all were scattered isotropically~ A method was thus 
developed which permitted calculation ~f the critical size for various shapes 
of the fissionable material provided that the mean free path of the neutrons 
was the same in the tamper material as in the fissionable material. This 
method was later improved first by taking aocount of the angular dependence 
of the soattering and secondly by allowing · for difference in mean free path 
in core and tamper .materials. Still later, means were found of taking into 
account the effeots of the distribution --in velocity of the neutrons, the 
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variations ot oros1 sections with velocity, and inelastic scattering in th 
core and tamper materials. Thus it beoa:me possible to oompute oritioal si 
ass~ng almost any kind of tamper material. 

12.26. The rate at whioh the neutron density decreases in bomb 
models which are smaller than the critioal size can be oalculated, and all 
the variables mentioned above can be taken into account. The rate of appr 
to the critical oondition as the projeotile pa.rt ot the bomb moves toward 
the target part of the bomb has been studied by theoretioal method1. Furt 
more, the best distribution of fi11ionable material in projectile and targ 
was determined by theoretical studie1. 

12.27. Techniques were developed for dealing .with set-up1 in wh 
the number of neutrons 11 so am.all that a careful statistical analysis mus· 
be me.de of the effects of the neutrons. The moat important problem in thi; 
connection was the determination of the probability that, when a bomb 1a 
larger than critical sizep a stray neutron will start a continuing chain r 1 
action. A related problem was the determination-... ot the magnitude of the 
fluctuations in neutron density in a bomb whose size is close to the ori ti· 
size . By the sUDl!ler of 1945 many suoh calculations had been checked by ex· 
periments. 

12.28. A great deal ot theoretical work was done on the equatio1 
ot state ot matter at the high temperatures .and presaurea to be expected ii 
the exploding atomic bombs. The expansion of the various corustituent part1 
ot the bomb during and after the moment ot chain reaction has been cal
culated. The effects ot radiation have been investigated in considerable 
detail. 

12.29. Having calculated the energy that is released in the ex
plosion of an atomic bomb, one naturally wants to estimate the military 
damage that will be produced. This involves analysis of the shock wa-v-es iI 
air and in earth, the determination of the effectiveness of a detonation 
beneath the surface of the ocean, etc. 

12.30. In addition to all the work mentioned above, a oonsiderab 
amount of work was done in evaluating preiiminary experiments. Thu~ an ana 
sis was made of the baok-soattering of neutrons by the various tamper mater 
ials proposed. An analysis was also made of the results of experiments on 
the multiplication of neutrons in subcritioal amounts of fissionable materi 

Experimental Nuclear Physios Division 

12.31. The experiments performed by the Bxperimental Nuclear Phy 
ics group at Los Alamos were ot two kinds: "differential" experiments as t 
determining the cross aection for fission ot a speoific isotope by neutrons 
ot a specific velocity, and "integral• experiments as for determining the 
average soattering of fission neutrons tram an actual tamper. · 

12.32. .Many nuolear constants had already been determined at the 
University ot Chicago Metallurgioal Laboratory and ehewherej but a ·number 1 

important constants were still undetermined -- espeoially those involving 
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high neutr.on velooitiea. Some of the outstanding questions were· the follow· 
inga 

l. What are the fission oross seotions of U-234, ·u-236, U-238, 
Pu-239, eto.1 How do they vary with neutron velooity1 

2. What are the elastio soattering oross seotions for the same 
nuolei {also for nuclei of tamper materials)1 How do they vary with neutron 
velooityf 

3. What are the inelastio oross seotio?le for the nuolei referred 
to abovef 

4. llhat are the absorption oross seotions for processes other than 
fiseionf 

6. How many neutrons are emitted per fission in the case of eaoh 
of the nuclei referred to above? 

6. What is the full explanation of the .faot that the number ot 
neutrons emitted per fission is not a whole number? 

1. What is the initial energy of the neutrons produoed by .fissionf 

a. Does the number or energy of suoh neutrons vary with the speed 
of the incident neutrons? 

9. Are fission neutrons emitted iDanediately1 

10. What is the probability of spontaneous f'iasion of' the various 
fissionable nucleif 

12.33. In addition to attempting to .find the answers to theH 
questions the Los Alamos Experimental Nuclear Physics Division investigated 
~ problems of great sci'entific interest whioh were expeoted to P,lay & 
role in their final devioe. Whether or not this turned out to be the oase, 
the store of knowledge thus aooumulated by the Division forms an integral 
and invaluable part of all thinking on nuolear problems. 

12 .34. Experimental Methods. The earlier chapters contain 11 ttle 
or no disoussion of' experimental teohniquea except those for the obserTing 
ot tast (charged) particles (See Appendix 1.). To obtain answers to the ten 
questions posed above, we should like to be able tos · 

(1) determine the number of neutrons of' &Izy' given energyJ 
(2) produce neutrons of any desired energy; 
(3) determine the angles of deflection of soattered neutrons; 
(4) determine the number of fissions ocourring; 
(6) deteot other oonsequencea of neutron absorption, e.g., arti

ficial radioactivity. 

We shall indioate briefly how suoh observations are made. 
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12 .35. Detootion of Neutrons. ~'3re are three ways in whioh ne· 
trons can be detected: by the ionization produced by light atomic nuclei 
driven forward at high speeds by elastic oollidons with neutrons, by the 
radioaotive disintegration of unstable nuolei for-med by the absorptlon ot 
neutrons, and by fission resulting from neutron abso~tion. All three p~ 
oesses lead to the production of ions and the resulting ionization may be 
detected using electroscopes, ionization ahambers, Geigpr-Muller oounter, 
Wilson oloud chambers, traoks in photographic emulsion, .eto. 

12 .36. While the mere detection of neutrons is not ditfioul t, 
the measurement of the neutron velocities is decidedly ~ore so. The Wils1 
oloud ohamber method and the photographic emulsion method give the most 
direot results but are tedious to apply. More often various oombina.tiona 
selective absorbers are used. Thus, for example, if a foil known to absol 
neutrons of' only one particular range of' energies is inserted in the path 
the neutrons and is then removed, its degree of' radioaoti vi ty is presumabJ 
proportional to the number ot neutrone in the pe.rtioular energy range oon· 
cerned. Another soheme is to study the induced radioactivity known to be 
duoed only by neutrons whose energy lies abovo a certain threshold energy . 

12.37. One elegant scheme for st1Jlldying the effects of neutrons 
a single, arbitrarily-selected velocity is the "time of flight" method. , 
thia method a neutron souroe is modulated, i.e., the souroe is made to e~ 
neutrons in short "bursts" or "pulses." (In each pulse there are a great 
many neutrons -- of a very wide ra~e of velocities.) The target me.teriaJ 
and the detector are situated a considerable distanoe from the souroe (sei 
feet or ye.rds from it). Tiie detector is "modulated" also, and with the SE 

periodicitye The tuning or phasing is made such that the detector is res1 
sive ·only for a short interval. beginning a certain time after the pulse o1 
ne utrons leaves the source. Thus any effects recorded by th~ detector (e, 
fissions in a layer of uranium deposited on an inner surface of an ionizai 
chamber) &l'e the result only of neutrons that arrive just at the moment o1 
responsivity and therefore have travelled from the soi.irce in a certain tin 
interval. In other words. the measured effects are due only to the neutro 
having the appropriate velocity. 

12.38. Pr.oduction of Neutronso All neutrons are produced as th 
result of nuclear reactions, and their initial speed depends on the ener~ 
balanoe of' the particular reaction. If the reaction is endothermic. that 
if the total mass of the resultant particles is greater than that of the 
initial particles, the reaction does not occur unless the bombarding parti 
has more than' the "threshold" kinetic energy. At higher bombarding energi 
the kinetic energy of' the resulting particles, speoifioally of the neutron 
goes up with the inorease of' kinetic energy of the bombarding partiole abo 
the threshold value. Thus the Li7(p,n)Be7- reaction absorbs 1.6 Mev energy 
since the product particles are heavier than the initial particles. Any f 
th.er energy of the incident protons goes into kinetic energy of the· produo 
so that the maximum speed of the neutrons produced goes up with the speed 
the incident protons. However, to get neutrons of a narrow range of' speed 
a thin target must be used, the neutrons must all come off at the same ang 
and the protons must all strike the target with the same speed. 
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12.39. Although the same energy and momentum. conservation laws 
apply to exothermic nuclear reactions, the energy release is usually large 
compared to the kinetic energy of the bombarding particles arid therefore 
essentially determines the neutron speed. Often there are several ranges of 
speed from the same reaction. There are some reactions that produce very 
high energy neutrons (nearly 15 Mev). 

12.40. Since there is a limited number of nuclear reactions usable 
for neutron sources·, there are only certain ranges of neutron speeds that 
oan be produced originally. There is no difficulty about slowing d019?l. neu-

. trons, but it is impossible to slow them down uniformly, that is, without 
spreading out the velocity distribution. The most effective slowing-down 
scheme is the use of a moderator, as in the graphite pile; in fact, the pile 
itself is an excellent source of· thermal (i.e., very l.ow speed) or nearly 
thermal neutrons. 

12 .41. Determination of Angles of Deflection. The difficulties 
in measuring the angles of deflection of neutrons are largely of intensity 
and interpretation. The number of neutrons scattered in a particular direc
tion may be relatively small, and the "scattered" neutrons nearly always 
include many strays not coming from 1:he intended target. 

12.42. Determination of Number of Fissions. Ths determination of 
the number of fissions which are produced by neutrons or occur spontaneously 
is relatively simple. Ionization chambers, counter tubes, and many other 
types of detectors can be used. 

12.43~ Detection of Products of Capture of Neutrons. Often it is 
desirable to find in detail what has happened to neutrons that are absorbed 
but hav.e not produced fission, e.g., resonance or "radiative" capture of 
neutrons by U-238 to form U-239 which leads to the production of plutonium. 
Suoh studies usually involve a combination of microchemical separations and 
radioactivity analyses. 

12.44. Some Experiments on Nuclear Constants. By the time that 
the Los Alamos laboratory had been established, a large amount of work had 
been done on the effects of slow neutrons on the materials then available. 
For example, the therm.al-neutron fission cross section of natural uranium 
had been evaluated, and similarly for the separated isotopes of uranium and 
for plutonium. Some data on high-speed-neutron fission cross sections had 
been published, and additional information was ava~lable in project labora
tories. To extend and improve such data, Los Alamos perfected the use of 
the Van de Graaff generator for the Li7(p,n)Be7 reaction, so as to produce 
neutrons of any desired energy lying in the range from 3000 electron volts 
to two million electron volts. Success wa.s also aohieved in modulating 
the cyclotron beam and developing the neutron time-of-flight method to pro
duce (when desired) efrects of many speed intervals at once. Special 
methods were devised for filling in the gaps in neutron energy range. Parti· 
cularly important was the refinement of measurement made possible as greater 
quantities of U-235, U-238 and plutonium began to be received. On the whole, 
the values of cross section for fission as a function of neutron energy from 
practically zero electron volts to three million electron volts is now fairl~ 
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well known for these materials. 

12.45. Some Integral l::xperim.ents. Two "integral experiments" ( 
periments on assembled or integrated systems comprising fissionable materi 
reflector, and perhaps moderator also) ma.y be described. In the first of 
these integral experiments a chain-reacting system was constructed which 
included a relatively large amount of U-235 in liquid solution. It was de 
signed to operate at a very low power level, and .it had no cooling system. 
Its purpose was to provide verification of the effects predicted for react 
systems containing enriched U-235. The results were very nearly as expeot 

12.46. The seoond integral experiment was carried out on a pile 
containing a mixture of uranium and a hydrogenous moderator. In this firs 
form, the pile was thus a slow-neutron chain-reacting pile. The pile was 
then rebuilt using leu hydrogen. In this version of the pile, fast-neutr 
fission became important. The pile was rel?uilt several more times, less 
hydrogen being used each time. By such a · serious of reconstructions, the 
action character was successively altered, so that thermal neutrori fission 
became less and less important while fast neutron fission became more and i 

important -- approaching the conditions to be found in the bomb. 

12.47. Summary of Results on Nuclear Physics. The nuclear con
stants of U-235, U-238, and plutonium have been measured with a reasonable 
degree of accuracy over the range of neutron energies from thermal to thre1 
million electron volts. In other words, questions l, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of th1 
ten questions posed at the beginning of this section have been answered. 
The fission spectrum (question 7) for U-235 and Pu-239 is reasonably well 
known. Spontaneous fission (question 10) has been studied fo~ sev~ral typ1 
of nuclei. Preliminary results on questions 6, a, and 9, involving tletail1 
of the fission process, have been obtained. 

Chemistry and .Metallurgy Division 

12.48 • . The Chemistry and, Metallurgy Division of' the Los Alamos 
· Laboratory was under the joint direction of J. W. Kennedy and c.s. Smith. · 
It was responsible f'or final purification of the enriched fissionable mater 
ials~ for fabrication of the bomb core, tamper, etc., and for various othe1 
matters. In all this division's work on enriched fissionable materials es1 
cial care had to be taken not to lose any appreciable amounts of' the materj 
(which are worth much more than gold). Thus . the procedures already well- · 
established at Chicago and elsewhere for purifying and fabricating natural 
uranium were often not satisfactory for handling highly-enriohed samples o1 
U-235. ----

Ordnance, Explosives, and Bomb. Physics Divisions 

12 .49. The above account of the work of the Theoretical Physioa 
Experimental Nuclear Physics, and Chemistry and Metallurgy Divisions is 
somewhat incomplete because important aspects of this work cannot be dis
cussed for reasons of security. For the same reasons none of the work of 
the Ordnance, Explosives, and Bomb Physics Divisions can be discussed at al 
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Summary 

.12.50. In the spring of 1943 an entirely new laboratory was 
established at Los Alamos, New Mexico, under J·. R. Oppenheimer for the pur
pose of investigating the design and construction of the atomio bomb, from 
the stage of receipt of U~235 or plutonium to the stage of use of the bomb. 
The new laboratory improved the theoretioal treatment of design and p~rform
anoe problems, refined and extended the measurements of the nuclear constants 
involved, developed methods of purifying the materials to be used, and, 
finally, designed and constructed operable atomic bombs. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

GENERAL SUMMARY 

Present Overall Status 

13.1. As the result of the labors of the Manhattan District c 
zation in Washington and in Tennessee, of the scientific groups at Berke 
Chicago, Columbia, · Los Alamos, and elsewhere, of the industrial groups a 
Clinton, Hanford, and many other places, the end of June 1945 finds us e 
pecting from day to. day to hear of the explosion of the tirst atomic bom 
devised by man. All the problems are believed to have been solv'8d at le 
well enough to make a bomb practicable. A sustained neutron chain react 
resulting from nuclear fission has been demonstrated; the conditions nee 
to cause such a reaction to occur explosively have been established and 
be achieved; production plants of several different types are in operati 
building up a stock pile of the explosive material. Although we do not l 
when the first explosion will occur nor how effective it will be, announ• 
ment of its occurrence will precede the publication of this report. Eve: 
the first attempt is relatively ineffective, there is little doubt that 
later efforts will be highly effective; the devastation from a single ba 
is expected to be comparable to that of a major air raid by usual methodi 

13.2. A weapon has been developed that is potentially destruc1 
beyond the w,tldest nightmares of the imagination; a weapon so ideally su:l 
to sudden unannounced attack that a country's major cities might be destJ 
overnight by an ostensibly friendly power. This weapon has been created 
by the devilish inspiration of some warped genius but by the arduous labc 
thousands of normal men and women working for the safety of their countrl 
Many of the principles that have been used were well known to the inter
national scientific world in 1940. To develop the necessary industrial i 
ceases from these prind.ples has been costly in time, effort, and money, 
the processes which we selected for serious effort have worked and severs 
that we have not chosen could probably be made to work. We have an initi 
advantage in time because, so far as we lmow, other countries have not b 
able to carry out parallel developnents during the war period. We also h 
a general advantage in scientific and particularly in industrial strength 
but such an advantage can easily be thrown away. 

13.3. Before the surrender of' Germ.any there was always a chanc• 
that German scientists and engineers might be developing atomic banbs whi· 
would be sufficiently effective to alter the course of the war. There wa: 
therefore no choice but to work on them in this country. Initially many 
scientists could and did hope that sane principle would emerge ltlich woulc 
prove that atomic bombs were inherently impossible. This hope has faded 
gradually; fortunately in the same period the magnitude of the necessary : 
dustrial effort has been demonstrated so that the tear of Gennan success 
weakened even before the end came. By the same token,, most of us are cer'I 
that the Japanese cannot develop arxi use this weapon effectively. 
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Prognostication 

lJ.4. As to the future, one may guess that technical developnents 
will take place along two lines. From the mill tary point of view it is 
reasonably certain that there will be improvements both in the pn>cesses of 
producing fissionable material and in its use. It is conceivable that totally 
different methods may be discovered for converting ·matter into energy since 
it is to be remembered that the energy released in uranium fission corre
sponds to the utilization of only about one-tenth of one per cent of its 
mass. Should a scheme be devised for converting to energy even as much as a 
few per cent of the matter of some coDDnon material, civilization would have 
the means to commit suicide at 'Will. 

13.5. The possible uses of nuclear energy are not all destructive, 
and the second direction in which technical development can be expected is 
along the paths of peace. In the fall of 1944 General Groves appointed a 
conmdttee to look lnto these possibilities as well as those of military 
significance. This committee (Dr. R. C. Tolman, chairman; Rear Admiral 
E. W. Mills (USN) with Captain T. A. Solberg (USN) as deputy, Dr. W. K. ~wis, 
and Dr. H. D. Smyth) received a multitude of suggestions from men on the 
various projects, principally along the lines of the use of nuclear energy 
for power and the use of radioactive by-products for scientific, medical, and 
industrial purposes. While there was general agreement that a great industry 
might eventually arise, canparable, perhaps, with the electronics industry, 
there was disagreement as to how rapidly such an industry would grow; the 
consensus was that the growth would be slow over a period of many years. 
At least there is no immediate prospect of running cars with nuclear power 
or lighting houses with radioactive lamps although there is a good proba-

. billty that nuclear power for special purposes could be developed within ten 
years and that plentiful supplies of radioactive ma ter:ials can have a pro
found effect on scientific research and perhaps on the treatment of certain 
diseases in a similar period. 

Planning for the Future 

lJ.6. During the war the effort has been to achieve the maximum 
military results. It bas been apparent for some time that some sort of 
government control and support in the field of nuclear energy must continue 
after the war. Many of the men associated with the project have recognized 
this fact and have come forward with various proposAls, some of which were 
considered by the Tolman Committee, although it was only a temporary advisory 
committee reporting to General Groves. An interim committee at a high level 
is now engaged in fonnulating plans for a continuing organization. This 
committee is al~o discussing matters of general policy about which many of the 
more thoughtful men on the project have been deeply concerned since the work 
was begun and especially since success became more and more probable. 

The Questions before the People 

1,3.7. We find ourselves with an explosive which is far fran com
pletely perfected. Yet the future possibilities of such explosives are ap
palling, and their effects on future wars and international affairs are of 
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fundamental importance. Here is a new tool for mankind, a tool of un
imaginable destructive power. Its developnent raises many questions tha 
must be answered in the near future. 

lJ.8. Because of the restrictions of military security there 
been no chance for the Congress or the people to debate such questions. 
have been seriously considered by all concerned and vigorously debated a 
the scientists, and the conclusions reached have been passed along to th 
highest authorities. These questions are not technical questions; they 
political and social questions, and the answers given to them may affect 
mankind for generations. In thinld.ng about them the men on the project 
been thinking as citizens of the United States vitally interested in the 
fare of the human race. It bas been their duty and that of the responsi· 
high goverrment officials who were infonned to look beyond the limits of 
present war and its weapons to the ultimate implications of these discoV1 
This was a heavy responsibility. In a free country like ours, such ques· 
should be debated by the people and decisions must be made by the people 
through their representatives. This is one reason for the release· of th 
report. It is a semi-technical report which it is hoped men of science : 
this countcy can use to help their fellow citizens in reaching wise deci: 
The people of the country must be informed if they are to discharge thei: 
responsibilities w.i.sely. 
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APPENDIX 1 

METHODS OF OBSERVING FAST PARTICLES FROM NUCLEAR REACTIONS 

In Chapter I we pointed out the importance of ionization in th• 
study of ra.dioactivity arid mentioned the electroscope. In this appendix 
shall mention one method of historical impo~tance comparable with the 
electroscope but no_ longer used, and then we shall review the various me1 
now in use for observing alpha particles, beta particles (or positrons), 
gamma rays, and neutrons. or their effects. 

Scintillations 

The closestapproach that can be made to "seeing" an atom is to 
the bright flash ot light that an alpha particle or high-speed proton mal 
when it strikes a fluorescent screen. All that is required is a piece oj 
glasa covered with zinc sulphide, a low-power microscope, a dark room, a 
well-rested eye, and ot course a source or alpha particles. Most ot 
Rutherford's famous experiments, including that ~entioned in paragraph l. 
involved "counting" scintillations but the method is tedious and, as far 
the author knowa, has been entirely superseded by electrical methods. 

The Process of Ionization 

When a high-speed charged particle like an alpha particle or a 
high-speed electron passes through matter, it disrupts the molecules that 
strikes by reason of the electrical forces between th~ charged particle a 
the electrons in the molecule. It the material is gaseous, the resultant 
fra~nts or ions may move apart and, if there is an electric field prese 
the electrons knocked out of the molecules move in one direction and the 
residual positive ions in another direction. An initial beta particle wi 
a million electron volts energy will produce some 18,000 ionized atoms 
before it is stopped completely since on the average it uses up about 60 
volts energy in each ionizing collision. Since each ionization process g 
both a positive and a negative ion, there is a total of 36,000 charges se 
free by one high-speed electron, but since each charge is only l.6 x lo-1 
coulomb, the total ia only about 6 x lo-15 coulomb and is still very minu 
The best galvanometer can be made to measure a charge of about lo-10 
coulomb. It ia possible to push the sensitivity of an electrometer to ab 
lo-16 coulomb. but the electrometer is a very inconvenient instrument to 

An alpha particle produces amounts of ionization comparable wit 
the beta particle. It is stopped more rapidly, but it produces more ions 
unit of path. A gamma ray is much less efficient as an ionizer since the 
process is quite different. It does occasionally set free an electron fr 
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a molecule by Compton scattering or the photoelectric effect, and this 
secondary electron has enough energy to produce ionization. A neutron, as 
we have already mentioned in the text, produces ionhation only indirectly 
by giving high velocity to a nucleus by elastic collision, or by disrupting 
a nucleus with resultant ionization by the fragments. 

It we are to detect the ionizing effects of these particles, we 
must evidently use the resultant effect ot a great many particles or have 
very sensitive means of measuring electric currents. 

The Electroscope 

Essentiaily the electroscope determines to what degree the air 
immediately around it has become conducting as the result of the ions pro
duced in it • . 

The simplest form ot electroscope is a strip of gold leaf a few 
centimeters long, suspended by a hinge from a vertical insulated rod. It 
It the rod is charged, the gold leaf also takes up the same charge and 
stands out at an angle as a result of the repulsion of like charges. As the 
charge leaks &'Way, the leaf gradually swings down against the rod, and the 
rate at which it moves is a measure of the conductivity of the air surround
ing it. 

A more rugged, form ot electroscope wa.s devised by c. c. Lauritsen,, 
who substituted a quartz fiber for the gold leaf and used the elasticity ot 
the fiber as the restoring force instead ot gravity. The fiber is made 
conducting by a thin coating ot metal. Again the instrument is . charged, and 
the fiber, after initial deflection, gradually comes back to its uncharged 
position. The position of the fiber is read in a low-power microscope. 
These instruments can be made portable and rugged and fairly sensitive. l'hey 
are the standard field instrument for testing the level ot gamma radiation, 
particularly as a safeguard against dangerous exposure. 

Ionization Chambers 

An ionization chamber measures the total number or ions produced 
directly in it. It usually consists of two plane electrodes between which 
there is a strong enough electric field to draw all the ions to the electrodes 
before they recombine but not strong enough to produce . secondary ions as in 
the instrumenta we shall describe presently. 

By careful design and the use of sensitive amplifiers an ionization 
chamber can measure a number of ions as low as that produced by a single 
alpha particle, or it can be used much like an electroscope to measure the 
total amount of ioniz.ing radiation present instantaneously, or it can be 
arranged to give the total amount of ionization that has occurred over a 
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period ot time . 

Proportional Counters 

While ionization chambers can be made which will respond to ai 
alpha particles, it is far more convenient to use a selt-ampli.tying devi 

. that ii, to make the ions originally produced make other ions in the sam 
region 10 that the amplifier circuits need not be so sensitive. 

In a proportional oounter one of the .electrodes i• a tine wire 
along the axis of the second electrode, which is. a hollow cylinder. The 
effect of the wire is to give strong eleotrio field strengths close to i · 
enn for relatiTely ,small potential ditterencoa between it and the other 
electrode. This strong field quickly accelerates the primary ions forme1 
the alpha or beta particle or photon, and these accelerated primary ions 
(particularly the electrons) in turn form secondary ions in the gas with 
which the counter is filled so that the total puls.e of current ii much 
increased. 

It is possible to design and operate such counters in such a WI 
that the total number of ions formed is proportional to the number of 
primary ions formed. Thus after amplification a current pulse can be se« 
on an oscilloscope, the height of which will indicate how effective an · 
ionizer the initial particle was. It is quite easy to distinguish in th~ 
way betlteen alpha particle• and beta particles and photons, and the circt 
can be arranged to count only the pulses of greater than a chosen magnitt 
Thus a proportional counter can count alpha particles against a backgrow 
of b~ta.sor oan even count only the alpha particles having more than a 
certain enf!rgy. 

Geiger-Mueller Counter• 

It the voltage on a proportional counter is raised, there comee 
point when the primary ions f'rom a single alpha. particle, beta particle, 
photon will set off a discharge through the whole counter, not merely 
multi ply the number of primary ions in the region where "Chey are produced 
This is a trigger action and the current is independent of the number or 
ions produoed1 furthermore, the current would continue indefinitely if no 
steps were taken to quench it. Quenching oan be achieved entirely by 
arranging the external circuits so that the voltage drops as soon as curr 
passes or by using a mixture ot gases in the counter which "poison" the 
electrode surface as soon as the discharge passes and tempo~arily prevent 
the further emission of electrons, or by combining both methods. 

The Geiger-Mueller counter was developed before the proportiona 
counter and remains the most sensitive instrument for detecting ionizing 
radiation, but all it does is "count" any ionizing radiation that passes 
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through it whether it be an alpha particle, proton, electron, or photon. 

The Art of Co.unter Measurements 

It is one thing to describe the various principles of ionization 
chambers, counters, and the like; quite another to construct and operate 
them successfully. 

First of all, the walls of the counter chamber must allow the 
particles to enter the counter. For gamma rays this is a minor problem, but 
for relatively low-speed electrons or positrons or for alpha particles the 
walls of the counter must be very thin or there must be thin windows. 

Then there are great variations in the details of the counter 
itself, spacing and size of electrodes, nature of the gas filling the chamber, 
its pressure, and so on. 

• 
Finally, the interpretation of the reeulte.nt data is a tricky 

business. The absorption of the counter walls and of any external absorbers 
must be taken into account; the geometry of the counter with relation to the 
source must be estimated to translate observed counts into actual number ot 
nuclear events; last but not alw8.ys least, statistical fluctuations must be 
considered since all nuclear reactions are governed by probability laws. 

The Wilson Cloud Chamber 
. 

There is one method of observing nuclear particles that depend1 
directly on ionization but is not an electrical method. It uses the fact 
that supersaturated vapor will cond•nse more readily on ions than on neutral 
molecules. If air saturated with water vapor is cooled by expansion just 
atter an alpha particle has passed through it, tiny drops or water condense 
on the ions formed by the alpha particle and will reflect a bright light 
strongly enough to be seen or photographed 10 that the actual path of the 
alpha particle is recorded. 

This method developed by c. T. R. Wilson in Cambridge., England, 
about 1912 has been enormously usetul in studying the behavior ot individual 
particles, alphas, protons, electrons, positrons, mesotrons, photons, and the 
fast atoms caused by collisions with alphas, protons. or neutrons. Unlike 
the scintillation method, its companion tool for many years·, it has not been 
superseded and is still used extensively, particularly to study details of 
collisions betwe~n nuclear particles and atoms. 
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The Photographic Method 

The tracks of individual particles passing through matter can 
be observed in photographic emulsio~s, but the lengths of path are so s 
that they must be observed under a microscope, where they appear as a s 
ot devel~ped grains marking the passage of the particle. This method o 
observation requires practically no· equipment but is tedious and of lim 
usefulness. It is possible, however, to use the general blackening of 
photographic film as a measure of total exposure to radiation, a proced 
that has been used to supplement or to replace electroscopes for safety 
control in many parts of the project. 

The Observation and Measurement of Neutrons 

None of the methods we have described are directly applicable 
neutrons, but all of them are indirectly applicable since neutrons prod1 
ions indirectly. This happens in two ways -- by elastic collision and 1 
nuclear reaction. As we have already described, a fast neutron in pass: 
through matter occasionally approaches an atomic nucleus so closely as · 
impart to it a large amount of momentum and energy according to the law: 
elastic collision. The nucleus thereby becomes a high-speed charged pa.i 
which will produce ionizatio.ll in an ionization chamber, counter, or clo1 
chamber. But if the neutron has low speed, e.g., thermal, the struck n1 
will not get enough energy to cause ionization. If, on the other hand, 
neutron is absorbed and the resultant nucleus breaks up with the releas1 
energy, ionization will be produced. Thus, for the detection of high-sJ 
neutrons one has a choice between elastic collisions and nuclear reactic 
but for thermal speeds only nuclear reaction will serve. 

The reaction most commonly used is the 5a10(n,cx.) Li 7 reactioi 
which releases about 2.5 Mev energy shared between the resuttant alpha 
particle and 3Li 7 nucleus. '.!'his ie ample to produce .ionization. This 
reaction is used by filling an ionization chamber or proportional countE 
with boron trifluoride gas so that the reaction occurs in the region 
where ionization is wanted; as an alternative the interior of the chambE 
or counter is lined with boron. The ionization chamber then serves as e 
instrument to measure overall neutron flux while the proportional counb! 
records numbers of individual neutrons. 

One of the most valuable methods of measuring neutron densitie 
nuclear reactions depends o~ the production of artificial radioactive 
nuclei. A foil kno1Vll to be made radioactive by neutron bombardment is 
inserted at a point where the neutron intensity is wanted. After a give 
time it is removed and its activity measured by an electroscope or count 
'.!'he degree of activity that has been built up is then a measure of the 
number of neutrons that have been absorbed. This method has the obvious 
disadvantage that it does not give an instantaneous response as do the 
ionization chamber and counter. 
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One of the most interesting methods developed on the project is to 
use the fission of uranium as the nuclear reaction for neutron detection. 
Furthermore, by separating the isotopes, fast and slow neutrons can be 
differentiated. 

Since the probability of a neutron reaction occurring is different 
for every reaction and for every neutron speed, difficulties of translating 
counts or current measurements into numbers and speeds of neutrons present 
are even greater than for other nuclear particles. No one need be surprised 
if two ~ble investigators give different numbers for supposedly the same 
nuclear constant. It is only by an intricate series of interlocking 
experiments carefully compared and interpreted that the fundamental facts 
can be untangled from experimental and instrumental variables. 
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APPENDIX 2 

nrn UNITS OF MASS, CHARGE AND ENERGY 

Since the proton and the neutron are the f'lindamental particle: 
of which all nuclei are built, it would seem natural to use the mass of 
or the other of them as a unit of mass. The choice would probably be tl 
ton, which is the nucleus of a hydrogen atom. There are good reasons, l 
torical and otherwise, why neither the proton nor the neutron was chose1 
Instead, the mass unit used in atomic and nucl~ar physics is one sixteez 
the mass of the predominant o~gen isotope, 016, and is equal to 1.6603 
10-24 gram. Expressed in terms of this unit, the mass of the proton is 
1.00758 and the mass of the neutron is l.0089J. (Chemists usually use E 
slightly different unit of mass.) · 

Charge 

The unit of electric charge used in nuclear science is the poe 
charge of the proton. It is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to 
charge on the electron and is therefore often called the electronic char 
One electronic charge is 1.60 x lQ-19 coulomb. It may be recalled that 
current of one ampere flcming for one second conveys a charge of one cou 
lomb; i.e., one electronic charge equals 1.60 x l0-19 ampere second. 

Energy 

The energy unit used in nuclear physics is the electron volt, 
is defined as equal to the kinetic energy which a particle carrying one 
tronic charge acquires in falling freely through a potential drop of one 
It is often convenient to use the million-times greater unit: million e 
tron volt (Mev). 

The relationships among the electron volt and other common uni 
energy are in the following table: 
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Conversion Table for Energy Units 

MultiEl:i: ~ To Obtain 

Mev 1.07 x lo-3 mass units 
1.60 x io-6 ergs 
3.s3 x io-14 g. cal. 
4.45 x io-20 kw. hrs. 

mass units 9.31 x io2 Mev 
1.49 x lo-.J ergs 
3.56 x 10-11 g. cal. 
4.15 x io-1? kw. hrs. 

ergs 6.?l x 102 mass units 
6.24 .x 105 Mev 
2.39 x 10-8 g. cal. 
2.?8 x 10-14 kw. hrs. 

g. cal. 2.81 x 1010 mass units 
2.62 x iol3 Mev 
4.18 x 107 ergs 
i.16 x lo-6 kw. hrs. 

kw. hrs. 2.41 x iol6 mass units 
2.25 x iol9 Mev 
3.60 x lol.'.3 · ergs 
8.60 x 105 g. cal. 
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APPENDIX 3 

DELAYED NEUTRONS FROM URANIUM FISSION 

As was pointed out in Chapter VI, the control of a cha:in-reactin 
pile is greatly facilitated by the fact that some of the neutrons resultin 
from uranium fission are not emitted until more than a second after fissio 
occurs. It was therefore important to study this effect experimentally. 
Such experiments were described by Snell, Nedzel and Ibser in a report dat 
May 15, ·1942 from which we quote as f ollows: 

The present experiment consists of two inte?Telated parts-
one concerned with the decay curve, and one concerned with the 
intensity of the delayed neutr ons measured in terms of that of the 
"instantaneous" fission neutrons . 

The Decay Curve of the Delayed Neutrons 

The neutron source was the beryllium target of the Unive r si ty 
of Chicago cyclotron struck' by a beam of up to 20 pA of 8 Mev 
deuterons. Near the target was placed a hollow shell made of 
tinned iron ~d containing 106 lbs. of u3o8 • This was surrounded 
by about 211 of paraffin. The interior of the shell was filled with 
paraffin, except ~or an axial hole which acconunodated a BF3-filled 
proportional counter. The counter was connected through an ampli
fier to a scaling circuit ("scale of 6411 ) equipped wi th inter
polating lights and a Cenco impulse counter. A tenth-second timer, 
driver by a synchronous motor, and hundredth-second stop watch were 
mounted on the panel of the scaler, close to the interpolating 
lights. an.d impulse counter. This group of dials and lights was 
photographed at an appropriately varying rate by a Sept camera 
which was actuated by hand. The result was a record on movie film 
of times and counts, from which the decay curves were plotted. 

The actual procedure was as follows: During bombardment the 
stop watch was started and the timer was running contj.nuously; the 
counter and amplifier were on, but the pulses leaving the amplifier 
were grounded. The scaler was set at zero. After a warning signal 
the cyclotron was shut off by one operator, while another operator 
switched the output of the amplifier from ground into the scaler, 
and started taking photographs. It was easy to take the first 
photograph within half a second of turning off the cyclotron. 
Sixty to a hundred photographs were taken during a typical run. 
The necessity of using both a stop watch and a timer arose from 
the fact that the hundredth-second precision of the stop watch was 
needed for the small time intervals between photographs during the 
initial part of the run, but the watch ran down and stopped before 
the counting was complete. The timer then gave sufficient precision 
for the later time intervals. 
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Some forty runs were taken under varying experimental con-, 
ditions. Short activations of one or tvro seconds were given for 
best resolution of the short periods. Long, intense bombardments 
lasting 15-20 minutes, as close as possible to the target, were 
made to make the long period activities show up with a maximum 
intensity. Some 5-minute bombardments were made, keeping the 
cyclotron beam as steady as pos.sible, to study the relative 
saturation intensities of the various activities; in these 
activations the cyclotron beam was reduced to 1 or 2 ,P-A to 
prevent the initial counting rate from becoming too high for 
a counter (.300 per sec. was taken as a reasonable upper limit 
for reliable counting). Two BF1 counters were available, one 
having a thermal neutron cross §action of 2.66 sq. cm., and the 
other 0.43 sq. cm. After a strong activation, we could follow 
the decay of the delayed neutrons for some 13 minutes. Back
ground counts (presumably chiefly due to spontaneous fission 
neutrons) were taken and were subtracted from the .readings. 
They amounted to about 0.4 counts per sec. for the large 
couriter. 

A study of all the decay curves gives the following as a 
general picture of the neutron-emitting activities present: 

Half-life 

5? ± .3 sec. 
24 :t 2 sec. 
7 sec. 
2.5 sec. 

TABLE 1 

Relative initial intensity 
activated to saturation 

0.135 
1.0 
1.2 
1.2 

Any activity of period longer than 57 sec. failed to appear 
even after the most intense bombardment we could give, lasting 
20 minutes. The relative initial intensities given are the 
average values obtained from three curves. 

These results give the following equation for the decay 
curve, of the delayed neutrons after activation to saturation: 

-0.28t 
Activity = constant (l.2e +l.2e 

where t is in seconds. 

-0.099t 
+l.Oe 

-0.029t . 
+0.1J5e 

-0.012t 
) 

The second part of the experiment measured the total number of 
neutrons emitted in the time interval 0.01 sec. to 2.0 min. after the cyclo
tron was turned off. Assuming that all the delayed neutrons observed were 
in the four groups measured in the first part of the experiment, this second 
result indicated that 1.0 ~ 0.2 per cent of the neutrons emitted in uranium 
fission are delayed by at least 0.01 sec. and that about 0.0'7 per cent are 
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delayed by as much as a minute. By designing the effective value of k, 1 
multiplication factor, for a typical operating pile to be only 1.01 with 
the controls removed and the total variation in k from one control rod t< 
0.002, the numb.er of delayed neutrons is sufficient to allow easy contro~ 
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APPENDIX 4 

TfiE FIRST SELF-SUSTAINING CHAIN-REACTING PILE 

In Chapter VI the construction and operation of the first sel : 
sustaining chain-reacting pile were described briefly. Though details 1 

still be withheld for security reasons. the following paragraphs give a 
what fuller description based on a report by Fermi. This pile was ereoi 
Fermi and his collaborators in the fall of 1942. 

Description of the Pile. The original plan called for an approximi 
spherical pile with the best materials near the center. Actually contr< 
measurements showed that the critical size had been reached before the f 

was complete. and the construction was modified accordingly. The final 
structure may be roughly described as an oblate spheroid flattened at tl 
top, i. e., like a door knob. It was desired to have the uranium. or urE 
oxide lumps spaced in a cubic lattice imbedded in graphite. Consequent] 
the graphite was cut in bricks and built up in layers. alternate ones o1 
which codtained lumps of uranium at the corners of squares. The critic~ 
size was reached when the pile had been built to a height only three que 
of that needed according to the most cautious estimates. Consequently c 
one more layer was added. The graphite used was chiefly from the Natio? 
Carbon Company and the Speer Graphite Company. The pile contained 12,4C 
.of metal. part of which was suppl'ied by Westinghouse, part by Metal 
Hydrides, and part by Ames. Since there were many more lattice points t 
lumps of metal, the remaintng ones were filled with pressed oxide lumps. 

For purposes of control and experiment there were ten slots pa 
completely through the pile. Three of those near the center were used f 
control and safety rods. Further to facilitate experiment, particularly 
removal of samples, one row of bricks carrying uranium and passing near 
center of the pile was arranged so that it could be pushed completely ou 
of the pile. 

This whole graphite sphere W9.s supported by a timber framework 
resting on the floor of a squash court under the West Stands of Stagg Fi· 

Predicted Performance of the Pile. The metal lattice at the center 
the pile and the two other major lattices making up the bulk of the rest 
the pile had each been studied separately in exponential experiments #18 
#27, and =/1=29. These had given a multiplication factor of 1.07 for the 
metal lattice and 1.04 and 1.03 for the oxide lattices, the difference ii 
the last two resulting from difference in the grade of graphite used. I· 
to be remembered that these figures are multiplication factors for latti1 
of infinite size. Therefore a prediction of the actual effective 
multiplication factor keff for the pile as constructed depended on the 
validity of the deduction of k from the exponential experiments, on a 
proper averaging for the different lattices, and on a proper deduction oJ 
keff from the average k for infinite size. Although the original design 
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the pile had been deliberately generous, its suocess when only partly com
pleted indicated that the .values of the multiplication factors as calculated 
from exponential experiments had been too low. The observed effective 
multiplication factor of the part or the planned structure actually built 
was about 1.0006 when all neutron absorbers were removed. 

Measurements Per.f'orme.d dur.ing Construction. A series of measurements 
was made while the pile was being assembled in order to be sure that ,the 
critical dimensions were not reached inadvertently. These measurements 
served alao to check the neutron multiplication properties of' the structure 
during as~embly, making possible a prediction ot where the critical point 
would be reached. 

In general, any detector of neutrons or gamma radiation can be 
used for measuring the intensity o.f' the reaction. Neutron detectors are 
somewhat preferable since they give response more quickly and are not 
affected by fission-product radiations after shut down. Actually both 
neutron detectors (boron trifluoride counters) and gamma-ray ionization 
chambers were distributed in and around the pile. Certain of the ionization 
chambers were used to operate recording instruments and automatic safety 
controls. 

In the, pile itself measurements were made with two types or 
detector. A boron trifluoride counter was inserted in a slot about 43" from 
the ground and its readings taken at frequent intervals. In addition, an 
indium toil was irradiated every night in a position as close as possible to 
the eftecti've center of the pile, and its induced activity was measured the 
following morning and compared with the readings of the boron trifluoride 
counter. 

The results of such measurements can be expressed in two ways. 
Since the numbe.r or secondary neutrons produced by fission will increase 
steadily as the pile is constructed, the activity A induced in a standard 
indium foil at the center will increase steadily as the number of layers ot 
the pile is increased. Once the effective multiplication factor is above 
one,! would .theoretically increase to infinity. Such an approach to 
infinity is hard to observe, so a second way of expressing the results was 
used. Suppose the lattice spacing and purity ot materials o.f' a graphite
uranium structure are such that the multiplication factor would be exactly 
one if the structure were a sphere or infinite radius. Then, tor an actual 
sphere o.f' similar construction but finite radius, the activation o.f' a 
detector placed at the center would be proportional to the square of the 
radius. It was possible to determine a corresponding effective radius Rert 
for the real pile in each or its various stages. It .followed, therefore, 
that, it the factor k00 were precisely one on the average for the lattice in 
the pile, the activity A of the detector at the center should increase with 
increasing Re.rt in such-a way that R!fr/A remained constant, but, if k00 
tor the lattice were greater than one, then as the pile size approached the 
critical value, that is, as keft approached one, A should approach infinity 
~ there.fore R!ft/A approach zero. Therefore by-extrapolating a curve of 
Rert/A vs. size of the pile, i.e., number of layers, to where it out the 
axis, it was possible to predict at what layer kerr would become one. Such 
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a curve, shown in Fig. 1, indioated at what layer the critical size wouJ 
reached. The less useful but more direct and dramatic way ot recording 
the results is shown in Fig. 2, which shows the growth ot the neutron 
activity or the pile as layers were added. 

During the constructi-on, appreciably before reaching this 
oriti.cal layer, some cadmium strips were inserted in suitable slots. Tl' 
were remoTed once every day with the proper precautions in order to chec 
the approach to the critical conditions. The construction was carried j 

this way to the critical layer. 

Control. The reaction was controlled ~Y- inserting in the pile some 
strips or neutron' •bs.orbing 1118.terial -- cadmium or boron steel. When tl: 
pile was not in operation, sev~ral such cadmium strips were inserted in 
number of slots, bringing the effective multiplication factor considera't: 
below one. In fact, any one of the cadmium strips alone was sufficient 
to bring the pile below the -critical condition. Besides cadmium strips 
that could be used for manual operation of the pile, two safety rods and 
one automatic control rod were provided. The automatic control rod was 
operated by two electric motors responding to an ionization chamber and 
amplifying system so that, if the intensity of the reaction increased 
above the desired level, the rod was pushed in, and vice versa. 

OP!ration of the Pile~ To operate the pile all but one of the cadnl 
strips were taken out. The remaining one was then slowly-pulled out. A 
the critical conditions were approached, the intensity of the neutrons 
emitted by the pile began to increase rapidly. It should be noticed, 
however, that, when this last strip of cadmium was so tar inside the pil 
that the effective multiplication factor was just below one, it took a 
rather long time for the intensity to reach the saturation value. 
Similarly. if- the cadmium strip was just far enough out to make keff 
greater than one, the intensity rose at a rather slow rate. For example 
if one rod is only 1 cm. out from the critical position. the "relaxatio: 
time," i.e., the time for the intensity to double. is about four hours. 
These long "relaxation times" were the result of the small percentage ot 
delayed neutrons which have -been discussed in Appendix 3, and make it 
relativ~ly easy to keep the pile operating at a constant level of 
intend ty. · · 

The pile was first operated on December 2, 1942 to a maximum 
energy production .of about 1/2 watt. On December 12th the intensity was 
run up to about 200 watts, but it was not felt sate to go higher because 
of the danger of the radiation to personnel in and around the building. 
During this high intensity run, measurements were made of radiation 
intensity beside the pile. in the. building, and on the sidewalk outside. 
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APPENDIX 5 

SAMPLE LIST OF REPORTS 

Presented below is a list of titles of representative reports 
pared in the Metallurgical J;.aboratory of the University of Chicago in 19 

A Table for Calculating the Percentage Loss Due 
to the Presence of Impurities in Alloy 

Concerning the Radium-Beryllium Neutron Sources 

Preliminary Estimates of the Radiations .from 
Fission Products 

Background of Natural Neutrons in Multiplying Pile 

Absorption Cross Sections for Rn plus Be Fast 
Neutrons 

On Mechanical Stresses Produced by Temperature 
Gradients in Rods and Spheres 

Effect of Geometry on Resonance Absorption of 
Neutrons by Uranium 

Protection against Radiations 

Planning Experiments on Liquid Cooling 

Report on the Possibility of Purifying Uranium by 
Carbonyl Formation and Decomposition 

On the Radioactivity of Cooling Helium 

Estimation of Stability of Ether under Various 
Conditions of Irradiation 

Uranium Poisoning 

Transuranic and Fission Product Activities 

Chemical Effects of Radiation on Air Surrounding the 
Pile 

An Estimate of the Chemical Effects of Radiation on 
the Cooling Water in t he Pile 

The Extraction Method of Purification of Uranyl Nitrate 

The Diffusion of Fission Products from Cast Metal at 
6oo0 c and 1000°c 
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FOREWORD 

By The Secretary of State 

This ''Report on the International Control of Atomic Energy" is in 
the main the work of a Boe.rd of Consultants to the Department of 
State. The Board carried out its assignment under the general 
direction of a Committee on Atomic Energy which I set up on January 
7, 1946 with Dean Acheson, Under Secretary of State, as Chairman. 
A letter of transmittal at the beginning of the Report embodies the 
comments which Mr. Acheson's Committee ma.de on the unanimous 
findings and recommendations of the Board of Consultants. 

In thus transmitting to me the detailed report of the Board, the 
Committee emphasizes the Board's observation that the Report is not 
intended as a final plan but "a place to begin, a foundation on which 
to build". The Committee also states that it regards the consultants' 
work as "the most constructive analysis of the question of inter
national control we have seen and a definitely hopeful approach to a 
solution of the entire problem". 

The intensive work which this document reflects and the high 
qualifications of the men who were concerned with it make it a pa.per 
of unusual importance and a suitable starting point for the informed 
public discussion which is one of the essential factors in developing 
sound policy. The document is being me.de public not as a statement 
of policy but solely as a basis for such discussion. 
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OFFICE OF 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: 

March 17, 1946. 

Your committee was appointed on January 7, 1946, with the fol
lowing terms of reference: 

"Anticipating favorable action by the United Nations Organization 
on the proposal for the establishment of a commission to consider 
the problems arising as to the control of atomic energy and other 
weapons of possible mass destruction, the Secretary of State has 
appointed a Committee of five members to study the subject of con
trols and safeguards necessary to protect this Government so that 
the persons hereafter selected to represent the United States on the 
C01~1mission can have the benefit of the study." 

At our first meeting on January 14, the Committee concluded that 
the consideration of. controls and safeguards would be inseparable 
from a_plan of which they were a part and that the Commission would 
look to the American representative to put forward a plan. At that 
meeting we also agreed that it was first essential to have a report 
prepared analyzing and appraising all the relevant facts and formu
lating proposals. In order that the work should be useful, it was 
necessary to designate men of recognized attainments and varied 
background, who would be prepared to devote the major part of 
their time to the matter. 

On January 23, 1946, we appointed as a Board of Consultants for 
this purpose: 

Mr. David E. Lilienthal, Chairman of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority, who acted as Chairman of the consulting Boe.rd, 

Mr. Chester I. Barne.rd, President of the New Jersey Bell Tele
. phone Company, 

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, of the California. Institute of Tech
. nology and the University of California., 

Dr. Charles Allen Thomas, Vice President and Technical Direc
tor, Monsanto Chemical Company, and 

Mr. Harry A. Winne, Vice-President in Charge of Engineering 
Policy, General Electric Company. 
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has now completed its report, whlch is transmitted herewith. 
A preliminary draft of this report was first presented to your Com

mittee ten days ago. Extensive discussion between the Committee 
and the Board led to the development of further considerations 
embodied in a subsequent draft. Still further discussion resulted in 
the report now transmitted. 

We lay the report before you as the Board has submitted it to us 
"not as a final plan, but as a place to begin, e. foundation on which to 
build." In our opinion it furnishes the most constructive analysis 
of the question of international control we have seen and a definitely 
hopeful approach to a solution of the entire problem. We recommend 
it for your consideration as representing the framework within which 
the best prospects for both security and development of atomic 
energy for peaceful purposes may be found. 

In particular, we are impressed by the great advantages of an 
international agency with affirmative powers and functions coupled 
with powers of inspection and supervision in contrast to any agency 
with merely police-like powers attempting to cope with national 
agencies otherwise restrained only by a commitment to "outlaw" the 
use of atomic energy for \war. In <>ur judgment the latter type of 
organization offers little hope of achieving the security and safeguards 
we are seeking. 

We are impressed also by the aspect of the plan which concentrates 
in the hands of the international agency only the activities which it is 
essential to control because they are dangerous to international 
security, leaving as much freedom as possible to national and private 
research and other activity. 

We wish to stress two matters brought out in the Board's repol't
matters of importance in considering the report's proposals as they 
affect the security of the United States both during the period of any 
international discussion of them and during the period required to 
put the plan into full effect. 

The first matter concerns the disclosure of information not now 
generally known. The report points out that the plan necessitates 
the disclosure of information but permits of the disclosure of such 
information by progressive stages. In our opinion various stages may 
upon further study be suggested. It is enough to point out now that 
there could be at least four general points in this progression. Certain 
information, generally described as that required for an understanding 
of the workability of proposals, would have to be made available at 
the time of the discussions of the proposals in the United N ationsAtomic 
Energy Commission, of the report of the Commission in the Security 
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recommenaat1ons ot the Uruted .Nations. We have carefully con
sidered the content of this information, and in our discussions with 
the Board have defined it within ·satisfactory limits. We estimate the 
degree of its importance and the effect of its disclosure to be as 
follows: If made known to a nation otherwise equipped by industrial 
development, scientific resources and possessing the necessary raw 
materials to develop atomic armament within five years, such dis
closure might shorten that period by as much as a year. Whether 
any nation-we are excluding Great Britain and Canada-could 
achieve such an intensive program is a matter of serious doubt. If 
the program were spread over a considerably longer period, the 
disclosure referred to would not shorten the effort appreciably. 

The next stage of disclosure might occur when the proposed inter
national organization .was actually 'established by the action of the 
various governments upon the report of the United Nations. At this 
time the organization would require most of the remaining scientific 
knowledge· but would not require the so-called technical know-how or 
the knowledge of the construction of the bomb. 

By the time the organization was ready to assume its functions in 
the field of industrial production it would, of course, require the tech
nological information and know-how necessary to carry out its task. 
The information regarding the construction of the bomb would not be 
essential to the plan· until the le.st stage when the organization was 
prepared to assume responsibility for research in the field of explosives 
as an adjunct to its regulatory and operational duties. 

The second matter relates to the assumption or transfer of authority 
over physical things. Here also the plan permits of progress by 
stages beginning in the field of raw material production, progressing 
to that of industrial production, and going on to the control of ex
plosives. 

The development of detailed propose.ls for such scheduling will 
require further study and much technical competence and staff. It 
will be guided, of course, by basic decisions of high policy. One of 
these decisions will be for what period of time the United States will 
continue the manufacture of bombs. The plan does not require that 
the United States shall discontinue such manufacture either upon the 
proposal of the plan or upon the inauguration of the international 
agency. At some stage in the development of the plan this is required. 
But neither the plan nor our transmittal of it should be construed as 
meaning that this should or should not be done at the outset or at any 
specific time. That decision, whenever made, will involve consider
ations of the highest policy affecting our security, and must be me.de 
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l'. our Committee, Mr. ::5ecretary, awaits your further instructions as 
to whether you believe it has performed the task you assigned to it and 
may now be discharged or whether you wish it to go further in this 
field under your guidance. 

Respectfully submitted, 

The Honorable 
JAMES F. BYRNES, 

Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. 0. 

[X] 

DEAN ACHESON 
Chairman 

VANNEVAR BusH 
JAMES B. CONANT 
LESLIE R. GROVES, 

Major General, USA. 
JoHN J. McCLoY 
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INTRODUCTION 

The board of consultants met for the first time on January 23rd, 
conferring briefly with the Secretary of State's Committee on Atomic 
Energy respecting the board's assignment to study the problem of 
international control of atomic energy. For more than seven weeks 
since that time we devoted virtually our entire time and energies to 
the problem we were directed to study and report upon. We visited 
the plants and installations at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and Los Alamos, 
New Mexico, and spent days consulting with numerous scientists, 
industrial experts, and geologists, authorities in the technical fields 
concerned with atomic energy. Since February 25th this board has 
met almost continuously, developing and writing the following report. 
Our absorption in this task does not, of course, assure the soundness 
of the recommendation which is the product of our deliberations. 
But it is relevant as a measure of how important and urgent we feel 
it to be that the Government and the people of the United States 
develop a rational and workable plan, before the already launched 
internatitmal atomic armament race attains such momentum that 
it cannot be stopped. 

We have concluded our deliberations on this most difficult problem, 
not in a spirit of hopelessness and despair, but with a measure of 
confidence. It is our conviction that a satisfactory plan can be 
developed, and that what we here recommend can form the founda
tion of such a plan. It is worth contrasting the sense of hope and 
confidence which all of us share today with the feeling which we had 
at the outset. The vast difficulties of the problem were oppressive, 
and we early concluded that the most we could do would be to suggest 
various alternative proposals, indicate their strengths and limitation, 
but make no recommendations. But as we steeped ourselves in the 
facts and caught a feel of the nature of the problem, we became more 
hopeful. That hopefulness grew not out of any preconceived "solution" 
but out of a patient and time-consuming analysis and understanding 
of the facts that throw light on the numerous alternatives that we 
explored. Five men of widely differing backgrounds and experiences 
who were far apart at the outset found themselves, at the end of a 
month's absorption in this problem not only in complete agreeml)nt 
that a plan could be devised but also in agreement on the essentials 
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We have described the process whereby we arrived at our recom
mendation, to make it clear that we did not begin with a preconceived 
plan., There is this further reason for describing this process. Others 
would have a similar experience if they were able to go through a 
period of close study of the alternatives and an absorption in the 
salient and determining facts. Only then, perhaps, may it be possible 
to weigh the wisdom of the judgment we have reached, a.nd the possi
bilities of building upon it. 

The plan of the report itself ma.y be briefly described, a.s a.n a.id in. 
reading it: 

In Section I. we examined the reasons that have led to a. commit
ment for the international control of atomic energy and the early 
proposal for realizing this objective by a system of inspection. 

In Section II. the essential characteristics of a. workable plan for 
security a.re stated, and the considerations that favor the develop
ment of a. plan are set out. By the time this discussion is concluded, 
the outlines of a workable plan as we see it are apparent. 

In Section III. the essentials of an organization that puts such 
principles into effect are described. 

In Section IV. we consider the problems of the transition period 
leading from the present to the full operation of the plan. 

We have tried to develop a. report that will be useful, not as a.final, 
pl,an, but as a pl.ace to begin, a foundation on which to build. Many 
questions that at later stages should and must be asked we have not 
touched upon at all. We recognize that securing the agreement of 
other nations to such a plan will raise questions the precise contours 
of which can hardly be drawn in advance of international meetings 
and negotiation. We have not, of course, undertaken to discuss, 
much less to try to settle, problems ef this character. The newly 
created Atomic Energy Commission of the United Nations, when its 
deliberations begin, will deal with many of these in joint discussion. 
Indeed, this process of joint international discussion is itself an 
integral part of any program for safeguards and security. 

We desire here to express our great indebtedness to the Secretary 
of the Secretary of State's Committee on Atomic Energy, Mr. Her
bert S. Marks, Assistant to the Undersecretary of State, a.nd to the 
Secretary of this board, Mr. Carroll L. Wilson. They have con
tributed in many ways to the work of the board. Whatever value 
our work may prove to have owes a great deal to their acumen, dili
gence, and high quality of judgment. We wish especially to thank 
General Groves'. and his associates in the Manhattan District and the 
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muson services. vv e are also indebted to a number of other officers 
and staff members of the Manhattan Project for their cooperation. 
As a result of this cooperation we have had unlimited access to the 
entire range of facts a.nd activities involved in our assignment, and 
this has been most helpful. 

It has not been possible for secUrity reasons to set forth in this 
report all of the facts which we have taken into account, but we 
believe that those which are set forth are a sufficient basis for a useful 
appraisal of our conclusions and recommendations. 

WASHINGTON, D. c. 
March 16, 1946 
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SECTION 

Background oF the Problem 

This report • is a. preliminary study of the international control of 
atomic energy. It has been prepared to contribute to the clarification 
of the position of the U. S. Representative on the United Na.tioris 
Commission on atomic energy set up by resolution of the United 
Nations General Assembly to inquire into a.11 phases of this question. 

The Commitment For International Control. 

We were given a.s our starting point a. political commitment already 
made by the United States to seek by all reasonable means to bring 
about international arrangements to prevent the use of atomic energy 
for destructive purposes and to promote the use of it for the benefit 
of society. It has not been pa.rt of our assignment to make a. detailed 
analysis of the arguments which have led the Government of the 
United States in concert with other nations to initiate these steps for 
international action.. By way of background, however, it is useful to 
review ~ome of the ma.in reasons which have influenced the people of 
the United States a.nd its Government in this course. These reasons 
were first definitely formulated in the Agreed Declaration of Novem
ber 15, 1945, issued by the President of the United States a.nd the 
Prime Ministers of the United Kingdom and Cana.de.. An under
standing of the declarations in that document will itself throw con
siderable light on the criteria. by which any specific proposals for 
international control may be judged. 

The Agreed Declaration cites three reasons for seeking international 
control. This Declaration recognizes that the development of atomic 
energy, a.nd the application of it in weapons of wa.r, have placed a.t 
the disposal of mankind "means of destruction hitherto unknown." 
The American people have been quick to recognize the really revolu
tionary character of these weapons, particularly a.s wee.pons of strategic 
bombardment aimed a.t the destruction of enemy cities and the 
eradication of their populations. Enough has been said to make 
unnecessary a. repetition of the probable horrors of a. war in which 
atomic wee.pons were used by both combatants a.go.inst the cities of 
their enemy. But it is hardly possible to overestimate the deep im-
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The second pomt recogmzed m the Agree<11Jec1are.t10n is tne.t tnere 
can be no adequate military defense age.inst atomic wee.pons. A 
great mass of expert testimony is involved in an appreciation of the 
firmness of this point, but it appears to be accepted without essential 
reservation, and subject only to an appropriate openmindedness, 
about what the remote future of technical developments in the arts of 
war may bring. 

The third point, and age.in we quote from the Agreed Declaration, 
is that these are wee.pons "in the employment of which no single 
nation can in fa.ct have a. monopoly." Of the three, this is perhaps 
the most controversial. Strong arguments have been brought forward 
that the mass of technical and scientific knowledge and experience 
needed for the successful development of atomic wee.pons is so great 
that the results attained in the United States cannot be paralleled by 
independent work in other nations. Strong arguments have also been 
put forward that the degree of technical and industrial advancement 
required for the actual realization of atomic wee.pons could hardly be 
found in other parts of the world. These arguments have been met 
with great and widespread skepticism. It is recognized that the basic 
science on which the release of atomic energy rests is essentially a. 
world-wide science, and that in fact the principal findings required 
for the success of this project are well known to competent scientists 
throughout the world. It is recognized that the industry required 
and the technology developed for the realization of atomic wee.pons 
are the same industry and the same technology which play so essential 
a. part in me.n's almost universal striving to improve his standard of 
living and his control of nature. It is further recognized that atomic 
energy plays so vital a. part in contributing to the military power, 
to the possible economic welfare, and no doubt to the security of a. 
nation, that the incentive to other nations to press their own develop
ments is overwhelming. 

Thus the Agreed Declaration bases is policy on the revolutionary 
increase in the powers of destruction which atomic wee.pons have 
injected into warfare, and on the fa.ct that neither countermeasures 
nor the maintenance of secrecy a.bout Olll' own developments offers 
any adequate prospect of defense. 

There a.re perhaps other considerations which have contributed 
to the popular understanding of the necessity for international con
trol, although they do not appear explicitly in the Agreed Declaration. 
The United States is in a. rather special position in any future atomic 
warfare. Our political institutions, and the historically established 
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oo surprise use 01 aoormc weapons. .ims suggesr.s tna.t a.unougn our 
present position, in which we have a. monopoly of these wee.pons, 
may appear strong, this advantage will disappear and the situation 
may be reversed in a. world in which atomic armament is general. 

The atomic bomb appeared a.t the very end of hostilities a.ta. time 
when men's thoughts were naturally turning to devising methods for 
the prevention of war. The atomic bomb me.de it clear that the plans 
which had been le.id at San Francisco for the United Nations Organ
ization would have to be supplemented by a. specific control of an 
instrument of war so terrible the. t its uncontrolled development 
would not only intensify the ferocity of warfare, but might directly 
contribute to the outbreak of war. It 'is clear, too, that in the solu
tion of this relatively concrete and most urgent problem of protecting 
mankind from the evils of atomic warfare, there has been created an 
opportunity for a collaborative approach to a. problem which could 
not otherwise be solved, and the successful international solution 
of which would contribute immeasurably to the prevention of we.1 
and to the strengthening of the United Nations Organization. On 
the one hand, it seemed unlikely that the United Nations Organiza
tion could fulfill its functions without attempting to solve this prob
lem. On the other hand, there was hope and some reason to believe 
that in attempting to solve it, new patterns of cooperative effort 
could be established ·which would be capable of extension to other 
fields, · s.iid which might make a. contribution toward the gradual 
achievement of a greater degree of community among the peoples of 
the world. Although these more general considerations may appear 
secondary to the me.in purposes of this report, they a.re not irrelevant 
to it. There is another phrase of the Agreed Declaration which 
rightly asserts "that the only complete protection for the civilized 
world from the destructive use of scientific knowledge lies in the 
prevention of war." 

The propose.ls which we shall make in this report with regard to 
the international control of atomic energy must of course be evaluated 
age.inst the background of these considerations which have led to the 
universal recognition of the need for international control. We 
must ask ourselves to what extent they would afford security age.inst 
atomic warfare; to what extent they tend to remove the possibility 
of atomic wee.pons a.s a. ca.use of war; to what extent they establish 
patterns of cooperation which may form a. useful precedent for 
wider application. We ourselves are satisfied that the propose.ls in 
this report provide the be.sis of a satisfactory answer to these questions. 
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setting up of the United Nations Com.mission on atomic energy. 
There is a further aspect of the general background that also requires 
discussion at the outset. When the news of the atomic bomb first 
came to the world there was an immediate reaction that a weapon of 
such devastating force must somehow be eliminated from warfare; 
or to use the common expression, that it must be "outlawed". That 
efforts to give specific content to a system of security have generally 
proceeded from this initial assumption is natural enough. But the 
reasoning runs immediately into this fact: The development of atomic 
energy for peaceful purposes and the development of atomic energy 
for bombs are in much of their courae interchangeable and inter
dependent. From this it follows that although nations may agree 
not to use in bombs the atomic energy developed within their borders, 
the only assurance that a conversion to destructive purposes would 
not be made would be the pledged word and the good faith of the nation 
itself. This fact puts an enormous pressure upon national good faith. 
Indeed it creates suspicion on the part of other nations that their 
neighbors' pledged word will not be kept. This danger is accentuated 
by the unusual characteristics of atomic bombs, namely their devas
tating effect as a surprise weapon, that is, a weapon secretly d,eveloped 
and used without warning. Fear of such surprise violation of pledged 
word will surely break down any confidence in the pledged word of 
rival countries developing atomic energy if the treaty obligations and 
good faith of the nations are the only assurances upon which to rely. 

Such considerations have led to a preoccupation with systems of 
inspection by an international agency to forestall and detect violations 
and evasions of international agreements not to use atomic weapons. 
For it was apparent that without international enforcement no system 
of security holds any real hope at all. 

In our own inquiry into possibilities of a plan for security we began 
at this point, and studied in some detail the factors which would be 
involved in an international inspection system supposed to determine 
whether the activities of individual nations constituted evasions or 
violations of international outlawry of atomic wee.pons. 

We have concluded unanimously that there is no prospect of se
curity against atomic warfare in a system of international agreements 
to outlaw such weapons controlled only by a system which relies on 
inspection and similar police-like methods. The reasons supporting 
this conclusion are not merely technical, but primarily the inseparable 
political, social, and organizational problems involved in enforcing 
agreements between nations each free to develop atomic energy but 
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poses are the heart of the difficulty. So long as intrinsically dangerous 
activities may be carried on by nations, rivalries are inevitable and 
fears are engendered that place so great a pressure upon a system of 
international enforcement by police methods that no degree of in
genuity or technical competence could possibly hope to cope with 
them. We emphasize this fact of national rivalry in respect to in
trinsically dangerous aspects of atomic energy because it was this 
fatal defect in the commonly advanced proposals for outlawry of 
atomic weapons coupled with a system of inspection that furnished 
an important clue to us in the development of the plan that we recom
mend later in this report. 

We are convinced that if the production of fissionable materials by 
national governments (or by priv:ate organizations under their con
trol) is permitted, systems of inspection cannot by themselves be 
made "effective safeguards . . . . to protect complying states 
against the hazards of violations and evasions." 

It should be emphasized at this point that we do not underestimate 
the need for inspection as a component, and a vital one, in any system 
of safeguards-in any system of effective international controls. In 
reading the remainder of this section it is essential to bear in mind 
that throughout the succeeding sections of this report we have been 
concerned with discovering what other measures are required in order 
that iuspection might be so limited and so simplified that it would be 
practical and could aid in accomplishing the purposes of security. 

The remainder of this section, however, is concerned with outlining 
the reasons for our conclusion that a system of inspection superim
posed on an otherwise uncontrolled exploitation of atomic energy by 
national governments will not be an adequate safeguard. 

The Technical Problem ol Inspection. 

Although, as we have said, a system of inspection cannot be judged 
on technical grounds alone, an understanding of the technical problem 
is necessary in order to see what an inspection system would involve. 
The general purpose of such inspection (that is, inspection as the sole 
safeguard) would be to assure observance of international agreements 
according to which certain national activities leading more or less 
definitely to atomic armament would be renounced, and others which 
have as their purpose peaceful applications of atomic energy would be 
permitted. The fact that in much of their course these two types of 
activity are identical, or nearly identical, makes the problem one of 
peculiar difficulty. 
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meal uomm1ttee reportmg to the vvar .Uepartment on the technical 
aspects of this problem.• We are indebted to this uniquely qualified 
group of experts for helpful discussions and for making available to · 
us many of their reports, without which we should doubtless have 
been very much slower to understand the situation. 

As a result of our work with this Committee, we are clear: that 
every stage in the activity, leading from raw materials to weapon; 
needs some sort of control, and that this must be exercised on all of 
the various paths that may lead from one to the other; that at no 
single point can external control of an operation be sufficiently reliable 
to be an adequate sole safeguard; that there is need for a very extensive 
and technically highly qualified and varied staff if the job is to be done 
at all; that the controlling agency must itself be active in research and 
development, and well informed on what is an essentially living art; 
and that, for effective control, the controlling organization must be 
as well and as thoroughly informed about the operations as are the 
operators themselves. Finally-and this we regard as the decisive 
consideration-we believe that an examination of these and other 
necessary preconditions for a successful scheme of inspection will 
reveal that they cannot be fulfil,led in any organizational arrangements 
in which the only imtroment of control is impection. 

A fundamental objection to an agency charged solely with inspec
tion is that it will inevitably be slow to take into account changes in 
the science and technology of the field. One cannot look intelligently 
for a factory of whose principle of design and operation one has never 
heard. One cannot effectively inspect if the purpose of the opera.tor 
is to conceal the discoveries by which he hopes to evade inspection. 
In a field as new and as subject to technical variation and change as 
this, the controlling agency must be at least as inventive and at least 
as well informed as any agency which may attempt to evade control. 

Human Factors in Inspection. 
Even more important than the technical difficulties of realizing 

an adequate system of inspection, against a background of national 
rivalry in the field of atomic energy, or through an organization whose 
major or whose sole directive is suppressive, are the many human 
factors which in such an arrangement would tend to destroy the 
confidence and the cooperation essential to its success. The first 

*Membership of this Technical Co=ittee on Inspection and Control estab
lished by the Manhattan District included L. W. Alvarez, R. F. Bacher, L. A. 
Bliss, S. G. English, A. B. Kinzel, P. Morrison, F . G. Spedding, C. Starr, Col. 
W. J. Williams, and Manson Benedict, Chairman. 
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experts and administrators needed for the work. The work itself, 
which would be ' largely policing and auditing and attempting to 
discover evidences of bad faith, would not be attractive to the type 
of personnel essential for the job. The activity would offer the 
inspect-Ors a motive pathetically inadequate to their immense and 
dreary task. 

The presence of a large number of "foreigners" necessarily having 
special privileges and immunities inquiring intimately and generally 
into industrial and mining operations would be attended by serious 
social frictions. For adequate inspection the numbers are large. 
As an example, it has been estimated that for a diffusion plant oper
ated under national auspices, to offer any real hope of guarding 
against diversion, 300 inspectors would be required. They would 
have to check not merely accounts and measuring instruments but 
also individuals personally. Inquiries would need to bo made of 
individuals without regard to rank or general status. Moreover, 
it would be especially important to check the location and employ
ment of scientists and many technologists, probably including 
students. Industrial secrets would be at least to some extent open 
to "prying". The effect of this would vary with countries. It 
would probably be as obnoxious to Americans as to any others. 
Its corrosive effect upon the morale and loyalty of the inspecting 
organization would be serious. 

Some of the organizational difficulties involved in intimate inspec
tion "down the line" of one organization by another are known from 
experiences that are undoubtedly mild compared with what we should 
anticipate here. The following are illusttative of the political diffi
culties of practical operation (quite apart from those to be expected · 
in adopting the international system to begin with). Adequate sur
veillance by inspection as the sole or primary means of control in
volves a persistent challenge of the good faith of the nations inspected. 
If this were confined to relations between the chancellories and gen
eral military staffs the difficulty while serious might not be insuper
able. But official questioning of the good faith of a nation by con
crete action of inspectors among its citizens is another matter and 
would tend to produce internal as. well as external politics.I problems. 
A somewhat similar problem is involved when a government (or its 
officials or employees) interferes with the functions of inspectors or 
molests or threatens thElm personally, or.bribes or coerces them, or is 
accused of doing any of these things. Such incidents could not be 
a.voided. 
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tion and use of fissionable materials for p~oses of war. It is obvious, 
however, that suspicion by one nation of the good faith of another 
and the fear engendered thereby are themselves strong incentives 
for the first to embark on secret illicit operations. The raw materials 
of atomic energy, potentially valuable for new peacetime purposes 
and of critical importance for war, are already a matter of extreme 
competition between nations. The forces growing out of this situa- . 
tion and making for acute rivalry between nations seem to us far 
more powerful than those which cause the present rivalries with 
respect to such resources as oil. The efforts that individual states 
are bound to make to increase their industrial capacity and build a 
reserve for military potentialities will inevitably undermine any 
system of safeguards which permits these fundaimental causes of 
rivalry to exist~ In short, any system based on outlawing the purely 
military development of atomic energy and relying solely on inspec
tion for enforcement would at the outset be surrounded by conditions 
which would destroy the system. 

'There is much technical information which underlies our belief 
that inspection can be effective only if it is supplemented by other 
steps to reduce its scope to manageable proportions, to limit the things 
that need to be inspected, to simplify-their inspection, and to provide 
a pattern of organization which on the one hand will be of assistance to 
the controlling agency, and on the other will minimize organizational 
sources of conflict and the inducements to evasion. Much of this 
technical information is interwoven with later sections of this report. 
As the facts on which we base our recommendations for a workable 
plan of control are discussed, the detailed considerations which led to 
the conclusion stated in this section will appear more concretely than 
in the foregoing summary. 
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SECTION II 

Principal Consiclerations in Developing a System ol 
Saleguarcls 

INTRODUCTION 

At the outset of our inquiry we were preoccupied with some way of 
making an inspection system provide security. This is a preoccu
pation that is apparently common to most people who have seriously 
tried to find some answer to the extraordinarily difficult problem pre
sented by the atomic bomb. But as day after day we proceeded with 
our study of the facts concerning atomic energy, and reflected upon 
their significance, we were inescapably driven to two conclusions: (a) 
the facts preclude any reasonable reliance upon inspection as the pri
mary safeguard against violations of conventions prohibiting atomic 
weapons, yet leaving the exploitation of atomic energy in national 
hands; (b) the facts suggest quite clearly a reasonable and workable 
system that may provide security, and even beyond security, foster 
beneficial and humanitarian uses of atomic energy. 

What Shoulcl be the Characteristics of an Ellective System of Safeguarcls: 

It may be helpful to summarize the characteristics that are desirable 
and indeed essential to an effective system of safeguards; in other 
words, the criteria for any adequate plan for security. 

a. Such a plan must reduce to manageable proportions the problem 
of enforcement of an international policy against atomic warfare. 

b. It must be a plan that provides unambiguous and reliable danger 
signals if a nation takes steps that do or may indicate the beginning 
of atomic warfare. Those danger signals must flash early enough to 
leave time adequate to permit other nations-alone or in concert
to take appropriate action. 

c. The p Ian must be one that if carried out will provide security; 
but such that if it fails or the whole international situation collapses, 
any nation such as the United States will still be in a relatively secure 
position, compared to any other nation. 

d. To be genuinely effective for security, the plan must be one that 
is not wholly negative, suppressive, and police-like. We are not 
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must be one that will tend to develop the beneficial possibilities of 
atomic energy and encourage the growth of fundamental knowledge, 
stirring the constructive and imaginative impulses of men rather than 
merely concentrating on the defensive and negative. It should, in 
short, be a plan that looks to the promise of man's future well-being 
as well as to his security. 

e. The plan must be able to cope with new dangers that may appear 
in the further development of this relatively new field. In an organ
izational sense therefore the plan must have flexibility and be readily 
capable of extension or contraction. 

j. The plan must involve international action and minimize rivalry 
between nations in the dangerous aspects of atomic development. 

The facts we have come to think essential, and the elements of our 
thinking as we moved toward the plan we herein recommend, are set 
out in this section, in the form of the considerations that are relevant 
to an effective program for security, and that have led us to devise 
what we believe is an adequate plan. 
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CHAPTER I 

The Problem Has Definable Bounclaries 

This problem of building security against catastrophic use of 
atomic energy is not one without boundaries. This is important. 
For if the fact were that tomorrow or e. year hence we might reason
ably expect atomic energy to be developed from clay or iron or some 
other common material then it is apparent that the problem of pro
tection age.inst the misuse of energy thus derived would be vastly 
more difficult. But such is not the case. The only scientific evi
dence worthy of regard makes it clear that in terms of security ura
nium is indispensable in the production of fissionable material one. scale 
large enough to make explosives or power. The significance of this 
"fact for effective international control will appear. 

As e. first step in our work, we undertook e. study, with the help of 
the qualified members of our group, aimed e.t e.n understanding of the 
well-established principles of nuclear physics upon which, among 
other things, the conclusion is based that uranium is indispensable e.s 
the pr~e.ry source 6f atomic energy. These scientific principles are 
not fil.iniliar, but they are capable of being appreciated by laymen . 
Because the specific content of any system of control will be impor
tantly influenced by the scientific principles and facts, we would 
emphasize the importance of an appreciation of them. For present 
purposes, we shall state in greatly simplified terms certain conclusions 
that are drawn from a full technical account of this subject. 

Until 1942 the energy which man had learned to control for his 
useful purposes derived almost exclusively (except for water, wind, 
and tidal power) from chemical reactions. For practical purposes, 
chemical combustion was the main source of energy. This energy 
is the product of rearrangements of electrons in the periphery ol 
atoms and results from the change in chemical structure which occurs 
in the process of combustion. 

"Atomic energy,'' e.s that term is popularly used, refers to the 
energy that results from rearrangementS in the structure of atomic 
nuclei of elements. There are very strong forces which hold such 
nuclei together and account for their stability. The nature of these 
forces is not adequately understood, but enough is known about their 
behavior, not only to make it certain that the energy of an atomic 
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explain one major fact of decisive importance: Only in reactions of 
very light nuclei, and in reactions of the very heaviest, has there ever 

. been, to the best of our knowledge, any large-scale release of atomic 
energy. The reasons for this can be given in somewhat oversimplifieq 
form. 

AB to the light nuclei-The forces which hold all nuclear particles 
together are attractive. When lighter nuclei combine to make heavier 
ones, and in particular when the lightest nucleus of all, that of hydro
gen, is combined with another light nucleus, these attractive forces 
release energy. This combination of light elements to form somewhat 
heavier ones occurs in the stars and of the sun; in the sun effectively 
what happens is that hydrogen nuclei combine to form the more stable 
nuclei of helium. Almost all sources of the energy used on earth 
come to us from the sunlight which this great atomic energy plant 
provides. But the conditions which make this plant possible are 
very special, and we do not know how to duplicate them on earth; 
we may very well never learn to do so. They depend on maintaining 
matter deep in the interior of the sun at very high temperatures
many millions of degrees. The nuclear reactions themselves provide 
the energy necessary to keep the matter hot; and it is kept from 
expanding and cooling by the enormous gravitational forces of attrac
tion which hold the sun together and provide a sort of container in 
which this temperature and pressure can be maintained. For the 
foreseeable future the maintenance of such reactions on earth will 
not be possible; in the immediate future it is certainly not possible. 

As to the heavieBt nuclei-Although nuclear reactions can be carried 
out in the laboratory for all nuclei, and although in some cases a given 
nuclear reaction may release energy even for nuclei of intermediate 
weight, the properties which make the large-scale release of such 
energy possible are peculiar, to the very light nuclei and to the very 
heaviest. And the very heaviest nuclei have a property shared by 
none of the the other elements. These very heavy nuclei generate 
energy if they can be caused to split into lighter ones; this unique pro
cess is called "fission." Perhaps a. dozen nuclear species are known 
which can be made to undergo fission; under more drastic treatment 
no doubt the list will be extended. But to make atomic energy takes 
more than the property of fission. The fission process itself must 
maintain itself or grow in intensity so that once it is started in a 
few nuclei a chain of reactions will be set up and a large part of the 
material will become potentially reacting. The agency which initiates 
this process is the neutron. In fission neutrons are emitted; and in 
certain nuclei bombardment by neutrons is enough to cause fission. 
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for which it is true-that substance is uranium. Uranium is the only 
natural substance that can maintain a chain reaction. It is the key 
to all foreseeable applications of atomic energy. 

One may ask why there are so few materials which undergo fission, 
and why so few of these can maintain a chain reaction. The reason 
lies in the fact that only the heaviest nuclei are sufficiently highly 
charged to come apart easily, and that only the most highly charged 
of all are sufficiently susceptible to fission on neutron bombardment to 
maintain a chain reaction. It is not to be anticipated that this situ
ation will be invalidated by further scientific discovery. 

A word needs to be said about the role of thorium, which is slightly 
more abundant than uranium, and for which fission is also not too 
difficult to induce. Thorium cannot maintain a chain reaction, 
either itself or in combination with any other natural material than 
uranium. Nevertheless, it occupies an important position with 
regard to safeguards. The reason for this is the following: Without 
uranium, chain reactions are impossible, but with a fairly substantial 
a.mount of uranium to begin with and suitably large quantities of 
thorium a chain reaction can be established to manufacture material 
which is an atomic explosive and which can also be used for the main
tenance of other chain reactions. 

Absolute control of uranium would therefore mean adequate safe
guard . i:egarding raw materials. Yet, since any substantial leakage 
of uranium through the system of controls would make possible the 
exploitation of thorium to produce dangerous amounts of atomic 
explosive, provisions governing thorium should be incorporated in 
the system to compensate for possible margins of error in the control 
of uranium. The coexistence of uranium and th<1rium in some natural 
deposits makes this technically attractive. 

There can be little hope of devising a successful scheme of control 
unless the problem can somehow be limited to the immediate future, 
by arrangements that have a reasonable prospect of validity for the 
next decade or two;and which contain sufficient :flexibility to accom
modate themselves to inevitably changing conditions. We believe 
that a system of control which disregards all materials except ura
nium and thorium satisfies these conditions. Indeed if a successful 
system of control can be commenced now, based upon these materials, 
and if the time should ever come when other materials lend them
selves to the same activities, it should in fact be far easier to include 
them within the system than it will be to set up the initial control 
system with which we are now concerned. 
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rowed by the geological conditions under which uraruum and thonum 
are found, and the fact that at present those elements have only a 
restricted commercial significance. Although they are distributed 
with relative abundunce throughout the world, and although it is 
clearthatmany sources beyond the known supplies will be discovered, 
it is apparently the view of the authorities that these elements occur 
in high concentrations only under very special geologic conditions. 
This would seem to mean that the areas which need to be surveyed, 
to which access must be had, and which would ultimately have to 
be brought under control, arc relatively limited. 
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CHAPTER II 

The Ac/equacy ol Present Scientific Knowlec/ge 

There can be no question that its dynamic changing quality is one 
of the dominant features of the present situation in the field of atomic 
energy. Advances in knowledge must be expected in a constant 
stream. Does this mean that a system of safeguards is impossible 
because new knowledge will completely change the nature of the 
problem from year to year or even month to month? The answer is 
in the negative: 

When the atomic bomb was first m~ed there was a widespread belief 
that its development involved a few simple, static secrets. As it 
became possible for people to learn how rapidly ideas and techniques 
had changed in this field in the last years, and how many further 
developments the future seemed to have in store, the original opinion 
was replaced by another: that we knew very little of the possibilities 
and limitations of this field and that it was so rapidly changing that 
no account of the present technical situation would have much valid
ity. This view has peen expressed both in the preamble to a pending 
Bill, .which indicates that too little is known of the technical facts to 
provide a firm basis for political action, and in such statements as one 
attributed to a high official, that it would not be long before we could 
extract atomic energy from common materials such as clay. 

Neither the initial view of a static body of knowledge nor the later 
one of unpredictably rapid change accurately describes the present 
situation. As the preceding chapter has shown, there is a great deal 
that we know about nuclear reactions-know solidly, firmly, and with 
vast, interrelated experimental checks on the soundness of the descrip
tion. Novelty will of course appear in scientific discoveries, but it 
will appear for the most part not as a negation of present knowledge 
but as the result of new types of physical experience made possible by 
new methods of physical exploration, and ill turn requiring new modes 
of description. This future experience may have something to do 
with the basic knowledge involved in release of atomic energy, but 
there is no basis for believing this, and the chances are against it. 
There is another type of novelty that lies in ingenious applications of 
the fundamental facts as they are now known. This does not lessen 
the importance of the underlying facts and of conclusions which can 
unambiguously be drawn from them. 
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example, that uranium occupies a unique role in the production of 
fissionable substances and that without it atomic explosives cannot be 
made. We know that there is no evidence whatever that this situa
tiob will soon change. We know that a vast scientific and industrial 
effort is necessary in order to produce atomic bombs. This is not to 
say that the effort, however vast, cannot be concealed-although we 
believe that measures can be taken to reduce this danger. We know 
that the release of atomic energy does demonstrate the convertibility 
of mass to energy, but we also know that the familiar example of this 
physical principle-that the annihilation of a kilogram of any kind of 
matter is equivalent to all the power consumed in the United States in 
a period of three months-is a statement of a possibility, the realiza
tion of which is so remote that for the purposes of devising a system of, 
safeguards it may be entirely disregarded. · 

We know, too, that many areas in this field which are now unclear 
will be clarified by further investigations. Within a few years much 
more could be learned about atomic explosives. Within a relatively 
few years the technology of ato.mic energy power plants will become 
clearer. It seeme likely that before very long we shall have discovered 
many useful therapeutic and technological applications for the radio
active substances which can be made in the production of fissionable 
materials. Nor can there be much question that ways will be found 
to cheapen and simplify the processes involved in the production of 
the fissionable materials themselves. 

But what needs most to be emphasized is that the dynamic quality 
which has so excited popular interest must be seen in its proper per
spective in relation to the general field of scientific knowledge. The 
prophecies as to future discoveries must not be permitted to obscure 
the fact that there are at key places throughout the field of knowledge 
firm anchor points around which it should be possible to construct an 
effective and adequate system of control. 

In this report it is possible for us to do little more than record our 
own sense of the soundness of this statement. Those who must 
assume responsibility for political action should test for themselves the 
correctness of our conclusions. This testing will require an examina
tion of difficult and complicated technical facts, but we are confident 
that the process is one which other laymen with the appropriate help 
of experts can readily repeat. We are also confident that unless the 
effort is made it will be impossible to come to grips with the problem 
of devising political measures to prevent atomic warfare and to 
promote the beneficent use of atomic energy. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

Constructive Applications for Atomic Energy 

To "outlaw" atomic energy in all of its forms and enforce such a 
prohibition by an army of inspectors roaming the earth would over
whelm the capacity and the endurance of men, and provide no security. 
This conclusion has a further implication in a search for a security 
system. While suppression is not possible where we are dealing 
with the quest for knowledge, this thirst to know (that cannot be 
"policed" out of existence) can be used, affirmatively, in the design 
and building of an effective system of safeguards. 

Human history shows that any effort to confine the inquiring 
human mind, to seek to bar the spirit of inquiry, is doomed to failure. 
From such efforts comes subversion fraught with terrible consequences: 
Gestapo, inquisitions, wars. The development of atomic energy is 
one of a long, long line of discoveries that have their well springs in 
the urge of men to know more about themselves and their world. 
Like the jiu jutsu wrestler whose skill consists in making his opponent 
disable himself with his own thrusts, the designers of a system of 
safeguards for security' should and can utilize for enforcement measures 
that driving force toward knowledge that is part of man's very 
nature. 

If atomic energy had only one conceivable use-its horrible powers 
of mass destruction-then the incentive to follow the course of com
plete prohibition and suppression might be very great. Indeed, it 
has been responsibly suggested that howevl'r attractive may be the 
potentialities for benefit from atomic energy, they are so powerfully 
outweighed by the malevolent that our course should be to bury the 
whole idea, to bury it deep, to forget it, and to make it illegal for 
anyone to carry on further inquiries or developments in this field. 

We have concluded that the beneficial possibilities---5ome of them 
are more than possibilities, for they are within close reach of actual
ity-in the use of atomic energy should be and can be made to aid in 
the development of a reasonably successful system of security, and 
the plan we recommend is in part predicated on that idea. 

That mankind can confidently look forward to such beneficial uses 
is a fact that offers a clue of not inconsiderable importance to the kind 
of security arrangements that can be made effective. 
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does not appeal to the imagination. Its future opportunities a.re 
obviously circumscribed. It might draw the kind of man, let us say, 
who was attracted to prohibition squads in years pa.st. Compare this 
type of personnel with those who could be expected to enter a system 
under which it is clear that the constructive possibilities of atomic 
energy may also be developed. Atomic energy then becomes a new 
and creative field in which men may take pride as participants, what
ever their particular role. They are in "on the ground floor" of a 
growing enterprise. Growth, opportunities, future development
these are the characteristics, let us say of the field of air transport that 
have made it possible for the airlines to attract a high grade and 
youthful personnel. 

The importance of this fa.ct that atomic energy has beneficial uses 
as well as destructive uses, in t..irms of the attraction of personnel in a 
security organization will, of course, depend upon the functions given 
to that organization. If the security organization has not only en
forcement but also development junctions, then this consideration of 
beneficial possibilities becomes a most weighty one. 

What are the beneficial possibilities? We have had the benefit of a 
thoughtful, unpublished report on the technical possibilities now ap
parent in this field. This report was prepared for the Secretary of 
War's Interim Committee on Atomic Energy by a panel of scientists 
who worked with a large additional group of leading scientists in the 
field.• The conclusions there stated represent an appraisal of these 
possibilities, that is, in our opinion, challenging and at the same time 
balanced and restrained. 

In introducing its conclusions the report observes that "We are 
probably no more able to foresee the ultimate fruits of development 
than were Faraday's contemporaries to understand what would 
come of the discovery of electro-magnetic induction." It gives a 
further sense of perspective in emphasizing that "The unique pre
occupation of the war yea.rs in the use of atomic energy for military 
weapons . . . has probably retarded our understanding of other 
applications." We believe ~hat this is equally true at present. 

The report discusses two "great fields" for beneficial use, "the 
development of atomic energy as a controlled source of power" and 
'the application of radiations and radioactivities to the growth of the 

*This panel included A. H. Compton, E . Fermi, E. 0. Lawrence, and J. R . 
Oppenheimer. Their report was prepared in consultation with S. K. Allison, 
Zay Jeffries, C. C. Lauretsen, I. I. Rabi, C. A. Thomas, H . C. Urey, and with the 
further help of numerous specialists. 
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exploitation of atomic energy as a tool for research will outweigh 
the benefits to be derived from the availability of a new source of 
power." But this new source of power is itself regarded as of great 
significance, and is thought to be" the most appropriate focal point for 
the work of the next few years." 

"We have examined in some detail [the report continues] the 
technical problems of making available heat and power on the scale 
of present world consumption from controlled nuclear reactors. We 
see no significant limitations on this development, either in the 
availability or in the cost of the fundamental active materials. We 
see characteristic limitations and characteristic advantages in atomic 
power which make us regard it in great measure a.s a supplement to 
existing sources, and an incentive to new developments, rather than 
as a. competitor, let us say, to coal or to petroleum products. We see 
no foundation in current science for the hope that atomic power can 
be effectively used for light, small portable units such a.s are required 
for aircraft and for automotive transportation; . but we believe that 
the development of rather large power units for heat and conversion 
to electrical energy is a. program for the near future; that opera.ting 
units which will serve to demonstrate the usefulness and limitations 
of atomic power can be in existence within a. few years, and that 
only the gradual.incorporation and adaptation of such units to the 
specific demands of contemporary economy will involve a protracted 
development." 

Finally, the report takes up the opportunities which have been 
opened in the field of research by the prospect of a. plentiful supply 
of radioactive substances as byproducts of the manufacture of 
fissionable materials, a circumstance which it has been said may 
well be as significant for scientific progress as the ready availability 
of microscopes for every laboratory. 

"It should be understood [the report says] that work specifically 
focused on atomic power need not and should not interfere with 
making available to biology, medicine, cheinistry, and physics the 
radiations and activities characteristic of this field . . . We should 
not be astonished if the greatest benefit of this program were in 
fact to lie in therapy for some of the neo-plastic diseases, such as 
cancer, or in the increased understanding of biological systems. or 
of the realities of the physical world, which will in turn open up 
new fields of human endeavor." 

The full report contains descriptions in more concrete terms of some 
of these possibilities. We are convinced that in the vigorous exploita-
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Under the most favorable conditions, the peril of atomic warfare 
can be averted only by drawing upon the best human resources of 
good will, imagination, and ingenuity. All experience teaches that 
the8e resources cannot be tapped except by challenging opportunities. 
One of the most serious dangers to the promotion of effective inter
national action is the danger that our natural preoccupation with the 
destructive aspects of atomic energy may blind us to its useful aspects. 
Upon searching investigation, some of the latter may prove illusory. 
But if the lessons of pa.st scientific and technological progress mean 
anything, we also know that many of these opportunities will mate
rialize. We believe that only a system of safeguards which is built 
around these hopeful prospects can succeed. We have tried through
out th.is report to make explicit the connection between a system of 
safeguards and these opportunities. 

Important, perhaps even decisive, in the proposals we put forth in 
this report is the fa.ct that many of the constructive activities required 
in the development of atomic energy involve no risks of providing a 
material basis for weapons of war. This aspect of the matter is dealt 
with in detail in Chapter V of this Section. 
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CHAPTER IV 

The Elimination of International Rivalry 

It is clear that uranium and thorium a.re materials of great strategic 
importance to nations seeking to establish for themselves a powerful 
position in the field of atomic energy. The fa.ct that rich sources of 
such materials occur in a relatively few places in the world, as com
pared, for example, with oil, creates a competitive situation which 
might easily produce intolerable. tensions in international relations. 
We believe that so long as nations or their subjects engage in compe
tition in the fields of atomic energy the hatards of atomic warfare a.re 
very great indeed. We assume the General Assembly of the United 
Nations, in setting up an Atomic Energy Commission, had this dis
turbing fact much in mind. 

What is true in respect to the dangers from national competition 
for uranium is similarly true concerning other phases of the develop
ment of atomic energy. Take the case of a controlled reactor, a 
power pile, prodqcing plutonium. Assume an international agree
ment• barring use of the plutonium in a bomb, but permitting use of 
the pile for heat or power. No system of inspection, we have con
cluded, could afford any reasonable security against the diversion of 
such materials to the purposes of war. If nations may engage in this 
dangerous field, and only national good faith and international polic
ing stand in the way, the very existence of the prohibi,tion against the 
use of such piles to produce fissionable material suitable for bombs 
would tend to stimulate and encourage surreptitious evasions. This 
danger in the situation is attributable to the fact that this potentially 
hazardous activity is carried on by nations or their citizens. 

It has become clear to us that if the element of rivalry between 
nations were removed by assignment of the intrinsically dangerous 
phases of the development of atomic energy to an international organi
zation responsible to all peoples, a reliable prospect would be afforded 
for a system of security. For it is the element of rivalry and the 
impossibility of policing the resulting competition through inspection 
alone that make inspection unworkable as a sole means of control. 
With that factor of international rivalry removed, the problem becomes 
both hopeful and manageable. 
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energy which we believe will be generally agreed to be intrinsically 
dangerous because they are or could be me.de steps in the production 
of atomic bombs. We schematically describe what we regard as 
intrinsically dangerous steps later in Chapter V. Those activities 
thus classified as dangerous we conclude are far less dangerous when 
carried on not by competing nations but by an international organiza
tion whose obligation it is to act for all nations. They can, in our 
opinion, be rendered sufficiently less dangerous to provide an adequate 
measure of security. 

We can illustrate the force of these conclusions in a. few simple 
cases. (a) Take the case of uranium ores. If any nation may engage 
in prospecting for and mining uranium ore, subject to inspection as 
to the proper, i. e., peaceful use thereof, inspection is a most difficult 
thing. But if the only legal, 0111nerBhip and development of uranium 
ore is in the hands of an international agency manned by and represent
ing all nations, the problem of detection of evasions is, by a single 
stroke, reduced tremendously. In~eed, we are persuaded that it is 
reduced t-0 quite manageable proportions in the light of existing knowl
edge about uranium ore deposits through the world. For then it 
would be true that not the purpose of those who mine or possess ura
nium ore but the mere fact of their mining or possessing it becomes illegal,, 
and national violation is a.n unambiguous danger signal of warlike 
purposes. The very opening of e. mine by anyone other the.n the 
international agency is e. "red light" without more; it is not necessary 
to we.it for evidence that the product of the.t mine is going to be misused. 

(b) Take another illustration involving the building and operation 
of a plutonium pile. The product of that operation is a. material the.t 
can be used for atomic wee.pons. The product is also u~eful for power 
piles. If all such piles are designed and operated exclusively by an 
international agency, then the building or operation of such a pile or 
any move in that direction by any one else is illegal without re8pect to 
the use he says he plans to make of it, and constitutes e. plain and si.nl
ple danger signal calling for action of a preventative character by e.n 
international agency.1 Nor could there be a clearer sign of danger 
calling for immediate international action or countermeasures than 
interference with the operation of an international plant. 

We conclude that the international development and operation of 
potentially and intrinsically dangerous activities in connection with 

1 In Section III we discuBB what would happen if the international organization 
should fail or an international plutonium plant should be seized by a nation; 
we shall not digress from the present point to discuss that here. 
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proportions oece.use 01 tne e1m11ne.t1on ot the hazards of rivalry be
tween nations. But there is a further advantage to vesting exclusively 
in an international agency these activities so hazardous to world 
security. That advantage grows out of the nature of the development 
of atomic energy itself. 

This is a growing and changing field. New advances in technology 
may be confidently eipected. It therefore becomes absolutely e8sen
tial that any international agency seeking to safeguard the security 
of the world against warlike uses of atomic energy should be in the 
very forefront of technical competence in this field. If the inter
national agency is simy-Jy ii. police activity for only negative and repres
sive functions, inevitably and within a very short period of time the 
enforcement agency will not kn-Ow enoUgh to be able to recognize new 
elements of danger, new possibilities of evasion, or the beginnings of 
a course of development having dangerous and warlike ends in view. 
There is a striking example of this. The art of atomic wee.pons is 
in its infancy and we a.re quite ignorant of the possibilities in this 
field. Such ignorance, such uncertainty of such catastrophic wee.pons, 
is itself a source of danger, e.nd its continuation, through the prohi
bition of further study and development, would in our opinion not 
only be he.rd to effect, but would itself be dangerous. yet the develop
ment of atomic wee.pons can hardly be left to national rivalry. 

A further example: The present separation plants for U 235 at 
Oak Ridge a.re huge and bulky in the extreme, and use enormous 
a.mounts of power. Quite probably this will always be true. But 
it is not a law of nature. Those in whose hands lies the prevention 
of atomic warfare must be the first to know and to exploit technical 
advances in this field. 

We have, therefore, concluded that here was an additional reason 
and a very practical one why a responsibility for the devel.opment of 
atomic energy should be vested in the same international agency 
that has also responsibility for developing and enforcing safeguards 
age.inst atomic warfare. For unless the international agency was 
engaged in development activities itself (as, for example, in the design 
and operation of power piles or in the surveying and exploration of 
new sources of raw materials) its personnel would not have the power 
of knowledge or the sensitivity to new developments that would 
make it a competent and useful protection to the people of the world. 

We have therefore reached these two conclusions: (a) that only if 
the dangerous aspects of atomic energy a.re taken out of national 
hands and placed in international hands is there any reasonable 
prospect of devising safeguards age.inst the use of atomic energy 
for bombs, and (b) only if the international agency was engaged in 
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its functions as a safeguarder of the world's future. 
Such a development function also seems essential in terms of 

attracting to the international agency the kind of scientists and 
technicians that this problem requires, recognizing that a mere policing, 
inspecting, or suppressing function would neither attract nor hold 
them. 
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CHAPTER V 

"Safe" anJ "Dangerous" Activities , 

It is true that the internationalization of activities intrinsically 
dangerous to security reduces the hazards in the way of security and 
does bring into more manageable form the problems of enforcement 
and the suppression of atomic wee.pons. If it were necessary, in 
such a scheme of safeguards, to vest_ in an international agency a total 
monopoly as to all aspects of atomic energy, disadvantages would 
arise so great as conceivably to make the prospect of effective inter
nationalization itself beyond realization. Such an overall grant of 
exclusive right to develop, operate, a.nd utilize, conferred upon an 
international agency, would change ma.ny of the industrial and eco
nomic practices of this country, for example, and would change them 
quite disadvantageously. 

Such a complete international monopoly would be ha.rd to live under. 
Its restrictive limitations would chafe, a.nd might in time ca.use serious 
loss ~f »Upport to tli.e security purposes that lay behind the proposal 
itself. Many of the considerations of complexity, irritation, the 
engendering of suspicion, the encouragement of deceit that we found 
militated against a system of safeguards based upon national opera
tion and international inspection would to a. lesser degree be repeated 
by such a.n all-out propose.I for centralization. 

This problem need not a.rise. For there are important areas in the 
field of atomic energy where there is no need for a.n international 
monopoly, a.nd where work may a.nd should be open not exclusively 
to the international orga.niza.tion, but to private a.nd to national 
institutions in a. quite free manner. These fields are among those of 
the greatest immediate promise for the beneficial exploitation of atomic 
energy. They are technically complex a.nd closely related to the cen
tral scientific problems. That open a.nd, in some respects, competi
tive activity is possible in much of the field should go a long wa.y 
toward insuring contact between the experts of the international 
organization and those outside.it, in industry and in scientific a.nd 
educational organizations. The same fact should help correct a.ny 
tendencies that might otherwise develop toward bureaucratic inbreed-. 
ing a.rid over-centra.liza.tion, and a.id in providing healthy, expanding 
national a.nd private developments in atomic energy. 
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private exploitation are in themselves rather complex; to the discussion 
of these we must now turn. These are, of course, activities which 
without reliance on the conscious determination of the operators, 
and with a minimum of control and supervision, are physically in
capable of contributing to the making of atomic weapons. 

A word may be in order about our views on what constitute "dan
gerous activities"-those that, in our opinion, ought to be subject to 
an international monopoly. It will be appreciated at the outset that 
this distinction between the "safe" and the "dangerous" can be useful 
without being completely sharp or fixed for all time. 

In our view, any activity is dangerous which offers a solution either 
in the actual fact of its physical installation, or by subtle alterations 
thereof, to one of the three major problems of making atomic weapons: 

I. The provision of raw materials, 
II. The production in suitable quality and quantity of the fission

able materials plutonium and U 235, and 
III. The use of these materials for the making of atomic weapons. 

Thus we regard the mining and processing of uranium as a dangerous 
activity even though it must be supplemented by plants and ordnance 
establishments if atomic weapons are to result. We regard the facil
ities for making atomic wee.pons as dangerous even though some con
trol be exercised over the provision of the fissionable material; and we 
regard the operation of reactors or separation plants which make the 
material for bombs or which, by relatively minor operational changes, 
could make the material for bombs, as dangerous even though they in 
turn would have to be supplemented by supplies of raw material and 
by installations for assembling atomic weapons. 

We need not regard as dangerous either a.mounts of material which 
are small in relation to those needed to make a. weapon or installation 
whose rate of production is small in these terms. A further point 
which will prove important in establishing the criteria. for the safety 
or danger of an operation is this: U 235 and plutonium can be dena
tured; such denatured materials do not readily lend themselves to 
the making of atomic explosives, but they can still be used with no 
essential loss of effectiveness for the peaceful applications of atomic 
energy. They can be used in reactors for the generation of power or 
in reactors useful in research and in the production of radioactive 
tracers. It is important to understand the sense in which denaturing 
renders material safer. In the first place, it will make the material 
unusea.ble by any methods we now know for effective a.tomi<; explo
sives unless steps are taken to remove the denatura.nts. In the second 
place, the development of more ingenious methods in the field of 
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lt iS possible, both for U 235 and for plutonium, to remove the de

nil.tura.nt, but doing so calls for rather complex installations which, 
though not of the scale of those at Oak Ridge or Hanford, nevertheless 
will require a. large effort and, above all, scientific and engineering 
skill of an appreciable order for their development. It is not without 
importance to bear in mind that, although as the art now stands de
natured materials are unsuitable for bomb manufacture, developments 
which do not appear to be in principle impossi.ble might alter the 
situation. This is a good example of the need for constant reconsider
ation of the dividing line between what is safe and what is dangerous. 

We would, however, prop<>se as criterion that installations using 
·material both denatured and insufficient in quantity for the manu
facture of bombs could be regarded as safe, provided the installations 
did·not themselves make large quantities of suitable material. With 
some safeguards in · the form of supervision, installations in which the 
.amounts of material are small, or in which the material is ·denatured, 
might also be regarded as safe; but installations using or ma.king 
large amounts of material not denatured, or not necessarily denatured, 
we would call dangerous. 

·Let us see now what we regard as safe activities in this field. 
(1) Perhaps the clearest case is the application of radioactive 

material as tracers· in scientific, medical, and technological studies. 
This "iii a field in which progress may be expected to be very rapid, 
and we can see no reason at all for limiting, on grounds of safety, the 
activities using such tracer materials. 

(2) It is easy to design small nuclear reactors which use denatured 
U 235 or plutonium. These reactors can be operated at a power 
level low enough to be incapable of producing dangerous quantities 
of fissionable materials but high enough to provide neutron sources 
and gamma ray sources of unparalleled intensity. The material in 
these reactors is neither in quantity nor in quality significant for 
bomb production; even if one combined the material from many, no 
practical method of ma.kini weapons would be available. On the 
other hand, reactors of this kind can and almost inevitably will be 
designed to operate at so low a power level that they cannot be used 
to produce quantities of fissionable material which are of military 
significance. Reactors of this general kind have the following im
portant applications: 

(a) They may be used to make radioactive materials, and as such 
may be a supplement, and a valuable supplement, to the 
more dangerous reactors operating at higher power levels; 
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(b) As a source of radiation, primarily of neutron radiation, such 
reactors a.re research tools for physics, for chemistry, and 
for biology. This may, in fa.ct, be one of the most important 
applications of the release of atomic energy. 

(c) The high intensity of radiation from such reactors will bring 
about changes in chemical and biological systems which 
may be of immense practical value, once they have been 
understoo<l. 

(3) More marginal from the standpoint of safety, but nevertheless 
important, is another case of an operation which we would regard as 
safe. This is the development of power from the fission of denatured 
U 235 and plutonium in high power-level reactors. Such power 
reactors might operate in the range from 100,000 to 1,000,000 kw. 
If these fissionable materials a.re used in installations where there is no. 
additional uranium or thorium, they will not produce further -fi:Mion
a.ble material. The operation of the reactors will use up the material. 
If the reactors a.re suitably designed, a minimum of supervision should 
make it possible to prevent the substitution of uranium and thorium 
for the inert structure of the materials of the reactors. In order to 
convert the material invested in such reactors to atomic weapons, it 
would be necessary to close down the reactor; to decontaminate the 
fissionable material of its radioactive fission products; to separate it, 
in what is a fairly major technical undertaking, from its denatura.nt;. 
and to establish plants for making atomic weapons. In view of the 
limited amount of material needed for such a power reactor, and of the 
spectacular character and difficulty of the steps necessary to divert it, 
we would regard such power reactors as safe provided there were a 
minimum of reasonable supervision of their design, construction, and 
operation. If the material from one such reactor (of a size of practical 
interest for power production) were diverted, it might be a matter of 
some two or three yea.rs before it could be used to make a small 
number of atomic weapons. 

We attach some importance to reactors of this type because they 
make it possible in large measure to open up the field of atomic power 
production tO private or national enterprise. It is, in this connection, 
important to note that the materials required to construct these 
reactors cannot themselves be produced in installations which we 
could regard as safe. It is, furthermore, important to note that for 
every kilowatt generated in safe reactors, a.bout 1 kilowatt must be 
generated in dangerous ones in which the material was manufactured. 
Tlius if atomic power is in fact developed on a large scale, a.bout half 
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primary production plants necessary to produce the materials required 
to construct safe power plants will in that process of production pro
duce large amounts of power as a by-product. It is, furthermore, clear 
that the stockpiling of appreciable quantities of fissionable material 
suitably denatured, must precede the development of these safe power 
reactors. We think it fortunate that the actual operation of such 
reactors will have to await the production of these· essential materials, 
so that there will be time for further study of means by which they 
may be supervised and their safety insured. 

All the above illustrations show that a. great part of the field of 
atomic energy can be opened with relative safety to competitive activ
ity. They also show that tbe safe operations are possible 01!ly because 
dangerous ones are being carried out c01WUrre'Tl11,y. It is not possible to 
devise an atomic energy program in which safeguards independent of 
the motivation of the operators preclude the manufacture of material 
for atomic weapons. But it is possible, once such operations a.re under
taken on an international basis, to devise others of great value and of 
living interest in which safety is no longer dependent on the motiva-
tion of the opera.tors. , 

We have enumerated elements of the large field of non-dangerous 
activities under (1), (2), and (3) above. Among the activities which 
we would at the present time classify as those dangerous for national 
exploita.tri.on a.re the following: 

(4) Prospecting, mining, and refining of uranium, and, to a. lesser 
extent, thorium. 

(5) The enrichment of the isotope 235 by any methods now known 
to us. 

(6) The operation of the various types of reactors for 'making 
plutonium, and of separation plants for extracting the 
plutonium. 

(7) Research and development in atomic explosives. _ 

Of these activities, (6), as we have indicated, not only plays an 
essential part in providing active materials, but involves installations 
capable of generating power. 

It should be added in conclusion that to exclude even safe activities 
from international operation seems unwise, but these should not be 
an international monopoly. It would equally be unwise to exclude 
from knowledge and participation in the dangerous activities experts 
who a.re not associated with the international authority. As the 
next section will show, there a.re practical means for ma.king this col
laboration possible· in such a way that security will be promoted rather 
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the line between what is dangerous and what is safe has been correctly 
drawn; it will not stay fixed. No international agency of control that 
is not qualified to make this reexamination can deserve confidence. 

SUMMARY 

1. If nations or their citizens carry on intrinsically dangerous 
activities it seems to us that the chances for safeguarding the future 
are hopeless. 

2. If an international agency is given responsibility for the danger-
ous activities, leaving the non-dangerous open to nations and their 
citizens and if the international agency is given and carries forward 
affirmative <kvelopment respO'Mibility, furthering among other things 
the beneficial uses of atomic energy and enabling itself to comprehend 
and therefore detect the misuse of atomic energy, there is good pros
pect of security. 
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SECTION Ill 

Security Through International Cooperative Development 

INTRODUCTION 

In the preceding sections of this report we have outlined the cours!l 
of our thinking in an' endeavor to find a solution to the problems thrust 
upon the nations of the world by the development of the atomic 
bomb-the problem of how tb obtain security against atomic warfare, 
and relief from the terrible fear which can do so much to engender the 
very thing feared. 

As a result of our thinking and discussions we have concluded that 
it would be unrealistic to place reliance on a simple agreement among 
nations to outlaw the use of atomic weapons in war. We have con
cluded that an attempt to give body to such a system of agreements 
through international inspection holds no promise of adequate security. 

And so we have turned from mere policing and inspection by an 
international authority to a program of affirmative action, of aggres
sive development by such a body. This plan we believe holds hope 
for the solution of the problem of the atomic bomb. We are even 
sustained by the hope that it may contain seeds which will in time 
grow ·m.io that cooperation between nations which may bring an end 
to all war. 

The program we propose will undoubtedly arouse skepticism when 
it is first considered. It did among us, but thought and discussion 
have converted us. 

It may seem too idealistic. It seems time we endeavor to bring 
some of our expressed ideals into being. 

It may seem too radical, too advanced, tOo much beyond human 
experience. All these terms apply with peculiar fitness to the atomic 
bomb. 

In considering the plan, as inevitable doubts arise as to its accep
tability, one should ask oneself" What are the alternatives?" We have, 
and we find no tolerable answer. 

The following pages contain first a brief summary of the plan we 
recommend, and then an expansion going into some detail. 

Summary of Proposed Plan-The proposal contemplates an inter
national agency conducting all intrinsically dangerous operations in 
the nuclear field, with individual nations and their citizens free to 
conduct, under license and a minimum of inspection, all non-danger
ous, or safe, operations. 
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authority to own and lease property, and to carry on mining, manu
facturing, research, licensing, inspecting, selling, or any other necessary 
operations. 

This chapter is not an attempt to write a corporate charter for such 
an international agency. It is the aim, rather, to show that such a 
charter can be written in workable terms, and that the nature of the 
organization and its functions will have decisive consequences for 
~orld security. We a.re satisfied that the differences between national 
and interna.ti.ona.l operations can be exploited to make the problem of 
atomic energy manageable. This idea-, we think, can become as 
familiar as the fa.ct that the differences between individual enterprise 
and corporate enterprise have important consequences in the conduct 
of business. 

If we a.re to do anything constructive in relation to atomic energy 
it must inevitably be novel and immensely difficult. We think that 
the weeks that we have spent in analysis of the problem have ma.de it 
appear somewhat less difficult and somewhat less novel. A succession 
of such processes will be necessary, ea.ch building on the pteceding 
analysis, before even the major ramifications of the problem can be 
understood and the major questions partially answered. What is 
chiefly important now is to describe the right course of action in terms 
sufficiently practical and valid to show that the further exploration is 
worthwhile. · 

The proposal contemplates an international agency with exclusive 
jurisdiction to conduct all intrinsically dangerous operations in the 
field . This means all activities relating to raw materials, the con
struction and operation of production plants, and the conduct of 
research in explosives. The large field of non-dangerous and relatively 
non-dangerous activities would be left in national hands. These 
would consist of all activities in the field of research (except on ex
plosives) and the construction and operation of non-dangerous 
power-producing piles. National activities in these fields would be 
subject to moderate controls by the international agency, exercised 
through licensing, rules and regulations, collaboration on design, and 
the like. The international agency would also maintain inspection 
facilities to assure that illicit operations were not occurring, primarily 
in the exploitation of raw materials. It would be a further function 
of the Atomic Development Authority continually to reexamine the 
boundary between dangerous and non-dangerous activities. For it 
must be recognized that although the field is subject to reasonable 
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character. Its staff would be recruited on an international basis. 
Its functions would be such as to attract a calibre of personnel com
parable to our own activities in raw materials during the war and our 
own primary production and experimental work. It would be set up 
as one of the subsidiary agencies of the United Nations, but it would 
have to be created by a convention or charter establishing its pol
icies, functions, and authority in comprehensive terms. 

Whatever the formal organization, its integration with national 
structure would of course be one of the major problems. Measures 
to assure the proper degree of accountability to the United Nations 
and to individual nations, measures to assure that individual nations 
would have ample opportunity to be informed of the agency's activi
ties, measures to make the agency responsive to the changing needs of 
nations-all these would have to be worked out with extraordinary 
care and ingenuity. But certainly our experience with business and 
government institutions, national and international, would afford a 
wealth of guidance in the development of such measures. 

In the actual conduct of its operations the development organization 
would at all times be governed by a dual purpose, the promotion of the 
beneficial use of atomic energy and the maintenance of security. We 
believe that much can be done in a convention or charter to make these 
purposes concrete ancl. explicit, to draw the line between the dangerous 
and the' non-dangerous, to establish the principles determining the 
location of stockpiles and plants so that a strategic balance may be 
maintained among nations, to establish fair and equitable financial 
policies so that the contributions of nations to, and their receipt of 
benefits from the organization will be justly apportioned. The most 
careful and ingenious definitions will be required in order to accom
plish these purposes. 

In what follows we shall attempt to develop and expand the fore
going statement of essentials. 

We can best visualize the Atomic Development Authority in terms 
of the answer to these concrete questions: 

(1) What will be the functions of the agency; what are the things 
that it will do? 

(2) What kind of organization is necessary to carry out these 
functions? 

(3) How will the organization be related to the United Nations 
and the individual nations that it will represent? 

(4) What policies will guide the agency in determining its 
manifold actions? 
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CHAPTER I 

Functions of Atomic Development Authority 

In the field of raw materials-The first purpose of the agency will 
be to bring under its complete control world supplies of uranium and 
horium. Wherever these materials are found in useful quantities 
the international agency must own them or control them under 
effective leasing arrangements. One of its principal tasks will be to 
conduct continuous surveys so that new deposits will be found and 
so that the agency will have the most complete knowledge of the world 
geology of these materials. It will be a further function of the agency 
constantly to explore new methods for recovering these materials from 
media in which they are found in small quantities. 

In this way there will be no lawful rivalry among nations for these 
vital raw materials. Through its surveys the agency will be better 
informed about their geology and extraction than any single nation 
could possibly be. It will be in a better position to discover whether 
and where illicit operations might occur than any inspection force 
could possibly be. This is not to say that there is no risk of illicit 
operations; any plan, any system of safeguards, involves some risk. 
The question that must be answered in appraising the dangers is 
whether the risk is so large that it is better to make no attempt at 
international control and abandon the world to national atomic 
armament. 

As we have pointed out earlier, if the Atomic Development Authority 
is the only agency which may lawfully operate in the raw materials 
field, then any visible operation by others will constitute a danger 
signal. This situation contrasts vividly with the conditions that would 
exist if nations agreed to conduct mining operations ·solely for proper 
purposes; for surreptitious abuse of such an agreement would be 
very difficult to detect. It is far easier to discover an operation that 
should not be going on at all than to determine whether a lawful 
operation is being conducted in an unlawful manner. 

For the purpose of its surveys, the international agency would 
require access to various nations for its geologists and mining engineers. 
But the known geology of the critical materials is such that it may be 
possible to limit the degree of access from the start. And, as explora-
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knowledge would be necessary. 

All the actual mining operations for uranium and thorium would 
be conducted by the Authority. It would own and operate the re
fineries for the reduction of the ores to the metal or salt. It would 
own the stockpiles of these materials and it would sell the by-prod
ucts, such as vanadium and radium. It would also provide the neces
sary supplies of uranium and thorium for the present limited com
mercial uses. All these sales would presumably go through normal 
commercial channels. 

In the field of raw materials as in other activities of the Authority, 
extremely difficult policy questions, with the most serious social, 
economic, and political implications, will arise. How shall nations 
and individuals be compensated for reserves taken over by the 
Authority? As between several possible mines in different areas, 
which shall be operated when it is clear that the output of all is not 
presently required? How can a stragetic balance be maintained 
between nations so that stockpiles of fissionable materials will not 
become unduly large in one nation and small in another? We do 
not suggest that these questions are simple but we believe that prac
tical answers can be found. An attempt to suggest an approach to 
such answers is made later where the general question of policies of 
the Authority is discussed. 

Prorluction Plants.-The second major function of the Authority 
would be the construction and operation of useful types of atomic 
reactors and separation plants. This means that operations, like 
those at Hanford and Oak Ridge and their extensions and improve
ments, would be owned and conducted by the Authority. Reactors 
for producing denatured plutonium will be large installations and by 
the nature of the process they will yield large amounts of energy as a 
byproduct. As the technology of power development by this method 
expands, ways will be found for utilizing this power both as heat and 
as electricity. The existing plants are not designed to operate at a 
sufficiently high temperature for the energy to be used for the gener
ation of electrical power. One of the first research and development 
problems of the Authority would be to develop designs of reactors 
such that the energy released would be in form usable for the gener
ation of electric power. 

These production plants are intrinsically dangerous operations. 
Indeed they may be regarded as the most dangerous, 'for it is through 
such operations that materials can be produced which are suitable 
for atomic explosives. 
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production plants. What measures can be taken to assure the mmi
mum degree of danger in design of plants and output? What measures 
can be taken to assure the minimum danger of diversion? What 
measures can be taken to assure location of plants that both will 
permit the disposition of byproduct power and heat in areas where 
they are most needed and at the same time will maintain a strategic 
balance between nations so that none may be inspired with fear 
lest the existence of plants in another would give that nation an 
advantage if it suddenly developed aggressive intentions? How will 
the vast amounts of byproduct power be disposed of by an inter
national agency operating geographically within a national economy? 
Like the questions previously stated, these are not easy to answer. 
But here again we think that answers can be found and we venture 
later to suggest a way of going about the process of formulating 
answers. 

Research Activities-We have already referred to the research that 
the Authority will conduct to extend the field of knowledge in relation 
to recoverable raw materials. We have referred to research in power 
development. There will be many other forms of research in which 
the Authority will have to engage, relating to simplifying reactors 
and the like. 

Here we desire to emphasize that the field of research in its broadest 
sense is the field in which the greatest opportunities present them
selves for national and private activities. For research in relation 
to the application of discoveries relating to atomic energy is a great 
area of work which in the context of the general plan of safeguards 
herein proposed, is non-dangerous. For the reasons already indicated 
the Authority itself will have to engage in a wide variety of research 
activities. For example, one of the important things that the Au
thority will have to do is research in atomic explosives. We are by 
no means sure that important new discoveries in this field do not lie 
ahead. Possibly the study of atomic explosives may yield byproducts 
useful in peaceful activities. But this will not be the main purpose 
of the Authority's research. Only by preserving its position as the 
best informed agency will the Authority be able to tell where the line 
between the intrinsically dangerous and the non-dangerous should be 
drawn. If it turns out at some time in the future, as a result of new 
discoveries, that other materials lend themselves to dangerous atomic 
developments, it is important that the Authority should be the first 
to know. At that time measures would have to be taken to extend 
the boundaries of safeguards. 
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rather must give vigorous encouragement to research in national or 
private hands. The uhiversities and public technical agencies, in
dustrial enterprises, research institutes, all will have a direct interest 
in participating in these activities, A good example of the oppor
tunities in this direction is afforded by considering the situation with 
respect to radioactive isotopes. It will be possible for the Authority 
to produce these isotopes in primary production plants. The chem
ical separation and purification of them, however, is an involved 
industrial process, but involves no threat to security; states or private 
organizations should be encouraged to go into these acti~ties . But for 
many purposes it will also be possible to produce these isotopes in 
small non-dangerous reactors that can be safely operated by nations 
or private institutions. In the interest of avoiding overexpansion of 
the international Authority, we think a deliberate effort should be 
made to encourage the production of isotopes in national hands. 

It would be premature, of course, to seek now to draw any hard 
and fast line between the functions that the Authority should have in 
producing these isotopes and the functions which ought to be left to 
nations and their citizens. But it is important to be aware at all 
times of the necessity for taking advantage of the opportunity for 
promoting decentralized and diversified national developments and of 
avoiding unnecessary concentration of functions in the Authority. 
The field of research ·is an area in which the keenest awareness of this 
problem will be essential when the time comes to draft a charter and 
when thereafter the time comes for establishing the detailed admin
istrative policies of the Authority. 

Up to now we have been dealing with the exclusive proprietary 
functions of the Atomic Development Authority, Except as to the 
discussion just concluded we have been describing the things it must 
do wholly withdrawn from national hands. We turn now to a dis
cussion of functions more regulatory than proprietary in character. 
These are the functions through which the agency will maintain 
moderate controls over the activities that will be conducted by nations 
or private agencies. For convenience we shall refer to these activities 
as "licensing" functions though we think that various devices besides 
licensing may in fact be developed to do the job. 

Licensing Activities-The uranium and thorium which the Author
ity mines and the fissionable materials which it produces will remain 
the property of the Authority. By such ownership the Authority 
could determine the conditions under which these dangerous materials 
might be used. Through the lease of such denatured materials to 
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lishment in which such material is used. Moreover, through its 
own research e.nd development activities e.nd through establishing 
cooperative relationships with research e.nd development laboratories 
in this field throughout the world, the Authority would be in e. posi
tion to determine intelligently safe e.nd unsafe designs of reactors 
for which it might lease its fissionable materials. 

In the following paragraphs we she.11 refer to three of the general 
types of activities of great importance in the field of atomic energy 
which, as already indicated, a.re or ce.n be me.de sufficiently safe to be 
carried on by nations under suitable e.rre.ngements with the proposed 
Authority. These types of activity, ·as we have pointed out earlier, 
open up e. broad field for national and private exploitation of the use
ful applications of atomic energy. In particular, they will permit 
broad scope for research e.nd development in this field by nations and 
private groups within such nations. 

One of the first licensing activities of the Authority might be in the 
field of research reactors for which it would furnish on lease denatured 
plutonium or U 235. In carrying on such operations, presumably 
those desiring to build such research reactors would submit their 
designs to the Authority both for approval and for advice as to im
provements, e.nd would obtain e. license to build such a reactor and 
lease of the denatured fissionable material needed for it. There would 
be a minimum of danger involved in e.llowing the construction and 
operation of research reactors not exceeding e. prescribed power level. 
As we have seen, the amounts of fissionable material which might be 
produced through their use would be so small that for any individual 
unit, or even for units in one country which might number e. dozen or 
more, there would be no real danger in terms of producing material 
sufficient for use in atomic explosives. Presumably the Authority 
from time to time would send its research personnel, in the dual role 
of research workers and inspectors, to the laboratories in which these 
reactors were used, but e. minimal inspection would be needed. More
over, such research reactors would fulfill to a large extent the urgent 
requirements for further intensive scientific research in this field. 
Presumably licenses and leases of material would be arranged between 
the Authority and individual nations so that the Authority would not 
be dealing directly with private groups within.nations. 

The Authority would also license and lease in the same manner as 
described for research reactors the construction and operation of 
reactors for making radioactive materials. There me.y well be, as 
suggested above, e. field for the national or private production of 
such radioactive materials which will require a pile to produce mate-
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plutonium or U 235. 
Within the next few years, the Authority should also be in e. position 

to license the construction and operation of power piles e.nd to furnish 
on lease denatured plutonium or U 235. The design of such piles 
would have to be carefully reviewed, and the construction perhaps 
should be inspected by the Authority, to insure that the pile was not 
readily convertible to e. dangerous form. For example, there should 
be no provision within such piles for the introduction of uranium or 
thorium. Iron or lead might be required e.s structural materials e.nd 
if these were made non-removable, there would be e. large factor of 
safety against abuse. Such power reactors would "burn" the active 
materials and require replenishing from time to time. The fissionable 
materials for such power reactors would be derived from the operation 
of the production plants of the Authority. There is no prospect that 
for several years such power reactors e.s described here could be 
licensed, for the reason that there would not be enough fissionable 
materials produced in the plants of the Authority. Thus there is e. 
reasonable period during which research and development may proceed 
both in the laboratories of the Authority and in national and private 
groups throughout the world, e.s a result of which much more will be 
known as to the safe and unsafe features of design prior to the time 
when decisions will b.e required. 
Th~ .questions of policy that arise in relation to the licensing activi

ties of the Authority will likewise require the utmost in ingenuity and 
resourcefulness for their solution. How she.11 control · be exercised 
lightly enough to assure the free play of national and private enter
prise without risk to security? How shall facilities e.nd materials 
available for national and private exploitation be allocated and at 
what .cost? How may safe activities, assigned to national hands, be 
withdrawn if new discoveries show them to be dangerous? Again, 
we do not minimize the difficulties. We se.y only that we believe 
them to be of manageable proportions, e.nd that techniques ce.n be 
devised to facilitate solutions. 

Inspection Activities-Throughout this report we have recorded 
our conviction that international agreements to foreswear the mili
tary use of atomic weapons cannot be enforced solely by e. system of 
inspection-that they cannot be enforced in a system which leaves 
the development of essentially dangerous activities in the field of 
atomic energy in national hands and subject to national rivalry, e.nd, 
to insure against diversion of these activities to aggressive ends, 
relies upon supervision by e.n agency which has no other function. 
But inspection in a wide variety of forms has its proper place in the 
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nizable as inspection, but that may be regarded as one of the virtues 
of the proposal. 

It may at the outset be useful to recall some of the factors which 
lead us to believe that as a function of the Atomic Development 
Authority inspection can be effective. We do not by this wish to 
suggest that the necessary inspection functions are trivial or that 
they can be carried out without inventiveness and effort. We do 
believe that the proposals of this report create a framework within 
which such inventiveness and such effort can be effective. 

In the inspection of declared and legal activities-to be sure that 
they are really legal-it is of the greatest advantage that the operations 
can themselves be so conducted as to make this inspection and control 
easy. The Atomic Development Authority will have the double re
sponsibility of technically effective development, and of safety. It 
would be in a position to insure that in the plan of operations, in the 
physical layout, in the system of audits, and in the choice of develop
ments, full weight and full consideration can be given to the ease of 
detecting and avoiding diversion and evasion. Thus, the Authority 
may conceivably find it unwise to exploit certain types of deposits 
because of the difficulties they present to adequate auditing. The 
Authority may have reason to decide on one or another method of the 
separation of isotopes because it lends itself more readily to control. 
In the location of its operations, it will be in a position to take into 
account political and sociological factors which might make control 
difficult, or to allow such considerations to influence its choice of 
operating personnel and procedures. We attach great weight to the 
importance of unifying at the planning stage the requirements of de
velopment and control. We also attach great weight to the far
reaching inseparability of the two functions in the personnel of the 
development authority. 

As we have pointed out repeatedly, the Authority will be aided in 
the detection of illegal operations by the fact that it is not the motive 
but the operation which is illegal. Any national or private effort to 
mine uranium will be illegal; any such stockpiling of thorium will be 
illegal; the building of any primary reactor or separation plant will be 
illegal. This circumstance is of very great importance for the follow
ing reason: It is true that a thoroughgoing inspection of all phases of 
the industry of a nation will in general be an unbearable burden; it is 
true that a calculated attempt at evasion may, by camouflage or by 
geographical location, make the specific detection of an illegal opera
tion very much more difficult. But the total effort needed to carry 
through from the mine to the bomb, a surreptitious program of 
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difficult undertakings so great, and the special character of many of 
these undertakings so hard to conceal, that the fact of this effort 
should be impossible to hide. The fact that it is the existence of the 
effort rather than a specific purpose '.or mo~ive or plan which consti
tutes an evasion and an unmistakable danger signal is to our minds 
one of the great advantages of the proposals we have outlined. 

We have frequently emphasized the related difficulties of providing 
in an inspection agency personnel with the qualifications necessary 
for that work, and with enlightened and constantly improving under
standing of the technical realities. We believe that these problems 
can be solved in an Atomic Development Authority to which is 
entrusted the technical exploration of the field, and in which inspection 
activities will be carried out in part by the very personnel responsible 
for the new developments and in part by the men of the same organi
zation, who have aceess to, and who have an interest in, the research 
and development activities of the Authority. We do not wish to 
overemphasize the advantages that may arise from the free association 
of the Authority's scientists and experts with those engaged in private 
or national undertakings, but we believe that if a serious effort is made 
to cultivate this association it will greatly reduce the chance of evasive 
national or private action, or of the existence, unknown to the Author
ity, of technical developments which might constitute a potential 
danger. As an example of an association which would on technical 
gro~ds be most appropriate for the Authority, we may cite the prob
lem of power. The Authority will be engaged in the. production of 
power. It will be engaged in licensing power plants of non-dangerous 
type for private or national operation. It should take advantage of 
these associations to be informed about the power requirements which 
play so large a part in the operation of separation plants. 

It will be seen that we do not contemplate any systematic or large
scale inspection activities for the Authority except those directed to 
the control of raw materials. It is our hope-and we believe it a 
valid hope-that when the Authority is in full operation it will, 
through the application of ingenuity to the problem, have obtained 
a sufficiently complete control over raw materials and the fissionable 
products so that no elaborate and formal inspection procedures will 
be needed to supplement it. It is clear that final decision on this 
matter must take into account the events of the transition period 
from our present condition to that of the full operation of the Author
ity. It is also clear that the more rapidly the initial steps leading to 
the Authority's control of raw materials are taken, the greater the 
chance of the elimination of the more burdensome forms of inspection. 
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The geological survey, while in a sense inspection, will be focussed 
on a world-wide search and survey for the discovery of the essential 
raw materials. In the conduct of research and development, and 
through the location of the Authority's laboratories in various parts 
of the world, the Authority should become cognizant of a wide range 
of research and development activities in various countries. There
fore, the purpose of inspection would be served in that personnel of 
the Authority should be currently and intelligently informed regard
ing national and private research and development activities in this 
field. 

In operating mines, refineries, and primary production plimts in 
various countries, the personnel of the Authority will likewise ac
quire insight regarding the activities and trends in various countries. 
In its licensing activities the Authority will maintain contact with 
the research and development laboratories authorized to use reactors. 
Exchange of personnel, visits, and even formal inspection, may all 
be involved. 

In licensing power reactors which are somewhat less safe than 
research reactors, the Authority would send its representatives to 
inspect or visit these plants at frequent intervals. Such personnel 
would presumaoly be trained in the development or engineering 
branches of the Authority and their primary purpose might well be 
to furnish engineering services and advice to the operators. The 
inspection that would actually result would be far more effective than 
any direct attempt to inspect. 

Under the relations described between the Authority and national 
or private groups using denatured fissionable material, the inspectors 
would have a right of access deriving from the terms of the license 
and lease. Furthermore, if the Authority conducted the operations 
described, it would have within its organization a unique knowledge 
of the whold field of atomic energy and the changes in that field, 
which are almost certain to be rapid if it is developed in a healthy 
manner. To the extent inspection was required it could be done by 
competent engineers or scientists who would be far more knowl
edgeable than those inspected and who could furnish useful aid and 
advice at the same time. 
· In the course of its activities, the Authority might acquire informa
tion which would cause it to suspect evasions or violations in places to 
which it did not have the right of access for geological survey or for 
inspection of installations using leased material. Some means would 
have to be provided so that the Authority by making out a prima facie 
case would be granted access to the suspected plant or laboratory. 
This might be arranged through the presentation of such a request to 
some international body such as the International Court. If the Court 
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were satisfied with the adequacy of the r~ons presented by the 
Authority, it might then request the nation in which the suspected 
activities were located to grant access to representatives of the Au
thority. This seems to us one of the possible means of approach to the 
limited problem of detection of evasions that would be present even 
under the Atomic Development proposal. The procedure seems suffi
ciently limited in its effect upon national sovereignty to be practical. 
We recognize that the idea raises a host of questions that would have 
to be answered before the feasibility and effectiveness of the device 
could be established but we think it worthy of this further exploration . 
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CHAPTER II 

Organization ancl Policies ol Atomic Development Authority 

In the light of the scientific and technological facts and of broad 
human and political factors, we have undertaken, up to this point, to 
describe the kind of functions that an Atomic Development Authority 
would have to be given in order to be effective. In considering the 
problems of organizational structure and detailed policies for such an 
authority it is also clear that the facts concerning atomic energy are 
decidedly pertinent. But as to these problems, there is much relevant 
experience in the general field of international organization. Obvi
ously the systematic approach necessary for a solution of these 
problems must draw heavily on that experience. 

But there is an important question of timing. It would be pre
mature now to seek definitive answers to many of the questions as to 
organization and policy. For in order to have validity the answers 
will have to be the product of international discussion and deliberation 
rather than any unilateral statement of a detailed plan. 

In considering the type of organizational problem involved in set
ting up an Atomic Development Authority under the United Nations, 
it should be readily possible to find helpful analogies in other inter
national operations, public and private, and even in national activi
ties. In the course of our discussions numerous questions concerning 
these matters have naturally occurred to us as they would to anyone 
studying the international. issues created by atomic energy. It has 
been necessary to reflect intensively on the possible answers to such 
questions as a means of testing the soundness of our main conclusions. 
We present here some of the results of our own discussion and reflec
tion, not in the form of a systematic statement but rather for the 
purpose of illustrating the types ·of questions that arise and possible 
answers which occurred to this group. 

One of the key problems of course will be the question of personnel. 
It will be of the essence to recruit that personnel on a truly inter
national basis, giving much weight to geographical and national 
distribution. It does not seem to us an unreasonable hope that the 
organization would attract personnel of high quality. For the field 
of knowledge. is one in which the prospects for future development 
have become an absorbing interest of the entire world. Certainly 
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there is a far better chance that the Authority would attract personnel 
of a. high calibre than that any purely policing organization would 
do so. At any rate, it is clear that the success of the organization 
would depend upon the quality of the administrators, geologists, 
mining experts, engineers, physicists, chemists, and other personnel, 
and every possible effort must be made to establish the kind of organi
zation that will attract them. 

It is not alone necessary for the organization to be thoroughly in
formed in the field of atomic energy. It will also be necessary for the 
nations of the world to be thoroughly informed at all times about the 
operations of the Authority. There are many ways of assuring this 
necessary degree of accountability on the part of the Authority to 
the nations and peoples whose instrument it will be. Some integral 
organ of the United Nations, perhaps the Security Council itself, will 
need to serve as the overseeing body for the Authority. But it 
could do so in ways generally comparable to those employed by Con
gressional appropriations and investigating committees and the Bureau 
of the Budget in relation to governmental institutions in the United 
States. Detailed measures would have to be worked out to assure 
the proper connection between such an overseeing or "accountability" 
body and the Atomic Development Authority itself. Ways will also 
have to be worked out to assure that individual nations may maintain 
enough direct contact with the organization to give them a. sense of 
intimate relations with it. This need will be served in part by the 
fact that the staff of the organization will be recruited from various 
nationalities. The operations of the Authority in its licensing activi
ties, where it will be dealing directly with individual states, will also 
be one of the ways in which this objective is accomplished. For in 
this field there will be constant collaboration between the Authority 
and individual states in working out the detailed scientific, technologi
cal, and political problems which will cluster around the Authority's 
licensing activities. None of these matters appears to present 
insuperable difficulties. 

The foregoing is intended merely as a. statement of the possibilities 
for actually creating an organization that will have sound relations 
with the United Nations and with individual states. These possibili
ties must be ma.de the subject of further exploration as intensive as 
that which we have directed to the scientific and technological facts 
concerning atomic energy itself. · / 

Until qualified men set themselves the task of actually writing a. 
charter, chapter by chapter, anything said a.bout policies must be 
merely by way of preface. The actual statement of policy, like the 
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form of organization, will have to grow out of the international dis
cussions and deliberations. 

The fundamentals governing the Atomic Development Authority 
must of course be those which have been so well stated in the resolu
tion of January 18, 1946 setting up the United N a.tions Atomic Energy 
Com.mission, that is, the strengthening of security and the promotion 
of the beneficial use of atomic energy. In our report we have adopted 
as the first principle in the accomplishment of these fundamental ob
jectives the proposition that intrinsically dangerous activities in the 
field must not be left open to national rivalry but must be placed in 
truly international hands. To establish the boundaries between in
ternational and national action, we have grasped the fortunate cir
cumstance that a dividing line can be drawn between dangerous and 
non-dangerous activities. We have emphasized that not the lea.st in 
the fortunate circumstances that we have observed is the fact that the 
field of non-dangerous activities is so challenging that it provides an 
opportunity to avoid such centralization of authority as might make 
the price of security seem too high. In this connection it is important 
that a purposeful effort should be made to keep as broad and diversi
fied as possible the field of activities which is left in national and private 
hands. Every effort must be made to avoid centralizing exclusively 
in the Authority any more activities than are essential for purposes of 
security. 

These a.re the kind of basic considerations which we assqme the 
United Nations Atomic Energy Commission would seek to make 
explicit in its recommendations for the charter of an Atomic Develop
ment Authority. Many others can be added to the list. We mention 
some now which a.re typical and illustrative and which are drawn 
from the kind of questions which have arisen in our own discussions. 

We would expect that the charter itself should, so far as practicable, 
define the areas that a.re clearly dangerous, in which there must be an 
exclusive international operation, and the areas which now seem 
clearly non-dangerous, in which there may be national and private 
operations. One of the most difficult problems will be the creation 
of charter provisions and administrative machinery governing the 
manner in which the line will be drawn between safety and danger 
near the middle of the spectrum of activities where the division 
becomes less sharp. Another difficult problem will be to provide the 
means to redefine as either "dangerous" or "safe" when new knowl
edge shifts the line. In these matters close questions will arise, of 
course, as to the issues which must be referred for approval to the 
individual nations, the issues which need only be referred to some 
organ of the United Nations, like the Security Council,-and the issues 
which can be determined by administrative action of the Atomic 
Development Authority itself. 
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In strengthening security, one of the primary considerations will 
relate to the geographical location of the operations of the Authority 
and its property. For it can never be forgotten that it is a primary 
purpose of the Atomic Development Authority to guard against the 
danger that our hopes for peace may fail, and that adventures of 
aggression may again be attempted. It will probably be necessary to 
write into the charter itself a systematic plan governing the location 
of the operations and property of the Authority so that a strategic 
balance may be maintained among nations. In this way, protection 
will be afforded against such eventualities as the complete or partial 
collapse of the United Nations or the Atomic Development Authority, 
protection will be afforded against the eventuality of sudden seizure 
by any one nation of the stockpiles, reduction, refining, and separa
tion plants, and reactors of all types belonging to the Authority. 

This will have to be quite a different situation from the one that 
now prevails. At present with Hanford, Oak Ridge, and Los Alamos 
situated in the United States, other nations can find no security against 
atomic warfare except the security that resides in our own peaceful 
purposes or the attempt at security that is seen in developing secret 
atomic enterprises of their own. Other nations which, according to 
their own outlook, may fear us, can develop a greater sense of security 
only as the Atomic Development Authority locates similar dangerous 
operations within their borders. Once such operations and facilities 
have been established by the Atomic Development Authority and 
are being operated by that agency within other nations as well as 
within our own, a balance will have been established. It is not 
thought that the Atomic Development Authority could protect its 
plants by military force from the overwhelming power of the nation 
in which they are situated. Some United Nations military guard 
may be desirable. But at most, it could be little more than a token. 
The real protection will lie in the fact that if any nation seizes the 
plants or the stockpiles that are situated in its territory, other nations 
will have similar facilities and materials situated within their own 
borders so that the act of seizure need not place them at a disadvantage. 

Various auxiliary devices, in addition to a strategic geographic 
division of plants and facilities and stockpiles, will also be necessary. 
Some of these have already been referred to. The design of primary 
production plants should make them as little dangerous as possible. 
The stockpiles of materials suitable for the production of bombs should 
be kept as small as possible consistent with sensible economics and 
engineering. So far as practicable, stocks should be denatured or 
kept in low concentrations unsuitable for the production of bombs. 
In other words, the design and operating procedures should definitely 
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prevent the accumulation of substantial amounts of material quickly 
convertible into important quantities of explosives. 

All these matters must be the subject of the most careful considera
tion in the writing of the charter itself. 

With appropriate world-wide distribution of stockpiles and facil
ities; with design rendered as little dangerous as possible; with 
stockpiles of dangerous materials kept at the lowest level consistent 
with good economics and engineering; there will be no need for a. 
sense of insecurity on the pa.rt of any of the major powers. Seizures 
will afford no immediate tactiqa.l advantage. They would in fa.ct 
be an instantaneous drama.tic danger signal, and they would permit, 
under the conditions stated, a substantial period of time for other 
nations to take all possible measures of defense. For it should be 
borne in mind that even if facilities a.re seized, a year or more would 
be required after seizure before atomic weapons could be produced 
in quantities sufficient to have an important influence on the outcome 
of war. Considering the psychological factors in public opinion, the 
fixing of danger signals that are clear, simple, and vivid seems to us 
of utmost importance. 

There a.re other basic problems of only slightly less difficulty which 
will also need to be dealt with in the international deliberations. 
These have to do with such matters as compensation to nations and 
private agencies for the raw materials which the Authority would 
take over, they have to do with the problem of initial financing, they 
have to do with allocations and distribution of the materials.and the 
facilities which the Authority will license or sell to individu~l nations 
and, through them, to their citizens. One of the difficult problems 
in this respect will be the question of priority in establishing non
dangerous power plants within various nations and the relation 

, between these licensed activities and the power-producing activities 
of the Authority itself. A special word needs to be said on this 
subject. 

The needs of nations for new power resources vary not only with 
industrial conditions, but also with their proximity to water power, 
coal, and petroleum. As we ha-ye emphasized before, the power sup
ply from fissionable materials is of two entirely distinct kinds. Power 
will be produced in the very process of operating the production 
plants which make fissionable materials. These plants a.re of the 
dangerous kind which must be owned and operated by the Authority. 
The decisive consideration in determining the location of such plants 
will have to be strategic; otherwise the physical balance between na
tions will be impaired. In other words, the distribution of these 
plants throughout the world will have to be based primarily on se
curity considerations. But there will still be ample room for an in-
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dividual nation, once it is decided that such a plant can be located 
within its borders, to determine where the plant shall be situated in 
relation to its own economic and social needs. It also appears fair 
to assume that the charter could provide specifically for the Authority 
to turn the power over to the nation or its designee at the bus bar of 
the power plant, thus leaving it to each individual state to determine 
policy in relation to transmission, distribution, and use, or the Author
ity might deliver steam to the individual state, leaving all electrical 
operation in national or private hands as determined by the policies 
of the particular nation. Problems of price will be difficult, but here 
again it should be possible to state basic policies in the charter which 
will give reasonable assurance of fairness in the fixing of cost. 

The problem of power producing piles should be somewhat less 
difficult in the case of the non-dangerous plants. In these, fissionable 
materials will be denatured. The charter should be able to provide 
for their allocation of this type of plant in accordance wi\h more con
ventional economic standards. It might be possible to provide that 
they should be located on the basis of competitive bids among inter
ested nations. On such a basis, countries with ample power resources 
in water, coal, or oil would limit their bids to those warranted by the 
costs of alternative sources. Those countries having few or expensive 
ordinary sources of power might bid higher, but below the cost of 
other alternatives. In this way the maximum usefulness of fissionable 
materials with the greatest conservation of other sources of power 
would be secured. 

Many other questions of the same order as those we have discussed 
can readily be imagined. These a.re enough to illustrate the nature 
of the problem. 
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SECTION IV 

The Transition tor International Control 

When fully in operation, the plan described in the previous section 
would, in our opinion, provide a great measure of security a.go.inst 
surprise attack by atomic wee.pons. But it will take a considerable 
time before the plan can be adopted, and once the nations of the world 
have adopted it, a still further time will be required to put the plan 
into operation. It is essential to consider what will be the condition 
of affairs during the necessary period of transition. 

In particular we must take note of the nature of the commitment 
already ma.de for international action in order to determine whether 
the proposal satisfies the conditions attached to that commitment. 
In the pronouncements which the United States has ma.de and spon
sored in concert with other nations, the commitment for action has 
always been coupled with the requirement that the process of moving 
tows.rd the goal of complete international colla.bora.tion must be 
accompanied at ea.ch stage by appropriate safeguards. It is the pur
pose of this section to describe the extent to which the suggested plan 
will satisfy this requirement. 

The period of transition may be broken down into two sub-periods. 
In the first there will be no Atomic Development Authority. There 
will be discussions in the Atomic Energy Commission of the United 
Nations Organization, and as a. result of these discussions, proposals 
will be referred to the United Nations Council and Assembly and to 
the several nations for further discussion and acceptance. From 
this process, there will result a. charter that has been ratified by the 
various nations. It is at this stage that the Atomic Development 
Authority will come into being. All of this will inevitably require 
time. In the second period, when an Atomic Development Authority 
is created by the ratification by the several nations of the charter 
which establishes it, it will have an immense task before it, involving 
many different fields and many different activities. It would, of 
course, be possible to leave the ordering and sequence of these activi
ties, or rather of undertaking them, to the discretion of the Authority. 
It seems far more likely that provisions governing the sequence of 
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steps by which the Authority will come into full operation will be 
provided in the charter. 

Two different kinds of consideration will be involved in setting up 
the steps of discussion and operation. On the one hand there are, 
as we shall see, certain indispensable requirements for the adoption 
and the success of the plan itself, which require that certain steps be 
taken before others can be effective. On the other hand, there is 
a wide range of schedules all equally compatible with the operability 
of the plan and affecting primarily its acceptaf?:j,lity to the several 
nations. We shall be concerned in this section with outlining the 
requirements of the plan as to schedule, and pointing out what other 
elements are not fixed by the plan itself and in the fixing of which 
quite new considerations are essential. In other words, we shall 
attempt to describe those steps which must be undertaken in a par
ticular order if the plan is to become effective at all. We shall also 
indicate other steps which are a necessary part of bringing the plan 
into operation, but as to which there is some freedom of choice in 
determining their sequence. The sequence of the first set of steps 
is fixed by the plan itself; the sequence of the second set is a matter 
that will have to be fixed by the negotiation between the nations. , 
The Position ol the U. S. During the Transition 

In order to have meaning, the examination of the transition period 
must take account of the present position of the United States 
in the field of atomic energy, and that position must be cpmpared 
with the one that this country would occupy during the period when 
the plan for international action is being adopted and executed. 
Today's position must also be compared with the conditions that will 
prevail when the plan has finally been brought into full operation. 
We must also consider what our position would be some years hence 
if we were forced to abandon our present commitment for interna
tional action and pursue instead a purely national treatment of the 
problem. 

Today the United States has a monopoly in atomic weapons. We 
have strategic stockpiles; we hav.e extensive facilities for making the 
ingredients of atomic bombs and for making the bombs themselves; 
we have a large group of people skilled in the many arts which have 
gone into this project; we have experience and know-how obtainable 
only in the actual practice of making atomic weapons; we have 
considerable resources of raw material; and we have a broad theoret
ical knowledge of the field which may appear inadequate in future 
years, but which enables us to evaluate not only the performance of 
the past but also what the future is likely to hold. 
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It is true that some part of our monopoly we hold in common with 
the United Kingdom and Canada. This applies principally not to 
material facilities or to weapons, but to the availability of raw ma
terials, to theoretical knowledge, and to some elements of the know
how. 

It has been recognized that this monopoly could not be permanent. 
There have been valid differences of opinion on the time which it 
would take other Dations to come abreast of our present position, or 
to surpass it; but it is generally admitted that during the next five 
to twenty years the situation will have changed profoundly. 

International control implies an acceptance from the outset of the 
fact that our monopoly can not last. It implies substituting for a 
competitive development of atomic armament a conscious, deliberate, 
and planned attempt to establish a security system among the nations 
of the world that would give protection against surprise attack with 
atomic weapons. Above all, it involves the substituting of develop
ments which are known to the world for developments by the several 
nations which might well remain more or less secret, and where the 
very fact of secrecy would be a constant source of fear, incitement 
a,nd friction. · 

Inherent in the adoption of any plan of international control is a 
probable acceleration-but only acceleration-of the rate at which 
our present monopoly will inevitably disappear, since our knowledge 
and our mastery of practical arts, and to some extent our physical 
installations, must ultimately be ma.de available to an international 
agency in the process of establishing control. 

Let us consider, for example, the plan we recommend in this report. 
If adopted and executed in good faith, this will have reached a reason
ably full degree of operation in a period of years. At that time nearly 
all the factors mft:ing the present position of the United States in 
relation to atomic energy a preferred one will have been eliminated. 
For, when the plan is in full operation, no nation will be the -legal 
owner of atomic weapons, of stockpiles of fissionable material or raw . 
materials, or of the plants in which they can be produced. An at
tempt will have been made to establish a strategic balance in the 
geographical distribution of the internationally owned plants and stock
piles. 

The security which we see in the realization of this plan lies in the 
fact that it averts the danger of the surprise use of atomic weapons. 
The seizure by one nation of installations necessary for making atomic 
weapons would be not only a clear signal of warlike intent, but it 
would leave other nations in a .position-either alone orLin concert
to take counter-actions. The plan, of course, has other security pur
poses, less tangible but none the less important. For in the very fact 
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of cooperative effort among the nations of the world rests the hope we 
rightly hold for solving the problem of war itself. 

It is clear that it would be unwise to undertake a plan based on the 
proposals . which we have put forward unless there were some valid 
hope tqat they would be entered into and carried through in good faith; 
nevertheless, we must provide against the hazard that there may not 
be such good faith and must ask ourselves this question: What will 
be the state of affairs should the plan be adopted with the intention 
of evasion or should evasion be undertaken by any nation during the 
years when it is being put into effect? 

The basis of our present monopoly now lies in two rather different 
things: knowledge, and physical facilities. The ultimate geographical 
balance toward which a plan for international control must work will 
witness the loss of both kinds of monopoly. Knowledge will become 
general, and facilities will neither in their legal possession nor in their 
geographical distribution markedly favor any one nation. Although 
both elements of our present hegemony will thus disappear over a. 
period of yea.rs, quite different considerations a.re involved in the 
sharing of our knowledge and in the balancing of physical facilities. 

The Material Aspects ol the Transition 

The transfer of such facilities to international control; the estab
lishment under international control of similar facilities in other 
nations; the creation of stockpiles; the gradual building up of groups 
of men skilled in the various necessary arts-these a.re c~p.ges which 
from their very nature will require time t9 bring about, and which 
can, within not too wide limits, be scheduled and controlled. In the 
discussions within the United N a.tions Commission leading up to the 
adoption of the charter for the Authority, and even more in the early 
planning phases of the Authority's work, there wi1t have to be some 
disclosure by us of theoretical information. But these discussions 
and these plans will not essentially alter the present superiority of the 
United States. They will not move its stockpiles of uranium or of 
fissionable material or its bombs or its opera.ting plants, and need not 
alter the operation of these plants. These disclosures of information, 
now secret, will not create in any other nation the experience and the 
know-how which are so great a. pa.rt of our present position of 
superiority. 

No matter what may be the schedule of operations adopted, this 
situation cannot change overnight under any circumstances. Never
theless, it is clear that very serious consideration must be given to the 
scheduling of those physical and legal changes which over a. period of 
yea.rs will bring a.bout a balanced international operation. On the 
one hand, the general principles underlying this scheduling will have 
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to be the subject of negotiation, and the outcome will in one form or 
another have to b,e written into the charter. The charter may, for 
instance, provide that some things should not be done before a. specified 
number ofyea.rs have elapsed, or before the activities of the Authority, 
let us say, in the field of raw materials, have reached a. certain stage of 
effectiveness. On the other hand, the Authority itself may by charter 
provision be given responsibility and discretion in the planning of its 
activities. It may, for instance, be ca.lled upon to certify that it is in 
satisfactory control of the raw materials situation before it undertakes 
certain of its other functions. 

We are a.ware of the great importance which attaches to a. prudent 
and reasonable scheduling of the step by step transition from our 
present position. But this problem is of a fundamentally different 
kind from those that have been discussed in this report. In this re
port we have attempted to discover and describe the conditions which, 
as we view the matter, a. workable system of international control 
would have to satisfy. 

The consideration of the steps of transition by which the special 
position of the United States may be relinquished involves quite other 
values. The sequence, the ordering, and the timing of these steps 
may be decisive for the acceptability of the international controls, but 
they will not affect its operability. Therefore, they present problems 
of negotiation between the nations within the UNO in the course of 
agreeing upon a. charter for the Atomic Development Authority. 
Such problems of negotiation, in our opinion, are separable from the 
nature of the objective of the negotiation. They are problems which 
cannot be solved now, because they depend, among other things, on 
the motivation of the participating nations, on the political back
ground of the negotiations, and on what may be conceived to be the 
separate, as opposed to the collective, interests of these nations. 

The extent to which special precautions need to be taken to preserve 
present American advantages must be importantly influenced by the 
character of the negotiation and by the' earnestness which is mani
fested by the several nations in an attempt to solve the common prob
lems of international control. These questions lie in the domain of 
highest national policy in international relations. 

We are convinced that the first major activities of the Authority 
must be directed to obtaining cognizance and control over the raw 
materials situation. This control may of course be subject to limita
tions, defined in the charter, on the freedom of the Authority in its 
early operations to alter the national distribution of raw materials. 
The problems of ma.king a geolagiCal survey reliable and not prohibi
tively difficult a.re major technical problems. The raw materials con
trol will bring the Authority face to face with the problem of access, 
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which is both a technical and a political problem. It will bring it face 
to face with the need for establishing its own research agencies and for 
their coordination with private and national ones. These undertak
ings are fundamental for the operation of the Authority and to all of 
its future prospect of success. 

There are other things which no doubt the Authority would wish to 
do at once. Without much delay it should set up laboratories for the 
study of nuclear physics and the technological problems that it must 
expect to encounter in its future work. It should attempt to establish 
suitable forms of liaison and interchange with private and national 
institutions working on atomic energy or on its applications or on the 
fundamental sciences which may be involved. In short, the Authority 
should get started on its research program and in establishing the 
patterns of its liaison with other agencies for which it will be responsible 
in the future. 

It would be desirable that even in the earliest days the Authority 
act to permit the use of radioactive tracer materials and those labora
tory reactors which use small amounts of denatured active material, 
and which seem to provide such valuable tools for research in a variety 
of fields. 

The Authority may need to establish, even in its earliest days, 
planning boards to make studies of the difficult questions of stock
piling, power development, future plant -construction; it may need to 
set up a system for the interim recording and accounting of operations 
in the field of raw materials, and in the production plimts of the 
United States. 

These seem to us reasonable plans for initial operations. All the 
other operations of the Authority a.re certainly subject to scheduling. 
They may accompany these initial operations, or they may come 
later. But the control of raw materials is an essential prerequisite for 
all further progress and it is the first job that the Authority must 
undertake. It will be a continuing activity, but what we are con
cerned with is that it should start. 

In considering the special position of the United States, there are, 
as we have seen, the following important components, the discon
tinuance or transfer of which to the jurisdiction of the Authority will 
have to be very carefully scheduled by international negotiation: our 
raw material supplies; the plants at Oak Ridge and Hanford now 
operating to make atomic explosives; the stockpiles of bombs now in 
our possession; the stockpiles of undenatured fissionable materials; 
our atomic bomb plant and laboratory at Los Ala.mos. Our loss of 
monopoly in these elements cannot be indefinitely postponed. Some 
of the things we now have will have to cease; some will have to be 
transferred to the Authority; some will have to be paralleled by 
activities elsewhere. 
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The scheduling will determine the rapidity with which a condition of 
international balance will replace our present position. Once the 
plan is fully in operation it will afford a great measure of security 
against surprise attack; it will provide clear danger signals and give us 
time, if we take over the available facilities, to prepare for atomic 
warfare. The significant fact is that at all times during the transition 
period at least such facilities will continue to be located within the 
United States. Thus should there be a breakdown in the plan at any 
time during the transition, we shall be in a favorable position with 
regard to atomic weapons. 

Disclosure of Information as an Essential of International Action. 

One of the elements in the present monopoly of the United States 
is knowledge. This ranges all the way from purely theoretical matters 
to the intimate practical details of know-how. It is generally recog
nized that the transmission of any part, or all, of this knowledge to 
another nation could provide the basis for an acceleration of a rival 
effort to make atomic weapons. Even that part of our knowledge 
which is theoretical, which can be transmitted by word of mouth, by 
formula, or by written note is of value in this context. If such 
knowledge were available to a rival undertaking it would shorten the 
time needed for the solution of the practical problems of making atomic 
weapons, by eliminating certain unworkable alternatives, by fixing 
more definitely design features which depend on this theoretical 
knowledge, and by making it possible to undertake the various steps 
of the program more nearly in parallel, rather than in sequence. It is 
not, in our opinion, possible to give a reliable estimate of how much 
such revelation would shorten the time needed for a successful rival 
effort. It is conceivable that it would not be significantly shortened. 
It is conceivable that it might be shortened by a year or so. For an 
evaluation on this point depends on information, which is not available 
to us, on the detailed plans and policies of such a rival undertaking, as 
well e.s on their present state of knowledge. It is, of course, clear that 
even with all such theoretical knowledge available, a major program, 
surely la.sting many years, is required for the actual production of 
atomic weapons. 

Our monopoly on knowledge cannot be, and should not be, lost at 
once. Here age.in there a.re limitations on the scheduling inherent 
in the nature of our proposals; and in the nature of the deliberations 
necessary for their acceptance. But even with the recognition of 
these limitations, there is a rather wide freedom of choice in the actual 
scheduling of disclosures. Here considerations of acceptability and 
of general political background will make a decisive contribution. 

It is clear that the information, which this country alone has, can 
be divided more or less roughly into categories. The acceptance and 
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operation of the plan will require divulging certain categories of this 
information at successive times. A schedule can outline the point 
at .which this must occur. In particular, 'there is a limited category 
of information which should be divulged in the early meetings of the 
United Nations Commission discussing these problems. There is a 
more extensive category which must be divulged some years hence 
after a charter has been adopted and the Atomic Development Au
thority is ready to start its operations; and there are other cate
gories that may be reserved until the Authority later undertakes 
some of the subsequent stages of its operations, for instance, those 
that involve research on weapons. we are convinced that under 
the plan proposed in this report such scheduling is possible, though 
it is clear, as we have pointed out, that many factors beyond the 
scope of this report, and involving the highest considerations of 
international policy, will be involved in such schedules. We wish to 
emphasize that it will involve an initial divulging of information, 
which is justifiable in view of the importance of early progress on the 
path of international cooperation. 

It is true, as the Secretary of State has said, that there is nothing 
in the Resolution setting up the Atomic Energy Commission that 
compels the United States to produce information for the use of the 
United Nations Commission. But the point that needs to be em
phasized is that unless we are prepared to provide the information 
essential to an understanding of the problem, the Commissibn . itself 
cannot even begin the task that has been assigned to it. 

Let us examine in a little more detail the nature of the information 
which is required in the early stages. What is important for the 
discussions in the United Nations Organization Commission is that 
the Members and their technical advisors have an understanding of 
the problem of the international control of atomic energy and of the 
elements of the proposals that the United States member will put 
forward. They must be in a position to understand what the prospects 
for constructive applications of atomic energy are and to appreciate 
the nature of the safeguards which the plan we here propose affords. 
They must be in a position to evaluate alternatives which may arise, 
and to have insight into the rather complex interrelations of the 
various activities in this field. Above all they must have a sound 
enough overall knowledge of the field as a whole to recognize that no 
relevant or significant matters have been withheld. For the process 
of reaching common agreement on measures of international control 
presupposes an adequate community of knowledge of fact. Much 
of the information which is required for this purpose is already widely 
known. We are convinced, however, that there are further items now 
held by us as secret without which the necessary insight will be 
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difficult to obtain. These items are of a theoretical and descriptive 
nature and have in large part to do with the constructive applications 
of atomic energy. In our opinion, they are largely qualitative; and 
they involve almost nothing of know-how. 

On the other hand, when the Atomic Development Authority is in 
existence and undertakes operations in a given field, it must have made 
available to it all information bearing on that field-practical as well 
as theoretical. Thus, if the Authority, as its first major undertaking, 
attempts to obtain control of raw materials, we must be prepared to 
make available to it aU knowledge bee.ring on this problem. This 
will, of course, be a common obligation on all participating nations. 
Conversely, should it by charter agreement be determined that 
research and development in the field of atomic explosives will be 
undertaken by the Authority only at a late date, the specific techno
logical information relating to such developments would not be 
required by it in the earlier phases. It is important to bear in mind 
that before the Authority can undertake some of its functions, such as 
the construction of reactors or the development of power, it will have 
to spend some time in planning these activities and in research directed 
toward them, and that information must be made available early 
enough to make such planning and research effective. 

These are examples of requirements for information by the Atomic 
Development Authority at certain stages of its progress. In ac
cepting the plan here recommended for international control, the 
United States will be committed to making available this information 
at the time, and in the full measure required by the operating neces
sities. Once the sequence and timing of stages has been fixed by 
negotiation and agreement between the nations, a minimum rate of 
disclosure of information will have been fixed by the agreement as well. 
A too cautious release of information to the Atomic Development 
Authority might in fact have the effect of preventing it from ever 
coming to life. For one of the decisive responsibilities of the Authority 
is the establishment and maintenance of the security of the world 
age.inst atomic warfare. It must be encouraged to exercise that 
responsibility, and to obtain for itself the technical mastery that is 
essential. 

We may further clarify the nature of the disclosures required by 
this board's proposals by a reference to a report. We have had the 
opportunity to examine in detail a report of December, 1945, pre
pared for the Manhattan District by its Committee on Declassifica
tion, a committee of seven scientists, including the wartime heads of 
all the major laboratories of the Project.1 This Committee was 

1 Membership of this Committee included R. F. Bacher, A. H. Compton, E. O. 
Lawrence, J. R. Oppenheimer, F . G. Spedding, H. C. Urey, and R. C. Tolman, 
Chairman. 
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directed t-0 report on a policy of declassification-that is disclosure-
of scientific and technical material now classified as Secret, a policy 
whwh would best promote the national welfare, and protect the national 
security. In interpreting its directive the Committee limited itself 
to a consideration of these objectives in the absence of any system of 
international control. It recommended against declassification at the 
present time of a very considerable body of technical, technological, 
industrial, and ordnance information, that is information bearing 
directly on the manufacture of weapons and the design and operation 
of production plants. But it recommended the prompt declassifica
tion of a large body of scientific fact and of technical information of 
non-critical nature and wide applicability. It expressed the view 
that the further declassification of critical items of basic theoretical 
knowledge would conduce, not only to the national welfare, but to 
the long-term national security as well-no doubt because of the 
damaging effect which continued secrecy in these matters could have 
on our own scientific and technical progress. Corresponding to these 
distinctions, the Committee divided our secret scientific and technical 
information int<> three categories, the first of which it recommended 
for immediate declassification; the second of which it recommended 
for eventual declassification in the interests of long-term, national 
security of the United States; and for the third of which it recom
mended against declassification in the absence of effective interna
tional control. We have tried to see what technical information this 
board would find essential for the sort of understanding that must be 
established as a basis for discussion in the UNO Commission, and t-0 
compare this with the items listed in the report of the Committee on 
Declassification. Many of the facts needed are already public; many 
are included in Class One; the remainder are all in Class Two, and 
comprise perhaps one-third of the items there listed. It is important 
again to emphasize that the Declassification Committee's recommenda
tion was aimed at furthering our own long-term national security in 
the absence of international measures. 

We wish to emphasize that the initial disclosures will place in the 
hands of a nation (should it be acting in bad faith) information which 
could lead t-0 an acceleration of an at-Omic armament program. We do 
not regard this circumstance as in any way peculiar to the plan recom
mended in this report. It is inherent in the concept of international 
control. The adoption of any workable scheme of international con
trol may shorten the time during which the United States has a posi
tion as favorable as it has today. We cannot be sure of this, but we 
must be prepared for it. 
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In this section we have been discussing the problem of transition t-0 
international control as it affects the security of the United States. 
During this transition the United States' present position of monopoly 
may be lost somewhat more rapidly than would be the case without 
international action. But without such action the monopoly would in 
time disappear in any event. Should the worst happen and, during 
the transition period, the entire effort collapse, the United States 
will at 'ail times be in a favorable position with regard to atomic 
weapons. This fa \TOrabl'El position will depend upon material things; 
less and less will it rest upon keeping nations and individuals ignorant. 

When fully in operation the plan herein proposed can provide a great 
measure of security against surprise attack. It can do much more than 
that. It can create deterrents to the initiation of schemes of aggres
sion, and it can establish patterns of cooperation among nations, the 
extension of which may even contribute to the solution of the problem 
of war itself. When the plan is in full operation there will no longer be 
secrets about atomic ep.ergy. We believe that this is the firmest basis 
of security; for in the long term there can be no international control 
and no international cooperation which does not presuppose an inter
.national community of knowledge. 
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FOREWORD 
.• 

This report describes the effects of t he atomic bombs which were dro1 
on the Japanese ci:ties of Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 6 and. 9, 1945, 
specti vely. It summarizes all the authen:tic inf'ormation that is availablE 
damage to structures, injuries to personnel, morale effect, . etc., w.hich ci: 
released at this tirne without prejudicirig the security of. the United StatE 

This report has been compiled by the Manhattan Engineer District of t 
United States Army under the direction of :Major General Leslie R. Groves • 

. Special acknowledgement to those whose work contributed largely to this re 
is made to: 

The Special Manhattan Engineer District Investigating Group, 
The United States Strategic Bombing Stirvey, · 
The British Mission to Japan, 8.nd.. 

The Joint Atomic Bomb Investigating Group (Medical). 
and particularly to the following individuals: 

Col. Stafford L. Warren, Medical. Corps, . United States Army, for 
hie evaluation of medical data, 

Capt. Henry L. Barnett, Medical Corps, United States Army, for 
his evaluation of medical data, · · 

Dr e R. Sarber, for his comments on flash burn, 
Dr .• Hana Bethe, Cornell University , for his information of the 

nature of atomic e::x;plosions, · 
Ma.Jore Noland Varley and. Walter C. Youngs, Corps of Engineers, 

United States .Army, for t~ir evaluation of physical damage 
to structures, 

J. O. Hirsch.felder, J. L. Magee, M. Hull, and. s. T. Cohen, of 
the Los Alamos Laboratory, for their data on nuclear explosion 

Lieut. Col. David B. Pa;:rker, Corps of Engineers, United States 
Armi, for editing this report. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Statement by the President of the United States: · "Sixteen hours ago an 
American airplane dropped one bomb on Hiroshima., Japan, and destroyed its use
fulness to the erienzy-. That bomb had more power than 20,000 tons of T.N.T. It 
had more than two thousand times the blast power of the British Grand Slam, · 
which is the. largest bomb ever yet used in the history of warfare". · 
1. .. . • 

These fateful words of the President on August 6th, 1945, :marked the first 
·public announcement of the greatest scientific achievemen,t in history. The · 
atomic bomb, first tested .in New Mexico on July 16, 1945, had just been used 
against a military target. · 

. On ·August 6th:, 19451 ~t 8:15 A.M., Japai:iese time, a B-29 heavy bomber 
· flying at high altitude d.Xopped the. first atofu.ic bomb on Hirosh1ma.. More than 
4 square miles of the city were instantly and completely devastated. 66,ooo 
people ·were killed; arid 69,000 .injured. · 

On August 9th, three days later, at 11:02 A.M., another B-29 dropped the 
second bomb on the industrial section of the city of Nagasaki, totally destroy
ing ·l'i" square miles of the city, killing 39,000 persons, a.nd ' injuring 25:,000 
more. 

. . . . . . . . . . 

On AU8U8t 10, the d,ay after the atomic bombing of Nagasaki, the Japanese 
government requested. that it be permitted to surrender under the terms of the 
Potsdam declaratiOnof July 26th which. it had previously isi:iored.. · 
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THE MANHA TT AN PROJECT ATOMIC BOMB INVESTIGATING GROl 

On August 11th, 1945, two days after the bombing of Nagasaki, a messa 
was dispatched from Major General Leslie R. Groves to Brigadier General Th 
F. Farrell, who was hi's deputy in atomic bomb work and was representing hi 
operations in the Pacific, directing him to organize a special Manhattan P 
ect Atomic Bomb Investigating Group. 

This Group was to .secure scientific, technical and medical intelligen 
in the atomic bomb field from within Japan as soon as possible after the 
cessation of hostilities. The mission was to consist of three ~oups: 

1. Group for Hiroshima. 
2. . Group for Nagasaki. 
3. Group to secU:re information concerning general Japanese activitie 

in the field of atomic bombs. 

The first two groups were organized to accompany the first American 
troops into Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

· The pri~y purposes of the mission were as follows, in orderof impo 
tance: 

1. To make certain that no unusual hazards were present in the bombe· 
ci ti.es. 

2. To secure all possible information concerning the effects of the 
bombs, both usual and unusi.ial, and particularly with regard to radioactive 
fects, if- arzy, on the targets or elsewhere. 

General Groves further stated that all availabl9 specialist personnel 
instruments -would be sent from the United States, ahd that the Supreme All 
Commander in the Pacific would be informed about the organization of the 
mission. 

Oh the sameday, llAugust, the special personnel who .fanned the part 
the investigating group to be sent from the United States, were selected an 
ordered to California with instructions .to proceed overseas at once to ac
complish the purposes set forth . in the message to General Farrell. The ma 
party departed. from Hamilton Field, California on the morning of 13 August 
arrived in the Marianas on 15 Augus,t. · · 

On 12 August the Chief of Staff sent the Theater Connnander the follow 
message: 

"FOR MACARTHUR, SIGNED MARSHALL: 

"GROVES HAS ORDERED FARRELL AT TINIAN TO ORGANIZE A SCIENTIFIC GROUP 1 

TirnEE SECTIONS FOR POTENTIAL USE IN JAPAN IF SUCH USE SHOULD BE DESIRED. 

FIRST GROUP IS FOR H.IROSHIMA, THE SECOND FOR NAGASAKI, AND THE THIBD FOR Tl 

PURPOSE OF SECURIN'.} INFORMATION CONCERNING GENERAL JAPANESE ACTIVITIES IN '. 
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FIELD OF ATOMIC WEAPONS. . .THE GROUPS FOR HIROSHTh1A AND. NAGASAKI SHOULD ENTER 

THOSE CITIES WITH THE FIRST AMERICAN TROOPS IN ORDER THAT THESE TROOPS SHALL 

NOT BE SUBJECTED TO ANY POSSIBLE TOXIC EFFECTS ALTHOUGH WE HAVE NO REASON TO 

· BELIEVE THAT ANY SUCH EFFECTS ACTUALLY EJCIST. FARRELL AND HIS ORGANIZATION . 

. HAVE ALL AVAILABLE INFORMATION ON THIS $UBJECT. " 

• General Farrell arrived in Yokohama on 30 August, with the Conmianding 
General of the 8th Army; Colonel Warren, who was Chief of the Radiological 
D.ivision of the District, arrived on 7 September. · .The main body of the in
vestigatirig group followed later, Preliminary inspecti.ons of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki were made on 8-9 and 13~14 September, respectively. Members of the 
pr~ss had been enabled to precede General Farrell to Hiroshima.· 

The special . groups spent . 16 futys in Nagasaki ~nd.4 day~ · in Hiroshima, 
during which time they collected as much inforination as was possible under 
their ci.1recti:ves which called for a prompt report. Arter General Farrell re
turned· to the U .s. to make his preliminary rep.art, the groups were headed by 
Brigadier General J. B. Newman, Jr. More extensive surveys have .been made 
since that time by .other agencies who had more time and persoruiel available 
for the purpose, and much of their additional data has thrown further light or. 
the effects of the bombings. This data has been duly considered in the makin€ 
of this. report. · .· · 

. · PROPAGANDA 

On the day after the Hiroshima strike., Gep.er~l Fa~ell received inatruc·
tions from the War Departnient to engage in a propaganda campaign against the 
Japanese Empire in connection with ·the new weapon and its use against 
Hiroshima. The campaign Wa.s to include lea::f'lets and any other propaganda con .. 
sidered· appropriate. With the fullest cooperation from CINCPAC of the Navy 
and the United States Strategic Air Forces, he ini.tiated promptly a campaign 
which included the preparation and distribution of leaflets, broadcasting via 
short wave every 15 minutes over .. radio Saipan and the printing at Saipan and 
distribution over the Empire of a Japanese language newspaper which included 
the description and photographs of the Hiroshima strike. · 

The campaign proposed: 

·i. Dropping 16,000,000 leaflets in a period of 9 days on 47 Japanese 
cities with population of over 100, 000 • . · These cities represented more than 
40~ of the total population. 

2. Broadcllst of propaganda at regular intervals ov.er radio Saipan . . 
3. · Distribution .of 500,000 Japanese language newspapers containine 

· stories and pictures of the atomic bomb attacks. · · 

The campaign continued until· the . Japanese began their surrender negotia
tions. At that time some 6,000,000 · leaflets and a large numbe!' of newspapers 
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had been dropped. The r adio broadcasts in Japanese had been carried out a 
regular i5 mi nute intervals. 

SUMMARY OF DAMAGES AND INJURIES 

. Both the Hiroshima and the Nagasaki atomic bcmbs exhibited similar 
effects. 

The damages to man-made structures and other inanimate objects was th 
result in both cities Of the following effects Of the explosions: 

A. ·Blast, or pressure wave, similar to that of normal explosions. 
B. · Primary fires, i.e., those fires started instantaneously by the h 

radiated from the atomic explosio~. 
C. Secondary fires, i.e., those fires resulting from the collapse of 

buildings, damage to electrical systems, overturning of stoves, and other 
primary effects of _ the blast. 

D. Spread of the original fires (B and C) to other structures. 

The casualties sust.ained by the inhabitants: of bC?th cities were due t 

A. "Flash" burns, caused directly by the almost instantaneous radiat 
of heat and light at the moment of th_e explosion. 

B. Burns resulting from the fires caused by the explosion. 
C. Mechanical injuries caused by collapse of buildings; flying debri1 

and fo~ceabie hurling - about of persons struck by the blast :pressure wa:ve1 
D. Radiation injuries caused by the instantaneous penetrating radiat: 

(in many respects similar to excessive X-ray exposure) frcim the nuclear ex 
plosion; all of these effective radiations occurred during the first minut• 
after initiation of the explosion, and nearly all occurred during the firs· 
second of the explosion. 

No casualties were suffered as. a result of any persistent radioactivi· 
of fission products of the .bomb, or any induced radioactivity of objects n1 
the explosion. The gamma radiations emitted by the nuclear explosion did J 

of colirse, inflict any damage on structures. 

' The number of casualties which resulted from the pure blast effect ale 
(i.e~, because of simple pressure) was probably negligible in comparison ti 
that caused by other effects. 

The central portions of the cities underneath the explosions su:fi'ered 
almost complete destruction. The only surviving objects were the frames o: 
small nUlllber of strong reinforced concrete buildings whi ch were not collap1 
by the blast; most of these buildings suffered extensive damage from inter'. 
fire·s, had their windows, doors, . and partitions knocked out, and all other 
fixtures which were not integral parts of the r einforced concrete frames 
burned or blown away; the casualties in such buildings near the center of E 

plosion were almost 100%. In Hiroshima fires sprang up s i multaneously all 
the wide flat central area of the city; these fires soon combined in an in:m 

. "fire storm" (high winds blowing inwards toward the center of a large confJ 
gration) similar to those caused by ordinary mass incendiary raids; the re· 
sulting terrific conflagration burned out almost everything which had not 
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already been destroyed by the blast in a roughly circular area of 4.4 square 
miles around the point directly under the explosion (this point will hereafte1 
in this report be referred to as X). · Similar fires broke out in Nagasaki, bu1 
no devastating fire storm resulted as in Hiroahinla because of the irregular 

· shape of the city. · · 

In oath cities the blast totally destroyed everything within a radius of 
1 mile from the center of explosion, except for certain reinforced concrete 
frames as noted above. The atomic explosion almost completely destroyed 
Hiroshima's identity as a city. Over a fourth of the population was killed 
in 'one stroke and an additional fourth seriously injured, so that even if. 
there had been :r:i.o damage to structures and installations the normal city life 
would still have been completely shattered. Nearly everything was heavily 
damaged u,p to a radius of .3.miles from the :Plast, and beyond this .distance 
damage, although comparatively light, extended for several more miles. Glass 
was broken u,p to 12· miles. 

In Nagasaki, a smaller area of the city was actually destroyed .than in 
Hiroshima, because the hills which enclosed the target area restricted the · 
spread of the great blast; but careful examinatiol]. of the effects of the ex
plosion gave evidence of even greater blast effects than in Hiroshima. Total 
destruction spread over an area of about .3 square miles. Over a ·third ·of the 
50,000 buildings in the . target area of Nagasaki were d,estroyed or seriously 
d.a.maged. The complete destruction of. the huge steel works and the tocyedo 
plant was especially impressive. The steel frames of all buildings within a 
mile of the . explosion were pushed away; as by a giant ha.n:d, from the point of 

·detonation. The badly burned area .extended for .3 miles in length. The hill
sides up to a radius of 8,;000 feet were . scorched, giving them an autumnal 
appearance. 

MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

The following are the main conclusions which were reached after . thorough 
examination of the effects of the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki: 

1. · No ha.rmf'ul amounts of persistent radioactivity were present after the 
explosions . as deterinined by: · 

A, Measurements of the intensity of radioactivity at the time of the 
investigation; and 

- . 
B. · Failure to find ~y clinical evideinc~ of . persons harmed by ,persistent 

radioactivity, 

2. 
types: 

.The effects of the atomic bombs qn hum.a.n beings were of three main 
I. 

A. :Burns, remarkable for (1) the great .ground area over which they were 
inflicted and (2) the prevaJ.ence of "flash" burns caused by the instantaneous 
heat radiation. 

:B. Mechanical injuries, also rema.1'.'kable for the wide area in which 
suffered. 
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C. Effects r esulting from penetrating gamma radiation, The effects 
from r adiation were due to instantaneous dischar ge of radiation at the mome 
of explosion and not to persistent r adioactivity (of' either fission product 
or other substances whose radioactivity might have been induced by proximit 
to the explosions). 

3. The effects of the atomic bombs on structures and installations we 
of two types: 

A. Destructi on caused by the great pressure from the blast; and 
:S. Destruction caused by the fires, either started directly by the gr 

heat radiation, or indirectly through the collapse of build.ings, wiring, et 

4. The actual. tonnage of T.N.T. which would have caused the same blas 
damage was approximately of the order of 20,000 tons. 

5. In respect to their height of burst, the bombs performed exactly 
according to desigh. 

6. · The bombs were placed in such positions that they could not have d 
more damage from any alternative btirsting point in either dty. 

7, The heights of burst were correctly chosen having regard to the t y 
of destruction it was desired to cause. 

8. The informatioil'- collected would enable a reasonably accurate predi 
tion to be made of the blast damage likely to be caused in any city where a 
atomic explosion could be effected. 

THE SELECTION OF THE TARGET 

Some .of the most freq_uent queries concerning the atomic bombs are thos 
dealing with the selection of the targets and the deciision as to when the 
bombs would be used. 

The approximate date for the first use of the bomb was set in the fall 
of 1942 after the .Arn:y had taken over the direction of and responsibility f 
the atomic. bomb project. At that time, under the scientific assumptions wll 
turned out to be correct, the sumnier of .1945 was named as the most likely d 
when sufficient prod.uction would have been ac.hieved to make it possible ac
tually to construct and utilize an atomic bomb. It was essential before th 
time to develop the techniq_ue of constructing and detonating the bomb and t 
make an almost infinite number of scientific and engineering developments a 
tests. :Between the fall of 1942 a.nd June 1945, the estimated probabilities 
of success had risen. from about 6oc/o toabove 90%; however, not until July 1 
1945, when the 'first f'ull-scale test took place in New Mexico, was it co11-
clusively pr oven. that the theories, calculations, and engineering were cor
rect and that the bomb would be successful. 

The test in New Mexico was held 6 days after sufficient material had b 
come available for .the first bomb. '.l'he Hiroshima bomb wf-l,s ready awaitir'..g s 
.able weather on July 31st, and the Nagasaki bomb was used as soon after the 
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Hiroshima bomb as it was practicable to operate the second mission. 

The work on the actual selection of targets for the atomic bomb was begur. 
in the spring of 1945. This was done in close cooperation with the Co:mrna.ndine 
General, .Army Air Forces, and his Head~uarters. A. number of experts in variot 
fields assisted in the study. These included mathematicians, theoretical phye 
icists, experts on the blast effects of bombs, weather consultants, and variot 
other specialists. Some of the important considerations were: 

A. The range of the aircraft which would carry the bomb. 
B. The ·desirability of visual bombing i:q. order to insure the most effec

. tive use of the bomb. 
C~ Probable weathe~ conditions in the target areas. 
D. Im;portarice ·of having one primary and tw secondary targets for each 

mission, so that if weather· conditions prohibited bombing the target there 
would be at least two alternates. · 

E. Selection of targets to produce the greatest military effect on . the 
Japanese people and thereby most effectively shorten the .war. 

·F. The morale effect upon the enemy. 

These ied in turn to the following: 

A. · Since the atomic bomb was expected to produce its greatest amoi.lnt .;)f 
damage by primary blast effect, and next greatest by fires, the targets should 
contain a large percentage of .closely-buiit frame buildings and other construe 
tion that would be most susceptible to damage by blast .and fire. 

B. The m,a:x:imum blast effect of the bomb was calculated to extend over ar 
area of approximately 1 mile in radius; therefore the selected targets should 
contain a densely built-up aref). of at least this size. · 

C. The selected targets should have a high military strategic value. 
D. The first target should be relatively untouched by previous bombing, 

in order thatthe effect .of a single atomic bomb could be detei-mined. · 

, The weather records showed that for five yea:rs there. had never been two 
successive good visual bombing days over Tokyo, indicatiriB what might be ex-. 
pected over other targets in the . home islands. The worst. month of the year fc 
visual bombing was believed to be j-ime, after which. the weather should improve 
slightly during .JUly and August and then become worse again during September. 
S~ce . good bombing conditions would occur rarely, the most intense plans and 
preparations were necess'ary in order to secure accurate weather forecasts and 
to arrange for full utilization of whatever good weather might occur • . It was 
also very desirable tci start the raids before September, 

. . 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CITIES BEFORE THE BOMBINGS 

Hiroshima 

The city of Hiroshima is located on tho broad, flat delta of the Ota 
River, which has 7 channel outlets dividing the city into six islands which 
project into Hiroshima Bay. The city is almost entirely flat and only 
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slightly above sea level; to the northwest and northeast of the city some 
hills rise to 700 feet. A single hill in the eastern part of the city pro 

1 . . . 
about 2 mile long and 221 feet in height interrupted to some extent the 
spreading of the blast damage; otherwise the city was fully exposed to the 
bomb. Of a city area of over 26 square miles , only 7 square miles ·were co 
pletely built-up. Ther.e was no marked separation of commercial, industria 
and residential zones. 75% of the population was concentrated in the dens, 
built-up area in the center of the city. 

Hiroshima was a city of considerable military importance. It contain· 
the 2nd Army Headquarters, which commanded the defense of all of southern 
Japan. The city wa9 a communications center, a storage point, and .an assei 
area for troops. To quote a Japanese report. , "Probably more than a t housa: 
times since the begi1ming of the war did the Hiroshi ma citi zens see off wi· 

· ' cries of 'Banzai' the troops leaving from the harbor.' ' 

The center of the city conta.ined a number of reinf'orced concrete buiL 
ings .as well · as .lighter structures. Outside the center, the area was con
gested by a dense collection of small wooden workshops set among Japanese 
houses; a few larger industrial plants lay near the outski rts of the city. 
The houses were of wooden construction with tile roofs. Many of the indus· 
buildings also were of wood frame construct:J,on. The city as a whole was h: 
susceptible to fire damage. · · 

Some of the reinforced concrete buildings were of a far stronger consi 
.. tion than 18 required by normal stand.a.rds in America, because of the earth. 

quake danger in Japan. This exceptionally strong construction undoubtedly 
· counted for the fact· that the framework of some of the buildings which weri 
;. fairly close to the center of damage in the city did not collapse. 

The population of Hiroshima had reached c. peak of over 380-,000 earl:ie1 
_. the war but prior to the atomic bombing the population had steadily decreaf 
.because of a systematic ,evacuation ordered by the Japanese goverrun.ent. At 
time of the attack the population was approximately 255,000. This figure j 

based on the registered population, used by the Japanese in computing rati< 
quantities, and the · estimates of additional workers and tl:'oops who were brc 
into the city may not be highly accurate. Hirosliima thus had approximatel;i 
the same number of people as the city of Providence, R.I., or Dallas, 'Tex. · 

Nagasaki 

Nagasaki lies at the liead of a long bay wh!ch form.a the best natural ! 
por on the southernJapanese hoine island of Kyushu. The main commercial ar 
residential area of the city lies on a small plai n near the end.. of ·the bay, 
Two rivers divided by a mountain spur form the two main valleys in which tr 
c!ty lies. This mountain splir and the irregular lay-out o:f the city tremer 
dously reduced the area of destruction, so that at first glance Nagasaki a:i; 
peared to have been less devastated than Hiroshima. 

The heavily build-up area of tha oity is confined by the terrain to l E 
than I+ squa:re mH0a out of a total of about 35 squar e miles in the city as 
whole . 
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The city of Nagasaki had been one of the largest sea ports in southern 
·Japan and was of great war-time importance because of its ·maey and varied in
dustries' including the production of ·ordnanc.e' ships' mill tary equipment' and 
other war ma.terials. The. narrow long strip attacked was of particular impor
tance because of its industries. 

In contrast to many modern aspects .of Nagasaki, the residences almost 
without exception were of flimsy, typical Japanese construction, consisting of 
wood or wood-frame buildings, with wood walls with or without plaster, and 
tile roofs. · M9.ny of the smaller industries and' business establishments were 
also housed in wooden buildings or flinia1ly built masonry buildings. Nagasaki 
had been permitted to grow :for many years without conforming to any, definite 
city zoning plan and therefore residences were constructed adjacent to factory 
buildings and to each other almost as close as it ·was possible to build them 
throughout the entire industrial valley • 

. 'rHE ATTACKS ·· 

Hiroshima. 

Hiroshima. was the primary target of the first atomic bom,b mission. The 
mission went smoothly in every respect. The weather was good, and the crew anc 
equipment functioned perfectly. In every detail, the attack was carried out 

. exactly as plann13d, and the bomb performed exactly as ex:pected. 

The bomb exploded over Hiroshima at 8:15 on the morning of August 6, 1945. 
About an hour previously, the Japanese early warning radar net had detected 
the· approach of some American aircraft headed for the southern part of Japan. 
The alert had been given and radio broadcasting stopped in many cities, a:ni.ong 
them Hiroshima. The planes approached the coast at a very high altitude. At 
nearly 8:00 A.M., the radar operator in Hiroshima. determined that .the number 
of planes coming in was very SIIIF.ill . - .probably not m.Ore than three - and the . 
air raid alert was lifted. The normal radio broadcast warning was given to 
t lie people that it might be advisable to go to shelterifB-29's were actually 

· sighted, but no raid was expected beyond some sort of reco.nna.issance. At 8: 15 
A.M., the bomb exploded with a blinding .flash in the sky, and a great rush of 
air and a loud rumble of noise extended for many miles around the city; the 
first blast. was soon followed by the sounds of falling buildings and of grow• 
ing fires, .and a great cloud of dust and smoke began to cast a pall of dark-
ness over the city. · 

At 8:16 A.M., the Tokyo control operator of· the Japanese Broadcasting 
Corporation noticed that the Hiroshima eitaticn had gone off the air. He tried 
to use another telephone line to reestablish his program, but it. too had 
failed • . About twenty minutes later the Tokyo railroad telegraph center real
ized that the main line telegraph haii st.opped working just north of Hfroshima. 
From some small railway stops wi thtr:i. ten . miles of the city the;re came up.offi
cial and confused reports of a terrible explosion in Hiroshi~. All these re• 
ports were transmitted to the Headquarters of the Japanese General Staf'f. 

Military headquarters repeatedly tried to call the Army Control Station 
in Hiroshima. The complete silence, from that city puzzled the men at 
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Headquarters; they knew that no large enemy raid could have occurred, and · 
knew that no sizeable store of explosives was in Hiroshima at that time • 

. young officer of the Japanese General Staff was instructed to fly immediat• 
to Hiroshima, to land, survey the d.amage, . and. return to Tokyo with reliabl• 
information for the staff. It was generally felt at Headquarters that notl 
serious had taken place, that it was all a terrible .rumor start;tng from a : 
sparks of truth. 

The staff officer went to . the airport and took off for th.e southwest. 
Af'ter flying for about three hours, while still nearly 100 Dliles from 
Hiroshima, he and his pilot saw a. great cloud of smoke from the bomb. In i 
bright afternoon, the remains of Hiroshima were burning; 

Their plane soon reached the city, a.round which they circled ill disbe: 
A great scar on the land, still bu.ming, and covered by a heavy cloud of sr 
was all that was left of a great city. They landed south of the city, and. 
staff officer immediately ·began to organize relief measures, after report:l.J 
Tokyo. · 

Tokyo's first knowle~e of what had really caused .the disastercamefJ 
the White House public a.rmouncement in .Washington sixteen hours after Hiro· 
shim.a had been hit by the atomic bomb. 

Nagasaki 

Nagasaki had never been subjected to large scale bombingp~ior to .the 
:plosion of the atbmic bomb there. On August 1st, 1945-, however, a number c 
high explosive bombs were dropped on the city. · A few of these bombs hit ir 
the shipyards and dock · areas in the southwest portion of the city~ · · SeveraJ 
the bombs hit the Mitsubishi Steel and Arms Works and six bombs la.i1.ded att 
Nagasaki Medical School and Hospital, With thre_e direct. hi ts on buildings 
there. While the damage from these few bombs were relatively SI!lB.11, it ere 
considerable· concern in Nagasaki and a number of .people, principally schooJ 
children, were evacuated to rtiral areas for safety, thus reducing the popuJ 
ti on in the city at the time of the atomic attack. .· · 

On the morning of Auglist 9th, 1945,at about 7:.-50 A.M., Japa.Ilese time, 
air raid alert was sounded.in Nagasaki, but the "All clear" signal was give 
at 8: 30. When only two .. :S-29 su,per:t;ortresses were sighted at-' lO: 53 the 
Ja.panese apparently assumed that the planes were only on reconnaissance and 
no further alarm was given. A few moments later, at 11:00 o'clock; the ob
servation B-29 dropped instruments att.ached to three parachutes and at 11: C 
the other plane released the atomic bomb . 

The bomb exploded high over the · industrial valley of Nagasaki, almost 
midway between the Mitsubishi Steel and Arms Works, in the south, and the 
Mitsubishi-Urakami Ordnance . Works (Torpedo Works), in .the north, the two 
principal targets of the city. 

Desplte its extreme inlportance, the first .bombing mission on Hiroshima 
had been almost routine. The second mission was not so uneventful. Again . 
the crew was specially trained and selected.; but bad weather introduced som 
momentous complications. These complications are 1Jef3t described in the bri 
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account of the mission's weaponeer, Comdr., now Capt., F. L. Ashworth, U.S.N. 
who was in technical command of the bomb and was charged with the responsibiJ 
ity of insuring that the bOlll.b was successfully dropped at the proper time anc 
on the designated target. His ria.rrative runs as follows: 

"The night of our take-off Wa.s one of tropical ra:i.n squalls, and flashes 
of lightning stabbed into the darkness with disconcerting regularity. The 
weather forecast told us of .storms all the way from the Marianas to the Empil 
Our rendezvous was to be off the southeast coast of · ~shu, soni.~ 1500 miles. 
away, There we were to join with ·our two companfon observation B-29' s that 
took off .a few minutes behind us. Skillful piloting and expert navigation 
brought us to the rendezvous without incident. · 

"About five minutes after our arrival, we were joined by the first of Ot 

· B~29 1 s. The ·second, · however, failed to arrive/, having apparently been throw,r: 
. off its course by storms during the night. We waited 30 minutes and then pre 

ceeded . without the second plane toward the ·target area. · 
. . . 

"During the~pproach to the target the special instruments installed in 
the plane told us that the bOlll.b was ready to :function • . We were prepared: to 
drop the second atOlll.ic bOlll.b on Japan. But fate was agaillst us, for the targe 
was completely obsc'l,1.!'ed by smoke and ha~e• Three times we attempted bo.mbing 
runs, but without success. Then with anti~aircraft fire :hursting around us 
.and with a num'Qer of enemy fighters cOlll.ing. u,p after us, we headed for our 
secondary target, . Nagasaki • · · · · -

" 'I'he bomb burst with a blinding flash and a huge oolumn of black smoke 
swirled u,p toward us·. OU.t of this c9lumri of smoke there boiled a great · 
swirling mushroom of gray smoke, luminous with red; flashing flame; tba.t 

.reached to 40,000 feet in less than 8 minutes. · Below. through the clouds we 
could see the .Pall·. of black smoke ringed with fire that covered what had beer. 
tn.e industrial area ·of Nagasaki. · · 

"By this time our fuel supply was dangerously low; so after one quick 
circle· of Nagasaki, we headed direct for Okinawa for a,n emergency landing and 
~efueUng". 

GENERAL . COMPARISON OF HIROSHIMA AND. NAGASAKI 

It was not at first apparent to . even trained observers visiting .the two 
Japanese · cities which of the two bombs .hi:t.d been the most effective. · 

. . . . . . . . 
. . 

· , In some respects, Hiroshima looked worse than Nagasaki. . The fire damage 
in Hiroshima was much more COlll.plete; the center of the city was hit and ever~ 
thing but the reinforced concrete buildings had virtually disappeared. A 
desert of clear-swept, charred remains, "With only a few strong building frame 
left etallding was a terrifying eight. . · . · 

At Nagasaki there were no buildings just underneath the center of expio
sion. The damage to the Mitsubishi Arms Works and the Torpedo Works was · 
s.pectacula.i-, but not overwhellning. There . was something left to see 1 . and the 
Ilia.in: contours of some of the buildings were still normal. 
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·-( An observer could stand in the cente:r· ,of Hiroshima and get a view of 

( 

f• . ,, . .: .. 

-~l_o t_ 

most of the city; the hil,ls . prevented a s_imilar overall view in Nagasaki. 
Hiroshima impressed itself' on one's mind as a vast e:iqianse of desolation; 

-not}ling as vi vid_was left in one's memory- of Nagasaki. 

When the observers began to note details, however, striking differencE 
appeared. Trees were down fn both cities .• but the lru::ge trees which fell ~ 

Hiroshima were uprooted, while those in Nagasaki were actually snapped off, 
A few reinforced concrete buildings were smashed at the center in Hirosh:l.m! 
but in Nagasaki equally heavy damage could be found 2,300 feet from X. In 
study of objects which gave definite clues to the blast :pressure, such as 
squashed tin cans, dished metal :plates, bent or snap_ped :poles and like, it 
was soon evident that the Nagasaki bomb had been much more . effective than 1 
Hiroshima bomb.. In the description of damage which follows, ,it will be noi 
that the radius for the amotint of damage was . greater in Nagasaki than HiroE 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE 
CAUSED BY THE ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS 

In considering the devastation in the two cities, it should be remembe 
that the cities' differences in shape and topography resulted in great dif· 
ferences in the damages. Hiroshima was all on low, flat ground, and was 
roughly circular in shape; Nagasaki was nn.ich cut up by hi+ls and mountain E 

with no regularity to its shape. 

In Hiroshima almost everything up to about one mile from X was c_om;plei 
destroyed, except for a small number (about 50) of heavily reinforced concl 
buildings, moat of which were specially- designed to withstand earthquake sl: 

. which were not collapsed by the blast; most of these buildings had their iI 
teriors compietely gutted, and all windows, doors, sashes, and frames ri:p:pe 
out. In Nagasaki_, nearly everything within 1/2 mile of the explosion was 

_destroyed, including hea-iy si;iructures, All Japanese homes were destroyed i 
in l 1/2 miles from X. · 

' , . 

Underground air raid shelters witP, earth cover roofs immediately beloi 
the e:iqilosion had their roofs caved in; but beyond 1/2 :Iilile f'rom X they suf 
fered no damage. , · · · 

/,/ 

In Nagasaki, 1500 feet from X high quality steel fram.e buildings were 
completelf collapsed, but the entire buildinga suf'fered mass distortion ana 
:pan:e:ls and roofs were blown in. ' - · 

In Nagasaki, 2,000 feet from X, reinforceid conqrete buildings with 10" 
walls and 611 floors were collapsed; reinforced concrete buildings with 4" w 
a...J.d roofs were stand..tng but were bad..ly damaged. At 2, 000 feet some 9" cone 
walls were completely destroyed. 

In Nagasaki, 3,500 feet from x, · church buildirtgs with 18" brick walls 
completely destroyed. 1211 brick walls were severly cracked as far as 5,ooc 
feet. . . 

In Hiroshi.in.a, 4 ,4oo feet from x, · mu.lt·i~story brick buildings ~ere com.
_plete:Ly demo;I.ished. -_·. In N:agasaki, i'l:lrnilar buildings wera , destroyed to 5,3oc 
feet. . . .. . · 
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In Hiroshima, roof tiles were bubbled (melted) by the flash heat out to 
4,ooo feet from X; · in Ifagasak1, the same effect was observed to 6,500 feet. 

In Hiroshima, steel frame buHdings were d.estro;red 4,200 feet from x, and 
to 4,800 feet in Nagasaki. · 

, 
In botA cities, the mass distortion of large steel buildings was observed 

out to 4,500 feet from X. · 

In Nagasaki, reinforced concrete smoke 'stacks with.8" walls, specially 
designed to withstand earthquake shocks, were overturned up to 4,ooo feet 
from X • 

. In Hiroshima, steel frame buildings suffered severe structural damage up 
to: 5,700 ;feet from X, and in Nagasal!;i the same damage was sustained as far as 
6,ooo feet. 

In Nagasaki, 9" brick walls were heavily cracked to 5,000 feet, were mo~
erately cracked to 6,.ooo feet, and sl1Shtly cracked to 8,ooo feet. In both 
cities, light concrete buildings collapsed oU:t to 4,700 feet. 

, • I ' 

In Hiroshima, multi-story brick buildings suf'fered structural damage up 
to 6,600 feet, and in Nagasaki up to 6,500 feet from X. 

In both cities overhead electric installations were destroyed up to 5,500 
feet; and trolley cars were destrdyed up to 5,500 feet, and da.tnaged tol0,500 
feet• • 

Flash ignition of dry, combustible material was observed as far ~a 6,400 
feet from X 1n Hiroshima., and. in Nagasaki as far as 10,000 feet fromX. 

Severe damage to .gas holders ·occured out to 6,500 feet in both cities. 

All Japanese homes were serioilely damaged .up to 6,500 feet in Hiroshima, 
and to 8,ooo feet in Nagasaki. Most Japanese homes were damaged up .to 8,ooo 
feet :ln Hiroshima and 10,500 feet . in Nagasaki. 

The hillsides 1n Nagasaki were scorched by the flash r8.d.iation of heat as 
far as 8,ooo feet from X; this scorching gave the hillsides the appearance of 
premature autumn~ 

In Nagasaki, very heavy plaster damage Wa.s observed in many buildings up 
·- to 9,QOO feet; moderate damage was sustained as far as 12,000 feet, and light 
· damage up to 15,000 feet. 

The flash charring of wooden telegraph poles was observed up to 9,500 feet 
from X in Hiroshima, and to 11,000 feet 1n Nagasaki; some reports indicate 
flash btirns as far as 13,000. teet from X in both placea. · 

Severe displacement of roof tiles was observed up to 8,ooq feet in. 
Hirosh:t.ma., and to 10,000 feet in Nagasaki. 

rn ·Nagasaki, . ver-, ·heavy :dama.ge to· window frames and doors was observed up 
to a;ooo feet, and light damage up to 12,000 feet. . 
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( Roofs and wall coverings on steel frame buildings were destroyed out 

( 

11,000 feet. 

Although the sources of many fires were difficult to trace accuratel; 
it is believed that fires were started by prima~y heat radiation as far as 
15,000 feet from X. 

Roof damage extended as far as 16,ooo reet from X in Hiroshima and il 
Nagasaki. 

The actual collapse of buildings was observed at the extreme range oj 
23,000 feet fromX in Nagasaki. 

Although complete window damage was observed only up to 12,000 feet 
x, so111e window dam.age. occured in Nagasaki up to 40,000 feet, and actual br1 
age of glass occured up to 60,000 feet. 

Heavy fire damage was sustained . in a circular area in Hiroshima with 
mean radius of about 6,ooo feet and a maximum radius of about ll,000 feet; 
similar heavy damage occured in Nagasaki south of X up to 10,000 feet, wheJ 
it was stopped on a river course. 

.. . In Hiroshima over 60, 000 of 90, 000 buildings were destroyed or sever1 
.damaged by the atomic bomb; this figure represents over 67% of the city's 
structures. 

In Nagasaki, 14,000 ~r 27'{o of 52,000 residences were completely deatJ 
and 5,400, or 10%, were half destroyed. Only 12% re:ma.ined undamaged. Thi1 

.destruction was limited by the layout of the city. The follow-lng is a sumr 
of the damage to buildings in Nagasa.k:i as determined from' a ground survey I 

by the Japanese: 

Destruction of Buildi s and Houses 
Compiled by Nagasaki Municipality 

Total in Nagasaki (before atomic explosion) 
Blasted (not burned) 
Blasted and burned 
Blasted and/or burned 
Partlall.y burned or blasted 
Total buildings and houses destroyed 
Undamaged 

Number 

50,000 
. 2,652 
11,494 
14,146 

5,441 
19,587 · 
30,413 

Percentage 

100.0 
5.3 

23,0 
28.3 
10.9 
39.2 . 
60.8 ' 

In .Hiroshima, all utilities and transportation services were disruptE 
for varying lengths of time, In general howeve:t• services were restored .a.be 
as rapidly .as they could be used by the depleted populatfon. Through rail:? 

· service was in order in Hiroshima on 8 August, and electric power was ava1J 
in most of the surviving parts on 7 August, the day after the bombing. ThE 
reservoir of the city was not da.InaBed, being nearly 2 miles from X. Howeve 
70, 000 breaks in wat6r . pipes in buildings and dwell:illga were caused by the. 
blast and. fire effects. RoD.:tng transportation suf'fered extensive damage • 

. damage to railroad tracks, an.cl roads was comparatively small, however. The 
electric power . transmission and. distribution systems were badly wrecked. ~ 
telephone system was approximately 80'% damaged, and no service was restorec 
until 15 August. 
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Despite the customary Japanese lack of attention to sanitation measures, 
no major epidemic broke out in the bombed cities, Although the conditions 
following the bombings makes this fact seem surprising, the experience of 
other bombed cities in both .Ger.many and Japan show Hiroshima. and Nagasaki not 
to be isolated cases. . 

The atomic explosion over Nagasaki af'fected an over-all area of approxi
mately, 42,9 square miles of which about 8,5 square miles were water and only 
about 9.8 square miles were built up, the remainder being partially settled, 
Approximately 3tf1, of the built up areas were ,seri0usly damaged. The area most . 
severely damaged had an average radius of about l mile, and covered about 2,9 
square miles of which 2.4. were built up. 

In Nagasaki, buildings with structural steel frames, principally the 
Mitsubishi P~ant, as far as 6,ooo feet from X were severely damaged; these 
buildings were typical of wartime mill construct,ion in America and Great 
Britain, except that aom.e of the frames were somewhat leas substantial, The 
damage consisted of windows broken out (lOCi), steel ea.shes ripped out or 
bent, .corrugated metal or corrugated asbestos roofs and sidings ripped off, 
roofs b·ent or destroyed, roof trusses collapsed, colwnns bent and cracked, and 
caner.ate foundations for columns rotated., Damage to buildings with structural . 
steel frames was more severe where the buildings rec.eived the effect of the 
blast on their .sides than where the blast hit the ends. of buildings, because 
the buildings .had more stiffness (resistance to negative moment at the top of 
columns) in a longitudinal direction, Many of the lightly constructed steel 
frame buildings collapsed completelt while some of the heavily constructed (to 
carry thew:eight of heavy cranes and loads) were stripped of roof' and siding, 
but the frames. were only partially injured, 

! . 

· The. next most ser'.iouslt damaged area in Nagasaki lies outside the 2 .9 
square miles Just described, and embraces approximately 4.2 sq,uare miles of ... 
which 2'fl, was built up. The damage from blast and fire was moderate here, but 
in some: SE;!C:tions (portioll!3 of ma.in business districts) many secondary fires 
started arid spread rapidly, resulting in about as much O'\"er-all destruction as . 
in areas much closer to_X. . 

An area of partial damage by blast and fire lies Just outside the one Just 
described; and•comprisea a:pproximately35.8 square miles. Of ·this are&, 
roughly l/6th was built up and k was water. The extent of damage varied from 
serious (severe damage to roofs and windows in the main business section of 
Nagasaki; 2 .5 miles . from X), to minor (broken or occasionally broken windows 
at a distance of 7 Iiiiles southeast of X) • · 

As intended, the bomb was exploded at an almost ideal location over 
Nagasaki to , do the· maximum damage to industry, · includi~ the Mitsubishi Steei 
and Arms Works, the Mitsubishi-Urakami Ordnance Works (Torpedo Works), and nu
merous factor1es 1 factory training schools, and other ind.ustrial establiatmlents. 
wi~n a minimum destruction of dwellings and, consequently, a minimum amount of 
casualties. Had the bomb been dropped farther south, the Mitsu'bishi-Urakami 
Ordnance Works would not have been so severely damaged, but the ma.in business 
and residential districts of Nagasaki would have sustained much greater damage 
and casualties. - , 
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Calculations show that the structural steel and reinforced concrete fl 
which survived the blast fairly close to X could not have withstood the esi 
mated peak pressures developed against the total areas presented by the sic 
and roof of the buildings. The survival of these frames is explained by tl 
fact that they were not actually required to withstand the peak pressure bE 
cause the windows were quickly k11ocKed out and roof and siding stripped ofj 
thereby reducing total area and. relieving the pressure, While this saved 1 
building frame, it permitted severe damage to building interior' and conteni 
and injuries to the building occupants. Buildings without large panel ope1 
ings through which the pressure could dissipate were completely crushed, ei 
when their frames were as strong as those which survived. 

The damage sustained by reinforced concrete buildings depended both 01 

the proximity to X and the type and strength of the reinforced concrete co1 
struction • . Some of the buildings with reinforced concrete frames also had 
reinforced concrete walls, ceilings, and partitions, while others had bri.cl 
concrete tile walls covered either with plaster or ornamental stone, with I 
ti tions of metal, glass, and plaster. With the exception · of the Na~saki ~ 
ical School and Hospital group, which was designed to withstand earthquake~ 
and was therefore of. heavier construction than most American structures, me 

. of the reinforced concrete structures could oe classified only as fair, wi i 
concre.te of low strength and density, with many of. the columns, ·beams, and 
slabs underdesigned and improperly reinforced • . ·These facts account for son 
of the structural fai1ures which occured. 

In gene!'al, the atomic bomb explosion damaged all windows and ripped _c 
bent, or twisted most of the steel window or door sashes, ripped .doors fron 
hinges, damaged all suspended wood, metal, and plaster ceilings. The blasi 
concuss.ion a1so caused great damage to equipment by tumbling and battering, 
Fires generally of secondary origin conEiumed practically all combustible IDE 

rial, caused plaster to crack off, burned all wooden trim, stair covering, 
wooden frames of wooden suspended ceilings, beds, mattresses, and. mats, aru:: 
fused glass, ruined all equipment not already destroyed by the blast, ruin€ 
all electrical wiring, plumbing, and. caused spalling of concrete columns ar 
beams in many of the rooms • 

. Almost without exception masonry buildings of either brick or stone wj 
the effective limits of .the blast were severely damaged so that most of the 
were flattened or reduced to rubble, The wreckage of a church, approximate 
1,800 feet .east of X in Nagasaki, was one of the few masonry buildings stil 
recognizable and 'only portions of the walls of this structure were left sta 
ing. These walls were extremely thick (about 2 feet). The two domes of th 
church had reinforced concrete frames and although they were toppled, they 
together as units. 

Practically every wooden building or building with timber frame within 
miles of X waa either completely destroyed or very seriously damaged, and s 
nificant damage in Nagasaki resulted as far as 3 miles from X. Nearly all 
buildings collapsed and a very large number were consumed by fire. 

A reference to the various photographs depicting damage showe that al
though most of the · buildings within the effective limits of the blast were 
tally destroyed or severely dii.maged, a large number of chimneys even close 
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were left standing, apparently uninjured by the concussion. One explanation 
is that concrete chimneys are approximately cylindrical in shape and conse
quently offer much less wind resistance than flat .surfaces such as buildings. 
Another explanation is that since the cities were subject to tY,phoons the more 
modern chimneys were probably designed to withstand winds of high velocity. 
It is also probable that most of the recently constructed chimneys as well as 
the more modern buildings were constructed to withstand the acceleration of 
rather severe earthquakes. ' Since .the bombs were exploded high in the air, 
chimneys relatively close to X were subJected to more of a downward than a 
lateral pressure, and consequently the overturning moment was nuch less than 
might have been anticipated. 

Although the blast damaged many bridges to soma extent, bridge damage was 
on the whole s~ight · in comparison to that suffered by buildings~· · The damage · 
varied from only damaged railings to complete destruction of the superstruct~e 
Son:ie of the bridges were wrecked and the spans were shoved off their piers and 
into the river bed below. by the force of the blast. Others, particUJ..arily 
steel plate girder bridges, were badly buckled by the blast pressure. None of 
the failures observed could be attributed to inadequate design or structural 
weaknesses •. 

Th~ roads, and railroad and street railWa.y track;age sustained practically 
no prtinary d.amage as a result of the explosion. Most of the damage to rail
.roads occurred from seconctary causes; such as fires and damage to bridges or 
other structures. Rolling stock, as well as autom.Obiles, trolleys, and buses 
were destroyed and burned up to a considerable distance from X. Streets were 
impassable for awhile because of the debris, but they were not damaged. The 
height of the bomb explosion probably explains the absence of direct damage to 
railroads and roads. 

A large pa.rt of the electric supply was interrupted by the bomb blast·, 
chiefly through damage to electric substations and overhead transmission sys
tems. Both .gas works in Nagasi;i.ki were severely damaged by .the bomb. These 
works 'WOUld have require<l 6-7 months to get into operation. In addition to the 
damage sustained by the electrical and gas systems, severe damage to the water 
supply system was reported by the Japanese government; the chief damage was a 
number of breaks in the large water mains and in a.J..most all of the distributing 
pipes 1ri the areas which were affected by the blast. •· Nagasaki was still suf-

. faring from a water · shortage inside the city six weeks after the atomic attack. 

The Nagasaki Prefectural report describes vividly the effects of the b.omb 
on the city and its inhabit.ante: _ 

·' 
· "Within a radius of 1 kilometer from x, men and animals died almost in-

stiµi.taneously and outside a radius of 1 kilometer and within a radius of 2 
kilometers from x, some men and animals died instantly from the great blast 
and heat but the _ great majority were seriously or superficially injured. Houses 
and other structures were completely destroyed while fires broke out every
where. Trees were uprooted and withered by the heat. 

"Outside a radius of 2 kilometers and within a radius of 4 kilometers 
from X, men and animals su:ffered ·various degrees of injury from window glass 
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and other fragments scattered about by the blast and many were burned by t : 
intense heat. Dwellings and other structures were half damaged by blast. 

"Outside a radius of 4 kilometers and within a radius of 8 kilometers 
living creatures were injured by materials blown about by the blast; the n 
i ty were only superficially wounded. Houses were only half' or partially 
damaged• II . 

The British Mission to Japan interpreted their observations of the de· 
· struction of buildings to apply to similar construction of their ow.o. as fo: 

A similar .bomb exploding in a similar fashion would produce the follo, 
effects on nor:ma.l British houses: 

Up to 1,000 yards from X it would cause complete collapse. 
. . . . . 

Up to 1 mile froni.X it would damage the houses beyond repair. 

· Up to 1.5 miles from. X it would render them uninhabitable without e:x:t1 
stv:e repair, ~articularly to roof timbers. · · 

,. 

Up to 2 .• 5 miles from X it would render- them uninhabitable until first· 
repairs had been carried out. 

~ . The .fire damage in both cities was tremendous, but was more complete' 
Hiroshima than in Nagasaki. The effect of the fires was to' change profounc 
the appearance of the city and to leave the central part bare, except for f 

.reinforced concrete and steel frames and objects such as safes, chimiiey st! 
and pieces of twisted sheet metal. The fire damage resulted .more from the 
properties of the cities themselves than from those of the bombs. 

The conflagr~tion in Hirosh1llla. caused high winds to spring up as a.ir .1 
drawn in toward the center of the burning e.rea, creating a "fire stor.in". 'J 
wind velocity 1n the city had been less than 5 miles per hour before the be 
ing, but the ·fire-wi:xid. attained a veiocity of 30-40 miles per hour. These 
great winds. restricted the perimeter of the fire but greatly added to the 
damage of the .conflagration within the perimeter and caused the deaths of D 
persons who might otherwise have escaped~ In Nagasaki, very eevere d.azntlge 
caused by fires, , but no extensive "fire storm'.' engulfed the city. In both 
cities, some of the fires close to X were no doubt started by the ignition 
highly combustible material such as paper, straw, and dry cloth, upon the :1 
stantaneous radiation of heat from the nuclear explosion. The presence of 
large a.mounts of unburnt combustible materials near x, however, indicated t 
even though the heat of the blast was very intense, its duration was insu:ff 
cieJ:!.t to raise the temperature of many materials to the· kindling point e:x:6e 
in cases where condition1;3 . were ideal. The majority of the fires were ofi 
secondary origin ~tartinS from the usual electrical short-circuits, broken 
lines, ov·erturned stoves, open fires, charcoal braziers, lamps, etc., follo 
collapse or serious damage from the direct blast. 

Fire fighting and rescue units were stripped of men and equipment. Al 
30 hours elapsed before W:zy- rescue parties were observable. In Hirosh1llla. o 
a handful of fire engines were available for fighting the ensuing f:f.res, an 
none of these were of first class type. In any ' case, however, it is not 11 
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that a:n;y fire fighting equipment or personnel or organization could have ef
fected a:n;y significant reduction in the amount of dallla.ge caused by the tremen-
dous conflagration. ' 

A study of numerous aerial photographs · made prior to the atomic bombings 
indicates that between 10 June and 9 August 1945 the Japanese constructed fire 
breaks in certain areas of the cities in order to control large scale fires. 
In general these fire breaks were not effective because fires were started at so 

.many locations simultaneously. They appear, however, to have helped prevent 
fires f~am spreading farther east into the main business and residential aectioJi 
of Nagasaki. 

TOTAL CASUALTIES 

. There has been great difficulty iii estimating the total casilalties in the . 
Japanese cities a.a a result of the atomic bombing. The ertenaive destruction 
of civil installations (hospitals, fire and police department, and government 
agencies) the state of utter contusion immediately following the explosion, as 

' well as· the' uncertainty regarding the ~ctual .population before the bombing, con- . 
tr.ibute to the difficuJ.ty of making estimates of casu.alties. The Japanese peri-: 

. odic censuses are not complete. Finally, f.b.e grea~ fires that raged in each city 
totally consullied :man,y bodies. ' ' 

The number of total casualties has been estimated at various times since 
the b9mbings with Wide discrepancies • . The Manhattan Engineer Distri.ct' s best 
avail~J>i~ figures . lu'e: · · 

.•. ·, 1;,.;, . . 

:.1: 

Pre-raid population 
Dead :· ' · 
Injured · 

Total Casualties 

TABLE A 

Estimates of Casuaities 

Hiroshima 

' 255,000 
.. 66,ooo 

69,000 
135,000 

Nagasaki 

195,000 
39,000 
25,000 
64,ooo 

. T;h.e .relfl,tion of to~ casw:dties . to distance .fromX, the center of damage 
a.nd. - p~iJlt directly Ullder the ai.i--bur.at explosion of the bomb, is of great im,.. 
portanGe in evaluating the casualty-producing effect of the bombs. Th:l,a re.:. 
lationahip 'for the total population of Nagasaki is aho'Wil in the table below, 
baaed on the first-obtained casu.alty figures of the District: 

TABLE B 

Relation of Total Casu.altiea to Distance from! 

Distance Total Killed per 
from :X 2 feet Killed Injured Missing Casual ties · square mile 

0 - 1,640 7,505 960 ljl27 9,592 24,700 
l,640 - 3,300 3,688 1,478 1,799 6,965 4,o40 
3,300 - 4,900 8,678 17,137 · .. 3,,597 29,412 5,710 
4,900 - 6,550 221 11,958 ' . ' 28 12,207 125 
6,550 - 9,850 112 ' 9 46o 17 9,589 20 ,, , 
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( No :figv~'.'e :for total pre-raid population at these di:f:ferent distances , 
available. Such :figures would be necessary in order to compute per cent m( 
tality. A calculation made by the British Mission to Japan and based on a 
preliminary analysis of the study of the Joint Medical Atomic Bomb Investi· 
gating Commission gives the following calculated values for per oent morta: 
at increasing distances from X: · 

TABLE C 

Per-Cent. Mortality at Various Distances 

Distance from x, 
in feet 

0 - 1000 
1000 - 2000 
2000 - 3000. 
3000 - 4000 
4000 - 5000 
5000 - 6000 
6000 - 7000 
7000 - 8000 
8000 - 9000 
9000 - 10,000 

Per-cent Mortality 

93.CJI, 
92.0 
86.o 
69.0 
49.0 
31.5 
12.5 
1.3 
0.5 
o.o 

It seems almost certain f'tom the various reports that the greatest to1 
number of deaths were those occurring :I,mmediately after the bombing~ The 
causes of many of the deaths c~ only be surmised, and of ·course many parse 
near the center of explosion suf.fered fatal injuries from more than one of 
bomb effects. The proper order of importance for possible causes of death 
J>urns, mechanical inJury, and gamma radiation.· Early estimates by the Japt 
nese are shdwn in D below: ·; · 

City . 

Hiroshima 

Nagasaki -

TABLED 

Cause of Immediate Deaths 

Cause of Dea th 

Burne 
Fa.J.11ng debris 
Other 

Burns 
Falling debris 
Flyin8 glass 
Other 

~ . . .·. 

··' 
Per-cent of Total 

6CJI, 
30 
10 

9'J/o 
9 
7 
7 

THE NATURE OF AN ATOMIC EXPLOSION 

The moat striking difference between the explosion of an atomic bomb e 
that of an ·ordinary T.N.T. bomb ia o-£ course in_ magnitude; as the President 
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announced after the Hiroshima attack, the explosive energy of each of the 
atomic bombs was equivalent to about ~o,ooo tons of T.N.T. 

But in addition to its vastly greater power, an atomic explosion ha.a sev~ 
eral other very special char~cteristics. Ordinary explosion is a chemical re.;. 
action in which energy is released by the rearrangement of the·. atoms of the 
explosive material. In an atomic explosion, the identity of the atoms, not 
simply their arrangement, ·is changed. A considerable fraction of the mass of 
the explosive charge, which may be uranium 235 or plutonium, is transformed 
into energy. Einstein's equation, E = mc2, shows that matter that is trans
formed into energy may yield a total energy equivalent to the mass multiplied 
by the square. of the velocity of light. The Significance of the squat.ion is 
easily seen when one recalls that the velocity o:f light is 186,ooo miles per 
second. The energy released when a pound. of T.N.T. exploaes would, if con
verted entirely into heat, raise the temperature of 36 lbs. of water .from 
freezing temperature (320:F) to boiling temperature (212°F). The nuclear fis
sion of a pound of uranium would produce an equal temperature rise in civer 200 
million pounds of· water. 

The explosive effect of an ordinary material such as T.N.T • . is derived 
from the rapid conversion of solid T.N.T. to gas, which occupies initis.lJ..y the 

, same volume as the solid; it exerts. intense pressures on the surrdund.ing air 
and expands rapidly to a volume many. times larger than the initial,, volume. A 
wave of high pressure thus rapidly moves outward :from the center of the ex
plosion and. is the major cause of damage :from ordinary high explosives. An 
atqmio . bomb · also generates a wave of J:i.i~ pressure which is. in fact of much 
higher pressure than that from ordinary explosions; and this wave. is again the . 
major cause of damage /to buildings and other structures. : It. differs from· the · . 
p;ressure ·wave of a block buster in the size of the area. • over whi.ch high pres- · · 
su+es ,are- generated. It also differs in the duration of the pressure ·pulse .at . 

. any giyen· point: . the pres.s\J,l'e :from a block buster lasts for a few milli- > · 

seconds (a millisecond is one thousandth of. a second) onJ.y, that from· the ' ,:· .. 
. atomic bomb for nearly a second, and was :felt by observers both in Japan and 
in New Mexico as a very strong wind going by. · 

The next gr-eatest difference between the atomic bomb and the T.N.T. ex- . 
plosion is the fact that the atomic bomb g:l,ves off' greater amounts of radia
tion. Most of this radiation is "light" of some wave-length ranging from. the 
so-called ·b.eat radiations of very long wave length to the so-called gamma rays 
which have wave:..lengths even _shorter tha.n the X-rays used in medicine. All of 
.these radiations travel at the same speed; ·this, the speed of light, is 
186,ooo miles per second. The radiations are intense enough to kill people 
within an appreciable distance :from the . explosion, and are in fact the major 
cause of deaths .and. injuries apart :from mechanical injuries.' The gr-ea.test 
number of radiation injuries was probably due to the ultra-violet ra3s which . 
have a wave length slightly shorter than visible light and which caused flash 
burn comparable to severe sunburn. After these, the gamma rays of ultra short 
wave length are most important; these cause injuries similar to those -from 
over-doses o:f X-rays. 

The origin of the gwmna rays is different from that of the bulk of the 
rad,iation: the latter is .caused by the. extremely high temperatures in the -
bomb, in the sall!e way as light is emitted from the hot surfac·e of the sun or 
from the wires in an incandescent lamp. The gamma rays on the other hand are 
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emitted by the atomic nuclei themselves when t hey are transformed in the fj 
sion process. The gamma rays are therefore specific to the atomic bomb anc 
are completely absent in T.N.T. explosions. The light of longer wave lengi 
(visible and ultra-violet) is also emitted by a T.N.T. explosion, but with 
much smaller intensity than by an atomic bomb, which makes it insignificani 
far as dwnage is concerned. 

A large fraction of the gamma rays is emitted in the first few microse 
onds (millionths of a second) of the atomic explosion, together with neutrc 
which are also produced in the nuclear fission. The neutrons have much lee 
damage effect than the gamma. rays because they have a amaller intensity and 
also because they are strongly absorbed in air and therefore can penetrate 
only to relatively ama.11 distances from the explosion: at a thousand yarde 
the neutron intensity is negligible. After t he nuclear emission, strong ga 
radiation&continues to come from the exploded bomb. This generates from tb 
fission products and continues for about one minute until all of the exploe 
products have risen to such a height that the intensity received on the gro 
is negligible. A la+ge number of beta rays are also emitted during this ti 
but they are unimportant because their range is not very great, only a few 
feet. The range of alpha particles from the unused active material and fie 
sionable material of the bomb is even smaller. 

Apart from the gamma. radiation ordinary light is emitted, some of whic 
is visible and some of which is the ultra violet rays .mainly responsible fo 
flash burns. The emission of light starts a few milliseconds after the nuc 
ar explosion when the energy from the explosion reaches the air surrounding 
the bomb. The observer sees then a ball of fire which rapidly grows in siz 
During most of the early time, the· ball of fire extends as far as the wave 
high pressure. As the ball of fire grows its temperature and brightness de 
crease. Several milliseconds after the initiation of the explosion, the 
brightness of the ball of fire goes through a minimum., then it gets somewha· 
brighter and remains at the order of a few times the brightness of the sun : 
a period of 10 to 15 seconds for an observer at six miles distance. Most o: 
the radiation is given off after this point of maximum brightness. Also af· 
this maximum., the pressure waves run ahead of the ball of fire. 

The ball of fire rapidly expands from. the size of the bomb to a radius 
several hundred feet at one second after the explos.ion. After this the mos
striking feature is the rise of the ball of fire at the rate of about 30 yw 
per second. Meanwhile it also continues to expand by mixing with the coole: 
air surrounding it. At the end of the first minute the ball has expanded tc 
radius of several hundred yards and risen to a height uf about one mile. TJ 
shock wave has by now reached a radius of 15 miles and its pressure dropped 
less than 1/10 of a pound per aqua.re inch. The ball now loses its brillianc 
and appears as a great cloud of smoke: the pulver ized. material of the bomb 
This cloud continues to rise vertically and finally mushrooms out at an alt: 
tud.e of about 25,000 feet depending upon metereological conditions . The cl< 
reaches a maximum height of between 50,000 and 70,000 feet in' a time of oveJ 
30 minutes. 

It is of interest to note that Dr. Hans Bethe, then a member of the 
Manhattan Engineer District on loan from Cornell University, predicted. the 
existence and characteristics of this ball of fire months before the first 
test was carried out. 
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To summarize, radiation comes in two bursts - an extremely intense one 
lasting only about 3 milliseconds and a less intense one of much longer dura
tion lasting several seconds. The second burst contains by far the larger 
fraction of the total light energy, more than 90%. But the first flash is 
especially large in ultra-violet radiation which is biologically more effective. 
Moreover, because the heat in this flash comes in such a short time, there is 
no time for any cooling to take place, and the temperature of a person's skin 
can be raised 50 degrees centigrade by the flash of visible and ultra-violet 
rays in the first millisecond at a distance of .4,ooo yards. People may be in
jured by flash burns at even larger distances. Gamma radiatio~ danger does not 
extend nearly so far and neutron radiation danger is still more limited. 

The high skin temperatures result from the first flash of high inte:D.sity 
radiation and are probably as significant for injuries as the total dosages 
which come ma.inly from the second more sustained burst of radiation. •'The com
bination of skin temperature increase plus large ultra-violet flux inside 4,ooo 
yards is injurious in all cases to exposed personnel. Beyond this point there 
may be cases of injury, depending upon the individual sensitivity. The infra
red dosage is probably less important because of its smaller intensity. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE ATOMIC BOMBS 

The damage to man-ma.de structures caused by: the bombs was due to two dis- . 
tinct causes: first the blast, or pressure wave, emanating from the center of 
the explosion, and, second, the fires which were caused either by the heat of 
the explosion itself or by the collapse of buildings containing stoves, electri
cal fixtures, or any other equipment which might produce what is Im.mm as a 
secondary fire, and subsequent spread of these fires. 

The blast produced by the atomic bomb has already been stated to be approx
imately equivalent to that of 20,000 tons of T.N.T. Given this figure, one may 
calculate the expected peak pressures in the air, at various distances from the 
center of the explosion, which occurred following · detonation of the bomb. The 
peak pressures which were calculated before the bombs were dropped agreed ve-ry 
closely with those which were actually experienced in the cities during the 
·attack as computed by Allied experts in a number of ingenious ways after the 
occupation of Japan. 

The blast of pressure from the atomic bombs differed from that of ordina-ry 
high explosive bombs in three main ways: 

A. Downward thrust. Because the explosions were well up in the air, much 
of the damage resulted from a downward pressure. This pressure of course most 
largely effected flat roofs. Some telegraph and other poles immediately below 
the explosion remained upright while those at greater distances from the center 
of damage, being more largely exposed to a horizontal thrust from the blast 
pressure waves, were overturned or tilted. Trees underneath the explosion re
mained upright but had their branches broken downward. 

B. M9.ss distortion of buildings. An ordinary bomb can damage only a part 
of a large building, which may then collapse further under the action of grav
ity. But the blast wave from an atomic bomb is so large that it can 
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engulf whole buildings, no matter how great their size, pushing them over E 

though a giant hand had given them a shove. 
C. Long duration of the positive pressure pulse and consequent small 

effect of the negative pressure, or suction, phase. In any explosion, the 
positive pressure exerted by the blast lasts for a definite period of time 
(usually a small fraction of a second) and is then followed by a somewhat 
longer period of negative pressure, or suction. The negative pressure is 
always much weaker than the positive, but in ordinary explosions the short 
duration of the positive . pulse results in many structures not having time i 
fail in that phase, while they are able to fail under the more extended, 
though weaker, negative pressure. But the duration of the positive pulse 
approximately proportional to the 1/3 power of the size of' the explosive 
charge.· Thus, if the relation held true throughout the range in question, 
10-ton T.N.T. explosion would have a positive pulse only about l/14th as le 
as that of a 20,000-ton explosion. Consequently, the atomic explosions hac 
,positive pulses so :inuch longer than those of ordinary explosives that near] 
all failures probably occurred during this phase, and very little damage 
could be attributed to the suction which followed. 

One other interesting feature was the combination of flash ignition an 
comparative slow pressure wave. Some objects, such as thin, dry wooden slE 
were ignited by the radiated flash heat, and then their fires were blown bt 

some time later (depending on their distance from X) by the pressure blast 
which followed the flash radiation. . 

CALCULATIONS OF THE PEAK PRESSURE OF THE BLAST WAVE 

Several ingenious methods were used by the various investigators to de 
mine, upon visiting the wrecked cities, what had actually been the peak 
pressures exerted by the atomic blasts. These pressures were computed for 
various distances from X, and curves were then plotted which were checked 
against the theoretical predictions of what the pressures would be. A furt 
check was afforded from the readings obtained by the measuring instruments 
which were dropped by parachute at each atomic attack. The peak pressure 
figures gave a direct clue to the equivalent T.N.T. tonnage of the atomic 
bombs, since the pressures developed by any given amount of T.N.T. can be 
calculated easily. 

One of the simplest methods of estimating the peak pressure is from 
crushing of oil drums, gasoline cans, or any other empty thin metal vessel 
with a small opening. The assum,ption made is that the blast wave pressure 
comes on instantaneously, the resulting pressure on the can is more than th 
case can withstand, and the walls collapse inward. The air inside is com
pressed adiabatically to such a point that the p:i:·essure inside is less by a 
certain amount than the pressure · outside, this amount being the pressure 
difference outside and in that the walls ·can stand in their crumpled condit'. 
The uncertainties imrolved are, first, that some air rushes in through any 
opening that the can may have, and thus helps to build up the pressure insi 
and, second, that as the. pressure outside falls, the air inside cannot esca 
sufficiently fast to avoid the walls of the can being blown out again to sa 
extent. These uncertainties are such t hat estimates of pressure based on 
this method are on the low side, i.e., they are underestimated. 
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Another method of calculating the peak~ressure is through the bending of 
steel flagpoles, or lightning conductors, away from the explosion. It is pos
sible to calculate the drag on a pole or rod in an airstream of a certain den
sity and velocity; by connecting this drag with the strength of the pole in 
question, a determination of the pressure wave may be obtained. 

Still another method of ~stima.ting the peak pressure is through the over
turning of memorial stones, of which there are a great quantity in Japan. The 
dimensions of the stones can be used, along with known data on .the pressure 
exerted by wind against flat surfaces, to calculate the desired figure. 

LONG RANGE BLAST DAMAGE 

There was no consistency in the long range blast damage. Observers often 
thought that they had found the limit, and then ~,ooo feet farther away would 
find further evidence of damage. 

The most impressive long range damage was the collapse of some of the 
barracks sheds at Kamigo, 23,000 feet south of X in Nagasaki. It was remark- ' 
able to see some of the buildings intact to the last detail, including the 
roof and even the windows, and yet. next to them a similar building collapsed 
to ground level. 

The limiting radius for severe displacement of roof tiles in Nagasaki was 
about 10,000 feet although isolated cases were found up to 16,ooo feet. In 
Hiroshima. the general limiting radius was about 8,ooo feet; however, even at a 
distance of 26,000 feet from X in Hiroshima, some tiles were displaced. · 

At Mogi, 7 miles from X in Nagasaki, over steep hills over 600 feet high, 
about 10% of the glass came out. In nearer, sequestered localities o~ 4 
miles from x, no damage of w:zy kind was caused. An interesting effect was 
noted at Mogi; eyewitnesses said that they thought a raid was being ma.de on 
the place; one big flash was seen, then a loud roar, followed at several 
second. intervals by half a. dozen other loud reports, from all directions. 
These successive reports were obviously reflections from the hills surrounding 
Mogi. 

GROUND SHOCK 

The ground shock in most cities was very light. Water pipes still carried 
water and where leaks were visible they were mai~ above ground. Virtually 
all of the damage to underground. utilities was caused by the collapse of 
buildings rather than by arzy direct exertion of the blast pressure. Thia fact 
of course resulted from the bombs' having been exploded high in the air. 

SHIELDING, OR SCREENING FROM BLAST 

In w:zy explosion, a certain amount of protection from blast may be gained 
by having w:zy large and substantial object between the protected object and 
the center of the explosion. This shielding effect was noticeable in the 
atomic explosions, just as in ordinary cases, although the magnitude of the 
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explosions and the fact that they occurred at a considerable height in the 
caused marked differences from the shielding which would have characterized 
ordinary bomb explosions. 

The outstanding example of shielding was that afforded by the hills in 
the city of Nagasaki; it was the shielding of these hills which resulted in 
the smaller area of devastation in Nagasaki despite the fact that the bomb 
there was not less powerful. The hills gave effective shielding only at su 
distances from the center of explosion that the blast pressure was becomin8 
critical - that is, was only barely sufficient to cause collapse - for the 
structure. Houses built in ravines in Nagasaki pointing well away from the 
center of the explosion survived without damage, but other.a at similar dist 
in ravines pointing toward the center of explosion were greatly damaged.' I 
the north of Nagasaki there was a small hamlet about 8,ooo feet from the ce 
of explosion; one _could see a distinctive variation in the intensity of dam 
across the ha.ml.et, corresponding with the shadows thrown by a sharp hill. 

The best example of sh._ielding by a hill was southeast of the center of 
explosion in ·Nagasaki. T.b.e damage at 8,ooo feet from X consisted of light . 
ter damage and destruction of about half the windows. T.b.ese buildings were 
European type and were on the reverse side of. a steep hill. At the same di 
tance to the south-southeast the damage was considerably greater, i.e.,· all 
windows and frames, doors, were damaged and heavy plaster damage and cracks 
the brick work also appeared. The· contrast may be illustrated also by the 
that at the Nagasaki Prefectural office at 10,800 feet the damage was bad e 
for the building to be evacuated, while at the Nagasaki Normal School to wh 
the Prefectural office had been moved, at the same distance, the damage was 
comparatively light. 

Because of the height of the bursts no evi dence was expected of the 
shielding of one building by another, at leas.t up ·to a considerable radius. 
It was in fact difficult to find any evidence at any distance of such shielt 
There appeared to have been a little shielding of the building behind the 
Administration Building of the Torpedo Works in Nagasaki, but the benefits 
were very slight. There was also some evidence. that the group of buildings 
comprising the Medical School in Nagasaki did afford each other mutual prot1 
tion. On the whole, however, shielding of one building by another was not 
noticeable. 

There was one other peculiar type of shieldi ng, ·best exhibited by the 
workers' houses to the north of the torpedo plant in Nagasaki. These were 
6,ooo to 7,000 feet north of X. The damage to these houses was not nearly 1 

bad as those over a thousand feet farther away from the center of explosion 
It seemed as though the great destruction caused .in the torpedo plant had 
weakened the blast a little, and t.he full power was not restored for anotheJ 
1, 000 feet or . more. · 

FLASH BURN 

As already stated, a charac.teristic feature of the atomic bomb, which : 
~uite foreign to ordiD.ary explosives, is . that a very appreciable fraction oj 
the energy liberated goes into radiant heat and light. For a suf'ficiently 
large explosion, the flash burn produced by this radiated energy will becomE 
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the dominant cause of damage, since the area of burn damage will increase in 
proportion to the energy released, whereas the area of blast damage increases 
only with the two-thirds power of the energy. Although such a reversal of the 
mechanism of damage was not achieved in . the Hiroshima and Nagasaki oomoa, the 
effects · of the flash were, however, very evident, and many casualties resulted 
from flash burns. A discussion of the caail.al ti.ea c~uaed by flash burns will 
be given later; in this aectiori will be described the other flash effects · 
which were observed in the two cities. 

The duration of the heat radiation from the bomb is so short,. just a few 
thousandths of a second, that there iano time for the energy falling on a 
surface to be dissipated by thermal defuaion; the flash burn is typically a · 
surface effect. In other words the surface of either a person or an object 
exposed to the flash is r~iaed to a very high temperature while immediately 
beneath the surface very little rise in temperature occurs. 

The flash burning of the surface of objects, particularly wooden objects, 
·occurred in HiroshilI1a up to a radius of 9 ,500 feet from X; at '.Nfi.gaaa:k:i , burns 
·were visible up to ll,000 feet from X. The charring and blackening of e.ll . 
telephone .poles, trees and wooden poets in the areas not destroyed by tlie gen
eral fire occurred only on the aide ..facing the center of e:itploaion and did not 
go around .the cornera 'of bliildfn8a or hills. The exact position of the explo
sion was in fact accu:rately deteTmined by taking a number of eights from Vari
ous objects which had been flash burned on one aide only. 

To illustrate the effects of the flash burn, the following describes a 
number of examples found by an observer moving northward from the cen:ter 'of 
explosion in Nagasaki. First occurred a row of fence :posts at the north · edge 
of the prison hill, at 0~3 miles. from X. 'The top and upper part of these 
poets were heavily charred, The chEi.rring on the front of the poets was :·ehar,P
ly limited by the shadow of a wall. This wall had however been completely de-
.molished by the blast, which of course arrived some time after the flash. At 
the north edge of the Torpedo works, . 1.05 miles from X, telephone poles were · 
charred· to a depth of about 0.5 millimeters. A light piece of wood similar to 
the flat aide of an orange .crate, was found leaning against one of· the tele
phone poles. lts front surface was charred the same way .as the pole, but it 
was evident that it had actually been ignited.. The wood was blackened· through 
a couple of cracks and nail holes, and around the edges onto the back surface. 
lt seemed likely that this piece of wood had flamed up under the flash for a 
~ew seconds before the flame was blown o,µt by the wind of the blast. Farther 
out, between 1.05 and 1.5 miles from the explosion, were many trees and poles 
showing a blackening. Some of the poles had platforms near the top~ The 
shadows cast by the platforms were clearly visible and showed that the bomb 
had detonated at a considerable height. The row of polec turned north and 
crossed the mountain ridge; the flash burn was plainly visible all the way to 
the top of the ridge, the farthest; burn observed being at 2.0 miles from. X. 

Another striking effect of the f laah burn was the autumnal appearance of 
the bowl formed by the hills on three sides of the explosion point. The 
ridges are about 1.5 miles from X. Throughout this bowl the foliage turned 
yellow, although.on the far side of the ridges the countryside was quite 
green, , This autUillnal appearance of the trees extended to about 8,000 feet 
from X. 
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( However, shrubs and small plants quite near the center of explosion ir 
Hiroshima, although stripped of leaves, had obviously not been killed. Mar 
were throwing out new buds when observers visited the city. 

There are two other remarkable effects of the heat radiated from the 1: 
explosion. The first of these is the manner in which heat roughened the su 
of polished granite, which reta.ined its polish only where it was shielded f 
the radiated heat travelling in straight lines from the explosion. This re 
ening by radiated heat caused by the unequal expansion of the constituent c 
tals of the stone; for granite crystals the melting temperature is about 6c 
centigrade. Therefore the depth of roughening and ultimate flaking of the 
granite sui-face indicated the depth to which this temperature occurred and 
ed to determine the average ground temperatures in the instant following tb 
explosion. This effect was noted for distances about l~ times as great in 
Nagasaki as in Hiroshima. 

The second remarkable effect was the bubbling ofroof tile. The size oJ 
bubbles and their extent was proportional to their nearness to the center o 
explosion and also depended on how squarely the tile itself was faced towar 
the explosion. The distance ratio of this effect between Nagasaki and Hiro 
was about the same as for the flaking of polished granite. 

Various other effects of the radiated heat were noted, including the 
lightening of asphalt- road surfaces in spots which had not been protected f 
the radiated heat by a:ny object such as that of a person walking along the 
Various other surfaces were discolored in different ways by the radiated he 

As has already been mentioned the fact that radiant heat traveled only 
straight lines from the center of explosion enabled observers to determine 
direction toward the center of explosion from a number of different points, 
observing the "shadows" which were cast by intervening objects where they 
shielded the otherwis·e exposed surface of so:m~ object ·. · Thus the center of 
plosion was located with considerable accuracy. In a number of cases these 
"shadows" also gave an indication of the height of burst of the bomb and oc 
sionally a distinct penumbra was found which enabled observers to calculate 
diameter of the ball of fire at the instant it was exerting the maximum cha 
or burning effect. 

One more interesting feature connected with heat radiation was the cha 
of fabric to different degrees depending upon the color of the fabric. A Il' 
of instances were recorded in which persons wearing clothing of various coli 
received burns greatly varying in degree, the degree of burn depending upon 
color of the fabric over the skin in question. For example a shirt of alte: 
light and dark gray stripes, each about 1/8 of an inch wide, had the dark 
stripes completely burned out but the light stripes were undamaged; and a p: 
of Japanese paper exposed nearly l~ miles fromX had the characters which w1 
written in black ink neatly burned out. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INJURIES TO PERSONS 

Injuries to persons resulting from the atomic explosions were of the 
following types: 
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A. :Burns, from 
1. Flash radiation of heat 
2. Fires started by the explosions. 

B. Mechanical injuries from collapse of buildings, flying debris, etc. 
C. Direct effects of the high blast pressure, i.e., straight compression. 
D. Radiation injuries, from the instantaneous emission of ganmia rays and 

neutrons. 

It is impossible to assign exact percent,s.ges bf casualties to each of the 
types of injury, because so many victims were injured by more than one effect 
of the explosions. However, it is certain that -the greater part of the cas
ua~ties resulted from burns and mechanical injures. Col. Warren, one of 
America's foremost radioligists, stated it is probable that 7 per cent or less 
of the deaths resulted primarily from radiation disease. 

The greatest single factor influencing the occurrence of casualties was 
the distance of the person concerned from the center of explosion. 

Estilnates based on the study of a selected group of 900 patients indicated 
that total casualties occurred as far out as 14,ooo feet at Nagasaki and 12,000 
feet at Hiroshilna. 

Burns were suf'fered at a considerable greater distance fromX than any 
other type of injury, and mechanical injuries farther out than radiation effect.e 

Medical findings show that no person was injured by radioactivity who was 
not exposed to the actual explosion of the bombs. No injuries resulted from 
persistent radioactivity of any sort. 

BURNS 

Two types of burns were observed. These are generally differentiated as 
flame or fire burn and so-called flash burn. 

The early appearance of the flame burn as reported by the Japanese, and 
the later appearance as observed, was not unusual. 

The flash burn presented several distinctive features. Marked redness of 
the a:'fected skin areas appeared almost inn:nediately, according to the Japanese., 
with progressive changes in the skin taking place over a period of a few hours. 
When ~een after 50 days, the most distinctive feature of these burns was their 
sharp limitation to exposed skin areas facing the center of the explosion. For 
instance, a patient who had been walking in a direction at right angles tb a 
line dra-wn between him and the explosion, and whose arms were swinging, might 
have burns only on the outside of the arm nearest the center and on the inside 
of the other arm. 

Generally, any type of shielding protected the skin.against flash bu.ms, 
although burns through one, and very occasionally more, layers of clothing did 
occur in patients near the center. In such cases, it was not unusual to find 
burns tbrough black but not through white clothing, on the same patient. 
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Flash burns also tended to involve areas where the clothes were tightly dri 
over the skin, such as at the elbows and shoulders. 

The Japanese report the incidence of burns in patients surviving mar~ 
than a few hours after the explosion, and seeking medical attention1 as hi1 
as 95%. The total mortalities due to burns alone cannot be estimated with 
degree of accuracy. As mentioned already, it is believed that the majorit; 
all the deaths occurred immediately. Of these, the Japanese est:i.J:nate that 
and most of the reports estimate that over 50%, of the deaths were due ' to 
burns. 

In general, the incidence of burns was in direct proportion to the di1 
tance from X. However, certain irregularities in this relationshi.P result 
the medical studies because of variations in the amount of shielding from 
flash burn, and because of the lack of complete data on persons killed out· 
right close to X. 

The maximum. distance from X at which flash burns were observed is of 
pa.rmnount interest. It has been estimated that patients with burns at 
Hiroshima were all less than 7,500 feet from the center of the explosion ai 
the time of the bombing. At Nagasaki, patients with burns were observed ot 
to the remarkable distance of 13,800 feet. 

MECHANICAL INJURIES 

The mechanical injuries included fractures, lacerations, contusions, 
abrasions, and other effects to be expected from falling roofs, crumbling 
walls, flying debris and glass, and other indirect blast effects. The ap
pearance of these various tY})es of mechanical injuries was not remarkable i 
the ~dical authorities who studied them. 

It was estimated that patients with lacerations at Hiroshima were lese 
than 10,600 feet from X, whereas at Nagasaki they extended as far as 12,20( 
feet. 

The tremendous drag of wind, even as far as 1 mile from x, must have r 
sulted in many injuries and deaths. Some large pieces of a prison wall, fc 
example, were flung 80 feet, and many have gone 30 feet high before falline 
The same fate must have befallen many persons, and the chances of a hu:m.an 
being surviving such treatment a.re probably small. 

BLAST INJURIES 

No estimate of the number of deaths or early symptoms due to blast 
pressure can be made. The pressures developed on the ground under the ex
plosions were not sufficient to kill more than those people very near the 
center of d.a.mage (within a few hundred feet at most). Very few cases of 
ruptured ear drums were noted, and it is the general feeling of the medical 
authorities that the direct blast effects were not great. Many of the 
Japanese reports, which are believed to be false, describe immediate effect 
such as ruptured abdomens with protruding intestines and protruding eyes, b 
no such results were actually traced to the effect of air pressure alone. 
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RADIATION INJURIES 

As pointed out in another section of this report the radiations from the 
nuclear explosions which caused injuries to persons were primarily those ex
perienced within the first second after the explosion; a few may have occurred 
later, but all occurred in the first minute. The other two general types of 
radiation, viz., radiation from scattered fission products and induced radio
activity from objects near-the center of explosion, were definitely proved not 
to have caused an:y casualties. 

The proper designation of radiation injuries is somewhat difficult. Prob
ably the two most direct designations are radiation injury and gamma ray injury. 
The former term is not entirely suitable in that it does not define the type 
of radiation as ionizing and allows possible confusion with other types of ra
diation (e.g., infra-red). The objection to the latter term is that it limits 
the ionizing radiation to gamma rays, which were undoubtedly the most impor
tant; but the possible contribution of neutron and even beta rays to the bio
logical effects cannot be entirely ignored. Radiation injury has the advan
tage of custom, since it is generally understood in medicine to refer to X-ray 
effect ae distinguished from the effects of actinic .radiation. Accordingly, 
radiation injury ie used in this report to mean injury due only to ionizing 
radiation. 

According to Japanese observations, the early symptons in patients suffer
ing from radiation injury closely resembled the symptons observed in patients 
receiving intensive roentgen therapy, as well as those observed in experimen
tal animals receiving large doses of X-rays • . The important symptons reported 
by the Japanese and observed by .American authorities were epilation (loss of 
hair), petechiae (bleeding into the skin), and other hemorrhagic manifesta
tions, oropharyngeal lesions (inflammation of the mouth and throat), vomiting, 
diarrhea, and fever. 

Epilation was one of the most spectacular and obvious findings. The ap
pearance of the epilated patient was typical. The crown was involved more 
than the sides, and in marry instances the resemblance to a monk's tonsure was 
striking. In extreme cases the hair was totally lost. In some cases, re
growth of hair had begun by the time patients were seen 50 days after the 
bombing. Curiously, epilation of hair other than that of the scalp was ex
tremely unusual. 

Petechiae and other hemorrhagic manifestations were striking findings. 
Bleeding began usually from the gums and in the more seriously affected was 
soon evident from every possible source. Petechiae appeared on the limbs and 
on pressure points. Large ecchymoses (hemorrhages under the skin) developed 
about needle punctures, and wounds partially healed broke down and bled freely. 
Retinal hemorrhages occurred in marry of the patients. The bleeding time and 
the coagulation time were prolonged. The platelets (coagulation of the blood) 
were characteristically reduced in numbers. 

Nausea and vomiting appearing within a few hours after the explosion was 
reported frequently by the Japanese. This usually had subsided by the fol
lowing morning, although occasionally it continued for two or three days. 
Vomiting was not infrequently reported and observed during the course of the 
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later symptoms, although at these times it generally appeared to be relate 
other manifestation of systemic reactions associated with infection. 

Diarrhea of varying degrees of severity was reported and: observed. I 
more severe cases, it was frequently bloody. For reasons which are not ye 
clear, the diarrhea in some cases was very persistent. 

Lesions of the gums, and the oral mucous membrane, and the throat wer 
observed. The affected areas became deep red, then violacious in color; a 
many instances ulcerations and necrosis (breakdown of tissue) followed. B 
counts done and recorded by the Japanese, as well as counts done by the Ma: 
hattan Engineer District Group, on such patients regularly showed leucopen 
(low-white blood cell count). In extreme cases the white blood cell count 
below 1, 000 (normal cou.nt is around 7, 000). In association with the leuco: 
and the oropharyngeal lesions, a variety of other infective processes were 
seen. Wounds and burns which were healing adequately suppurated and serio1 
necrosis occurred. At the same time, similar ulcerations were observed in 
larynx, bowels, and LTl females, th~ gentalia. Fever usually accompanied t] 
les i ons. 

Eye injuries produced by the atomic bombings in both cities were the 
subject of special investigations. The usual types of mechanical injuries 
were seen. In addition, lesions consisting of retinal hemorrhage and exu.d.E 
were observed and 75% of the patients showing them had other signs of radiE 
injury. · 

The progress of radiation disease of various degrees of severity is sl 
in the following table: 
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Summary of Radiation Injury 

Clinical SYllll>tom.e and Findings 
.. 

Day 
after ... .. .. 

E:x;plo-
sion Most Severe · Moderately Severe Mild 

1. 1. Nausea and vomiting 1. Nausea' and vomiting 
2. after 1-2 hours. after 1-2 hours. 
3. NO DEFINITE SYMPTOMS 
4. 
5. 2. Diarrhea 
6. 3. Vomiting NO DEFINITE SYMPTOMS 

. 7. 4. Inflammation of the 
mouth and throat 

I 
8. 5. Fever 
9. 6. Rapid emaciation 

10. Death NO DEFINITE SYMPTOMS 
11. · (Mortality probably 2. Beginning epilation. 
12. 100%) 
13. . . 

14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 3. Loss of appetite 
19. and general malaise. 1. Epilation 
20. 4. Fever. 2. Los.a of appetite 
21. 5. Severe inflammation and malaise. 
22. of the mouth and throat 3. Sore throat. 
23. 4. Pallor. 
24. ; 5; Petechiae 
25. 6. Diarrhea 
26. 7. Moderate emacia-
27. 6. Pallor. tion. · 
28. 7. Petechiae, diarrhea 
29. and nose bleeds (Recovery unless com-
30. plicated by previous 
31. 8. Rapid emaciation poor health or 

• Death super-imposed in-

' 
(Mortality probably juries or infec-
5a{o) tions). 

It was concluded that persons e:x;posed to the bombs at the time of detona
tion did show effects from ioniziilg radiation and that some of these patients, 
otherwise uninjured, died. Deaths from radiation began about a week after ex
posure and reached a peak in 3 to 4 weeks. They practically ceased to occur 
after 7 to 8 weeks. 
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Treatment of the bu.ms and other physical injuries was carried out by 
Japanese by orthodox methods. Treatment of radiation effects by them incl1 
general supportative measures such as rest and high vita.min and caloric di1 
Liver and calcium. preparations were administered by injection and blood trl 
fusions were used to combat hemorrhage. Special vitamin preparations and < 
special drugs used in the treatment of similar medical conditions were usec 
American Army Medical Corps officers after their arrival. Although the ge1 
measures instituted were of some benefit no definite effect of any of the 
specific measures on the course of the disease could be demonstrated. The 
of sulfonamide drugs by the Japanese and particularly of penicillin by the 
American physicians after their arrival undoubtedly helped control the infE 
tions and they appear to be the single important type of treatment which m.E 
have effectively altered the earlier course of these patients. 

Qne of the most important tasks assigned to the mission which investiE 
the .effects of the bombing was that of determining if the radiation effecte 
were all due to the instantaneous discharges at the time of the explosion, 
if people were being harmed in addition from persistent radioactivity. Th:I 
question was investigated from two points of view. Direct measurements of 
persistent radioactivity were made at the time of the investigation. From 
these measurements, calculations were :made of the graded radiation dosages, 
i.e., the total amount of radiation which could have been absorbed by a:o:y I 
son. These calculations showed that the highest dosage which would have be 
received from persistent radioactivity at Hiroshima. was between 6 and 25 
roentgens of gamma. radiation; the highest in the Nagasaki Area was between 
and 110 roentgens of gamma. radiation. The latter figure does not refer to 
city itself, but to a localized area in the Nishiyama District. In interp:r 
these findings it must be understood thEJ,t to get these dosages, one would h 
had to remain at the point of highest radioactivity for 6 weeks continuousl 
from the first hour after the bombing. It is apparent therefore that insof 
as coUld be determined at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the residual radiation al 
could not have been detrimental to the health of persons entering and livin 
in the bombed areas after the ·, explosion. 

\ 

The second approach to this question was to determine if a:ny persons n 
in the city at the time of the explosion, but coming in immediately afterwa: 
exhibited any symptoms or findings which might have been d.ue to persistence 
induced radioactivity. By the time of the arrival of the Manhatt'an Enginee: 
District group, several Japanese studies had been done on such persons. N~ 

of the persons examined in any of these studies showed any symptoms which c1 
be attributed to radiation, and their actu.a.1 blood cell counts were consist1 
w1thin the normal range. Throughout the period. of the M9.nhattan Engineer 
District investigation, Japanese doctors and patients were repeatedly reque1 
to bring to them any patients who they thought might be examples of persons 
harmed from persistent radioactivity. No such subjects were found. 

It was concluded therefore as a result of these findings and lack of 
findings, that although a measurable quantity of induced radioactivity was 
found, it had not been sufficient to cause any harm to persons living in thE 
two cities after the bombings. 
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SHIELDING FROM RADIATION 

Exact figures on the thicknesses of various substances to provide com
plete or partial protection from the effects of radiation, in relation to the 
distance from the cente;i:' of explosion, cannot be released at this time. 
Studies of collected data a.re still under way. It can be stated, however, 
that at a reasonable distance, say about ~ mile from the center of explosion, 
protection to persons from radiation injury can be afforded by a layer of 
concrete or other material whose thickness does not preclude reasonable 
construction. 

Radiation ultimately caused the death of the few persons not killed by 
other .effects and who were fully exposed to the bombs up to a distance of 
about~ mile from X. The British Mission has:· estimated that people in tlie 
open had a 5afo chance of sur'V'iving the efr"ects of radiation at 3/4 of a mile 
from X. 

EFFECTS OF THE ATOMIC BOMBINGS ON THE INHABITANTS 
OF THE BOMBED CITIES 

In both Hiroshima and Nagasaki the tremendous scale of the disaster 
largely destroyed the citie~ as entities. Even the worst of all other pre
vious bombing at.tacks ori Germany and Japan, such as the incendiary raids on 
Hamburg in 1943 and on Tokyo in 1945, were not comparable to the paralyzing 
effect of the atomic bombs. In addition to the huge number of persons who 

. were killed or injuried so that their services in rehabilitation were not 
· available, a panic flight of the population took place from both cities 
inmlediately following the atomic explosions. No significant reconstruction 
or repair work .was accomplished because of the slow return of the population; 
at the end of November 1945 each of the cities had only about 1401 000 people. 
Although the ending of the war almost :iJnmediately after the atomic bombings 
removed much of the incentive of the Japanese people toward inmlediate recon
struction of their losses, their paralysis was still remarkable. Even the 
clearance of wreckage and the burning of the many bodies trapped in it were 
not well organized some weeks after the bombings. As the British Mission has 
stated, "the impression which both cities make is of having sunk, in an in
stant and without a struggle, to the most .Primitive · level." 

Aside from physical injury and damage, the most significant effect of 
the atomic bombs was the sheer terror which it struck into the peoples of 
the bombed cities. This terror, resulting in inml.ediate hystericai activity 
and flight from the cities, had one especially pronounced effect: persons 
who had become accustomed to mass air raids had grown to pay little heed to 
single planes or small groups of planes, but after the atomic bombings the 
appearance of a single plane cause·d more terror and disruption of normal life 
than the appearance of :in.any hundreds of planes had ever been able to cause 
before. The effect .of this terrible fear of the potential danger from even 
a single enemy plane on the lives of the peoples of the world in the event o'f 
any future war can easily be conjectured. 

The atomic bomb did not alone win the war against Japan, but it most 
certainly ended it, saving the thousands of Allied lives that would have been 
lost in any combat invasion of Japan. 
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EYEWITN~SS ACCOU~T 

Hiroshima -- August 6th, 1945 

by 

Father John A. Siemes, pro:fessor o:f modern philosphy at 
Tokyo's Catholic University 

Up to August 6th, occasional bombs, 
which did no great damage, had fallen on 
Hiroshima. Many cities roundabout, one 
after the other, were destroyed, but Hiro
shima itself remained protected. There 
were almost daily observation planes over 
the city but none of them dropped a bomb. 
The citizens wondered why they alone had 
remained undisturbed for so long a time. 
There were fantastic rumors that the 
enemy had something special in mind for 
this city, but no one dreamed that the end 
would come in such a fashion as on the 
morning of August 6th. 

August 6th began in a bright, clear, 
summer . morning. About seven o'clock, 
there was an air raid alarm which we had 
neard almost every day and a few planes 
appeared over the city. No one paid" any 
attention and at about eight . o'clock, the 
all-clear was sounded. I am sitting in my 
room at the Novitiate of the Society of 
Jesus in Nagatsuke; during the past half 
year, the philosophical and theological sec
tion _of our Mission had been evacuated to 
this place from Tokyo. The Novitiate is 
situated approximately two kilometers 
from Hiroshima, half-way up the sides of 
a broad valley which stretches from the 
town at sea level into this mountainous 
hinterland, and through which courses a 
river. From my window, I have a wonder
ful view down the valley to the edge of the 
city. 

Suddenly-the time is approximately 
8:14-the whole valley is filled by a garish 
light which resembles the magnesium light 
used in photography, and I am conscious 
of a wave of heat. I jump to the window 
to find out the cause of this remarkable 
phenomenon, but I see nothing more than 
that brilliant yellow light. As I make for 
the door, it doesn't occur to me that the 
light might have some~ing to do with 
enemy planes. On the way from the win
dow, I hear a moderately loud explosion 
which seems to come from a distance and, 
at the same time, the windows are broken 
in with a loud crash. There has "been an 

interval of ·perhaps ten seconds since the 
flash of light. I am sprayed by fragments 
of glass. The entire window frame has 
been forced into the room. I realize now 
that a bomb has burst and I am under the 
impression that it exploded directly over 
our house or in the immediate vicinity. 

I am 'bleeding from cuts about the hands 
and head. I attempt to get out of the door. 
It has been forced outwards by the air 
pressure and has become jammed. I force 
an opening in the door by means of re
peated blows with my hands and feet and 
come to a broad hallway from which open 
the various rooms. Everything is in a 
state of confusion. All windows are broken 
and all the doors are forced inwards. The 
book-shelves in · the hallway have tumbled 
down. I do not note a second explosion and 
the fliers seem to have gone on. Most of 
my colleagues have been injured by frag
ments of glass. A few are bleeding but 
none has been seriously injured. All of us 
have been fortunate since it is now appar-

- ent that the wall of my room opposite the 
window has been lacerated by long, frag
ments of glass. 

We proceed to the front of the house to 
see where the bomb has landed. There is 
no evidence, however, of a bomb crater; 
but the southeast section of the house is 
very severely damaged. Not a door nor a 
window remains. The blast of air had 
penetrated the entire .house from the south~ 
east, but the house still stands. It is con
structed in a Japanese style with a wooden 
framework, but has been greatly streng
thened by the labo~ of our Brother Gropper 
as is frequently done in Japanese homes. 
Only along the front of the chapel which 
adjoins the house, three supports have 
given way (it hae, been _made in the manner 
of Japanese temple, entfrely out of wood.) 

Down in the valley, perhaps one kilo~ 

meter toward the city from us, several 
peasant homes are on fire and the woods on 
the opposite side of the valley are aflame. 
A few of us go over to help control the 
flames. While_ we are attempting to put 
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things in order, a storm comes up and it 
begins to rain. Over the city', clouds of 
smoke are rising and I hear a few slight 
explosions. I come to the conclusion that 
an incendiary bomb with an especially 
strong explosive action has gone off down 
in the valley. A few of us saw three 
planes at great altitude over the city at 
the time of the explosion. I, myself, saw 
no aircraft whatsoever. 

Perhaps a half-hour after the explosion, 
a procession of people begins to stream 
up the valley from the city. The crowd 
thickens continuously. A few come up the 
road to our house. We give them first aid 
and bring them into the chapel, which we 
have in the meantime cleaned and cleared 
of wreckage, and put them to rest on the 
straw mats which constitute the floor of 
Japanese housP.s. A few display horrible 
wounds of the extremities and back. The 
small quantity of fat which we possessed 
during this time of war was soon used up 
in the care of the burns. Father Rektor 
who, before taking holy orders, had studied 
medicine, ministers · to the injured, but 
our bandages and.drugs are soon gone. We 
must be content with cleansing the wounds. 

More and more of the injured come to us. 
The least . injured drag the more seriOusly 
woun!fed. There are wounded soldiers, and 
mothers carrying, burned children in their 
arms. From the houses of the farmers in 
the vall~y comes word: "Ou~ houses are 
full of wounded and dying. Can you help, 

. at least by taking the worst cases?" The 
wounded come from the sections at the 
edge of the city. They saw the bright light, 
their houses collapsed and buried the in
mates in their rooms. Those that were in 
the open suffered instantaneous burns, 
particularly on the lightly clothed or un
clothed parts of the body. Numerous fires 
sprang up which soon consumed the entire 
district. We now conclude that the epicent
er of the explosion was at the edge· of the 
city near the Jokogawa Station, three kilo
meters away from us. We are concerned 
about Father Kopp who that same morn
ing, went to hold Mass at th~ Sisters of 
the Poor, who have a home for children 
at the edge of the city. He had not returned 
as yet. 

Toward noon, our large chapel and li
brary are filled with the seriously injured. 
The procession of refugees from the city 
continues. Finally, about one o'clock, Fa
ther Kopp returns together . with the Sis
ters. Their house and the entire district 
where they live has burned to the ground. 
Father Kopp is bleeding about the head 

and. neck, and he has a large burn on the 
right palm. He was standing in front of 
the nu11:1ery ready to go home. All of a 
sudden, he became aware of the light, felt 
the wave of heat and a large blister formed 
on his hand. The windows were torn out 
by the blast. He thought that the bomb 
had fallen in his immediate vicinity. The 
nunnery, also a wooden structure made by 
our Brother Gropper, still remained but 
soon it is noted that the house is as good 
as lost because the fire, which had begun 
at many points in the neighborhood, sweeps 
closer and closer, and water is not avail
able. There is still time to rescue certain 
things from the house and to bury them 
in an open spot. Then the house is swept 
by flame, and they fight their way back to 
us along the shore of the river and through 
the burning streets. 

Soon comes news that the entire city has 
been destroyed by the explosion and that 
it is on fire. What became of Father Su
perior and the. three other. Fathers who 
were at the center of the city at the Central 
Mission and Parish House? We had up to 
this time not given them a thought because 
we did not believe that the effects of the 
bomb encompassed the entire city; Also, 
we did not want to go into town except 
under pressure of dire necessity, because 
we thought that the population was greatly 
perturbed and that it might take revenge 
on any foreigners which they might con
sider spiteful onlookers of their misfortune, 
or even spies. 

Father Stolte and Father Erlinghagen 
go down to the road which is stilJ full of 
refugees and bring in the seriously injured 
who · have sunken .bY the wayside, to the 
temporary aid station at the village school. 
There iodine is applied to the wounds but 
they are left uncleansed. Neither ointments 
nor other therapeutic agentS are available. 
Those that have been brought in are laid 
on the floor and no one can give them any 
further care. What couid one do when all 
means are lacking? Under those circum
stances, it is almost useless to bring them 
in. Among the passersby, there are many 
who are uninjured. In a purposeless, in
sensate manner, . distraught by the magni
tude of the disaster most of them rush by 
and none conceives the thought of organiz
ing help on his own initiative. They !\re 
concerned only with the welfare of their 
own families. It became clear to us during 
these days that the Japanese displayed 
little initiat,ive, preparedness, and organi
zational skill in preparation for catas-
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trophes. They failed to carry out any res
cue work when something could have been 
saved by a cooperative · effort, and fatal
istically let the catastrophe take its course. 
When we urged them to take part in the 
rescue work, they did everything willingly, 
but on their own initiative they did very 
little. 

At about four o'clock in the afternoon, 
a theology student and two kindergarten 
children, who lived at the Parish House 
and adjoining buildings which had burned 
down, came in and said that Father Su
perior LaSalle and Father Schiffer had 
been seriously injured and that they had 
taken refuge in Asano Park on the river 
bank. It is obvious that we must bring 
them in since they are too weak to come 
here on foot. 

Hurriedly, we get together two stretch· 
ers and seven of us rush toward the city. 
Father Rektor comes along with food and 
medicine. The closer we get to the city, 
the greater is the evidence of destruction 
and the more difficult it is to make our 
way. The houses at the edge of the city 
are all severely damaged. Many have col
lapsed or burned down. Further in, almost 
all of the dwellings · have been damaged by 
fire. Where the city stood, there is a gi~ 
gantic. burned-out scar. We make our way 
along the street on the river bank among 
the burning and smoking ruins.. Twice we 
are forced into the river itself by the heat 
and smoke at the level of the street. 

Frightfully burned people beckon to us. 
Along the way, there are many dead and 
dying. On the Misasi Bridge, which leads . 
into the inner city we are met by a long 
procession of soldiers who have suffered 
burns. They drag themselves along with 
the help of staves or are carried by their 
less severely injured comrades •. .. an end
less procession of the unfortunate. · 

Abandoned on the bridge, there stand 
with sunken heads a number of horses 
with large burns on their flanks. On the 
far side, the cement structure of the local 
hospital is the only building that remains 
standing. Its interior, however, has been 

, bur.ned out. It acts as a landmark to guide 
us on our way. 

Finally we reach the entrance of the 
park. A large pl'oportion of the populace 
has taken refuge there, but even the trees 
of the park are on fire in several places. 
Paths and bridges are blocked by the 
trunks of fallen trees and are almost im
passable. We are told that a high wind, 
which may well have resulted from the 
heat of the burning city, has uprooted the 

large trees. It is now quite dark. Only the 
fires, which are still raging in some places 
at a distance, give out a little light. 

At the far corner of the park, on the 
river bank itself, we at last come upon 
our colleagues. Father Schiffer is on the 
ground pale as a ghost. He has a deep 
incised wound behind the ear and has lost 
so much blood that we are concerned about 
his chances for survival. The Father Su
perior has suffered a deep wound of the 
lower leg. Father Cieslik and Father 
Kleinsorge have minor injuries but are 
completely exhausted. 

While they are eating the food that we 
have brought along, they tell us of their 
experiences. They were in their rooms at 
the Parish House-it was a quarter after 
eight, exactly the time when we had heard 
the explosion in N agatsuke-when came 
the intense light and immediately there
after the sound · of breaking windows, 
walls and furniture. They were showered 
with glass splinters and fragments of 
wreckage. Father Schiffer was buried be
neath a portion of a wall and suffered a 
severe head injury. The Father Superior . 
received most of the splinters in his back 
and lower extremity from which he bled 
copiously. Everything was thrown about 
in the rooms themselves., but the wooden 
framework of the house remained intact. 

The solidity of the structure which waa 
the work of Brother Gropper again sh9ne 
forth. 

They had the same impression that we 
had in N agatsuke: that the bomb had 
burst · in their initnediate Vicinity. '!'he 
Church, school, and all buildings in the 
immediate vicinity collapsed at orice. Be
neath the ruins of the school, the children 
cried for help. They were freed with great 
effort. Several others were also rescued 
from the ruins of nearby dwellings. Even 
the Father Superior and Father Schi1fet 
despite their wounds, i·endered aid to others 
and lost a great deal of blood in the 
process. 

In the meantime, fires whicl1 had. beg11n 
some distance away are raging even closer, 
so that it becomes obvious that everything 
would soon burn down. Several objects 
are rescued from the Parish House and 
were buried in a clearing in front of the 
Church, but certain valuables and necessi
ties which had been kept ready in case of 
fire could not be found on account of the 
confusion which had been wroughi;, It is 
high time to flee, since the oncoming flames 
leave almost no way open. Fukai, the sec-
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retary of the Mission, is completely out 
of his mind. He does not want to leave 
the house and explains that he does not 
want to survive the destruction of his 
fatherland. He is completely uninjured. 
Father Kleinsorge drags him out of the 
house on his back and he is forcefully 
carried away. 

Beneath the wreckage of the houses 
along the way, many have been trapped 
and they scream to be rescued from the 

. oncoming flames. They must be left to 
their fate. The way to the place in the 

~· city to which one desires to flee is no longer 
open and one must make for Asano Park. 
Fukai does not want to go further and 
remains behind. He has not been heard 
from since. In the park, we take refuge 
on the bank of the river. A very violent 
whirlwind now begins to uproot large trees, 
and lifts them high into the air. As it 
reaches the water, a waterspout forms 
which is approximately 100 meters high. 
The violence of the storm luckily passes 
us by. Some distance away, however, where 
numerous refugees have taken shelter, 
many are blown into the river. Almost all 
who are in the vicinity have been injured 
and have lost relatives who have been 
pinned under the wreckage or who have 
been lost sight of during the flight. There 
is no help for the wounded and some die. 
No one pays any attention to a dead man 
lying nearby. 

The transportation of our own wounded 

is difficult. It is not possible to dress their 
wounds properly in the darkness, and they 
bleed again upon slight motion. As we 
carry them on the shaky litters in the dark 
over fallen trees of the park, they suffer 

• unbearable pain as the result of the move
ment, and lose dangerously large quanti
ties of blood. Our rescuing angel in this 
difficult situation is a Japanese Protestant 
pastor. He has broug~t up a boat and 
offers to take our wounded up stream to a 
place where progress is easier. First, we 
lower the litter containing Father Schiffer 
into the boat and two of us accompany 
him. We plan to bring the boat back for 
the Father Superior. The boat returns 
about one-half hour later and the pastor 
requests that several of us help in the res
cue of two children whom he had seen in 
the river. We rescue them. They have se
vere burns. Soon they suffer chills and die 
in the park. 

The Father Superior is conveyed in the 
boat in the same manner as Father Schif-

fer. The theology student and myself 
accompany him. Father Cieslik considers 
himself strong enough to make his way on 
foot to Nagatsuke with the rest of us, but 
Father Kleinsorge cannot walk so far 
and we leave him behind and promise to 
come for him and the housekeeper tomor
row. From the othe t· side of the stream 
comes the whinny of horses who are 
threatened by the fire. We land on a sand 
spit which juts out 'from the shore. It is 
full of wounded who have taken refuge 
there. They scream for aid for they are 
afraid of drowning as the river may rise 
with the sea, and cover the sand spit. They 
themselves are too weak to move. How
ever, we must press on and and finally we 
reach the spot where the group containing 
Father Schiffer is waiting. 

Here a rescue party had brought a large 
case of fresh rice cakes but there is no one 
to distribute them to the numerous wound
ed that lie all about. We distribute them 
to those that are nearby and also help 

. ourselves. The wounded call for water and 
we come to the aid of a few. Cries for 
help are heard from a distance, but we 
cannot approach the ruins from which they 
come. A group of soldiers comes along the 
road and their officer notices that we speak 
a strange language. He at once draws his 
sword, screamingly demands who we are 
and threatens to cut us down. Father 
Laures, Jr., seizes his arm and explains 
that we are German. We finally quiet him 
down. He thought that we might well be 
Americans who had parachuted down. Ru
mors of parachutists were being bandied 
about the city. The Father Superior who 
was clothed only in a shirt and trousers, 
complains of feeling freezing cold, despite 
the warm summer night and the heat of 
the burning city. The one man among us 
who possesses a coat gives it to him and, 
in addition, I give him my own shirt. To 
me, it seems more comfortable to be with
out a shirt in the heat. 

In the meantime, it has become midnight. 
Since there are not enough of us to man 
both litters with four strong bearers, we 
determine to remove Father Schiffer first 
to the outskirts of the city. From there, 
another group of bearers is to take over 
to Nagatsuke; the others are to turn back 
in order to rescue the Father Superior. I 
am .one of the bearers. The theology stu
dent goes in front to warn us of the 
numerous wires, beams and fragments of 
ruins which block the way and which are 
impossible to see in the dark. Despite all 
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precautions, our progress is stumbling and 
our feet get tangled in the wire. Father 
Kruer falls and carries the litter with him. 
Father Schiffer becomes half unconscious 
from the fall and vomits. We pass an 
injured man who sits all alone among the 
hot ruins and whom I had seen previously 
on the way down. 

On the Misasa Bridge, we .meet Father 
Tappe and Father Luhmer, who have come 
to meet us from Nagatsuke. They had dug 
a family out of the ruins of their collapsed 
house some fifty meters off the road. The 
father of tlte family was already dead. 
They had dragged out two girls and placed 
them by the side of the road. Their mother 
was still trapped under some beams. They 
had planned to complete the rescue and 
then to press on to meet us. At the out
skirts of the city, we put down the litter 
and leave two men to wait until those. who 
are to come from Nagatsuke appear. The 
rest of us turn back to fetCh the Father 
Superior. 

Most . of the ruins have now burned 
down. The darkness kindly hides the many 
forms that lie on the · ground. Only occa
sionally in our quick progress do we hear 
calls for help. One of us remarks that the 
remarkable burned smell reminds him of 
incinerated. corpses. The upright, squatting 
form -which we had passed by previously 
is still there. 

Transportation on · the litter, which has 
been constructed out of boards, must be 
very painful to the Fathe! Superior, whose 
entire back is full of fragments of glass. 
In a narrow passage at the edge of town, 
a car forces us to the edge of the road. The 
litter bearers on the left side . fall into a 
two meter deep ditch which they could not 
see in the darkness. Father Superior hides 
his pain with a · dry joke, but the litter 
which is now no longer in one piece cannot 
be carried further. We decide to wait until 
Kinjo can bring a hand cart from Nagat
suke. He soon comes back with one that 
he has requisitioned from a collapsed house. 
We place Father Superior on the cart and 
wheel him the rest of the way, avoiding 
as much as possible the deeper pits in the 
road. 

About half past four in the morning, we 
finally arrive at the No.vitiate. Our rescue 
expedition had taken almost twelve hours. 
Normally, one could go back and forth to 
the city in two hours. Our two wounded 
were now, for the first time, properly 
dressed. I get .two hours sleep on the floor; 
some one else has taken my own bed. Then 
I read. a Mass in gratiarum actionem, it is 

the i'th of August, the anniversary of the 
foundation of our society. Then we bestir 
ourselves to bri11g Father Kleinsorge and 
other acquaintances out of the city. 

W c take off ·again with the hand cart. 
The bright day now reveals the frightful 
picture which last night's darkness had 
partly concealed. Where the city stood 
everything, as far as the eye could reach, 
is a waste of ashes and ruin. Only several 
skeletons of buildings completely · burned 
out in the interior remain. The banks of 
the river are covered with dead and 
wounded, and the rising waters have here 
and there covered some of the corpses. On 
the broad street in the Hakushima district, 
naked burned ca<lavers are particularly 
numerous. Among them are the wounded 
who are still alive. A few have crawled 
under the burnt-out autos and trams. 
Frightfully injured forms beckon to ti!i . 
ai1d then collapse. An old woman and a 
glri " 'horn she is pulling along with her 
fali down at our feet. We piace them ot1 
our cart and wheel them to the hospital at 
whose entr~nc~ a dressing station has beeit 
set up. Here the wourided lie oti the hard 
floor, row on row. Only the largest wounds 
are dressed. We convey another soidier 
and an old woman. to . the place but we 
cannot move everybody who lies exposed tn 
the sun. rt would be eridless and it is ques
tionable whether those whom W.e can drag 
to the dressing station can come out alive, 
because even here nothing reaily effectiYe 
can be done. Later, we ascertain that the 
wotirided lay for days in the burnt-out hall
ways of the hospital and there they died. 

We must proceed to our goal in the park 
and are forced to leave the wounded to 
their fate. We make our way to the place 
where our . church stood to dig up those 
few belongings that we had buried yester
day. We find them intact. Everything else 
has been completely burned. ln the ruins, 
we find a few molten remnants of holy 
vessels. At the park, we load the house" 
keeper and a mother with her two children 
on the cart. Father Kleinsorge feels strong 
enough, with the aid of Brother Nobuhara, 
to mak(f his way 'borne on foot. The way ' 
back takes us once again past the dead 
and wounded in Hakushima.· Again no 
rescue parties are in evidence. At the 
Misasn Bridge, there still lies the family 
which the Fathers Tappe and Luhmer 
had yesterday rescued from .the ruins. A 
piece o:f tin had been placed over them to 
shield them. from the sun. We cannot take 
them along for our cart is full. We give 
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them and those nearby water to drink and 
decide to rescue them later. At three o'clock 
in the afternoon, we are back in N agatsuka. 

After we have had a few swallows and 
a little food, Fathers Stolte, Luhmer, Erl
inghagen and myself, take off once again 
to bring in the family. Father Kleinso»ge 
requests that we also rescue two children 
who had lost their mother and who had lain 
near him in the park. On the way, we 
were greeted by strangers who had noted 
that we were on a mission of mercy and 
who praised our efforts. We now met 
groups of individuals who were carrying 
the wounded about on litters. As we ar
rived at the Misasa Bridge, the family 
that had been there was gone. They might 
well ha-ve been borne away in the mean
time. There was a group of soldiers at 
work taking away those that had been 
sacrificed yesterday. 

More than thirty hours . had gone . by 
until the first official rescue party had 
appeared on the scene. We find both chil
dren and take them out of the park: a six
year old boy who was uninjured, and a 

-twelve-year old girl who had been b'qrned 
about the head, hands and legs, and who 
had lain for thirty burs without care in 
the park. The left side of her face and the 
left eye were completely covered with blood 
and pus, so that we thought that she had 
lost the eye. When the wound was later 
washed, we noted that the eye was intact 
and that the lids had just become stuck 
together. On the way home, we took an
other group of three refugees with us. 
They first :'Yanted to know, however, of 

·what nationality we were. They, too, feared 
that we might be Americans who had 
parachuted in. When we arrived in. Nagat

. suka, it had just become .dark. 
We took under our · care fifty refugees 

who had lost everything. The majority of 
them were wounded and not a few had 
dangerous . burns. Father Rektor treated 
the wounds as well as he could with the 
few medicaments that we could, with effort, 
gather up. He had to confine himself in 
general to cleansing the wounds of puru
lent material. Even those with the smaller 
burns are very weak and all s-µffered from 
diarrhea. In the farm houses in the vicin
ity, almost everywhere, there are also 
wounded. Father Rektor made daily rounds 
and acted in the capacity of a painstaking 
physician and was a g.reat Samaritan. Our 
work was, in the eyea of the people, a. 
greater boost for Christianity than all our 
work during the preceding long years. 

Three of the severely burned in our 

house died within the next few days. Sud
denly the pulse and respirations ceased. 
It is certainly a sign of our good care that 
so few died. In the official aid stations and 
hospitals, a good third or half of those 
that bad been brought in died. They lay 
about there almost without care, and a 
very high percentage succumbed. Every
thing was lacking: • doctors, assistants, 
dressings, drugs, etc. In an aid· station at 
a school at a nearby village, a group of 
soldiers for several days did nothing except 
to bring in and cremate the dead behind 
the school. 

During the next few days, funeral pro
cessions passed our house from morning 
to night, bringing the deceased to a small 
valley nearby. There, in six places, the 

. dead were burned. People brought their 
own wood and themselves did the crema
tion. Father Luhmer and Father Laures 
found ·a dead man in . a nearby house who 
had already become .bloated and who emit
ted a frightful odor. They brought hhn to 
this valley and incinerated'himthemsel•es. 
Even late at night, the little .valley was lit 
up by the funeral pyres. 

We made systematic efforts to trace our 
acquaintances a:itd the fatnilies of the refu
gees whom we had sheltered; Frequently, 
after the passage of several weeks, aome 
one was found in a diiltant'village or hos
pital but of niany there was no ne*81 and 
these were apparently dead, Wt were 
lucky to discover the mother of the two 
children whom . we had . fourid in the park 
and who had been given up for dead. Aft
er three weeks, she saw her ·children once 
again. In the great joy of the reunjon 
were mingled the tears for those whom we 
shall not see again. 

The magnitude of the disaster that be
fell Hiroshima on August 6th was only 
slowly pieced together in my mind. I lived 
through the catastrophe and saw it only 
in flashes, which only .gradually were 
merged to-give me a total picture. What 
actually happened simultaneously in the 
city as a whole is as follows: As a result 
of the explosion of the bomb at 8 :15, al
most the entire city was destroyed at a 
single blow. Only small outlying districts 
in the southern and eastern parts of the 
town escaped complete destruction. The 
bomb exploded over the center of the city. 
As a result of the blast, the small Japa
nese houses in a diameter of five kilo
meter3, which compressed 993 of the city, 
collapsed or were blown up. Thoae who 
were in the ho.uses were burled in the ru
ins. Those who were h1 the open suatained 
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burns resulting from contact with the 
substance or rays emitted by the bomb. 
Where the substance struck in quantity, 
fires sprang up. These spread rapidly. 

The heat which rQse from the center 
created a whirlwind which was ·effective in 
spreading fire throughout the 'whole city. 
Those who had been caught beneath the 
ruins and who could not be freed rapidly, 
and those who had been caught by the 
flames, became casualties. As much as six 
kilometers from the center of the explo
sion, all houses were damaged and many 
collapsed and caught fire. 'Even fifteen 
kilometers away, windows were broken. It 
was rumored that the enemy fliers had 
spread an explosive and incendiary mate
rial over _the city and then had created the 
explosion and ignition. A few maintained 
that they saw the planes drop a. parachute 
which had carried something that explod
ed at a height of 1,000 meters. The news
papers called the bomb an "atomic bomb" 
and noted that the force of the blast had 
resulted from the explosion of uranium 
atoms, and that gamma rays had been 
sent out as a result of this, but no one 
knew anything. for certain concerning the 
nature of the bomb. 

'How many people· were a sacrifice to 
this bomb? Those .who had lived through 
the catastrophe placed the number of dead 
at at least 100,000. Hiroshima had a pop
ulation of 400,000. Official statistics place 
the number who had died at 70,000 up to 
September 1st, not counting the missing 
• . . and 130,000 wounded, among them 
43,500 severely wounded. Es.timates ·made 
by ourselves on the basis of groups known 
to us show that the number of 100,000 
dead is not too high. · Near us there are 
two barracks, in each of which forty Kore
an workers lived. On the day of the ex
plosion, they were laboring on the streets 
of Hiroshima. Four returned alive to one 
barracks and sixteen to the other. 600 stu
dents of the Protestant girls' school 
worked in a factory, from which only thir
ty to forty returned. Most of the peasant 
families in .the neighborhood lost one or 
more of their members ·who had worked 
at factories in the ·city. Our next door 
neighbor, Tamura, ·lost two· childre11 and 
himself suffered a large wound since, · as 
it happened, be had been in the city on that 
day. The family of our reader suffered 
two dead, father and son; thus a .family 
of five members suffered at least two loss
es, counting only the dead and. severely 
wounded. There died the Mayor, the Pres
ident of the central Japan district, the 
Commander of the city, a Korean prince 

who had been stationed in Hiroshima in 
the capacity of an officer, and many other 
high ranking officers. Of the professors 
of the University, thirty-two were killed 
or severely injured. Especially hard hit 
were the soldiers. The Pioneer Regiment 
was almost entirely wiped out. The bar
racks were near the center of the explo
sion. 

Thousands of wounded who died later 
could doubtless have been rescued · had 
they received proper treatment and care, 
but' rescue work in · a catastrophe of this 
magnitude had not been envisioned; since 
the whole city had been knocked out at a 
·blow, ·everything which 'had been prepared 

· for emergency ·work was lost, and no prep
aration had been made for rescue work in 
the outlying districts. Many of the wound
ed also died llecause they had been weak
ened by under-nourishment and · conse
quently lacked in strength to recover. 
Those who ha:d their normal strength and 
who received good· care slowly healed the 
burns which had been occasioned b~ the 
bomb. There were also cases, however, 
whose prognosis seemed good who died sud
denly. There were also some who had only 
small external wounds who died within 
a week 01," later; after an inflammation of 
the pharynx and oral cavity had taken 
place. We thought at first .that this w.as 
the result of inhalation of the substance 
of the bomb, Later, a commission estab-

. lished th~ thesis that gamma: rays had 
been given out at the time of the explosion, 
following whi~h . the internal organs had 
been injured in a manner resembling . that 
consequent upon Roentgen irradiation. 
This produces a diminution in the num
bers of the white corpuscles. 

Only several cases are known to me per
sonally where individuals who did not 
have external. burns later died. Father 
Kleinsorge and Father Cieslik, who were 
near the center of the explosion, but who 
did not suffer burns became quite weak 
some fourteen days after the explosion. 
Up to this time small incised wounds had 
healed normally, but thereafter the wounds 
which were still unhealed became worse 
and are to date (in September) still in
completely healed. The attending physi
cian diagnosed it as leucopania .. Thete thus 
seems to be some truth in the statement 
that the radiation had some effect on the 
blood. I am of the opinion, however, that 
their generally undernourished and weak
ened eondition was partly responsible for 
these findings. It was noised about that 
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the ruins of the city emitted deadly rays 
and that workers who went there to aid 
in the clearing died, and that the central 
district would be uninhabitable for some 
time to come. I have my doubts as to 
whether such talk is true and myself and 
others who worked in the ruined area for 
some hours shortly after the explosion suf
fered no such ill efl'ects. 

None of us in those days heard a single 
outburst against the Americans on the 
part of the .Japanese, nor was there any 
evidence of a vengeful spirit. The .Japa
nese sufi'ered this tertibte blow as patt 
of the fortunes of war ••. something to be 
borne without complaint. During this war, 
I have nQted relatively little hatred toward 
the allies on the part of the people them
selves, a1though the press has taken oc
casion to stir up such feelings. After the 
victories at the beginning of the war, the 
enemy was rather looked down upon, but 
when allied offensive gathered momentum 
and especially after the advent of the ma
jestic B-29's, the technical 11kill of Amer
ica became an object of wonder and admi
ration. 

The following anecdote indicates the 
spirit of the Japanese: A few . days after 
the atomic bombing, the secretary of the 
University came to us asserting that the 
Japanese were ready tQ destroy San Fran
cisco by means of an equally eft'ective 
bomb. It is dubious that he himself be
lieved what he told us. He merely wanted 
to impress upon us foreigners that the 

Japanese were capable of similar discov
eries. In his nationalistic pride, he talked 
himself into believing this. The Japanese 
also intimated that the principle of the 
new bomb was a Japanese discovery. It 
was only lack of raw materials, they said, 
which prevented its construction. In the 
meantime, the Germans were said to have 
carried the discovery to a further stage 
and were about to initiate such bombing. 
The Americans wete reputed to have 
learned the. secret from the Germans, and 
they had then brought the bomb to a stage 
of industrial completion. 

• • • 
We have discussed among ourselves the 

ethics of the use of the bomb; Some con
sider it in the same category as poison 
gas and were against its use on a civil 
population. Others were of the view that 
in total war, as carried on in Japan, there 
was no difference between civilians and 
soldiers, and that the bomb itself was ~n 
effective force tending to end the blood
shed, warning Japan to surrender and 
thus to avoid total , destruction. It seems 
logical to me that he who supports total 
war in principle cannot complain of war 
against civilians. The crux of the matter 
is whether total war in its present form 
is justifiable, even when it serves a just 
purpose. Does it not have material and 
spiritual evil as its consequences which 
far exceed whatever good ·that might 
result? Y. ;_en will' our moralists give us 
a clear answer tQ this question? 
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Figure 6 

'rhe .Atomic Bomb Explosion over Hiroshima. 
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Figw·e 8 

Aerial View of Hiroshima after the Bomb. 
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Figure 11 

General view of Nagasaki taken from about four miles southeast of X. The chimneys in the background are lo-
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Figure 14 

Pre-strike aerial view of Nagasaki. X is just northeast of the stadium which is visi
ble in the upper right portion of the photograph. The main targets were the Mitsubishi-
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Figure 16 

General panoramic view taken from~ Naga saki Medic.al School and Hospital, looking aouthea.st. In the fore
ground, at the foot of the hill on whibh the Medical School is located, the double- track atreet railway loop to 
the hospital buildipge will be noticed . There was practically no damage to the tracks themselves, but the trolley 
wires were .knocked do'l!Il and the tracks covered with debr:+e. The w ol e area shown in this picture was covered with 
industrial buildings and small residences allnost as close t ogether as it was possible to bui ;J..d "them. In the back
ground, the skeleton r01!lains of the Mitsubishi Steel and Artna Works can .be seen. Note that the r einforced concrete 
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Figure 'Z( 

Typical reinforced concrete building 1000 feet northwest of X. The concrete ~oof slab was supported by 
nnn<Yt"'At.A 'hAA_mA 'Wi+.n -nn -lri+.1=ft•in..,.. f"!n1111Tmc:i '11li.ci ;,.,+i:::a,...-1t""I,... h.oiAma .PA;l..::iM r-r::i11a-lricr +.'h..::i ..,..,-.,nf' c1Ah + n a.ci+.+.lt:a At:J 
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Figure 35 

Looking east from the Red Cross Hospital, 0.9 mile south of Jt . The reinf'orced concrete Communications Bureau 
building in the right foreground is one mile from X. Damages to the building were not extensive and were similar 
t.o T.linRA A+. +.nA 'Qpn ,,.,..,..,aa 11n~-1+a1 rm...-. +... .................. ~ ......... _...,., .... "'- •i..- ---•-- "\..- _, _______ .:. ---- _____ .,., -" •- •'L..- .:._, ___ .,. __ 
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Figure 36 

University of Hiroshima, 0.8 to 0.9 mile south of X, loold1ig northeast from the Red Cross Hospi
tal. The buildings shown were of reinforced concrete construction and were not severely damaged 
structurally. other buildings in this p;roup were of wooden construction and wArA <lARt:rnvAil hv h1A"t. 
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Figure 44 

Aerial view of Nagasaki 
1 

after the }lambing, .ehow1llg the two pri;J.cipal targets~ 
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Figure 45 

Aerial view of the Mitsubishi Steel and Arms Works in Nagasaki, from 0.3 to 1.2 miles south of X. 
This view looking north toward X shows that the middle three-fourths of the above nlant. wif,.h +.hA 
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Figure 46 

Panorama of Nagasaki . This aerial view shows the devastation north of X and west of the Urakami 
River. All of the heavil.y built -un areaA WAl"A r.nmn],.+,,.lv· n<>c+,.nvo.. 0~~ ~ •• _,,, ___ ---- -- _ _ .. . 
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Figure 52 

Nagasaki Medical School a.lid Hospital , sho·wing a room. in the hoapital buildi= on the south -
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